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CHAP'l'ER - I 

JNTRODUCT ICN 

With the wider understanding of the sociology of law, there 

haa been a great interest generated in the natux:e of dispute settle

ment. Lawyers- anthropolo.gists and sociologists have made significant 

contribution in this field. As a result, a multidisciplinary approach 

has grown which is called the socio-legal studies or studies on 

Law and society. This has cultivated a new learning towards law 

which seeks explanation, rather than justification, about the 

decision-making. It errphasises the process rather than the rules of 

the decision making. It tries to appreciate the distinctiveness of 

law against the background of a larger social pattem. 
~ 

A1J a result of this approach, the . divergence of legal norms • 

and social practice has become very apparent. It has also shown that 

deliberate legal changes do not ordinarily produce the desired result. 

In ~tuality the effects they produce are quite unexpected ones. 

'l'he effec-t: of legal control and regulation is largely dependent not 

only upon the impelenting authorities but also on the consumers and 

users of law and their differential capabilities of using it. Law 

as a system o£ symbol is very much different from law as a system 

o! control1• It is heJ:e that the difference between law as it is 

and law as it ought to be becomes clear. 

1. Marc Gallanter, Law And sociej¥ In Modern Dldia, pp. 296-303, 
oxford univerzity P~sa (l§a§ 
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The law is unique and majestic. It is the power of the state 

to control. the existing political and .social organisation that 

peDits the civilisation to exist. But one can get around any law. 

The law c.;n be twisted out of shape to serve a wicked civilisation. 

The rich can escape the law and occasionally the poor get lucky. 

some lawyers treat law contemptuously. JUdges, if they so desire, 

may sell the law, the courts may betray it, but the truth remains 

that there is no better instrument which works to ensure social 

contract between fellow human beings, and between the gove_rned and 

the governors. Therefore la,r remains the sole instrument for sOcial 

control and social change. 

This work aims at investigating this relationship of law in 

the arena of divorce laws. It must be mentioned here that the 

sastras2 were onl¥ a part of the Indian laws in many matters. Indians 

were regulated by less formal norms known as the customary laws. 

customary laws alone, however, were not sufficient and a gap was 

there between the sastric laws· and custcmary laws. 'l'he need to fill 

the gap led to development of statutory codification. 

The extension and consolidation of the modern features of a 

legal system is most apParent in the basic institution of the Hindu 

societ.1, namely, the family. If the constitutional principles were 

sincerely irrplamented, then Dldia would have been in the possession 

of an Unifom Civil code3 • Had that been so, there would not have 

2. scriptures. Hindu scriptures relating to law is known as aastras 
or Dharmaaastras. 

3. The Constitution of India, Part rJ, Directive Principles of. 
State Policy,_Article 44. 
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beeJa ~ penonal laws 1n India. However, the tmth is that instead 

of enactiDg an uniforrr. Civil coc:.e, different pasonal laws wen 

enacted in India. To that extent the Indian lars could not regulate 

the lDdirm social scene affect! vely. AB a result• e series of 

enactnanta look place for the Hinclu:.Conmunity. The enactments of 

1:ha H.I,Ddu laws have brouyht abvut a lot of changes and reforms in 

~e sutric Hindu laws. 'l'he saatras becaroo the recipients of a new 

•tatua known as th~ source of Hindu laws. '.l'he sastric notion of 

iDClissolubility ~ marriage stands totally abandoned. By recogni

sing cU.voJ:Ce, indiv1dualism was also recognised. As e result new 

coacept. of nuclear family emerged. Hithertofore the Hincus looked 

to the Sastras for the regulation of far.ily relationships, but now, 

with tbe enactmmts under the Hindu la.', they began to look towaras 

~he Parlianente 

The laudablie xesult of this development is that for the 

firat t.tma all the HindUs irrespective of their sects, caste, groups, 

c:lasa ar sect began to be governed by a single set of laws, and aa 

aucb they became capable of bringing changes in their social arrange

menta. Thus a degree of uniformity has been achieved within tbe 

Hindu Ccmnun1ty, but unfortunately not within the Indian soc1ety. 

The question nQI ariee.a as to what role ooes t.11e moaem 

Hindu lw play in the mociern Indian legal system and to what extent. 

i~ pJ:OmOtea changea in the social system. 'l'he precepts of the 

Dbaz:muaatra is completely obliterated. While it is considered as 
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a source of various rules in the Hindu personal laws4 , it is no 

longer a living source of Hindu law1 customary components of HindU 

lw alao form a source of Hin6u laws but are no longer the living 

source o£ 1;.he present lmJa5 • Now statutory law has supplanted both 

custom and Dharmasastra. 

--- unfortunately, demise of traditional laws do not mean the 

demise of the traditional society. Traditional notions of legality 

and methodS of change still persists at the· sub-legal level. The 

modern legal aystem tries to provide new possibilities for operating 

within the traditional society. A circular process is created. 

Official laws are used to evade traditional restrictions and yet tlae 

same law's are used to create and enforce those same very restrictions. 

In this manner newer social acacepts like the concept o£ nuclear 

family have also emerged. ·.rhe nuclear family concept is new because 

traditionally Hindus ·lived in Joint f ani lies or Hindu Undivided 

families. 'l'he cond'ept of divorce is also new to the traditional 

conservative Hindul~liefs as they never believed in Divorce prior 

to the statutory enactment. 'l'radi tional interest and groupings now 

4. The Hindu law has its foundation in the ancient scriptures like 
the smtia, Smritis, Digests and CollTCientaries etc. certain rules 
like the provision for maintenence of wife, children and parents8 
finds their origin in the Hindu scriptures. However, the mOdem 
developments. amendments and changes are not rooted in the 
scriptures but are based on the needs of the society. 

s. India is a vast country comprising of di.verse communities with 
unique customs of their own. 'l'hey also form a source of the Hindu 
law. The modern enactments under the Hindu law gives them the 
overriding importance. Like the sastras they no longer form the 
SoUrce of the mOdern Hindu lawso 
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finds expression in litigations, pressure grcup activity and through 

voluntar,y organisations6• 

Most lawyers are atomistic in nature. The lawyer addresses 

the prOblem in isolation with the situation o£ the client. There 

is very little planning or preventive work. The relation between 

the client_ and the lawyer tend to be episodic and thus the range of 

serVice -iz narrow. In this manner, to a lawyer, divorce is not a 

. part of a system concept, but as an isolated incident. '!'here is 

little specialisation or professional collaboration. They are only 

interested in mobilising the clit::ntele. AS a result, the events of 

the .. actual life has to be dressed to fit the notion of law and 

justice. There is a chasm between what goes beiore the court and what 

takes place in the real life. The consequence is the gap between -the 

law and the society. 

The social scientists of the 20th century have developed the 

ideas and notions of divorce which were announced long before end 
" 

proposed in v"ioUs fo.r:ms by thinkers who lacked training, tools 

or the persistence to work out anci arrange their ideas systemati

cally and scientifically. Mos~ of these ideas existed in the form 

of hunches, dreams, discoveries and strong sense of decency- and 

propriety. The Social Scientists and engineers have turned these 

critical ideas into dominant theories. 

6. organisations like the Vishva Hindu Paris had, Baj rangdal etc. 
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'rhe study is undertaken in two stages, namely, (1) 'l'he 

analysis of divorce cases taken from the (a) supreiiE Court (b) High 

courts (c) District courts and (2) analysis of Maintenance cases 

at the supreme Court, High court and Sub-divisional Courts. some 

of the questions that arise in the first stage are a 

1. 'l'he economic and educational background oi the people 

taking advantage of the provisions of divorce unaer the 

Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 

2. Whether the d1 vorce law is being abused. 

3. I£ the right to d,t.vorce in any way has affected the 

status of the Hindu women in society. 

4. If divorce law is equally administered between men and 

wonan. 

5. Whether the incidents o~ divorce is on the rise since 

1955. 

Lav is a tool for social engineering. This is true of the 

diffused customary 1~ where the process of social engineering is 

spontaneous. It ie1 also true of t~ Statute law which is relatively 

rigid in nature and the process of social engineering is more 

deliberate. Because of the deliberate nature of the latter, it sets 

of a chain of social reactiona7• It is an interesting fact that the 

institution of marriage, sans clvorce is a dominant social instrument 

7. At the time of enacting the Hindu code Bill, the Hindu orthodox 
society was in a traumatic shock because Bill int.J:)oduced. rn6nogamy 
and divorce which was considered as alien to the Hindu scrip- · 
turea. 
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of oppression fern. The institution of marriage with the ri~ht to 

divorce has led to the continuously rising divorce cases in the 

courts. The nlJIDber is bewildering and the variety is untold. Analysis 

of this social behaviour is an object of this study. 

The fundamental question is whether divorce law is being 

abused and also whether it is administered equally to men and woroon. 

It is a well known. fact that women in India do not have a socio-

economic j ndependence, our divorce law is a long drawn process in 

which- the parties are expected to prove the 11 fault" of the other. 

In doing so they have to f 1 t the events of the real life to provi

sion of law and justice. Then there are grounds like cruelty, which 

is so wide in its ambit that any human behavic.ur can effectively 

tezmed a cruelty. In this prevailing scenario and in the absence 

of irretrievable breakdown of marriage, divorce law in India is 

more of an oppression than a relief. It is also true that divorce 

is necessary to regulate the institution of marriage. 

There is a recognition of this fact among the judicial 

echeloo •. Their awareness has led to granting of the relief in favour 

" 
of women. while more men come to court because of their economic 

independence and social clout. 

some of the questions tbat arise in the second stage area 

1. H~ has tht::: provision for maintenance or alimony helped 

the Hindu women. 

2. Whether the foregoing provisions afford some sort of 

economic indepenaence to the Hindu woman. 

3. Problem of the children of the estranged marriage. 
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40 Prcblem of the divorced women who receive maintenance 

forming_ a socially oppressed class. 

s. Influence of divorce on the family structure in India. 

6. Whether remarriage after divorce is a popular event. 

7. Whether any alternative to marriage is emer9in9. 

Law can be regulative, restrictive or restitutive. The Hindu 

Marriage Act, 1955 is basica_lly a restitutive law. Before granting 

divorce, it tries to restore the family8 c.nd after granting divorce 

it tries to restore the normal social relationship of the divorced 

:Lnd'ividual9• 

But the question for evaluation is whether the Act has b.een 

successful in its restitutive attempt. When there is a crack in the 

family relationship the parties come to court. Just as the law 

cannot prevent the factual breakdcwn of marriage, the law cannot 

factually join a broken marriag~. Si.n.ilarly law can only make provi-

sions for restoring the status quo of the persuns but cannot actually 

restore the same. Law cannot, and is not expected to go to the length 

of such actuality. ·rherefore there is a gap between what the law aims. 

to achieve and what is actually achieved by it. 

a. Provisions of restitution of conjugal rights under section 9, 
the provision for.reconciliation attempt under section 23(2), 
(3)1 the six months time gap before taking up a petition under 
Section 13B for mutual consent are all indicative of this fact. 

9. The .llet makes provision for alimony (Section 25) custody and 
maintenance of children (Section 26}. Disposal of property 
(Section 27) remarriage of the parties (section 15). All with 
a view to restore the social normalcy of the divorced individual. 
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:rn order to transform the objective of the social achievement 

of the law, society must accept it and implement it in that spirit. 

The western society has fully reconciled to divorce as a social 

J:&ality. Today, it is not a major social tragedy for a couple to be 

dJ.vorced. Divorce there causes very little impression on the mind 

of the child. for right from the cradle, so to say the child learns 

that divorce is a part of life, a social reality. Not so in !ndia. 

In India divorce is a major event, a family aberration. The wBR.ker 

party to the divorce suff<::rs a social stigma and the child of the 

divorced I>:lrents are some how not considered normal in India. ~'lhat 

:has been easy in the west has not been so easy in the Indian society. 

The reason is the eclectic canons of the church did not have or 

rather could not hold the western society in such a vicious hold 

as did the Dharmasastra in the Indian society. Besides the west ha~ 

been more succ~ssful in rising above their religious and scriptural 

shackles than India. so long as the gap remains between the intended 

achievement of the law and the actual acceptance and implementation 

by the societ:y the chasm between law and society will continue to 

widen. 

Law is made for society, society was not made for law • ., 
Therefore, it is inperative to tune law in such a manner that is 

able to recognise and feel the social pulse before bringing about 

a soci~ change and then too it must act keeping in view the system 

ca1cept of the change. 

It is a lamentable fact of most of the families in India 

. that chiefly because the husband has the financial clout or rather 

because he is the lord, he controls the wife inside wedlock and 
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alao ~tside the wedlock. Take for example the requirement that if, 

after the divorce the wife does not remain faithful to her husband 

or if she is guilty of adultery then she forfeits her maintenance 

and often the custody of her child. rn this manner the husband con

tinues to exercise direct control over her even when the marriage 

is dissolved and also when she is his wife. Lille the imperial lord 

that control the masses, the husband controls the wife in most of 

the families. 'l'herefore maintenance provisions, provisions of 

alim:my afford no economic indepenaence to the _woman • 

The children, though it is implied under the Hindu marriage 

ac-t; form the innocent third party to the divorce, in reality they 

get a prqperty like treatment under it. Parents fight over the 

children's custody with little regard tor their st.cain and trc.uma 

The children are not represented by a lawyer like their parents are. 

Their property is not put in a trust for them till they attain th~ 

age of majority. The provision for maintenance, education and custody 

of children to that extent are divorced from the social reality. 

The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 does make provision for 

remarriage of the divorced parties. In reality very few persons 

marry a divorcee. All unmarried maiden gains precedence over a divorcee, 

more so, if that ~vorceeia a woman with children. Even today, even 

if the society does not stigmatise her, she is very conscious and 

depressed about her divorce •tatus. In many other cases then is a 

social stigma. 

'l'he family itself is both at the receiving and at the contri

buting end. On one hand due to friction between the family members 

in the case of a joint or unitary family or due to the singular 



atzesa and strain of the nuclear family divorce take place on the 

other hand the family itself is in jeopardy. one special feature 

11 

of the Indian family system is that people tend to confine them

selves in their extended kinship circle. so if the family in question 

is one that is deeply rooted in the social mores then divorce is a 

major disaster for all concerned .. 

Methodology a 

When a complicated but an indepth study is conducted involving 

two disciplines, in this case law and sociology, methodology is the 

only link joining the two. Methodology is an approach, a methao 

to lo?]t into the operation of law in the context of the social 

realities, also a way to control the social vicissitudes and to 

assess law as a variable in a social process. 

The methodology adopted for this work rests on the following 

aPProaches a 

1. Collection and study of about three hundl:ed and more cases 

in the supreme court and the High courts of India during 

the period 1914-1954 end 1955-1990. All the cases are 
collected from the All India Reporter alone. This is so 

because All India Reporter has a continuous publication 
from 1914 onwards. 

The period from 1914 to 1954 is taken for evaluating the 
0 

unplanned social . change and the period from 1955 to 1990 is taken · 

in order to study the planned social change. 

2. Collection and study .of about two hundred and more divorce 

cases filed at the Darjeeling District court during the 
year 1984 to 1990. 
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In order to obtain a continuity of study, few available cases 

of Calcutta High court reported in the AIR was studied. This forms 

a link between the trend at the national level ana district level. 

All the three trends at the National, state and District level were 

analysed. at length. 

3. .An indepth study of about forty six cases of matrimonial 

causes has been undertaJ(en. For this purpose, these persons 

were interviewed, various aspects of their life covered. 

4. Maintenance cases were collected from the All India 

Reporter during the period 1914 to 1954 and 1955 to 1990. 

AS with the divorce cases, the planned and unplanned 

social changes, the trends etc were exan,ined. 

5. The maintenance cases at the Sub-divisional level were 

also evaluated in relation with the national scene. 

Besides these enpirical study, an analysis of the provision 

for divorc:e and maintenance in relation to the social context has 

been made. 

According to Allen10, under the sociolo~ical school of law, 

more stress is on factual investigation of law's actual working an~ 

results. It is by practical ascertaimrent anc collation of the facts 

of law-in-action that weaknesses of orthodox z·ubr ics are disclosed 

and way is opened for revision. 

In the field of marriage and divorce social justice involves 

administrative know how and collaborative agencies of the other 

sister departments like the social worker, social psychiatrists etce 
0 

10. C. I<. Allen, Law In the Making, P• 4 7, clarendon Preas, 
seventh Edition tl978)o 



since social setting lenos meaning to legal reasoning, the raw 

reality of life o£ ordinary conunon man must form the backdrop of 
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any analysis of law geared for a healing regeneration of the society., 

Human laws and human justice are means to an end, the uninhibited 

manifestations of total human potential, its development and achieve

ment. 

Marriage is an institution which helps to create and achieve 

suqh potential. so long as the marriage leads to the creation of a 

f.amily and development of the potentials of the individuals involved 

tl'leain, marriage or family as such does not draw attention. 'l'he 

cause af concern is for those marriages only in which the tragedy 

overflows from the homes into the lap of society. Justice that is 

social justice is the chief arbiter in these cases. But it often 

fails.~ for~ the strict l12tter of laws, the abracadabra of techni

calities and the lawyers vested interest does not allow it to 

pJ;ogress. Law does not cast a <;;Jlance beyonCJ to see the raW reali

ties of the life and the people who form the main backdrOp of the 

·society. It is a paradox that law, which is meant to serve a sociul 

purpose, and regulate the society at large should be so embroiled 

in legal technicalities so as to lose sight of its very purpose and 

goal. Divorce is a paradigm. The law of Divorce which was me ant to 

liberate men and women from marital conflicts, tragedies, and 

deceptions., have made the technique and procedure of it so compli

cated that its con:;sequence on the society is more ccmplicated and 

tragic. 
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Further, divorce law, in its letter and spirit is meant for 

both men ~d women equally. But a comnon trait of the Indian society, 

especially of the Hindu society is that there is a predominance of 

men everywhere. This can be found in the concept of Karta, the head 

of the family, the guardianship con~ept, the matrimonial home concept. 

It is seen in the int."r-spousal relationship also. In short patriarchy 

is recognised and proviesd for, there is no formal recognition of 

mutuality. Thus the ccncept of patriarchy, partiliny patrilocality, 

patrimony and patriguardianship etc have put wvmen to a disadvan

tageous position. •rhey cannot take the. advantage of divorce law 

as their male counterpart can. 

In addition to this, the marriage of = the Indian wanan 

never really gets dissolved. Consider for example the fact that a 

woman who has gained custody of her child gets the power of physical 

c~,-control and supervision of the person of the child. The power 

of guardianship, maintenance, education and property with relation 

to the child remains with her husbcmd. If the cuE:todian moth~r changes 

her xeligion, has a relationship with a man, wishes to sell or 

acquire property for her chilo, so much so that if she wishes to 

change the scl;lool of her child, then the father may claim the child 

back from her. In addition, in exchange for her good conduct she 

is maintained by her husband. so ev~n after divorce she is really 

not divorced. 1'here is a notional extension of marri&;;le sa:n~the 

co-habitation. Though the letter of the law seta her free, the 

spirit of the l~ and the society in addition, doas not set her 

free. 
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'l'he strugle for social justice is partly ideological, limited 

necessarily to the ideals. of the Constitution. The battle of break

ing with the past is essentially that of the people for it is they 

who undertake the adventure of radical modernisation of law. 'l'he 

path of necessity lies through the courts. It is the judge and judge 

alone who decides the path the law must take. Thus judicial justice 

is a determinant factor in social justice. 

social change is usually heralded· by the judiciary. 'l'hrough 

judicial activism-never trends in svcial justice emerge. But ti1e 

burden of the judges is great. According to Jerome Frank "the judges' 

unconscious plays an enormous role in the exercise of the judicial 

process, particularly where it closely touches the contemporary 

economic and social problems"
11

• Justice Iyer, in tune \'lith this 

observes that a 

"When 1·aw speaks equally but acts unequally there is _evidence 

of injustice. If the l~~ speaks stern when the weak are its 

punitive victims, but chooses to be gentle or silent when 

the strong molest the society the mask of equal justice is 

lost•12 • 

These are not theoretical facts, judges continuing to serve 

the august office have also felt the same way. Little over an year 

ago, I had the honour of intervieweing His Lordship late Sabyasachi 

Mukherjee, the then Chief Justice of India, while he was i:eturning 

11. Jeroma Frank, Courts on 1'rial 1 MYth ~~ealities of American 
Just.ice, Page 148, Holt Riliehart And t'linston, . Inc:~ (19SO). 

12. V.R. Krishna Iyer, social Jystice, sunset or Dawn, page 67, 
E~tem Book Company, 2nd Edition (1987S. 
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from his t.our of Sikkim and North Bengal and was passing through 

Siliguri. I took the opportunity of talking with him about my work 

and at my request, he graciously agreed to be interviewed by me. 

The unabridged and unedited text is produced hereunder as thus has 

turned out to be his last interview at Siliguri, for soon after he 

boarded the Darjeeling Mail. 

After having the copy typed I sent him a copy for his kina 

perusal but by then he had left ~ndia on his last journey. I fondly 

imagine that I would have received a few lines in acknowledgement 

on his return, but my fond imagination remains just that. ~lith a 

deep sense of loss, I have the honour to present the entire text 

cf the interview below, for it is too precious to be relegated to 

the appendix. 

on -
SCX::IO.LEG.AL CONSEQUENCES OF DIVORCE 

UNDER THE HINDU MARRIAGE Acr ! 1955 

z. Identificationa 

His Lordship Sabyasachi MUkherjee, C.J. 

Chief Justice of India. 

II. In the presen52-2t ·a District Judge, Oarjeelin9, 

Santi sekhar Mukherjee. 

III. Venue a Circuit House, Siliguri on 24.5.1990 at 4 p.m. 
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IV. Subjecta socio-legal aspects of divorce under Hindu Lawe 

1. Has the divorce provision llllder the Hindu Marriage ACt 

successfully served the social purpose fer which it 

was enacted? 

It is very difficult to say wheth~r the divorce provisions 

bava served the social purpose successfully. The reform that is to 

be brought out by a social legislation depends· upon the developments 

in the society. In 1955 when the Hindu Marriage Act was enacted 

there were many maladjustments in the society and section 13 was 

~d tcwarQ.s so~ving them. certainly it is a temporary- solution 

and it affords a freedom to the parties to lead their own lives. 

aut too much fxeedom will lead to social imbalance and instability. 

In a 1imi tad way it solves the marital problem. 

2. Has this provision become tht: monopoly of the urbanised 

rich?. 

No. 'l'his is not true. To begin with it was the monopoly 

of the ur~anised rich. .Dl such cases it was easy to give relief. 

But to-day a new phenomena has emerged. Divorce suits come from all 

secticn of the society and also frcm thoae who are not at all rich. 

This leads to the difficulty in granting relief. I even have a case 

of a peon from Lucknow whose wife is in Delhi. Question of transfer 

etc coma up. 

3. 'rO what factors could the rise in the rate of divorce 

be attributed? 

Lack of ability to adjust. To that extent, from one point of 

viEW, .early marriages helped the parties to adjut:lt with each other 
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while they wen young. 'l'o-day, whe.re the parties to the marriage 

are matured, difficulty in adjustment arises. Break up of joint 

f smily system is another factor. In a joint f arnily people are 

taught tolerance, sacrifice and adjustment. 'l'o-day in small families 

these qualities are lacking. so parties from such background find 

it difficult to adjust with each other and end up in divorce though 

not every one of them. 

4. Is the Section 13 of the Hindu Marriage ACt responsible 

for the destruction of the Indian family values? 

No. It cannot be put so drastically. However, it also 

.reflects a situation where the parties are unable to live together, 

but s. 13 alone is not responsible for the deterioration of the 

family values when marriages are psychologically and physically 

shattered. s. 13 is one of the remedies. so it cannot be fully 

responsible for aestroying family values. 

s. Should one preserve a marriage at <my cost? 

No. Only happy and good marriages are to be preserved. Broken 

relationships need not be preserved. 

6. should the divorce law be made more liberal? 

No. I would not say that. Divorce law should be able to meet 

the social Ciemand. under such laws, bad irreconcilable marriages 

should end easily, but if divorce itself is made very liberal that 

will not help. Divorce law should be rational, scienti.~..ic and reflect 

t.he need of the society. 
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" 7. Has the· status of the married woman bee one more 

secuz:e because of her right to divorce? 

No. Not necessarily. Ri~ht to jobs, right to income, right 

to stand on her feet alone will help her to become more secure. 

Right to divorce by itself is of no use to her security. Only 

education and economic independence alone will xender her secure. 

a. Inspite of so many provisions i~ favour of them why 

is the Indian \-lOman still down-trodden? 

Lack of education, a feeling, an urge frum within to stand 

on her own feet, to achieve something and comp_:ete with the men of 

similar age and circumstance£ is la::king in them. It is not to say 

that they lack the inner urge but that we have not been able to 

motivate them in proper spirit and on a l~rge scale. 

9. Should the divorce law be made more reconciliation 

based? 

Yes. Divorce law must be more reconciliation based, but not 

to the extent whe.z:e divorce is not possible at all •. Reconciliation 

should not prevent divorce but it should first seek to preserve the 

·social institution o:t the marriage. Marriage is a very vital insti

tutioo of the society and it should be dealt with, with care. 

1 o. 'l'he worst victim of marital breakup are the women and 

children. Should the law make provisions of psychiatric 

help in order to aid them to tide over the cri.sis? 

Yes, psychiatric help to the victims of divorce is very 

essential. In divorce, the man, the wife and the child are all 

involwd. It is necessary to instil moral courage in them. But this 
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should first be dcqe by the society and then by trained professionals 

and by the sympathetic elders of the family. such a help should be 

dj.z:ectec.i to help them adjust and rehabilitate themselves. But one 

must remember too much pity or counss11ing could ba har.mful in that 

it can set off a series of emotional reactions. 

11. How can the economic aspect of the marital breakup 

be brought in consonance with social realities? 

This is a question which requtres a detailed treatment. It 

requi.res a indepth study and consideration of the problem in relation 

to the eyisting law and social conditions. 

12.· Will the theory of corrmuni ty property, aeduction of 

maintenance allowance at source and divorce insurance 

solve th9 matter to an extent?. 

A judge should not comment on such matters. This is the work 

of the legislators. A jud9e Can only interpJ:et them in his jUdc;Je

ment. 

13. ~ihat measures would you suggest for con teining the 

aftermath of divorce? 

Broadly speaking, anything or any measure that will help to 

·rehabilitate the victims of the divorce in the society. The rehabi

litation should be on social, economic and moral plane. Mere off 

hand ventUres will not help. A concrete formula is required to solve 

the problem. It can be done with the help of sociologists. leg isla.. 

tors and socl al reformers. 
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14. If right to life unoer Article 21 means the right to 

live anq to live with dignity, does the right to divorce 

also come within the folc of Article 21? 

I would not like to answer this question. 

15. Any other comments, opinions or suggestions? 

A law such as this which deals with a social problem should 

be st~ed by sociologists, economists, psychiatrists, doctors and 

jurists. The problem should be viewed and met with the aid of a 

continuous process o£ study. I would not categorically say that this 

is an interdisciplinary matter, but I would like to point out that 

this is a complex situation having its ramifications in all directions 

and they should be met effectively by experts. 

There is a need to deviate slightly from this corcmon theme 

and to address ourselves to the laws, customs and social norms of 

~e tribes. I am coming from Sikkim. The society there is chiefly 

matriarchal and polyandrons. we have little knowledge of such law. 

Very little work has been done in these areas and more and more 

scholars like you should address themselves in this area. 

1'o sum up the important points made by His LOrdship were 

as follOWSI 

, --- 1. .It is difficult to say whether the divorce provisions 

under Hindu law serve their desired social puZ}.Iose. What 

was appropriate about three decade and six years ago may 

not be sUfficient to-day. 

-2. The rising trend of divorce may be attributed to the 

social change and the changing requirements thereof. 
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3. Disintegration of joint family system and the stress and 

strain of the nucleua family could be a contributin<iJ 

factor ~ divorce. 

4,. More emphasis should be on preserving the inter spusal 

relationship and the family. 

s. Divorce law should be rational, scientific and reflect 

the social reqt:irerno:.::nts. 

6. Economic dependence, lack of education are the basic 

reasons for the failure of women to take advantage of 

the social changes. 

7., our laws are inadequate on aftermath of divorce. 

Be Rehabilitation oi the victims of f arnily tragedies 

like divorce should be dLne on sOCial, economic and 

moral plane. 

The JUdges, at least in the fi~ld of matrimony have done well. 

'l'hey have tried to rise to the occasion in response to a plea for 

help. Even a cursory glance is sufficient to prove the same. It 

was an unique gesture by the court when it held in satyapal Sethi vs 

susheela Sethi13 it was held that the Hindu wife has her own 

independent notions of right and wrung. If she, inspi te of the 

existence of good grounds for the dissolution oi! her marriage, cioes 

not want to dissolve it, the Court cannot do so. She may suffer 

immensely as a J:Ssult of her decision, yet if s.ba doea not desire 

the xalie£. the Court carmot give her the same. 

1~. AIR 1984 A 11 81 
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In Shanti Devi Vs Raghav Prakash14 , the wife who was 

admittedly illiterate, falsely accused the husband of having 

illicit relationship with another person, filed criminal complaints 

against him and ultimately burnt his Ph.D thesis. The husband was a 

lecturer. The court dissolved the marriage on the ground of cruelty 

by the wife. yet granted her permanent alimony on the ground of her 

):)eing an illiterate woman with no means of earning a livelihood and 

that. 

11it will have to be accepted as hard social reality 

that the position, status and life of a divorced Hindu 

wife in Hindu society so far, is very miserable and 

pitiable. She is economically and socially poor and had 

great disadvantage in as much as the society looks down 

against her •. Even though law recognises it, most conunu

nities where divorce is not customary and have been 

introduced by law, a· divorced wife is a cursed human 

~ be.ing, abhored by the society•15• 

The hither-to-fore rule that the second wife of a bigamcus 

marriagedid not have a right to claim maintenance was done away with 

in RaJeshr.i Vs Shantiba.i16 it was ruled that by invoking the power 

of ~bito Justitiae the court could grant maintenance to such 

wives despite the decree of nullity. On similar principles it was 

held in swarnlata Vs sukhvinder Kumar17 that maintenance could be 

14. AIR 1986 Raj lle 
15.' AIR 1986 Raj 13. 
16. AlR 1982 Bom 231. 

17. (1986) I HLR 363. 
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granted even t.hough the substantive xelief was denied. 

In T, sareetha vs venkata Subbaiah18 the Andhra Pr.adesh -

~gh Court held that the provision of restitution of conjugal life 

enshrined under the Hindu Marriage ACt, was dero(Jatory and discri

minatory as it fo~ced one spouse to cohabit with the other against 

the other's will, more so against the woman because it was her 

privacy that was violated. This decision, though not upheld by the 

Suprema court had merit in it. 

In A))oobacker vs Mamu Koya19 a strong case was made out for 

recognition of irretrievable breakdown of marriage. 

In Alka Bhaasker Bakre vs Bhaskar satchidanand Bakre20 

the courts have held that there is an element of mutuality involved 

in the concept of matrimonial home and hence the wife has an equal 

aay in the matter of determining the locus of matrimonial hon2. 

In .fSminderlal vs Sumanlata21 the court held that the order 

relating to custody would not become void merely because the substan

tive mlie£ was denied to the parties. 

Matrimonial problems can easily be adjusted given tactful 

judicial handling 

18. AIR 1983 AP 356 

19. 1971 KLT 663. 

20. ,'AIR 1991 Bom 165. 

21. (1984) I HLR 154 



•o:rhe vice of social inequiry assumes a particularly 

reprehensible foDn in relation to backward classes and 

cOIIIOUIU.ties which are treated as untouchables. so, the 

problem of social justice is urgent and important in 

India as is the problem of economic justice • • • • • I am 

usmg the term social justice in cc:mprehensi ve sense so 

as to include both economic justice and social justice. 

The concept ofo:$ocial justice thus takes within its sweep 

the Objective of removing all inequalities and affording 

equal oppoxtuni ties to all citizen in soci a1 affairs as 

well as in eoca4mic activity22 • 

women are also .a part of the oppressed backward masses of 

people. 'l'heir lack of education and economic backwardness have 

dehumanised them to an extent. Torture of women in the form of 
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dowry deaths, domestic violence, desertion,cruelty etc are not only 

repJ:"ehensible but also leads to social degradation. Social justice 

must be ever growing, adjusting, moulding itself according to the 

time and the changing concepts in the society, with the new hopes and 

aspirations of. the peeple, constitution is a prin.ary socia;l document, 

but such a document is of no use at all if it is not used, inter-

preted or moulded in a manner to herald a new social order. Thus, 

judicial and social justice in India will only remain a myth. 

Many legal rights and duties flow from the family status. 

If one were to examine what leads to those rights and duties it 

becomes clear 8 s to what the family is and what the family should be • 

22. Supra note 19, page 51. 
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It is the universal basis of the social st.tucture which ccmes 

into force thl:'ough marriage. Marriage is implicitly a legal concept 

hav~g sociological emanations. It is not a mere attachment nor 

annexations o% two heterosexual beinys or just a pairing. It is a 

.z:elation of sharing joys and a partnership in stability and unity. 

~hat associative natural phenomenon satisfies biological and natural 

urges and adds to the aggregation of species23 • Marriage thus is 

a co~scious union of two human beings which takes a form which is 

recognised at the basic institution of society itself and which is 

the smallest unit of it, called the family. 

All civilised and organised thoughts lay down forms and 

principle• that uphold marriages, di~solutions, successions, 

inheritances, legitimacy and offer voluminGus evidence of the 

institutionalised character of marriage. The rules of behaviour and 

a% sanction help form the unit of human partnership. Whether it is 

a holy sacrament or a contract pairing of men in personal relation 

is a highly social as well ·as ethical question. Law simply sanctions 

the fo%m and process recognising its orderly need. The rise of family 

is traced t.o this· phenomenon, though early forms of farr.ily did not 

necessarily originate out of marriage. A f anily is also a natural 

association of the father, mother and child24
e 

23. a. A. Masodkar, society, State And the Law, P• 50. 
N.M. Tripathy (1§7§) 

2 •• Ibid. 
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Family forges partnership and habitation, security, sex, 

~ood. roof, all are the goods of it. It is an organic cell of 
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the socie~y. Process of inclusion, assimilation as well as exclusion 

and expulsion is the basic fo.J:IIIative process integrating it into a 

unit. Here, the first germ of authority, submission, co-operation, 

co-ordination, common enjoyment and relations are all born and 

nursed25._Family creates the concept of property, ownership, rights 

and title. 

Family is the simplest institution of the earliest origin 

w~ch heralds the social growth. But, family, however simple it may 

be, because it is an instrument of social growth, it is also exposed 

to p~rful economic, ecological and sociologicial pressures, and 

influences, social grCMth is interactional as well as dimeneional 

phenomenon. 

Legal regulation of spousal relation deals mainly with two 

areas 1 (1) support obligations end (2) socio-lega.l and economic 

autonany of women. Law is simply not an efficient and workable 

means to order spousal relations or to remedy ordinary family 

relationship and difficulties. MOst of the legal standards concerning 

spousal re'lations are not tested ~.:ntil significant dishain.ony 

occurs and breakup is threatened. The law has announced various 

standara that reflect social values and serves as moral precepts 

to guide family behaviour. 

25. Ibid. 
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Marital breakdown can be divided into three main categories, 

(1} divorce which refers to legal termination of marriage, (2) 

separation, which refers to physical separation of spouses, they 

no longer share the same dwelling (3) the so called enpty shell 

·marriages, where the spouses -live together, remain legally married, 

but their marriage exists in name only. 

Despite minor fluctuations, there has been a steady rise in 

the divorce rate through out the country. It might be expected that 

modern couples groaned in modem traditions (as against tradi tiona.~ 

upbringing) may be more than ready to regularise the unsatisfactory 

marital situations. Disturbingly, there are recorded and unrecorded 

breakdams. The recorded ones are taken and analysed whereas the 

un~corded nunt>er is a matter of guess work. l£n-pt.t shell marriages 

cannot be operationalised and put into measurable forms. However it 

can safely be presumed that eventually such marriages will end in · 

divorce or separation. 

From the functional perspective h~~ever, especially during 

the analysis of the recorded cases of divorce, the following factors 

~ze considered, 

1. Factors which affect the values attach~d to the marriage 

by the individuals - e. g. children of broken heme, or 

very posh and losely knit society and family. 

2. Factors affecting the degree of con£ lict between the 

spouses, exan.ple, social and cultural back.t!Jround of spouses, 

economic criteria like whether both the spouses economic 

criteria like whether both the spouses are earning or are 

rich etc. 
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3. I' actors which affect the opportunity of indivi~uals to 

escape from marriaget example a the supportive nature of the 

natal family, economic independence, consciousness regarding 

rights, duties, education etc. 

4. Factors which cause divorce 1 example a ground:s like 

adulte~, cruelty, desertion etc. 

To this extent it cannot be denied that these factors them-

selves .reflect a change in the social attitude towards marriage and 

divorce. People expect and demand more from marriage and are there-

fore mow likely to end a relationship which may have been acceptable 

in the past. Viewed from this angle, the high divcrce rate may be 

indicative of higher c:nd not lo-wer standards of marriage. 

On the other hand the adaptation of the :!:amily to the .require

ment ot the modern and current economic· system has put the family 

under greater stress and strain. vvhat is functional in one part of 

the society may not be functional in another. The rel ations:nip 

between the family and the economic system which leads to a relative 

J.solat.ion of the nuclear family tran the extenaed kinship may result 

in disfunctional consequences upon the family. 'l'he structural 

differentiation of society which involves the establishmen~ of the 

institution specialising in particular functions may increase as a 

result of industrialisation and urbanisation. ~'his also has a 

disiunctional effect upon t.he family. The high marital breakdown 

could be the price the family has to pay for the greater good of the 

family _system26• 

26. M. Harlambos with R.M. Heald, Sociolo~-Thernes and Perseectives 
· PPo 360-68, Oxford University Presa ( 9SS). 
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If behaviour is directed by norms and values, a change in the 

norms and values associated with divorce would-be expected. If the 

stigma attached to divorce were considerably reduced, itsalf would 

divorce easier2?. 
Changing attitude towards divorce have been institutionalised 

by various changes in law which have made divorce easier to obtain. 

In the Hindu Marriage ACt, prior to 1976 under too ground of adultery 

it was required that the peti Uoner prove that the opposite party 

was living in adultery. After the 1976 amendrrent, it is sufficient 

if the other spouse has had voluntary sexual inter-course with any 

other person. 

With t:.he introduction of the cuncept of m ...... ntal cruelty, which 

is a very abstract term the door of cruelty has been thrown \"'ids 

open to the seekers of divorce. 

The introduction of Section 13B which deals with divorce by 

mutual con·sent and section 13 (lA) which prescribes a waiting period 

of mere one year in case of non rastitution c.nd sustained judicial 

_ separation after which tile parties may seek divorce. All these 

factors have helped in easy abtainance of divorce. 'l'hese reforms 

on one hand ;reflect the change in social attitude twards divorce 

and also become the reason for the dramatic rise in incidents of 

divorce on the other hand. This has been further helped by the 

mushroom growth of centres for free legal aid and advice. such 

27. Ibid. 
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institutions have helped to control the cost of litigation to a 

gre·at· exten-t. 

The increasing divorce rate can be seen as a product of 

conflict between changing economic system and its social and 

ideological superstructure, notably the family. In advanced indus

trialised sccieties there is an increasing demand for cheap female 

labour. Wives are encvuraged to take up paid en,ploym.:::nt not only 

bacau51! of the demand of their service but also because of the 

media publicity (both audio-visual) which increases the material 

aspirations of the family and its demand for the guods. This can be 

satisfied if both the spouses are wage earners. Hcwever conflicts 
~ 

result from the contradistinction between female wage labour and t~·J.e 

normative expectations which surround the married life1 working wives 

are still expected to be prima_rily responsibl~ for house work and 

raising children. In addition they are expected ·to play a subser

vient role to their male counterpart who is the head of the house

hold. 'l'his alienates the wife as she shares the eccnondc burden 

of the husband. such conflict and alienation may lead to marital 

breakdown 28• 

Where the wife is unemployed and does not shar.::: the economic 

~urden of the ·husband she is expected to bring dowry from her parents 

as a sort of compensation. Even then her economic dependence upon 

he= husband becomes a source of irritation for him • .t;ven there 
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conflicts arise and they are perhaps more serious than in case 

where both the spouses are workin~. A look at the recorded cases of 

diV?l;C:e that an analysed shows that very few women are employed 

com,pa.r:ed to men. 

Apart from this there is a relationsnip between the rate of 

divorce and age of the parties at the time of divorce. 'l'he more 

youthful and rigid in their ways the more set tHey are in their lfre 

style. 

The chances of marital breakdown increase if the spouses 

belong to different social backgrcunds, for example if they belong 

to different class, or ethnic group, or where one belongs to a rich 

family the other to the poor. If the spouses have different marital 

role expectations ~from each other which has a background to their 

different subcultures, conflicts may arise. The increasing social 

and geographical mobility has also aided the situation wherein 
. 

individuals with widely differing social background tend to come 

together for marriage, there£ ore a potential for marital breakdown. 

The list of reasons can be endless, but priority goes to 

the status of women to a changing society. The more discriminated 

and dapenaent the women feel, so long as they remain uneducated 

vocationally or otherwise, the situation in relation to divorce will 

worsen. 

While divorce must survive as an escape route for the victims 

of unbearable marriages, attention must be given to improving the 

status of women, _recognition of irretrievable breakdown of marriage 

and finding a just fair and equitable solution to post divorce 

problema. 



CHAP'l'ER - U 

EVOLWICN OF THE CCNCEP'l' OF DIVORCE UNDER THE J\NCIEN'l' HINPQ LAW 

woman is said to be an eni9ma, and the question of her equal 

status with man a myth. Most religions have declared a wanan equal 

to man. Yet every effort to render an equal status to her has only 

emphasised her subservience and vulnerability. 

The Dharmasastra has ordained the woman with a divine role. 

She is to be cherished and worshipped everywhere and always. But 

this ideology does not find support in all the Hindu scriptures. 

In vedic times, the glorification of women was limited to literature 

alone. On one hand Manu stipulates that women should be honoured 

and adored by father, brother, husband and brothers-in-law. His 

ultimate verdict is that where women are honoured there the gods . 
" 

dwell, where women are dishonoured and live in sorrow, the house-· 

hold perishes for a curse dwells in that house and no religious 

rituals yield any reward1• Bu.t on the other hand Manu is so much 

biased and prejudiced against women that he denies her any property 

and marital rights2 • Even certain verses of the vedas proclaim that 

the mind of a woman is uncontrollable and there can be no friendship 

with women for they have wicked hearts3• Later works of sruti have 

1. G• Buhler, . The Laws of Manu, Chapter III, Verse 54-59, Page 85, 
Motilal BanarMl Das, (1964). For Original text of the sanskrit 
Ve.tse see, Kulluk Bhatta, Menusmrti Chapter III, verses 54-59, 
Page 916 Motilal Sanarasi o'Ss (19Sl). · 

2. lbid, Verses II, 213-214, IV, 205-206, V, 146-148, VIII, 416, 
~ 2•3, 14-201 45-46, 104, XI1 36-37. 

3. Rig Veda SC!I$ita, x. 95.15 VIII 33.17 Vaidika sansadhana 
Mandala (Vedic Research :mstitute (1951). Rg. Veda with 
coamantariea by Viahveshwara Vedic Research ·Instittute (1965)~ 
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also described women as weak and w.t"etched
4 

and no syrcpathy or 

kindness must be shown to a woman. In the medieval society the 

position of women sunk to ari all time low level. 

surprisingly enough, the western philos~)hers too were not 

to be--left behind in their condemnation of women.. Aristotle says, 

woman is to the man as the slave to the master, the manual to the 

mental worker, the barbarian to the Greek. woman is an unfinished 

man, left standing on a lower step in the scale of develot ment. The 

male is by natll:X'e ::3uperior and the female inferior. The one rules 

and the other is ruled, and this principle e~tend of necessity to 

all mankind. wanen, according to Aristotle are weak of will and 

therefore incapable of independence of character or position. 

Finally_ Aristotle declares that the best condition for a woman is 

a quiet home life in which while ruled by the man in her external 

relations, she ma~ be suprema in domestic relations. He ::.; a.ys the 

dissimilarity between men and women should be increased5• 

The same thought is reflected in the works of Friedrich 

Nietzsche when he declares that equality between men and women axe 

impossible, because war between them is eternal. There can be no 

peace without victocy and· peace will not come till either the man 

4. Pandurang Vanan Kane, Histo~ of Dharmasastra, Vol II 
Part I Page 576-580. Bhandar ar Research Institute (1941) 

s. Aristotle, The Politics,ch-1 , p-13, ~G. Mulgan, · 
Aristotles Political TheofX, Pages 20, 44-47, 61, 79. 
Cl~den Press (1977) 
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or the woman is acknowledged as the master. It is dangerous to try 

equality with women for she will never be content with mere equa-

. uq-'. 
The question corollary to the above findings is that, 

1.nspita of the high status conferred to her in the scriptures at 

what--point did her decline begin and why. The answer it appears, 

lies in the fact that the primitive man had to wage war with his 

fellowmen whose savage instincts rendered their own ~xistence 

precarious and that of the women and children almost impossible as 

they weJ:e physically much weaker than them. 'l'his naturally resulted 

in th~ foxmation of groups and alliances. women, children, and 

slaves, in the same order of priority, formed the vulnerable group. 

The stronger group of men began to bestow their protection on these 

groups, because women by giving birth to a child assures the conti-

nuation of a community, a social group. Hence she is valued and 
~ 

needs t.o be protected for her procreative power. This, perhaps al~o, 

concealed the proprietary rights in its embryonic form. In return 

of the protection given, man ~gan to d0mand unquestional:>le services. 

This heralded the curtailment of liberties to this vuln~rable group 

whicn resulted in absolute suppression in later yeara. Infusion of 

religious ideas into the social fabric rendered the situation a 

6. Generally read will Durant, The sto;x of PhilosoJhy, Pages 
430.433. washington square Press, New York (1961 1 Schopenhaner, 
Herbert Spencer all have given an inferior status to women. 
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solemn rationality. The suppression, perhaps also flows from the 

fear that given a chance the wanan may really live up to the exalted 

position all.ot.ted to her by religion and ideology and may even be 

able to do justice to that role. 

The institution of marriage -me~¥ have evolved out of the 

need, bast: 1 on quid pro quo, the role of the men in this insti tu

tion being that of a protector especially in view of the woman's 

procxeative powers and of the womBil in rendering unquestionable 

service. AS the institution of marriage became unquestionably the 

most vital social institution the question or her subservience 

became eternal. Since marriage is thm most important of cil.l social 

institutions, the law must oecide as to what is meant by marriage. 

The interest of the canmuni ty is in a married partaership, 

which treats each party on an equal basis. Law has come far from 

the oriQinal approach which treated the wife a.S a mere chattel 

under the control of her husband. Originally marriage was seen in 

terms of contract, dissolution in terms of property and marital 

offence. But the recognition of the individuality of married women 

baa been a slow process. What J.s equally important as physical 

fD~edom is economic independence. Law must recognise that the unity 

of married life lies in the oneneas of the husband and wife, however 

this should not be used to justify the preservation of the unity of 

family life at any cost and to reduce the wife to a subordinate 

position .. 
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For the Hindus marriage tie is irrevocable but for the 

Hindu man he can enter into several such irrevocable ties. The 

Hindu wanan can enter into only one such relationship. The irony 

is that Hinduism is essentially in favour of monogamy yet this is 

more effective in unilateral violation. The violation is universal 

because the men marry several tim~s often by simply taking another 

wife. AS a result polygamy flourished, and the fact that Hinduism 

disc~raged divorce made very little difference to men. 

once the institution of marriage is recogniseo legally, 

divorce must be recognised per se. yet the Srnrti, srutis and 

the scriptures prima facie denied the right of divorce. However, 

· Narada and Parasara recognise the contingent situations where a 

woman should be permitted to remarry. 

Narada says that a woman can seek another husband if 

1. the husband is unheard of (for a long time). 

2. the husband is dead. 

3~ the husband adopts another religious order. 

4. the buspand is fallen (patita). 

s. the husband become a impotent 7 • 

she can marry again after waiting for three montha8 • There is a 

7. Narada smriti Ch. XII Verse 16, 24, 97, 98 as referred to 
in Shagbat N. Deshpandey, 11 Divorce And Hindu Smritis11 ,. AIR 
193-& Jour 204 See also Krishna Nath Chatterjee, !Y,.qdu Marriege 
Past and Present, Tara Publications, Varanasi (1"972) p. · 263. 

a. Ibid Verse 24. 
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~itl:le confusion here as Narada uses the words kanya and it may mean a 

maiden, a woman or a betrothed girl. Logically, however, it must be 

understoOd to mean a woman because at the time of Narada, a maiden 

or a betrothed girl could not have been expected to know whether 

her would be· husband is an impotent or not. 

Parasara Smriti is in agreement with Narada .smriti. ACcord-

ing to Parasara a woman may marry again fo.r all the reasons cited 

by Narada~. 
l'he word •patita11 used by Parasara1110 is of wide significance 

for this word is capable of several interpretations. Within it is 

included a man who is excommunicated, a man wno is suffering from 

sinful diseases like leprosy, veneral diseases and a man who is 

guilty of crimes like rape, adultery, murder, incest etc. conver-

sion from one religion to another was noc significant or relevant 

at the tilne of Narada or Parasara but conversion is a significant 

factor in the present con~xt. It can be well understood what a 

conversion would have amounted to in the days of the aforementioned 

srutis. Any action, omiss~on or behaviour not in keeping with the 

" normal norms of behaviour was a good cause for excorrmunication. A • 

exconmunicated man is a pati ta. 'l'hus in view of this wiee backdrop 

9. J?arasara IV. 28. Madhavacharya, Parasara smriti, Parasara 
Madhava. Volumes II & III, Prayaschltta Kanda And Vyavhara 
Kanda Edited with note by Chandrakanta 1'arka1onkar, 'l'he Asiatic 
society. (1973). 

10. Ibid. 
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of various causes anO. interpretations, it becomes clear that a 

woman could avail. of any of the above causes for divorce if she 

claimed that her husband had beccme a patita. 

More than Narada, Parasara makes hin;self very clear on the 

issue by clearly using the word 'Pati • which means a husband. 
1 

Contextually too Parasaras intention is very clear. He refers to 

a situation where the husband is unheard of for a lons time, or 

has left the grihasthasrcma108 for Sanyasa10b and refers to the 

impotency _of the husband. All th.:::se situations can arise only 

after marriage. Thus laying a quiet emphasis on the question of 

divorce. 

Kautilya too is very clt::ar on the matter of divorce, but 

exempts the first four types of marriage from the right of divorce. 

The first four superior form of marriage are those that Kautilya 

refers to as dharmya, namely Brahma, Praj apatya, Arsa, Daiva. For 

the remaining four type• that is Gandharva, Asura, Rckshasa and 

Paisacha he concedes divorce11 • According to hirr., a disaffected 

lOa. Grihasthasrama means dom<2stic life 
~ 

lOb. sanyasa is the assumpt.: on of the ascetics life after 
%enouncing the domestic life. 

11. V.K. Gupta, Kautilyan JUrisprudence, Book III, Ch. III 
verse 15-19. B.D. Gupta pPElication (1987), also R.P. 
Kangle, The Kautilya Arthasastra, 3. 3. 15-19 Part I, 
University of Bo~a,y (19g9). 
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wife is not to be granted divorce trom the husband who is unwilling 

nor the husband from tl:lle wife. By mutual disaffection alone a divorce 

shall be granted. Or if the husband seeks divorce because of the 

wife•s offence, he shall give her.whatever he may have taken. Or 

if the wife weeks divorce because of the husbands offence, he shall 

not give her whatever may have been ~ceived. There is no divorce 

in pious marriage. Thus ends disaffection12• 

Therefore, in the thus existing scenario a n~w element of 

mutual disaffection is introduced. ·ro this Kautilya adas13 a 

husband v1ho has become degraded or gone to a foreign land or has 

coimlitted the offence against the kinQ or is damagerous to her 

life or has beccme on outcast or even impotent, may be abandoned14• 

Very clear concepts emerge frcm the above discussioll of 

Kautilya in that he ~cognises desertion, cruelty, apostasy, 

impotency and mutual consent. 

When, the husbano leaves the wife and 9oes to a for:eign 

land, if the husband is unheard of for a lono time or if the husband 

baa withdrBWD himself frcm the society of his wife, it amounts to 

desertion. CJ:Uelty hcwever, is a wider te.rm, though Kautilya• s use 

" 
12. Literal translation by R. .1?. Kangle, The KautilTa J.rthasastr~ · 

3.3.15-19, Part II, university of BomEBY (1§69 8 · 

13. Lbid, Book III, Ch. II Verse 48. 

14. Xbid, Literal translation-of Kengle. 



of this term is only restricted to physical violence, but still 

it may include not only personal violence but the fact that the 

husband 1s a drunkard, rake or is a degraded man, apostasy is 

mo.re .z:elevent todq than the medeival society. Irr.potency of the 

husband is a vital factor in all times and mutual consent or 
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divortium bona gracia is unique in that in Hindu law Kautilya uses' 

it for the first time. Add to these concepts the eloquent concept 

of patita and we get a wide spectrum of causes and reasons when the 

wife may divorce her husband. 

This reflects a picture of the society where the worn~ nas 
a right oi sex and happy marriage and was assured against neglect

ing husbands. Interestingly, all the smritikars have given when the 

right to divorce laying down very special and exceptional grounds. 

Most of these grounds are not made available to the husban<.::s. Which 

can only mean that the husbands were to follow monogamy except in 

the case of adultery or mutual disaffection wnen he could cast his 

wife· away. However only the reverse situation was true. There was 

a rising rate of polygamy on one hand and incidents of divorce 

being almost nil. 

The reason for this reverse situation inspite of the noble 

intention of the sages appears to be two. The men did not really 
v 

need any special reason to marry again except for a fl.tght of fancy. 

Their physical and economi.c supremacy gave them an edge over the 

women. On the other hand physi-cal vulnerability, economic dependence, 

and social prejudices made women stick to their unhappy marriages. 
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They dare not even dl:eam of divorce let alone ask for one. '.rhe 

reason for this rigid attitude of woman also lay embedded in the 

precepts of the Primus Patriae of Hindu Law, Manu. He was also the 

reason why divorce was not accepted by the higher caste and the 

intelligentia of the patriarchal society as they cou16 not afford 

any freedom to women. 

Manu, whose precepts are largely anti women says about 

marriage that15, neither by sale nor by repudiation is a wife 

released from her husband, such we know the law to be wrlich the 

lord of creatures (Praj apati) made of old16• once is the partition 

(of the inheritance) made, (~nee is) a maiden given in marriage, 

(and) once does (a man) say 'I will give' each of those three (acts 
. ~-- 17 

is done) once only • Let mutual fidelity continue until death, 

this may be considered as the summary of the highest law f oz: husband 

and wife18• Let man and woman united in marriage constantly exert 

themselves, that (they may not be) disunited (and) may not violate 

. f 19 their mutual idelity • Inspite of this bigamy or polygamy was not 

15. Kulluka Bhatta, Manu smriti, ch. IX verses 46, 47, 101, 102 
Edited by J.L. sastrl, Motilal BanarC~.sidas (1983). 

16. F. Max Muller, The sacred Books of the East, Ch. IX Verse 46. 
·rranslated by B. Buhler, Volume :XXV, MotllSJ. Banarasidas 
(1964). 

17. Ibid, Ch. IX varse 47. 

18. Ibid., Ch. IX verse 101. 

19. lbid, Ch. IX verse 102. 
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unknown, but the wc:rnan once discarded by her husband could never 

hope to be legally married to another man because for her the 

marriage never dissolves. 

still even in Manu• s work there are certain discrepancies, 

Manu says if the husband went abroad for some sacred duty, (she~ 

must wait for him ei£ht years, if (he went) to (acquire) learning 

o~ fame six years, if (he went) for pleasure three years20• He is 

silent on what should the woman do after the expiry of the waiting 

period, even though he admits that there is a possibility of her· 

becoming corrupt21 • Buhler opines that she must ren~ain chaste and 

support herself by blameless occupation, which by Manu's own admi

ssion does not appear to be possible. The ·only logical consequence 

caul~ be that Manu may have implied by his eloquent silence that she 

should seek another hu.sb and. 

Again Manu says that if a woman abandoned by her husband, 

or a widow, of her own accord contracts a seccnd marriage and bears 

(a son), he is called the son of a remarried woman (f'aunarbhava) 2 ~. 

Manu could not have formulated the concept o£ a .Paunarbhava son 

if such incidents did not exist in the society then. Thus behind 

the i,ron-strong canunandments regarding marriage there is a tacit 

acceptance of divorce. 

20. · tbid, Ch. IX yerse 76. 

21. Ibid, ch. IX verse 74. 

22. Ibid, Ch. IX Versa 175. 



The earliest example of this tacit acceptance is found in 

the Atharva Veda. In Atharva Veda it is stated that whenever a 

woman having married one husband marries another and if they two 

offer a goat with five dishes of rice, they would not be separated 

from each other. The second husband secures the same world with 

his remarried wife when he offers a goat accompanied by five rice 

dishes and w1 th t.he light of fees 23 • 

The superiority of Manu over all the teachers of law is not 

in dispute. However, one would have expected Manu to take his cue 

from the above mention~d vedic verse and develop upon the issue. 

Instead, it is seen that, smritikars and law teachers posterior 

to Manu have been more liberal on the point. But. for some reason 

or another Manu srnriti had a greater binding effect on the society 

than the 'veda or its irrplied nuances. 'l'he custom of divorce conti-

nued to prevail among the sudras and other low castes, but marriage 

became a samskara, a sacrament and a religious institution for the 

upper castes. For them it became a spiritual union or a holy 

unity without any possibility of its dissolution. 

The reason for. this, 9erhaps is the fact that some parts of 

Manu appear to be cf later origin. 'l'his is further emphasised and 

proved by Julius Jelly. To quote Jolly: 

H'I'he author of our M (Manu) at all events already l<new 

various older law books as he speaks of Dharmasastras 

in general as well as mentions several teachers of law 

by name. The Vaikhanasa school for example which he refers 

23. Atharva Veda (Saunaka) Navam Kandam su. v. M. 27-28 with 
The Padapatha and Sayanacharyas commentary, Edited by 
Vishvaband.hu, Part II (Kanda VI-X). Vishveshvarananda 
Vedic Research Institute, Hoshiarpur (1961). 



to when dealing with the cuties of the Vanaprastha has 

left us a Dharmasutra, which though a very late work in 

its present fo.rm, yet in that particular section about 

Vanaprasthas shows a remarkable point of agreement with 

Manu• 24• 

Julius Jolly also establishes a link between Manu and Manava 

School which he traces through Vishnu and Kathaka ~chool and 

arrives at the conclusion that, 

"It should not, therefore, be ciuubted that the author 
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had made use of works of various schools when he intended 

to write a didactic poem on Dharma binding on all castes 

and to set it off with the name of Manu, ,.,ho had so long 

been glorified as the first pcu:en t of mankind and was 

considered to be descended from Brahman, the universal 

soul, or was identified with it and was said to be the 

founder of the social order in this world, and was 

renowned as the inventor of sacrificial usages and as the 

religious law giver" 25
• 

~he contention of Jolly is further substantiated by a 

reading of the text of Manu smriti26• 

As a result of this Manu develop,:d a comprc:henaive and well 

planned text which was naturally appreciated by and suited the 

intelligentia and the upper castes. And since it suited their 

interest it was inplernented with tremendous vigour and zeal. Thus 

the womnn found herself more l?ound by tl-..ese commandments. The pre-
k 

vailing social custom and baq,_ground also helped in this. 

~24. Julius Jolly, Hindu Law And Custom, Page 37 Authorised 
translation by:-Batekrishna Ghosh. BharatiyaPublishing 
House (1975). 

25. Ibid, Page 38. 

26. G. Buhler, The Laws of Manu, Pages XVII, XXIII, .XXI, 
Motilal Banarasi D as (1964!. 
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The unique institution of custom had a major contribution 

to make towards the developments of marital relationships. CUstom 

is a perfectly democratic means of evolving social norms27 , and 

as the new norms evolved the older and untenable ones are destroyed. 

As a result, on one had no specific matrimonial rerredies took shape 

and en the other hand, due to their dependence both economic and 

protectorial, women were reduced to absolute suppression and sub-

mission. The consequence was casuistry, distortions of coillr."lonsense 

values and human transactions and behaviours 28 • 

Considering all the foregoing discussion, the statement 

that divorce is an idea which is foreign to Hindu law is inC"crrect. 

The sastras really did not ovarcorne the cuRtcmary elerr.ent of the 

Hindu society. The rewaz-e-am of the agricultural class known as 

Jats in the district of Jullundher in the present state of Punjab 

is knOJ.m to have follov1ed the custom of divorce by simply repudia-

ting-·the marriage after which the spouses CL-uld remarry. It is also 

a well known fact that among the scheduled castes and certain tribes 

divorce is easily obtained. This fact is also rflCugnised by the 

Parliament because while enactlng the Hindu Marriage Act .in the 

year 1955, the Paz·liarnen t instead of abolishing customary divorce· 

gave it a special recognition under s. 29 of that Act. Customary 

divorce thus were and remain available to millions of Hindus in India. 

27. Vi.rendra Kumar "'l'he working of formal Adversary Procedure 
In The Resolution Of Matrital Conflict Problems", Banaras 
Law Journal (1983) p. 6083. 

28. Virenora Kum~, "Isn • t Law Rising From Dogmatic slumber", 
Punjab University Law Reform. p. 5 (reprint). 
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The Parliament has relied upon the ubiquity of that right among 

the lower caste to introduce judicial divorce among the upper caste. 

However the introduction of divorce has not interfered with 

the Samskara of marriage, still less abolish it. Divorce has not 

tumed Hindu Marriages into contracts. Marriage perfonned correctly 

according to sastra is still a samskar, Judicial divorce does not 

affect that aspect of marriage, it merely terminates e1e Recular 

right of one spouse against the other, and frees each other to enter 

into another union29• 

The society has taken a very lcng tin;e to realise this. The 

first atta~pt at making written statutory provision for divorce as 

late as in the 20th century, that is in the year 1931 in th~ form 

of the Divorce Act, 1931. Under this both the husband and tl1e wife 

were given the right to divorce for impotency, adulter£, bigamy, 

desertion, conversion, cruelty, intoxication and in addition to 

these, if the wife was pregnant at the time of rnarriege or if either 

of the sp0uses disappeared for seven years or more. This enactment 

was soon followed by the Madras Act, .1933. After this the boldest 

attempt towards the granting of divorce was made in the form of the 

Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. Which was applauded spontaneously and 

received a tremendous response. 

While talking of the Hindu Marriage Act, l. 955, one must 

realise that this enactment, by introducing divorce merely univer

salised what was hithertofore applicable only to the lower castes. 

29. Harisingh Gaur, The Hindu Coae, Pages 8-12 , Vol 1, 
Law Publishers {1974). 
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Divorce was and is even now en~ oyed by the lower castes, not 

withstanding the norms of Dharmasastra or any other legal precepts. 

However this universalisation has not made any significant change 

in the status of the woman as this study reveals. 

Keeping the Oppressed condition of women as a corm:on 

denaninator, the situation is still the same to day. Majority of 

women do not claim divorce because of their dependence, especially 

economic dependence on their husbands. Today divorce has taken the 

form of punishment, where a person has a de£ acto power to inflict 

evil on another, for instance, because of the latter's economic 

and moral dependence on him, where the sovereign neither authorises 

nor forbids the exercise of that power. 

To understand the inner mechanics of divorce one must 

understand what marriage involves socially as well as legally. 

Socially speaking, when the marriage takes place, the woman, 

as her newly gained status of a wife get a specific domestic, 

economic and sexual status. 'l'hese changes are quite significantly 

different from what she enjoyed during her maiden days. In her 

maiden days. domestically, she remains as one of the many members 

of her fathers family. On marriage she assumes the role of a 

manageress, either invnediately or gradually. Ecc~nomically she 

remains dependant. Only the nature of dependence changes. Sexually 

her status undergoes an overwhelming change. For in her fathers 

house, she ia only a member of the family, she does oct have any 

specific significance as the procreator or propagator of her fathers 

lineage, but she, on marriage gets an added significance as pro-
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genetrix. She is the procreator or prOpagator of her husbandS 

lineage. 'l'o this extent she acquires a special right which was 

unknown to her before marriage. This perhaps is the most significant 

social chen~ a woman undergoes on marriage, her status changes in 

many ways but the role of the progenetrix is the most important 

one. 

In short, therefore, marriage is the institution whereby 

nsn and women are joined in a special kind of social and legal 

dependence for the purpose of founding a family. 

Marriage, therefore is jural relationship involving the 

transfer of certain jural consequences in shape of rights, duties 

obligations and disabilities between the parties to the marriage. 

This transference or creation of the jural rights is true of all 

marriages. 

On marriage, according to the Hindu law, the gotra of the 

wcman changes to +.hat of the husband. This legal fiction is followed 

only to signify the change of the rights, duties and obligations 

qua her husband and his family. 'l'hut is the reason why the change 

of ·g"Otra is signified irrespective of the form of the marriage. On 

the death of the husband also the wife does not revert to the gotra 

of her father and according to the ancient Hindu law her sexual 

right continued to be vested in the family of her husband30• 

30. Panjab r_!£ vs. Atmaram AIR 1926 Nag 124. 
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The principal right acquired by the woman is that of the 

pro-genetrix of her husbands family. As a cvnsequence she get an 

absolute right to her husbands society. This is an express condi-

tiona in the nuptial vows. That is why one party can sue the other 

for the restitution of conjugal rights and marital fidelity is 

held in such high esteem even in the Modern Hindu Law. Under the 

Hindu law the question of sexual morality was carried ·co the extent 

that the widow of the deceased brother was taken by the other 

brothers31• Instances of such a nature is found in the Rg Veda as 

we1132 ~ Accordingly in Hindu law the marriage of the wornan or the 

bride is not only with her husband but also to his kula i~e. family. 

This was perhaps aimed at preventing the passage of the 

family property to another family and so the brother of the husband 

Qr any body who could represent him or by a pupil or by an olu 

servant could prevent thfe widow from ascending her husbands funeral 

pyre33 • However this practice was put an end to by Apas1;:.amba and 

Manu. If the sole reason fur awn.:Lng the woman sexually was to prevent 

passage of property to another family then they succee<led a6.mirably. 

32. 

K.M. Kapadia, Marriaie & Family in India, Chapter 4 PP• 52-63 
etc., Oxford unlvers ty Press, Calcutta, 3rd Edition. 

Rg. Veda x. 189 Vaidika samsodhana Mandala (Vedic Research 
Institute (1951)1 Rg Veda with commentaries by Vishveshwara 
Vedic Research Institute (1965). 

33. Krishna Nath Chatterjee, Hindu Harria~e Pas·t and .!?res~, 
Page 258# Tara Publications, Varanasi (19721. 
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But on the other hand if the raison d etre behind this system was 

carriage of ones own name and thereby his family name then beyond · 

doubt the problem remained unsolved, Kane thinks that the great 

hankering for a son, evinced by all vedic times was the most 

important cause of this age old system, because the son was a 

religj.ons necessity34• so in default of a natural san from her 

husband, the woman in her role of a pro-genetrix could beget a son 
. 

through the system of niyoga and in such cases, according to Manu 

the property remains within the family and confined to the husband 

as he remains the owner of both the wife and the sc:n35• 

The jural relationship of the Marriage was very well dis

cussed by justice A.M. Bhattacharjee in Kamal Kumar Basu vs Kalyani 

Basu36• where the appellant husband souS~ht divorce on the ground of -
desertion by the wife who had been forced to leave her matrimonial 

house because of a broken down relationship between herself and her 

sister-in-law who had brought up her husband and also due to the 

unconprc:mising attitude that was adopted by her husband. It was 

admitted that the wife never misbehaved with her elder ~Ulster-in-

law. while upholding the wife• s claim for a separate matrimonial 

34., Pandurang Vaman Kane, H.istory of Dharmasastra, Page 606, 
Vol U Part I, Bhandarkar Researcn Institute (1941). 

35. Kullaka Bhatta, Manu smriti, ch. IX verse 54 C~nd 181, 
Edited by J.L. sastri, Motllal Banarasi D~s (1983) see 
also F. Max Muller, The sacred Books of the .Efst, Translated 
by G. Buhler, Vol XXV, Motiiai Banarasi Das { 9~4). 

36. 92 CWN 323 (Feb 1988). 
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home, JUstice Bhattacharjee asserted in no uncertain term that in 

the context of thevset up of our modern society, with Aiticles 14 

and 15 of the Indian constitution37 star-.ing in the face, the wife 

cannot be exposed to unreasonable unpleasantness in her matrimonial 

home. 'l'he wife is entitled to the society, comfort and consortium 

of the husband and those rights come within her rights to personal 

liberty under Article 21 of the constitution38• so the wife can 

insist on a separate matrimonial horne away from the unpleasant 

in-laws and the husband cannot have either a casting vote or a veto 

in this re~ard. 

'l'hat being so, the woman today is no longer married to the 

Kula or family of her husband but to the husband alone,her right 

in pro-genetricem is confined with the husband and both acquire 

certain rights and liabilities against each other which by logical 

extension of the above discussion incluues the ri~ht to a separate 

matrimonial horne and as well as a right to divorce. 

37. ·These Articles of the Indian Constitution mandate equality 
before law and countermands any discremination on the ground 
of sex, caste etc. 

38. Article 21 not only guarantees the right to life but also 
defines ri~ht to life as a right to live with dignity. The 
scqpe of this Article was expanded to the widest possible 
amplitude in cases like Maneka Gandhi Vs Union of :pldia 
Am 1978 sc 597; Francis Corral! Mullin AIR l9S1 sc 146 and 
other subsequent cases. 



QfAPl'ER IU, 

DIVORCE tJNDER 'mE HINDY MMRI.AGE ACT, 195§ -

a critical a&!EJ!SI!!Q\ 

The ca1cept of divorCII, thvugh not alien to the HindUs, is 

not an easily acceptable one. This has been discussed at length 

in the previous chapter. However the non acceptance of the cc:ncept 

of divorce neither meant its non existence, nor did it mean that 

the .situations akin to divorce did not arise. This perhaps wa.a' tbe 

.reason why the system gairied recognition eventually. Hindu.ism · 

eXpressly recognised monogamy, but that remained confined to the 

text books only. wives could be cut eway for no reason at all. But 

gradually, as the woman became awan of their rights, the concept 

of marriage no longer remained a matter of domination of the husband 

over the· wife and the soc.iety had to concede the right o:f divorce 

to women. '.L'herefore, when there is a marriage, divoX"Ce must be 

conceded per se. 

This chapter 1a a critical enW.yais of the laws z:ega.rding 

d.ivorce under the Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. The .a:elevanoe of this 

critique is vital to the un6erstanding of the subtle legal nuance~> 

of divorce laws but it will also be a help in the understanding of 

the socio-psycbolog.ical and econom.tc aspects of the divorce cases 

and the analysis thereof presented ·in the subaequent. chapters and 

also will serve as a Dackground. 



It cannot be denied that the society is o~nerally interested 

in maintaining the marriage bond and preserving the matrimcnial 

state with a view to protecting social stability, the family, home 

and proper growth ~and happiness of children of the marriage. Legisla-

tion for the purpose of dissolving the marriage constitutes a 

departure from that primary principle and the legialature is utre-
. 

mely circumspect in setting forth the grounds on which the marriage 

may be dissolved. The history of ul.l matrimonial legislations will 

shew that the onset of conservative attitudes influenced the groundS 

on which separation or divorce could be granted. OVer the dec~s, 

a moxa liberal attitude has been adopted, fostered by a xecognitioo 

of the need for the individual happiness of the parties involved. 

But although the grounds for divorce have been liberalised, they 

nevertheless continue to foxm an exception to the general principle 

favouring ccntinuation of marital ta1• ';Chis is inevitably so. The 

history of matrimony itself in the recent past haa been a movement 

from the ritualistic and aacramental to equalisation and contractual, 

even as the histo.xy of nlationship between the se.xea has been a 

movement frcm male dominance to equality between the eexea, even 

though economic and social equality between the aexee appear to be 

a distent goal. Economic instability and insecurity appear to be the 

root cause for not succeeding in our aim of equality betwe~_n_ the 

1. Per R. s. Pathak J (as be then was) in Renolc:i RaJamoni va 
Union of India and another, AIR 1982 SC r61. 
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the . sexes. society still looks askance at a divorced woman. she is 

yet a suspect and her chancea of survival is further diminished . 

by her divorce. Every divorce solvea a problem and creates several 

others2• 

Marriage is an alliance between man and woman and is J:ecog~ 

nised in law. The first essential of marriage therefore is the 

formation of an alliance, and the second essenti,al is that such an 

alliance must be recognised in law. The legal recognition is depen

dent on the law and custom to which the parties were subject, the 

pzescribed rules and cewmonie• of that law. In its solicitude for 

upholding marria~s, the law permits every community to follCM itf! 

own notions of a valid marriage. It even pJ:esumes that it has been 

perforsred with requisite sanction of custom. EVen the Hindu Marriage 

-Act can be overridden if- a custom can be proved. ACCording to Dr. 

Hari Singh Gaur,.remarriage of wivea coma within the purview of 

customs3• He believes that even Manu: .allows the wives to remarry 

under conditions of de facto divorce when the husband is not heaxd 

of for a long tima 4• Thera is however no clear mandate to thia 

effect in. the text of Manu, such nmarriages are the only logical 

conclusion that can be drawn from the verse5• Narada,Gautama, 

2. Per o. Chinnappa Reddy J. in Rerold Raiamoni vs union of India 
and Mother, AIR 1982 sc 1261 a: page i 65, para 14. 

3. Dr. Hari Singh Gaur, :t'he Hipdu code, Pages 223-224, vol'UIJl8 I, 
Law pJ!bllshe.rs (1974). 

4. Ibid at page 234. 

s. Manu smriti. Chapter IX, verse 76. For a detailed translated 
text see G. Buhler, The ~awa of ~ii\t' Motil&l Banaraaiciu 
(1964). For original tex aee Kua Bhatte, Manu S!Ilfiti 
Motilal. Banarasidas (1983). 



vasistha all have given a clear mandate to the wife to marry again 

after the prescribed waiting period if the husband is unheard of for 

a long time6• Among the lower castes ana other custom riddan socie

ties remarriages of wives are very common. This was so in the medieval 

society also, but ana1g the upper caste during those d~s. the men 

often remarried but divorce u auch wu unacceptable. 

'I'olerance. adaptability. adjustment are all synonymous with 
-

Hindu.ism because the Hinau philosophy ia $0 fluid·· in nature that it 

ve.ey eaaily moulds itself with the changing times. However, s_ur{)%'1-

singly enough. we adhere to the teaching of Manu with a zeal bordering 

on fanatiam. Though I am at a losa to uooarstand this, it is veey 

clear to me that ever since the days of Manu, the society had to bo.r 

to the inevitable and accept the dissolubility of marriag•• Once 

divo%'Ce was recognised and conceded, it has taken the foJ:m of a right 

today7• 

Perhaps the earliest legislative sanction for divorce in 

India came in tbe foxm of Native converts Marriage Dissolution Act, 

1866, under which the conversion of a Hindu mala or female into 

Christianity was tieated as a ground for dissolution of marriage. 

'I'he first legislation in respect Of cUssolu t1on of marriage among 

the Hindus was very probably enacted in the year 1920 in the State 

6. Narada. Chapter XII Verse 971 Gautama, Chapter XXII Verse• 15, 
17; Vasistha, Chapter XV.IX VerH 78. Also see Bbagbat N 
Deshpandey •Divorce ADd Hindu smr1t1• ~ 1934 Jour 20. Also 
K.N. Chatterjee- Hindu Marripge Paat. and Present. 'L'ara PUblica
tions, vuanasi CI'§72 ). 

1. This· aspect has been discussed at length in the first Chapter 
of this work. 
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of I<olhapur. This was the first tentative step tOdarda widening the 

door of divorce for the wouan. In the state of Baroda, a Oivoxce Act,· 

1931 was passed for the HindWI which gave the right to divorce to 

both the hu&Dand and the wife equally. close at its wake came the 

Madras ACt, 1933, legislated similarly on the line of the enactment 

of the state of Baroda. However even though a new right was bestowed 

on woman, the judicial xecOgnition of the r.ight took a long time in 

coming. 

It should be noted here that Divorce as a customary law was 

present; in the Hindu society s.ince the ancient times. The scriptural 

canons only refleCted the ideal for emulation by the elite and 

members of the upper caate. MOdem laws however univeraalised this 

social phenOmenon for all members of the Hindu society. 

':rhe Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, was the first serious and ccm

prehensive legislative step in the matter of marri-age and divorce. 

The -~~u harriage Act, under sections 13 and section 13B enum:tra

tea several grc..unds for divorce under which the Hindu man and woman 

may seek divorce. 

The Hindu law allOA's divorce for cruelty, aesertion, adultery, 

unsoundness of mind et al. But such dis•olutions are by no means 

easy or automatic. There is not the slightest doubt that whatever 
' sympathy a judge may have for t.he difficulties of. a particular spouse 

8. The text of the statutory provisions and the gr~unds for divorce 
shall be discussed at relevant places in this chapter. 
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or couple. he will not facilitate their separation or a divorce other

wise than in complete accordance with the policy of the Hindu 

Marriage ACt,. which does not by any rreans provide for termination 

of dUties zeciproc¥1Y of a married pair to suit their personal 

I 

claima and pxejudi~a9• It is of interest to the nation that marriages 

should be stable,. and matximonial z:elief is available under that 

fundamental unaerstanding10 • This has gained further importance in 

view of a number of cases that have been started by the spouses who 

hav~ never coma to grips with the realities ana have trumped up 

preposterous Qbarges aga.in.:.t- each other. Since subsist·..; nee of the 

marriage is the concern of the country and not the individual spouses 

alone, the courts have been placed under a positive duty to attempt 

reconciliation. There is no reason to dissolve the marriage if the 

courts can reconcile a marxiage merely by getting the parties to 

adjlU)t with each other. However caution must be exercised to see 

that such .rec6nciliation attempts do not take the fo.rm of a hast.y 

d.tual. If reconciliaticm atten.pts are a must,_ they should always 

s~ive to preserve its spirit11• 

9. &urba Mohan Ghoph Vs Mapashi Ohosh I (1990) DMC 145. 

10. bfUDa Vs SUdh!QSU AlB 1962 Ori 65 (aB)e 

11. J. ·Duncan M· oerxet. fit£oductiW to ~odem Hindu Lat• 
pp. 14Q-178, oxford un :veralty ress 1963). __ 
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Where disselut.:Lon of marital bonds are concerned, the Hindu 

Marriage Act is very cautious. It does not allow spouses to dissolve 
l 

the marriage in colpsion with each other. l'he petition warrants that 

no collusion has inf act taken place12• collusion here means a secret 

and illegal agreement for a ft:audulent and illegal purpose •. It is a 

sec.ret unaerstanciing between the spouses to plead and te,.tify and 

proceed fraudulently against each other in order to misleacLand to 

that extem:; defraud the court. The court is entitled to refuse to 

decree a relief as petititioned unless it is satisfied that the 

peti~on was not a collusive one13• 

one mq argue here that once the spouses aeciae that they 

cannot continue with their marriage and want to get it dissolved, 

what objection can any one, let alone the court, have to it? lD 

answer, it has been stated that the Hindu Marriage is a sacrament 

which is popularly believed to have been maae in heaven and of a 

deep mligious value. Anything so potently sacred and significant, 

is obviously not woth destroying on human whim. 

12. The Hindu Marriage Act# 1955, s. 23 (1) which reads as nEvery 
petition presented under this Act shall state as dist~ctly 
as the nature .of the case permits the facts on which the claim 
to relief is founded and except in a petition Under s.11 shall 
also state that there is n~ collusion bet~en the petitioner 
and the other pai'£Y to the marrlage1 • . 

. 13. Jbid s.23 (1) (c) which roads as "lD any proceeding under this 
ACt. whether defended or not, if th~ court is satisfied that 
•••••••••••••• the petition not being a petition pxesente4 
under s.ll is not pmsented or prosecuted in collusion with the 
~apondeot •••••••••••··· 
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But, if however, we allow the modern trend to surf ace, we 

cannot deny the freedom of choice and maturity of judgement to the 

spouses. It is they who must comply with the judgment of the court. 

Hem the court. can only bring the proverbial horse to the water, 

but I doubt 1£ the cout:t can make 1t drink the water. so it is really 

very doubtful if the parties will be able to comply with the courts 

judgment in the bruised and aberrated state of mind after a prolcnged 

legal battle. 

The concern for preserviny the marriage and preserving the 

same must come frc.m within and no azoouot of judicial, sccial or 

legal lectuzes will generate ~hat feeling. 

Xhe Hindu Marriage ACt, perb~ is most unique for its 

caution in granting the dec~e of dissolution. ~he Act, ev~n while 

cootenplating divorce by mutual consent does not allc:w the marriage 

to bEt dissolved if there does not exist any ot the- established and 

speci~1c grounds of divorce as enumerated under the s.13 ot the 

said ACt. Thus, even for a petition under s.l3 a of the Hindu 

Marriage Act for mutual consent the court makes doubly sure that 

there is no collusion ano also a definite and s.vecific ground for 

di'V\)rce does in fact exist. 

This is also the reason why irretrievable b~akaown of 

marriaye ha.s not been recognised under the Hindu ,Marriage AC:t1". 

14. Harendranath Burman vs Suprova aupnan & Anr. 93CWN: ·, 1021 
sa;oJ .Rani vs sudarsan AIR 1984 sc I56i at-1566 
Mita Gupta va Prablr Kumar Gyp!pt 93CWNSO. 
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However, unfortunately what the court denies through the front 

door it alla.rs through the b.ack door, where irretrievable breakP.own 

fails to gain recognition, the concept of cruelty is made so wide 

that enything at all can be brought under ita purview15• 
" ~ . 

The Act, does not tolerate dele.Y and recognises coQdonaticn 

on the part of the spWses. The limitation period for filing a suit 

for the dissolution of marriage begins to run after the expUy ~ 

the prescribed period under the ACt itself and may contiJlued upto 

seven years as per s. 30 of the Limitation ACt. one JW.st satisfy 

the court of the reason for such delay or else the court. ia free 

to presume connivance and collusion16• Law expects one to be alive 

to ones rights. I:t is another matter that in India few have that 

Jd.l)d of knowledge of law. Fortunately the court being aware of thi.s 

fact aJ.lowa itself to be fully satisfied as to the reasona of delay 

if the reasons are like, one was working for a reconciliation or 

protecting the children or being a poor village rustic toqk a lang 

tine to know his or her rights. This "satisfaction of the courts• 

clause is like a gamble to the petitioner. If he succeeds in 

15• This will be discussed in detail under the head of a Cruelty•. 

16. The Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955 s. 23 (1) (d) which read& a 
(1). • I:f any proceeding under this Act, whether defended or ~ot, 
if the court is satisfied that •••• (d) There bas not been any 
unnecessary or improper delay in insti tutin9- the proceed·ing, 
••••••• 

8 read with the relevant Section of ·the Limitation 
ACt, 1963. 
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satisfying the court a delay longer than seven years may be 

cond~ and if he faiis to so satisfy the court it ma.Y prove fatal 

to hie case. 

SiDc:e the matrimonial causes are based on "!hat 1• losely 

known as matrimonial offences, tll& grounds on which the relief is 

to be granted, both take the form of en offence. AB a res-qlt of 

this the parties approach the ccurt as adversaries one being the 

guilty and the other being the aggrieved one. If -the aggrieved party, 

it is founo, bas forgiven the fault of the guilty party either 

expressly or inpliedly, then be becomes diSentitled to present the 

petition for the dissolution of marriage17• At the aame time the 

court cloea not rec~ise condonation of insanity or void marriages . 

which means, where- tbl petitioner is morally disentitle to relief, 

relief cannt* be and will not be granted. 'l'he court will not step 
~ 

outside tba boundaries of equitable just-ice and good conscience. 

'l'he test of condonation are two. one, whether tbe aggrieved spouse 

waa ar.rare of the offence cODIDitted against him, end two, whether 

after and inspite of aucb aware-•• the guilty spcuse was reinstated 

in his or her fo.cner position and status. Mere uttering of 11 I 

17. Ibid s. 23 (1) (b) reads aa (1) •if any proceeding uaaezo this 
Act, whether defenaed or not, if the court ia satisfied that .. 
•••••••• (b) Whether the ground of the petition is the ground 
specified in Cl (1) of Sub-Section (1) of section 13, the 
petitioner bas not. in any manner been accesaary to 0%' cam.ived 
at or condcned the act or acta complained of or where tbe ground 
of the petition ia cruelty the petitioner has not in any manner 
condoned the cruelty •• ••. * 
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forgive thee• will not suffice and does not amount to condonatica18, 

Finally, no mllef will be granted if there is any •other 

legal ground• based on which relief should not be grantad19, If a 

person is himself guilty of certain matrimonial misconduct, then he 

cannot take avantage of his OWD wrOAr}0 , The pt::titioner. to matri

monial relief should come to tha court w.1 th clean banda that is 

frea ·fran matrimonial misconduct. 'l'hus a man who has driven his 

wife &lay from her marital home, and has absolutely neglected her, 

thereafter cannot seek a divorce in the court of law on the ground 

of dessertion. Similarly if a wife in assertion is living in adulte.ty, 

18, N,G, Dastane vs s, Dastane, AIR 1975 s,c, 1534, 

19. lbi~ s. 2;J (1) (e) reads aa - (1) •1n any proceeding under this 
Act, whether defended or not, if the court is satisfied that 
••••••••••••• (e) there is no other legal ground why relief 
should not be gr anted•, 

20. Ibid, s. 23 (1) (a) reads as - (1) • In any proceeding under this 
ACt, whether def.ended or not, if the court is satisfied that 
••••••••• (a) anyl:.:of the grounds for granting relief exist and 
the petitioner. except in cases where the ntlief sought by • 
him on the ground specified in sub-Clause (a), sub clause (b) 
or sub cl~se (c) of ClauM (11) of section 5 is not in any way 
taking advantage of his or her own wrong or disability for the 
purpose of such xelief •••••••••••••• 
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. she cannot hope that the court will exe~ise its discretion iD 

her favour even if a matrimonial offence on her lmsbanas part can :be 

proved. 

Within the protective shield of these five procedural require

ments, namely collusion, delay, condonation, clean hands and alter-

native grounds, the Hindu Marriage Act will dissolve a marital tie 

only if the petition is presented after one year of the marriage21 , 

whatever be the ground for seeking the relief, unless the pet! tioner 

Obtains a special permission from the High Court after making out a 

case of exceptional hardship22• 

Tbexefore, this piece of legislation is extremely circum

spect where 1 t must terminate the antiquated no.tmB of the marriage 

and lJ.berate the parties from bondage. The spirit ia to preserve the - ....... . 
.. 

institution of marriage but to allow the inevitable if it must. 

This extrema caution has a strong psychological effect on the parties 

aa they are put in a social limbo, a kind of torpor during the years 

of litigation which they spend in a atatusless state. These elaborate 

precautic:aary measures, as nquired under the ACt also has the 

inevitable delaying effect. This delay only helps to intensJ:fy their 

bittexness. 

21. Ibid, s.l4(I), no petition for divorce to be pmsanted 
within one year of marriage.. · 

__ 22. Ibid, Proviso to s. 14 (I). 
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TERMINATiffi OF MARSIAGE I DIVORCI 

Under the H~ndu Marriage ACt. the husband and the wife have 

been granted roughly about eleven grounds for terminating their 

marriage. which after a combination and permutation assumes an 

enoonous dimension. Yet the Act is not exhaustive in nature, which 

is quite understandable in view of the diversified and complex 

human behaviour and the allied circumstantial causes. 

The refusal to accept the ground of irxetrievable bnakdwn 

has qpened a flood gate through which a multiplicity of behaviours 

and situations came to be zoecogniseci as cruelty. 'l'he result is that 

whea the marriage. baa in effect iaetrievably broken down cannot 

be dissolved as such but ~stead the spusee have to bring the case 

befoxe the court under the grounds enumerated under section 13 of the 

Hindu Marriage AC_t. '.Ibis means that the spouses cannot have their 

marriage dissolved freely, and dignifiedly and quietly. They must 

stand before the world, soil each others image by airing before an 

audience each intimate detail of their marriages, till the court 

declares one of them guilty. With the acceptance of the breakdown 

theory of marriage at least the ccacept of adversaJ:y guilt esta

blishing tendency will come to an end. Matrimonial causes are the 

xesult of mutual short comings and non adjustments. The answer to 

.every such cause is only dissolution of marriage and that can be done 

without laboriously finding out who is guilty. 

The main obstacle in this direction appears to be that where 

breakdown is accepted, the requirement of reconciliation under 

section 23 of the Hindu Marriage Act 1955 cannot be complied with. 
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once breakdown is conceded there is no scope for reconciliation. 

when two matw:e parties to a marriage want to dissolve their marriage 

they do it after weighirlg all the proa and cons of the conseqt:e nces. 

In sucb cases even if the court atten;pts reconciliation it will 

seldom succeed. It is therefore. healthier and less traumatic to 

concede breakdown. In so doing the totality of the marriage has to 

be focussed on and not raise a<?CUsing finger at either of the 

spouses23. 

since marriage do continue to breakdc..wn irretrievably inspite 

of the non recognition of the breakdown the courts have all01.1ed 
0 . 

~ 

through the back door what they disallowed through frcnt door. ~alee 

·for example a case·. where the wife. soon after marriage. finding 

that she cannot live with her 'husband goes home to her father. Later 

she files a maintenance suit against the husband. 'l'he husband. while 

contesting the maintenance suit files a suit for restitution of 

conjugal rights against his wife. In reply the wife files a divorce 

suit against the husband24• I8 it not irretrievable breakdown o£ 

23. Virendra Kunar. ..The working of Formal Niversar:1 1:-'roceciuwa 
In The .Resolution of Marital Conflict Problems in India• 18 · 

and 19 Ban L.J. (1982-83) P• 60. sea generally pages 7o-B1• 

Maya Rani Mond:t Vs Bbarat Monda! M.R. Case No. 123/89 filed 
in SDJM court a Sillgurl. Bhar Monda! Vs. Mava Rani ~ondal 

l"'Je S. No. 39/89 filed at the court of'D!stric£ JUdge a Dar)eeling. 
claim of di•orce by the wife is in the writ~ statement of 
the wife in 39/89. 
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the marriage? What purpose a prolonged litigation would serve for 

the court has to dissolve the marriage here. If it does not dissolve 

the marriage. the parties will continue in a state of de facto 

divorce. But instead the concept of cruelty is made wider and 

wider25 not keeping in time with the change in the society and 

social behaviour and custcm. 

Matrimonial causes a ADUL'l'ERy2l 

· Hindu law, which is also kncwn as Vyavhara Mayukha discusses 

adultery under its fifteenth title. It is an act which is condemned 

by every society and religion in all times and by every propllet 

with equal emphasis. Hanu condenns adultery in its ever,y foxm and 

aegxee27 • 

25. 

26. 

27. 

Sushil Ku."'lar Verma Vs. Usha. AIR 1987 Del 661 Savitri Balchandani 
AIR _1987 Del 52. VinaiKU'itiar Vs Nirmala ChaUhan AIR 1987 
Del 78. sucDla Vs Mahesh Chand AJ:R 1987 Del 174, Xapan I<r Kundu 
Vs B.ibha KundU AIR 1988 cil ~23. · 

The Hindu Marriage ACt, s. 13 (i) (1) states that • (I} Any 
Marriage solemnised whether before and after the commenceuent 
of this Act, ma.v, on a petition presented by either the husband 
or the wife, be cllssplved by a decree of divorce on the ground· 
that the other party - (.1) has after the solemnisation of the 
marriage. had voluntary sexual intercourse with any person other 
than his or her spuse•. 

Dassi Vs Dhani Ram Teku, AIR 1969 P&H 25 at P• 6 para 8e 
Ap;::£ from being a case of adulterY' it also propounded the 
need to prove the offence of adultery beyond any reasonable 
doubt. In this connection also see Patrick Donald Tracx. Vs 
Eileen Tr6fV• AIR 1957 ASm 66. Th~se cases are cited only as 
examples o cases of adultezy to show that the condemnation 
by Manu had very little effect on the conmon man. 
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Adultery is hard to forgive, Marriage creates a reciprocal 

bond to cherish each other. It gives a spouse an e.XClusive right 

aga:I.Dst the other both emotionally and materially, espec:J.ally in 

relation to sex and procxeation. when one spouse bxeaks up this 

reciprocal bond, the right of the other is affected. It is true 

that the person or body of the wife ia not to be CMned like a chat tel 

or commodity. It is also true that the willingness and wishes of 

both the spouses _are important f actors28
, but beyond this in the 

~alm o£ emotions and spirituality a bond, a kind of ownership is 

created at a totally abstraCt level. This bond is not unilateral but 

reciprocal. 'l'herefow it applies to both the spouses equally and to 

equal extent. When either of the spouses comnit adultery, they in 

fact violate this right, the agrHment l.IJ'ld understanding of the other 

spouse. Since this whole thing is at an abstract level, beyond the 

realm of the written contracts, it is much mora serious and the loss 

is much more hurting. 

'l'he root cause behind setting up the social ins·titution of 

marriage is the prevention of sexual promiscuity.- For that reason 

the physical relationship that results from the marriage is fiercely 

guarded and protected. EVen a single lapso on the part of· the spouse 

cannot be accepted and reconciled with. It is neither upto the court 

noJ: upto tbe society to .forgive the lapse whether a single one or a 

J8. T, saretha vs T. venkata SubJaaiah, AIR 1983 A.P. 356. 

I 
-I 
I 
: 
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series of them, only the aggrieved spouse can forgive the ~apse under 

the concept. of condonation. Just as the marital bond is strictly 

c~ined to them alone so is the power of forgiveness -. strictly 

confined to th~ 

Yet the incidents of adultery is very aonrnon, unrepentent 

and erring spouses are not rare • The Dharmasastra prescribes 

variously for such situations. 

In the medieval period, the sages have exhibited an uniquely 

humane side of their nature amidst the relentlessly rigid social 

standard. 'l'hey have not approved that the wives should be cast away 

for the offence of adultery, except when shs conceives from such 

adulterous indulgence or when she is guilty of terminating the 

29 
pregnancy arising from such adulterous indulgence , otherwise she 

can be purified thrcugh penance and punishments. such penance or 

punishment take the form of providing a bare subsistence of food, 

clothes etc. and being kept in a guarded roam. other means of social 

castigation may also be used like shaving off her head etc. 'l'he ... 

degree of punis.hment depeilded \lPOn the caste of the man with whcm 

adu&tery was comnitted30• 'l'hus, the above, ineffect, reduces adultery 

to a minor sin, an 11upapataka" which can be atoned for through 

penance at as long as no pregnancy or termination of pregnancy results 

Panduranq Vaman Kane, History of Dharrnasastrg, Vol II Part I 
p. 571,Bhandarl<Br Orientil Research Institute, Poena (1941), 
Also see, Gautsna, Ch. 22 Verse lS1 Yajuavalkya Ch. I 
Verse 70, 72. 

30. Ibid at P• 572. 
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from the adulterous intercourse. conversely. i£ a man of lower cas'ta 
0 

cODIDitted adultery with a wanan of a higher caste. he would face 

death. If a brahmin camnJ.tted adulte~ he paid the fine31. 

This is the reflection of a society wl.ich disallowed divorce. 

A society whez:e the marital bond was made so strong that even adultery 

could be forgiven after the guilty spbuse undertook the paascribed 

penance. 

Manu. like every other teacher forbids adultery. criminal 

conversation with another womsn is forbidden.. ACcording to Manu, 

adultery lead!i to the destruction of the social fabric. He requires 

that adulterous be terroriaed and banished. In order to eliminate 

all possibilities of adulter,v Manu does not permit a man to address 

ano~r man's wife in seclusion let alone touch her or be intimate 

with bez. A non brahmin man feces death for comnitting the sin of 

adultezy. but if a man co~ts- adultery with a woman of the same 

caste, he just had to pay the prescribed fine. For a Brahman the 

punishment ia the payment of fine. The devine punishment for an 

adulterous man is said to be the swelling of limbs and for the wife 

tbe punishment of eternal hellfire befalls her for indulging in 

adulterous acts32• 

31. Ibid at page 160. 

32. Manu smriti. Ch. IV verse 133-1341 Ch. VIII v .• 352-353. 356-
359, 366. 386, Ch. DCV. 301 Ch Ja v. 521 60, 177-1791 CH XII 
v. 60 for the original text see Kullaka Bbatta, Manu Smri t1, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1983} and for a detailed translated text. 
see G. Buhler, The Laws of Manu, Motilal Banarasidas_ (1964). 
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Therefore, moJ:e than the relationship between the spouses. 

Manu is more c:once.r:ned with the dest:alction of the social fabric. 

so while the present society J.a concerned with the break up of 'tbe 

bond bet.ween the individual spouses dich results in moral promis

cuity and thus destroying the aoc:J.al values. Manu does not advocate 

a'banaCllllllent or ciivo.rce but only penance as a eeterrent to tbe aocial 

aestruction. 

I<autilya pxescr1bes that if the hu&Qand condones the act, 

then no haxm has been done. If not, the woman' a nose and ears should 

be cut off and the love:r shall meet aeath. Varioua punishments are 

prescri))ea depending upon sewr1ty of ~e offence committed according 

to the caste to which the parties belong33. 

Two things emerge from the study of the meCU.eval society, 

(1) Adultery was only a upepataka. that is a minor sin ~ contrastea 

with Mahapataka a major sin and could be atoned fo~ through _pe.g,_ance. 

(2) The qt.v.:stion of caste played a very signi.ficant role. a·oth 

medieval and modem societies sought to· preserve the marriage- and 

the social values. but proceeded to adopt different means .. The 

medieval teachers 1.,ere concerned with the purity of the sociaJ. fabric 

and disapproval of adultery for it would result in mixed caates, and 

today adultery is disapproved of in order to protect the Society 

from sexual promiscuity. 

R. P. Kangle, The K~tila Arthasastr~ .Part J:I 4. '-2• 351 
4.13.3o-41. university Bomoay (1912) For the original 
text please see Part I by the same author. Also. v. K. 'aui>ta, 
Kau.tillan Jurisprudence, B.D. Gupta, 146, Gali AryasamaJ, 
Deihl 1987). 
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In view of this ext~mely sensitive situation, the ~ta~~on 

arises th(..t how can adultery be proved? This issue is very inportant 

as the consequences am serious for the matrimony is to·tally ruined 

and a: greater social stigma ia involved. Thus to treat the ground 

of adultery lightly is neither in the intexest of· the spouses nor 

in the interest of the society. 

Prior to 1976, the law required, with a view to safeguard 

the inciaents involving false charge o;f adultery, that it ia not 

sufficient if a single act of adulteJ:Y is alleged, the spouse 

should be living in adultery. In 197§, the futility of the concept 

of living in adultery was realised and since then, a •single act" 

theory has taken the place of .. living in adulteq" theory. EVen a 
0 

single act of adultery amount to a breach of trust enshrined in 

spousal promise •to cherish each other till death do us part11 • 

Since the charge of adultery is a ser,ious charge, ordinarily 

it would have to be proved beyond any reasonable doubt. · But, if. one 

must prove adultery beyond any reasonable doubt, adultery would be 

impossi))~ to prove3". Ther~ow it is not necessary to prow the 

fact of adultery by direct evidence, and such evidence, if prOduced, 

would be li)(ely to be rejected as a fabricated one. Adultery should 

be proved through a .set o:f circumstantial evidence& which inevitably 

will lead one .to concluda __ adultery. Adultery, from its very nature, 

34. Dusi vs Dhani Ram Teku AIR 1969 P&H 251 Patrick Donald Traez 
vs Eileen 'l'recy AJR 19S7 A.Sm 66. 
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is a secret and a promiscoua act.. seclusion is necessary and a lot 

of cunning is invo~ved on the part of the erring spousea to indulge 

in the act of adultexy, a.Dd when they do, they leave their indivi

dual hallmark behind. For this reason alone there cannot be any 

thumb rule to prove adultery and it baa to be proved circumstantially 

to the extent that it leads a man of reasonable mind to reach that 

conclusion. This is a very delicate and dangerous task for an error 

will not only destr~ a marriage but affect several lives including 

the spouses, the children and the lover35• 

· This theory of probability must be exercised judiciously .. 

because, the act of adultery the status of the parties and pUblic 

interest requi.r:es that· marriage should not be set aside lightly, 

but human natur4a devious as it is, involves and inven ta many tangen

tial situations. 

Since adultery is no longer to be proved beyond any reasonable 

dv~t and only cir~tances pointing to the commission of the act 

need alone be proved, a very disturbing deve loprnent has surf aced. 

Spouses allege unchastity and adulte;y very easily. Since tha courts 

sometimes even accept uncorroborated evidence36 the spouses ·allege 

35. Pushpa Devi va Radheshv~ AIR 1912 Raj 260 at P• 262 para 121 
Bha{jan slngh · sher siDSlArora Vs Aman Kaur AIR 1962 punj 144 
at 5 Para 6, a, SomasekhaK Nair Va Thankanma AIR 1988 
I<er 3081 P appelant va P en others AIR 19a2 Born 4981 
Dr. saroJ Kumar sen vs Dr. I<81Jran Kanta Ro!' AIR 1980· Cal 374, 
vlnOd Anand Lal(ra va Belul§ L a, AIR 198 Pat 213. · 

36. VaradaraJulu Naidu vs Baby Ammal AIR 1965 Mad 29· at Page 
29-30 para s. 
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unchastJ..ty with iq)unity. The law laid down by the courts declare that 

such allegations of adultery amounts to cruelty37• When it. com2s to 

cooking up a aet of damning circumstances against an ·unsuspecting 

spouse, alleging and proving adultery become• easier than provirig 

many of the grounds laid down in the Hindu Marriage Act. It is of 

course of little ccncern to the falsely alleging spouse that at the 

end .of the prolonged legal battle if he or she is successful the 

other innocent spouse is lef~ behind with a lot of social stigma. 

If he or she is unsuccessful. then too he or she·goes free while the 

stink lingers on with the woman38 • The other easier wey to obtain 

divorce against the wife is ,to falsely accuse her of unchastity and 

aaultery. when she leaves the matrimonial home in rataliati<;>n to 

bring a case of cesertion against her. ~ow. how will she prove that 

she was falsely accused of uncha.sti ty and adultery39 • Thera are also · 

cases where the spouses falsely allege adultery and bigamy against 

each other40 , the inevitable xesult in. such a C~.e is that marriage 

must be dissolved for the latent indicaticn is that the marriage has 

37. ArUna Jalan vs Ramesh Chand Jalan AIR 1988 ALL 239. 

38• Lakshman uttarnchand K.i.rplani vs Meena alias Mota AIR 1964 
sc 40 at Para 18 on P• 12. 

39., Ibid, See also ChiruthakUtt:£ Vs Subramanian AIR 1987 Ksr · s. 
4~ Parvath2: Vs Shivram AIR 1989 H & P 29• Sapt~ vs Jagadish 

73CWNSOi Subbarama Vs. sar.;;a~sw.;;..;;;;at_,i;;. (1966) 2 M.L. J. 
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completely rotted,_ the allegation being only the .Jiymptom of such 

decay. In other woxds, the indication is that the marriage is totally 

and irretrievably broken dovn. False allegatiOns of adultery amounts 

to extRme CJ:Uelty especially if such a charge is made before the 

superiors at the p~ace of work. such charge must have an evidentiazy 

value of unimpeachable natuxe otherwise it will have far reaching 

results. i'or exanple, if a wife alleged before her husbands superiors 

at work that her husband is an adultaror and is able to _prove the 

allegations to an extent then the. husband is likely to loSe his job, 

face the break up of his marriage, be perpetually blemished with 

the result that apart from the soci.al censure, he may not :be able 

to pick up the shattered pieces of his life and settle down in 

matrimony again •. But if the wife fails to substantiate her allegations 

even then the husband has ~0 face enbarrassment at his place of work 

41 and live with the sUgma •.. 

To prove that the wife who is living apart from the husband 

is also living in· adultery is_ a successful way to get rid of the 

wife•s claim of ma.intenence42• The cardinal principle in such cases 

should be that the soli.tary evidence of a spouse should never b8 

reliecT upon :because he might be extJ:emel:r intenated in the case. 

42. Shankarlal Jai.swal Vs Ulnabai alias Dhaneswari n (1989) 
DMC lll (M.p.H. C. ) 
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Hexe adultery is to be proved. Where the 'I'JS&tion of adultery arises 

the aoc.ial background of the parties cannot be ignored. The vital 

quest.ico is how the parties are ec:customed to live in the gi~l:l. s.et 
of aocial background. Ordinarily the natural intermingling of 'the 

opposite sexes cannot be looked down upon especially in tha mooern 

jet set world. Yet the comnon middle class families still maintain 

a decme of conservatism. The unusual meeting of the two persons in 

seclusion for any lengt.h of time amongst :that class can justifiably 

lead to the inference of adultery. 

The moat difficult question involved in cases of adultery 

is hew and where to strike a balance betw•el) ~~ual promiscuity and 

the modern intez:mingling. One cannot overlook the fact that such 
0 

large scale intermingling can result in innocent intimacy of 

heterogenous sexes _on one hand or lead to ad\llterou:s mlationship 

on the other. It is the lattex that is sought to be protected and the .. 
foxmer is to be _ignoxeQ. aut if such innocent heteroaexual inter

mingling aggrieves the .other spouse, even that is to be aVoided. 

Faith is the essence of marri-.ge. tru~t and belie£ are 1~ pillars. 

They IlllSt always be presexved. A slight tremor in the foundation 

oz the marriage is sufficient to destroy it. 

Matrimonial Causes 1 Crueltx•3 

- . 

The .question of cruelty is judged on the basis o£ evidence 

on recoxd and on the totality of t.he circumstanoeus of the case. ~he 

43. The Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955 s. 13 • (I) Any marriage . solemnised 
whether before a:ld after the commencement of this Act, may, 
on a, petition presented by either the husband -or the wife, be 
dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground that the other 
party - • • • • • • (ia) has after the solemnisaticn of the marriage, 
t.Aated the petitioner wi.tb cruelty•. 
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cultural background of the spouses, their temperament, their 

behaviour with each other in daily life their colloquialism with 

each other and their norms --and conce1,-t1ons have to be kept in view 

in determining as to whether an act or omission _amounts to cruelty. 

cruelty need not be a physical violence inflicted by one 

spouse upon the other. Cruelty may also be in his demeanour and 
I 

tnatmant. A solitary incident of cmelty or a solitary lapse of 

term however wou.}.d not be sufficient to bring the case within the 

ambit of cruelty, the act must be repeated persistently. Even the 

incidents wear and tear during the initial days of marr~age which 

occur while the spouses are trying to adjust with_ each oth~-~--~ not 

sufficient to allege cruelty4". The natuxe, aeg;~e and extent of 

cruelty which would make it -=tionable depends up the capacity--of 

the petitJ.oner for enduranca. 

The test, themfo.z:e would not be· whether the responde~t is 

cruel but whether the conduct appears as cruel to the other spouse. . . 

In other words. what is .relevan·t i~ the impact or the effect of the 

alleged conduct uPon the_ petitioner. The emphasis no longer is on 

the nature of the act but on the effect produced· by that act, in 

other words cruelty depends upon the level. and degree of endurance 

that is exhibited by the spouse. 

4-4 •. This point ~~as emphasised by M.b'~ Punchi J in Santosh Kumari · 
Vs Pa.rveen Kuma£ AIR 1987 P&H 33. 

. I 
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Manu appears to be oblivious of any spousal 'behaviour which 

mq be teDDed ctuel. Where reciprocal behaviour of the spouse's are 

concerned, Manu is guided by a few thumb rules. The first being that 

the wanan is a dependent are ature and ·she must worship and obey her 

husband in order to get a seat in heaven. The second one is that 

the woman is e. heartless wretched being, she must be fiercely 

guarded at all times, must be kept busy always and if necessary 

she m~ even be punished by beating•45• Though Manu dwells on the 

fact of women being honoured failing which the household acmes under 

a curse o£ perishing, the sad truth is that he, in fact, advocates 

cruel behaviour tOfards women. If the husbandS were to f9llCM the 

code of Manu today, then very few marriages will survive. 

Kautilya 0r;1 the other hand is more stable. ACcording to him 

a cruel behaviour, whe-ther on the part of the husband or the wife 

is to be punished with fine. Kautilya Arthasastra has behaviours 

like refusal to cobabit, refusal to open the door to the husband, 

going out at n~ght, abusing in filthy language etc t~&ll within. the 

pw:view of the concept of cruelty. In case of. extmma misconduct 

the woman may even forfeit her wanan•s estate. Such extreme mis

conduct takes pl~ on the part of the husband or the wife if a1e 

45. Manu smri ti, Ch. V Verse 148-151, 153-156, 167-168 Ch. IX v. 
2-16, 26-30, 96. 101-102 ch. VIII v. 299-300• For original 
text see Kullaka Bhatta, Manu smri ti, Motilal Ban.arasidas 
(1983) and for translation shil G. Buhler. Laws of ManJ 
Motilal Banarasiclas (1972). 
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spouse puts the other into a genuine· apprehension of his or her 

limb or life. that is to a cruel behaviour or misconduct by which 

one spouse feels ~dangered by the other46• 

'l'he tone and nature of these behaviours as d9scribed in the 

sastras, the remedy • modus and procedures that are prescribed for 
.. 

them kas maca the common man take an adversarial attitude towards 

marital prc:blems. 'I'his b:eeds a lot of antagonism between · thS 

spouses. 'I'hey feel drawn to establish and prove the guilt of the 

other. society which is awaw and sensitive to these is.suef ~~ 

to exaggerate them and took down upon the so ealled guilty spouse. 

By attaching a social stigma ~o such erring spouses the society 

atterrpts to take preventive rreasures. 'l'he adversarial attitu6e ·also 

leads man to idolise marri.~ge to such· an extent that c.,ne loses 

touch with the reality. Matrimonial norms· are required to function 

at a dual plane •. the social plane and the individual plane. so 

wide an interpretation of the term cruelty results in mechanisation 

and dehumanisation of the term cruelty. Dl such an event every 

human behaviour will amount to CJ:Uelty. so instead of identifying 

~he problem with a certainity and objectivity at the individual 

plane. there ensues a legai battle which instead of rendering any 

46. KautilB ~rthasastra.. 3.3-7-111 3.3.141 3•3~16, 3.3.23-24 
:3e3.32 see R.P. Kangle. The ._!Sautilya Arthas~, Part II 
for the translation and Part I- for the original script . 
PUbl.tshed by the university Press, Bombay (1972}. Also peruse, 
V•K• Gupta, Kautilyan J'Urispruden<:.! B. D. Gupta 146 Gali Arya 
Samaj Delhi (1987). 
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inctividual or social justice, foz:ecloses the future developroont 

of my social norms. Non recognition of irretrievable break do..,n 

of marriage is a case in point. 

Starting with. false accusation of unchastity, to indifference, 

nagging, quarrels everything is cruelty. Thus abortion is also a 

ground for divorce, refusal to make tea, not opening the door. 

shouting before frienas, beating and abusing the children, all are 

cruelty and a ground for cUvorce. 

'l'he Act.47, does not define cruelty and the word is naturally 

used in relation to human conduct or behaviour. It is a conduct 

in relation to and in respect of matrimonial dut;.ies and oblig_ations. · 

J:tis a course of conduct which adversely affect the other .. Cruelty 

c;:an be physical and mental, intention.al and unintentional, If it is 

physical the court has no di.fficulty in deciding the case, since it 

becc:mea a matter of fact and degree. Mental cruelty presents a lot 

of difficulty. First the enquiry is on the natu.r:e of the cruel 

behaviour and second its impact on the mind of the· other spouse. 

Based on these an inference has to be dl:awn. 

'l'here is a rapid change in the life around us and in the 

matrimo~ial duties and responsibilities in parti.~lar. 'I'hey vary 

from house to house and person .to person. Therefore, when one spouse, 

complains of cruelty by another spO"tise it is futile to search for 

the standard in life, for a set of events stigmatised as cruelty 

47. 'l'he Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955• 
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in one case may not be so in the other~ for it depends upon the 

type of life the parties lead and the values to which they attach 

impo.rtance. The categories of cruelty are not closed. Each c~e 

brings a different set of circumstances and human beings are as a 

rule dissimilar. Amc..ng human beings there is no eiid to the kind of 

be,.::.viour that may ccnstitute cruelty. New type of cruelty may crop 

up in any case depending upon the human behaviour. their capacity 

and incapacity to tolerate the conduct canplained of such is the 

·wonderful realm of cruelty 48• 

Matrimonial Cause 1 Desertion 49 

Desertion involves a very COili>licated fact. situation. The 

Hindu Marriage Act does not define desertion jus·t a.s it does not 

define cruelty. Hawever an effort is made here to make the concept 

o~ desertion clear. 

According to Halsbury•s Laws of England 

" 

u ••••••• Desertion 

means the intentional and permanent foresaking or abandonment of 

one spouse by the other without that o~ers consent or without 

reasonable cause. It is a tota~ &epudiation of the obligations of 

48. Sobharan~ Vs Madhukar Reedy, AIR 1988 SC 121. 

49. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, section 13 "(1) Any marriage 
solemni~ed, whether before and after the commencement of this 
ACt, may, on a petition presented by either tl'u:t husband·. or· 
the"wife be dissolved by a dec~e cf divorce en-~ ground 
that the other party • • • • • (ib) has deserte:d the petitioner 
for a continue>us period of not less than two years inmadiately 
p.teceding the presentation of the petit.ton, or • •• •• ••• • 
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the marriage•50• In view of the large variety of circumstances and 

modes Of J..t.fe involved, the courts have discouraged attempts at 

defining desertion., there being no general principle appl1cable 

to all cases. 

In the med1eval period the expressly monogamous natum of 

the Hindu sast.ra was followed more in contravention than in 

" compllance. Whilev the wives worshipped, the husbands searched greer~r 

paatw:es to conmit bigamy. such being the case., the question of 

desertion was hardly a signif!cant one. Yet Manu51 prescribed that 

neither by sale nor by desertion is the wife released from the 

husband. When the woman is left behind by the husband for any reason 

she ·1.s asked to wait for a certain period. :-Ianu is silent on the 

course of act.ion a woman. is to fqll,ow :J.f her husband does not· retu.J:D 

after ~ prescribed period518 • Thus, when the husband did in fact 

desert the wife it was considered to be DO desertion at all. 

According to Kautilya the woman cou:ld seek to dissolve 

her marriage if her husband leaves her behind and goes away to a 

foreign land subject to the condition that (lharmya marriages and 

so. Halsbu%Y' s Laws of England (3rd Edition) Volume XII 
paragraphs 453 and 454\ at Pages 241-243. 

51. Hanu Sln.riti, Chapter .IX Verses 46, 76. For the Original. text, 
see Kullaka Bhatta. Manu Smriti. Motital Banarasidas (1983). 
For a detailed translation of 'Ehe verses see a. ·Buhler · 
Laws o£ Manu. Motilal Banarasi Das (1972). 

51a. Zbid. This was also discussed at length in the first Ch~ter 
of this work and also at the beginning of this Chapter. 
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upper caste marrj.ages could not be dissolved • 
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All these reflect a medieval society •'~here wives could be 
s . 

dicarded at will. The men could supercede them and marry again but . 
A 

the wives would have to spend the life cliging to the memory. 

'l'oday desertion is a ground for divorce, if such desertion 

is for a continuous ~riod of two years. Which means intermittent 

comings and goings axe not cause enough to seek divorce on the 

ground of desertion. such behaviour could o£ course be termed as 

cruelty. Even desertion itself is a type of cruelty even though 
0 

desertion simplicitor is itself a ground for divorce. 

Abandonment or desertion must therefore be (a) wilful and 

deliberate, (b) 'ltlithout express or implied consent of the deserted 
. . 

party, (c) against the wishes of the party deserted, and (d) without 

reasonable cause 53• Thus, desertion is not a withdrawal from a 

place, but from a state of thirigs for what law seeks to enforce 

is the recognition and discharge of the Obligations of a married 

state of things which usually is termed as the home. For this there 

are two essential conditions to be fulfilled by the deserting spouse, 

nanely, (1) 'Xhe factum or the actus of separation called the factum 

deserendi or actus deserendi, and (2) the intention to bring 

52. Kautilya Arthasastral 3.3.15-19, 8.2.48. For the original 
text see R. P. 1<. angle, Kautilya Arthasastra Part I and for the 
translated text see ·the ;part II ofthe same book by the same 
'author published by University l?ress, Bombay (1972 ). see also 
V.~. Gupta, Kautilyan Jurisprudence, B.D. Gupta, Gali Arya 
samaj,. New Delhi (1987). 

53. Perumal Naicker vs seetha Laxmi Ammal, AIR 1956 Mad 415. 

.. --! 
I 
I 
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cohabitation or the spousal relationship permanent~y to an end,··

more commonly known as the animus deserendi. ·rwo conditions are to 

be fulfilled by the deserted spouse too. They are (1) absence of 

consent and (2) absence of any conduct giviny rise to any reasonable 

cause to the spouse .leaving the house. If the spouse sincerely· 

expresses an willingness to return, i.e. exhibits anirnus revertendi 

then he or she cannot be held guilty54• 

Just as with any other marital causes, desertion is also an 

inference to be drawn from the fact and circumstances of each case. 

The cause of actiun begins when the fact of separation and the 

intention to end the marriage coexists. But it is not necessary 

that they should c~ence at the sane time. separation can be with

out necessary intention or they may coincide at a given point of 

tin.e. where there is a fact of separation, it -must be found out on 
w 

whose part was the intention to end the marriage was involved. The 

guilt of desertion befalls on that spouse who had che intention to 

end the marriage. Where there is a fact of separation and. the 

separated spouse later develops an intere~t to end the marriage, 

desertion conmences from that point of time. 

That act of desertion involves both, the actual abandonment 

and also expulsive ~onduct. When a spouse, by his or her behaviour 

and demeanour. by his or he~ acts and omissions forces the other 

spouse to leave him or her, it is known as expulsive conduct. Since 

54. Bipin Chandra Jaisinghbhai Jha vs Prabhavati, 
AIR .19S7 sc 180. 
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desertion is a withdrawal from a state of things it can take place 

even -when the spouses are sharing a bed and board. Completely 

neglecting and ignoring a spouse, denying him or her every marital 

rights are all an extreme form of cruelty and eese.rtion. For example 

where the spouses are sharing the sane board and bed, if they do 

not have any physical and emotional relationship for years ins1.ite 

o£ such sharing. it not only is an extreme fcrm of cruelty. but also 

desertion. such desertions are very painful and \'lreck.ing55• But in 

cur society due to the adverse ecL.nomic and social conditions such 

deSG.ctions are comnon. 

In the course of my en-;pirical study I have come across 

cases where the wives have been brought back to their parents 

house by the devoted husbands who wanted to give them scm~ ~est or 

recuperate their health, there weing no quarrels and tensj.ons. The d 

when they went back.. they refused to accept them back. These wonen 

do not want divorce so they have not sought one. ··nl some cases the 

husbands have filed a divorce su.it but did not follow them up. 

These women are even now ready to join i:.heir husbands if reconci

liation. thou~Jh they do not know \'lhat they should reconcile, can be 

ss. 

0 
~-

Lachman Uttamchand Kirplani vs Meena alias Mota A.IR 1964 S'C4o. 'l'apan Kumar Chatter]ef! vs Kamala ChatterJee A~ 1989 
Cal 74. Jlotish Chandra Vs Meera Gulu~, AIR 1970 Cal 266. 
Gollins vs Goliins (1963) i Ali ER 966. sheldon vs Sheldon 
1966 Prob. 62. 
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affected, they in the meanwhile continue to live in a state of de 

facto divoz:ce 56• 

To confine one seU to the strict technical limits,~-- the 

animus - actus, - consent • conduct paradigm often results in 

unnecessary inquiries which Obscure reality. As a result there m~ 

either b8 a prolongation or denial of justice. Instead of such 

elaborate deductions the only single rule by which one should be 

guided is the existence of a reasonable grc.und. The en tire si tua

tion is to be viewed as a composite whole. 'l'he condu~.t and reactions 

of the parties are to be assessed keeping in view of their personal 

and habitua,l. experience,, the exceptions and knowledge of life# 

society and law. xo conside.J;" marital relations in bits and pieces 

brings about a virtual disaster on the contesting pa.J:ties. Because 

marital cunflicts are basically hus:nan conflict, they are to be 

handled in proper societal setting. 

In the modern society, where offering and accepttng a dos.rry 

baa de facto becane one of the essenti ala of a valid marriage, 

there is a rarrpant abuse of marriage in it.s sacramantal form and 

also an increase of greed• Where dowry claims cannot be prevented 

by inplemen ting the Dowry Prohj}:)i tion Act, 1961, .act of desertion 

56. Subrata Mukherjee Vs rrarna MukherJee M.S.· 20/84, Filed in 
the td. District cou at bar)eellng. See also the caSe of 
Lila Singh, .Meera Ghosh and several others d1 scussed in a 

_ ~ater Chapter and given in the appendix. 
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has becane an easy means of escaping a violent death. In such cases 

factum deserendi is hardly significant, aDd divorce is a relief57• 

The courts have held that harrassment for dowry, misbehaviour, 

neglect and abuse in order to obtain dowry are all cruelty and if the 

wife leaves her marital nome due to such ill treatment 1 t does not 

amount to deserti~. for then she has a reasonable ground for such 

separation. she may even claim maintenance from her husband. 

Desertio~, which with an unbroken monotony consists of one 

partmgfrom the society of the other, in effect gives rise to a 

gravely complex situation, which re~ires utmost care if miscarriage 

o£ justice is to be preve.nted. 

Matrimonial cause a unsounCI.ness of l-find58• 

Of all the matrimonial causes. the cause that involves the 

maximum tragedy is that of unsoundness of Dlind. In causes like 

desertion, cruelty. adultery, an element of mea rea, intention 

~r animus is involved. These are actions zesorted to by one party 

against the other consciously and intentionally.- But. when a perscn 

suffers from unsoundness o£ mind. he or she can hardly help it. 

such a person who .has lost the orientation of mind he or she can 

57. 

58. 

'l'apashi Ghosg vs Anj an Gh2!Jl loti No. 45/89, filed at the Ld. 
Dist.rict Court Dar]eel!Dg, aee appendix She ran away from 
her husbands house after they· attempted to burn her and later · 
divorced him on the ground of extrerne cruelty. 

The Hindu Marriage Act. 1955, sectioq 13 a (1) Any marriage· 
solemnised whether before or after the commencemant o£ ··th:ts 
Act, ~ay, on ~tetioQ presented by either the husband or 
tlle wife, be dissclved by a decree of divorce on the grOu.nd 
that the other party - • • • • (iii) has been incur ably of .unsound 
mind or has been suffering continually or intermittently from 
mental d1$oraer of such a killd and to such an extent that the 
petitioner cannot reasonably be eXPected to live with the 
responoen t. 
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hardly plan a marriage, let alone a family and its future. 'rhenfore~ 

when a marriage takes place whexe one of the par~es to the .. ~iage 

is of unsc..und inind. the people arranging ~or such marriages ant 

worthy of· nothing but social. condennation. Needless to -ntion ·that 

such marriages seldom last, subjecting the a,J.ready incapacitated 

mind to further trauma. 

'rhe question of the validity of m~riage, with a person of . 

unsound mind did not arise at all during the. t.tme o£ Manu~ ACCording 

to him marriage was indisscluble. women. he prepag·ated, must worship 

their husbands even if they be devc..id of any virt;ue, even if they 

sought their pleasure elsewhere and ~re sans. any. gOOd qualities. 

The question of unsound mind is not raised at all. However, to be 

fair to Manu, he exhorts the father~ not 1;.o give. their daughters 
0 
" . 

in marriage to a groan who· is not of exce,lleot virtues and quali- ~ 

t1.es59• However I have not come acrose any verse where Manu allows 

a marriage in contravent~on of~this rule to be dissolved• nor is 

there anything in the code where a father who con traveni=s this 

requ1.tement is to be punished. But a wife is not to be punished 

for being averse to her husbands maane.-s. 

59. Manu Smri~i Chapter IX Verses 79,. 89, 95• For original Text 
see Kullaka Bhatta, Manu smriti. Motila1 Banarasiaas (1983). 
for the trans la:ted tixt see G. Buhler. 'l'he Laws of Manq, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 
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Kautilya. who has eXhibited an extreme sensitivity to human 

problems is silent on the issue. However by infe~nce and deduction 

insanity can be brought within the purvi~-w of the ground where 

Kautilya permits a wife to seek divorce when she feels that her 

husband is becoming dangervus to her life, and that he is a viscious 

person. There is a some difficulty he~. Visciousn~ss is a conscious 

act and so excludes insanity. where she feela endangered by her 

husband, it includes only violently insane person. she,. thexefore 

is left without a remedy if her husband is of in~rably uns..9~ 

mind even though such insanity is of milder form. Therefore, accord

ingly only those impairment of mind which are incurable in natum 

and violent in form will make a wife entitled to seek a mmedy on 

the grc..und that she is end~gered by ber husband60• 

A mere hint or a whispered allegation of unscundness of mdnd 

is sufficient to put a marriage in Jeopardy. 'l'o conceee the fact of 

insanity will .render a marriage dissoluble at the instance of the 

parties. Ta conceal the fact of insanity at the· time of marriage 

will render a marriage viodable at the instance of the parties on 

the same ground and also on the ground that a fraud has been prac

ticed on the party61, and when the fact of pas!: affliction is revealed, 
0 
v_ 

60. Kautilya Arthasastra. Book liZ Chapter IX Verse 48. For original 
text see R.P. Kangle, Kautilya Arthasastra, university Press, 
Bomb~ (1972) for the translateCi text see Part II of the same 
book. Also refer. v. K. Gupta. The Kautil~an Jurisprudence, 
B.D. Gupta 146 Gal1 Arya Samaj • ~lhi (1 87). . -

61. 1'~ Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, Clause (b) and (c) of Sub
section ( 1) of section 12. 
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it becomes the bane bf the married life with cne spouse .reading 

the symptoms of an unsound mind in every acts and omission of the 

other spouse. N, G. Dastane Vs sucheta Dastane62 is a case in point. 

In this case. the bride 1 s father, with a view to ·avoid any 

future dispute, informed the parents of the groom regarding a past 

mental disturbance of the wife which was subsequently cured. It is 

true that the cause of the affliction was at first stated to be a 

bad attack of sunstroke and later changed·to malignant malaria. 

However the cause of the affliction is inmaterial here, what is 

materially important is th~t the groom N. G. Dastane could not 

reconcile himsei£ to this ~velation, nor could he overcome the 

temtation to marry the br iae, namely sucheta, who belonged to a 

very aftluent family. 'l'he result was a prolonged and traumatic 

legal battle where the behaviour of the wife, urising frcn her 

inability to adjust with ·tbe D~stane fa.rr.ily due to th.eir different 

socio-economic background was atb:iDuted to her earlier mental 

affliction. Normally :.'"hat would have been a cruel act became .em 

act arising from an unsc.und ~nd. 'l'he husband kept hurling the charge 

of insanity to her face, then changed the allegation to cruelty 

and yat kept referring to her insanity. 'Xhough divorce was denied 

to the o.ouple on the gro\lild of condonation, it is obvious from the 

afu.re-narrated facts that the marriage had ir1.·etrievably broken 

down. 

62. AIR 1975 SeCe 1534. 
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However, there are some exploitative marriages when the 

insane. party is given in marriage for some material gain and bene-· 

fits. During my survey in this field I. came across a case wh~re the 

. wife was suffering from an incurable type of schi_ZOphrenia which 

was punctuated by lucid intervals. During one such lucid inte.r¥als 

her parents arranged her marriage with the groom. Fort;unately or 

unfortunately she remained steady for abuut three years during which 

period she bore ~ daughters. Her sec<..;.nd child birth proved ruinous. 

she suffered a relapse and her problem if anything became more 

severe and violcmt than before. The parents alleged extJ:eme cruel 

behaviour of the husband as the cause of insanity. f'ersistent and 

prolonged inquiry revealed her medical history. subsequently the 

marriage was dissolved mutually but only after· he settled a., 

handsom alimony on her63• 

This is a tragic situation to say the least, and more so, 

because there are two innocent children invo1 ved in the tragedy. 

one cannot blame the husband for dissolving the marriage and the 

wife is beyond reproach. 

A third variety of situation arises where unsoundness of 

the mind is imputed falsely so that the marriage may be dissolved. 

such false allegations amount to cruelty. The spouses uncer such 

circumstances get a chance to lead evidence end contest each others 

63. sunil Debnath vs sandhaa Debnath, MS 19/1989, I.n the court 
of the Ld. District Ju ge, barjeeling. 
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allegations. such situations thc..ugh regretful has a chance of being 

proved or d1sproved6". AL husband,. suffering from tuberculosis of a 

curable nature may bring a SLit for the dfssoluti.on of marriage 

against a wife who is incural;)ly of unsound mind. Hcwever the situa

tion cannot be reversed where a wife suffering from uncurable mental 

dis0rder brings a sclt of di;;:;solution against a husband who is 

65 
suffering from tuberculosis of curable nature • 

The matrimonial cause of insanity also includes various 

other forms of mental disorder, namely idiocy. lunacy, epilepsy 

and other psychopathic disorder. The req~irements are two -fold -

(1) the impairment should be of incurable nature and (2) the iltpair

n.ent of the mind should be of such a type that the petitioner could 

not be reasonably exrJEacted to live with the spouse. '.L'he degree of 

affliction is an important point for without it· very few marriages 

would survive. For all of us are eccentric to an extent and eccentri-
"' cit¥ is not insanity. Eccentricity is.to be enjoyed, insanity is t~ 

be treated an~ sympathised with. 

In 1950, at a very late _stage,. the Federal court ruled that 

insanity could be a reason to nullify the marriage till-then marriage 

with a lunatic was a valid marriage and incapable of dissolution, 

nullification of annulmunt66• In the year 1955, unsoundness of mind 

64. Ram Narain GyPta Vs Rameshwari Glffita, AIR 1988 SC 22601 
Manlshg Vs Pramod I (l990) DMC S • 

6S. Veeranna vs Sum:ltra Bai I(1990) DMC 49. 

66. l~atneswari Nandan vs Bbagwati_Sara~!, AIR 1950 FC 142. 
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was given the legislative and judicial acceptance as a ground for 

dissolution of the marriage. It was brought to the pxesent form in 

the year 1976 and is now wioe enuugh to include all forms of mental 

disorder. As things stand today, insanity as a groWld for seeking 

annulment of marriage requires that the im~irment of mind should 

have been present at the time of the marriage. Insanity as a ground 

of dissolution of marriage requires that the disorder should be in 

there at the time of pxesentin~ the petition. 

The latter situation appears to be very heartless. Yet 

unless the petitioner wants to remain in wedlock with such a person, 

unless the spouses have an urge from within to remain together,· 
·-

no one, let alone "the law can ask a healthy spouse to continue with 

such a marriage especially if the insanity of either of the parties 

adversely affect the children. so, a clean break, even if painful, 

is aesirable. 

ACcordingly,· to me, marriage with a lunatic is not accepted 

by the Dharmasastra.. The ceremony of Kanyadan involves giVing away 

of the daughter in dana or gift and accepting her as such. He, 

who has lost his mind, becomes inccmpetent to accept such gifts. 

such marriages woulo therefore be ipso facto invalid. However when 

such marriages were performed, validity was granted on the rule of 

factum valet. lf, however, the parties feel that they axe incapable 

of continuing with~ the alliance, they should be free to do so. 'l'he . 

whole realm of insanity revolves around the degree and severity (.Jf 

the affliction. 

Every mental disorder calls for a medico-legal distinction, 

which is not the intention of this work. The action reprehensible 
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to human values ~ those where one is deceived into such marriages. 

Casting away a mentally unstable spouse or d1 vorcing a spouse because 

he has been afflicted by mental disorder at a later stage of the 

marriage is equally painful. 

The standard of proof in cases of mental disorder is very 

high. The entire complex situation is to be evaluated on uninpeach

able medical evidence coupled with the cvnduct of the spouse. His 

or her behaviour towards the other, his or her habits as noticed, 

his or her loss of pers~nality and other noticeable features to 

understand. Whether a person is suffering from a mental disorder 

of any kind. 

Matrimonial causes a other Gro\lilds For Divorce 

Apart from the four foregoing grcunds divorce may be sought 

on several other grounds. Unlike these f;:.,ur grounds, these aze less 

commonly used and are unique by themselves. such gro~ds are dis

cussed under this head. 

A. Conversion 67 
1 

one would have thought that with the constitutional procla

mation of -the secular nature of Indian Polity, people have beccme 

indifferent to any religious dogma. However the multi ethnic. society 

67. ·l'he Hindu Narriage Act, 1955, section 13. " (1) Any marriage 
solemnised whether before or after the commencement of this 
Act may, on a petition presented by either the husband or the 
wife be diE?solved by a decree of divorce on the ground that 
the other party ••••. (ii) has ceased to be a Hindu by conver
sion to another religion. 
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of India, to date, renains exotic, emotional and deeply religious. 

conversion to another religion, therefore is a good cause enough 

to seek divorce. The Indian courts being the secular instrument 

of secular India cannot prefer une religion over the other. 

The Dharmasastra and the bastrii! teachers do not speak of 

conversion. 'l'hcse who did allow the women to seek divorce allo.'led 

them to seek it on the ground of the other spouse having embraced 

another religic.us order. l'his 1:1as becau~e as early as the days of 

Dharmasastra, Ind..ta. was a unireligious riaticn. Apart from the Hindu 

religion, no other religion was knC\-m to India at that time. By 

analogy however it can be presumed that conversion would have been 
. 68 a good ground to seek divorw • 

When one spouse ceases to be a Hindu, the religious senti-

ment of the other may be hurt. rn recognition, however~of this 

fact. The Native Converts 1-larriage Lissolution Act, was passed in 

the year 1866. Under this law when either of the spouses conv~rted 

to Christianity the marriage could be validly dissolved by the one 
ilnd -nol 

who did not get converted,~When a person adc..pts any of the religion 

which is cc.ns idered to be ·a form and developm-:nt of Hinduism and its 

68. Narada Chapter XII Verse 98, Parasara IV. 30. Kautilya is 
silent on the issue which indicates that during those days 
conversion was not ccntemplated. Adopting Sanyasa, or becoming 
a recluse would give rise to a matrimonial cause of divorce. 
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other sister religions69 conversion to Islam will automatically 

dissolve the marriage unless the ether spouse too adopts Islam as 

his/her religion. In t.he year 1950 the word "n~tive" was dropped 

from the caption of the ACt. of 1868 and it. became ·l.'he Convert• s 

Dissolution Of l'_,larriage Act. 1866. Under this a spouse whose partner 

embraced Christianity could get his or her marri~e dissolved. 

such dissolution however is not automatic, and if the spouses 

feel that despite conversion tney can continue to lead a conjugal 

life they may do so, there is nothing in law c:nd society to prevent 

them. However if dissolution is sought. then the uncunverted spouse 

may seek dissolution under the Hindu Marriage PJ:t70 
and if the 

converted spouse seeks dissolution then he or she must use the 

convert's Dissolution of Marria9e Act71• 

A social problem is created by the conversion of one spouse 

into another religion especially Islam. sometimes s~ch conversion 

is affected with the sole pur}_...ose of contacting anor.her marriage. 

ln such cases interest of the party in th·:= conversion is a vital 

69. The Hindu Marriage Act, 19551 clause (a) (b) of sub section (1) 
of section 2. under this the fv.rrn end developrrent of Hindu 
religion are Virashaiva. lingayat. Bramho. Prarthana or Arya 
Samaj. Budhists., Jaina and Sikhs are its sister religion. 

10. See ante foot note 67. 

71. The convert's Dissolution of Marriage Act. 1866, section 4 and 
5 qnd also sections 15., 16 and 17. 
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factor. The intention of the party and the circumstance under which 

the conversion is affected is inquired about. 

In a c~ by his first wife, Puj a Khanna, Javed Khan was 

accused of bigamy uncer section 494 of the Indian Penal Code. ACcord

ing to her case he had enbraced ISlam solely for the P\ll:p05e of 

marz:ying a seccnd time. Jai Sharma.- ns Javed Khan was known before 

his conversion married his first wife Puja Khanna according to Hindu 

rites. The marriage ran into troUbled waters within a year and Jai 
.., 

Sharma ·embraced islam in order to marry another girl known as Raj ani 

Ahuja who herself enbraced Islam and came- to be known as shayeeda. 

Puj a Khanna brought a case fo~ bigamy and conversion and obtained 

relie£72• 

The courts have repeatedly held that where the conversion 

is merely on the ground of obtaining some material benefit or gain 

of that religion and custom related to it. such conversions are 
invalid. such conversions are against public policy and morality 

and cannot be recognised by the courts, even the doctrin of factum 
0 

valet will not come to their aid because any action \'lhich is in 

deliberate violation of a legal rule cannot ever be valid73• 

72. Reported in· The Te.legraph, JUly 30th 1989. 

73. Ibid. See also JUliana Yonzone Vs Pratap Kymar, 14/85 and 22/88. 
Fi.led in the Ld Court of the District Judge at Darjeeling. ~~so 
Budhausa Rowther Vs -..F-a ... t.-1.-ms....!! AIR 1914 Mad 192. 



The facts of each and every case of conversion is to be 

viewed and weighed separately. Eacts of no two cases ctm have p.reca- · . 

oenc:e wer eacn other. ·:rhe backgrclll;ld the ciz:cumstance and inten

tions of the parties are some of the factors to be cc.nsidered while 

dealing with the cases of conversion. 'J.be Delhi High courts deCision 
" 

iS in direct contradistinction to the view widely held thus far 

that a man who converteCl himself to ISlam can marry a second time 

during the subsistence o.t the.. first marriage• only be Cannot. divo~e 

his firSt wife by 'J.'alaque. ~ihexe a woman embraces Islam, she may 

not marry dUring tbe subsistence of the first marriage as ISlam 

dces not allow polyandry74. 

Thus. conversion will be acc~.::pted uodally and legally only 

and if ·only it is for xeasons o£ deep md abiding faith. conversion 

of convenience is a kind o~ Insult to that reliyioo which is gove~ed 
0 

by some speCial faatu.tea not found in another J:ellgim• ccnversicn 

must essentially be based on _faith and spiritual satisfaction alone. 

If it is for the aubveraion of law. then it is no ccnversion at all. 

The phenomenoo of cODversial has a history of only two 

centuries and conversion has gradually ga~ned mcmentum and ia 

fully in keeping with the secular s~ir.it of the Indian con~itution 

but it must at any cost exhibit e broadness o£ mind ana faithfulness 

of the spirit. . 

74. BL.~2USa Rowther VS F~tima Bjj ., AI~ 1914 M~ 192. 

·t ,, 
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B. Leprosx7 5 a 

Leprosy is a grcund for divorce,. and "leprosy is curable. 

only a virulent and ~curable form of leprosy alone will give rise 

to a valid cause of action. However the human mind has a deep seated 

revulsion and fear for this disease. The people suffering from 

lepra~ suffer psychologically too, tor they ~elieve it to be 

contagious. painful and a result of soue dreadful sin. Ncne of this 

is of course true. Like so ma.'ly unreasc.nal:>le social fetter this is 

also __ .one. 

Apart from a sweeping statement that a wife should not be 

punished if she is averse on the husbands madness and crime,Menu 

is silent on the issue76• Dbannasastra is not however silt::nt on 

the issue. Parasara says a woman may seek to dissolve her marriage 

if· her husband has fallen. 'l'he word •fallen• is of a very wide 

connotation; within it is included a man who has leprosy or 

venera! disease, which were in those days believ:ed to be incurable 

and rewlt of sone sins 77 and :;esulted .in exconrnunication. Similarly 

Kautilya observes that i£ a man has become degraded or an ~tcaste 

or is fallen his wife may seek divorce on that gro\llld. By e similar 

analogy again a man sUffering from J:eprosy is to be brought t.mder · 

this provision. Kautilya takes a step further and adds that when a 

husband endangers the life of his wife she may seek to dissolve the 

-----------------------75. 1."'he Hindu Ha.g-ria.;~e Act. 1955. SeCtion 13. sub section ".(1) My 
marriage solemnised whether be. ore or after the commencement of 
this Act, may, on a pet.i tion presented by ei l;h(;:r the husband 
or the wife, be dissolved by a decree c.f divorce on the ground 
that the other party - • ••. (iv) has been suffering from a 
virulent and incurable fqrm of leprosy. 

76. Manu Smriti, Chapter IX. 79. see for original text I<ullaka Bhatta_, 
.r-tanu Smriti,Motilal Banarasi Das ... (1983 ). and for translation 
G. Buhler,1'he Laws of Manu., 1-\otilal Banarasidaa_,(l964). 

77. Par.;~Sara smriti, Chapter IV Verse 30. 
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marriage. Xhat means i.f a man by having a contagicus and virulent 

form of leprosy endangered the life of the wife she would be free 

to seek divoroe78• 

'l'hus,though ~prosy is an illness and no. one has any control 

over illness, it bore a stigma since days beyond a nemory. such an 

attitude no doubt perpetrates a social problem and ineffect con-

denned a man to an animal existence. 

Sociologists ~nsist that we should not allow our minds to 

be swayed by feeling$ of emotional loathing and revulsion with which 

leprosy patients have been treated. throughout human society in all 

countries throughout the world and that we should take a·very 

balanced and humane outlook and accept leprosy as simply another 

disorder that requires medical attention 79• 

This social approach can seldcm be followed in the married 

life. The spouse carmot be forced to lead a healthy marital life 
. I 

nor can they be corrpelled to overcome their prejudices.·· Keeping 

this in view and in order to strike a balance~1.aw and society, 

divorce is allowed where the disease is of virulent and contagious 

nature. This ·provision also aims to safeguard the health o£ the 

spouses and children. 
0 

79. KautJ.lya Arthasastra; Book II.I Chapter II Verse 48• For the 
Original Text see R. P. Kangle, Kautily_a Arthasastra; University 
Press, Bombay (1972) Part I. Fortranslatlon see Part II by 
the same author. Al.so v.I<. Gupta* ~tilyan Juri.~rudence, 
Published by B. K. Gupta.. 

79. swaraj~ Lakshmi Vs G,G. Padma Rao# AIR 1974 sc 165 
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·.co secure relief under t;.'lis provision of lew it must be by 

uninpeachable medical evidence that- (1} the disease is a contagious 

one and (2) it is incurable in nature. 'l'he latter is a predominant 

requisite. Even where the disease is a communicable one but curable 
y . 

• 
in nature will not entiUe tr.e spouses to seek the relief of divorce 

only on medical authentication of this fact can a marriage be 

dissolved. 

Divorce must be deellned where the disease has B.l.z:eady been 

corrmunicated by one spouse to another . and both are suffering from 

the same. A divorce, ma.rely to satisfy the vengeance of the wronged 

spouse would set an unh,"althy trend. 'l'hus here the cc.u.rts must seek 

to preserve the marrlage. 

where the wifE!o is living CMay from. the husband on account of 

his leprosy but claims rnain·tenance :f:rom him, the courts have held 

that the leprous husband cannot force her to cohabit with him nor 

can he use his aisease as a defence to resist maintenance80• 

Just as the inSane, the leprous also have no control over 

their disease. .i.'hough both iU"'e curable in most cases these socially 

unfair yet unavcidable. 

c. Veneral diseases81 

Veneral diseases are the result of sexual prcm.iscuity and 

80• I:!J Sheenappayya VS Raj emma alias l?admavati. ·p~D\ 1922 Mad 399. 

Slc; -.L'be Hindu l-1arriag~ ACt. 1955~ section 13 Sub section "(1) MY 
marriage solemnised, whether before or after the coiOIIenCement 
of this Act. ma.i• c..n a peti t.ion presented by ei the.r the husband 
or the wife. be dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground 
that the other party- •••••• (v) has been su£fering from 
veneral disease in a communicable form •••••• • 
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has a psychological irrpact on the person whose spouse is suffering 
"' 

frc.m 1 t. ~hese are abhorent diseases which are the result of a reclt-

less life style. If such a disease is corrmunica'ble in nature, then 

it 15 a good ground for seeking divorce. ~he fact that a person 

is suffering from venera! disease or has in the past suffered frcm 

such a disease is sufficient to run the marriage into trc)ubled 

waters. 

If a spouse being aware of his or her disease has intercourse 

with the other or forces it upon the other, it will amount to 

inflicting an extrene form of cruelty upon the other. There is no 
0 

obligation on the part ot the court to dissolve the marriage if botll 

the spouses are -Suffering from the disease. 

~he existence of the disease is tu be ce;nsiaered frcm three 

points of view. 'l'hey are. (1) whether it is a breach of contract of 

marriage. (2) whether existence of the disease at the time of the 

marriage is cause enough to get it annuled and (3) whether any of 

the spouses contracting the disease after the marriage has a good · 

ground for divorce. 

Regarding the first query, contracting the marriage inspite 

of the disease results in a crime against socie.'t:y \'Ihere con·sortium 

vit<:e, the gratification of natural. passion is rendered laWful 

by marriage for the procreation of children to build a healthy 

society .. Violation of such a rule of society (or agreement or con

tract) inv·ariebly result: in a breach of contract. Specially if the 

disease is of a comm\lilicable nature, there remains the possibility 

ti 
.I 
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of the- other spouse and the futum child contracting the same. The 

le&~ will constrain no man to assume a position so full of perils 

to have placed withi.n his reach a lawful means of gratifying a pONer

ful passion at the risk of another•s health or life and the possi

bility of bringing into this world children in whose constitution · 

the sin of the father lurks and who may carry the disease by reason 

of its birth to this p~icular parents. 

AE> regards ques-t;:.ion number two, when, the disease prevents 

and obscures very purpose of marriage that is physical and emotional 

companionship1 gratification of natural passion and procreq.tion of 

children, such a marriage is worthy of annulment, and may be fitted 
. 82 

within the framework of that provision • 

. As for the third question, contracting venera! disease 

indicates that the spouse was having a sexual relationship with 

several other persons which ipso facto brings the action within 

the purview of adulte.ry and cruelty. such cruelty assumes an extreme 

form if one spouse begets the disease from the other1 and as such 

it comes to be recognised as a ground for divorce 83• But a mere 

0 

82. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955; Clause (c} of sub-Section (1) 
of Section 12. 

83. Birendra Kumar BiS\~as Vs Hemlata Eiswas AIR 1921 Cal 459. 
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alleg·ation that the other spouse is suffering from veneral disease 

is not sufficient. the alleged disease must be proved medically 

and beyond any doubt8•. Falsely alleging veneral disease of the 

other spouse is again a cruelty and renders the marriage dissolublS5• 

Existence of the disease in a person is a clear indication 

of the persons bad character and loose morals, or else it shows t.'1at 

the disease is inherited. In either case it has. a tremendous effect 

upon the mind irrespec::tive of whether the disease is curable or not. 

It is unwise to seek to preserve such marriages and when the parties 

approach the court, it shoudl have no hesitation in granting the 

relief sought. 

The social stigma that is attached with the illness is so 

intense and deep that the afflicted spouse is so affected psychole>

gically that often suicide is attenpted. Sanetimes the. fact of the 

unfaithfulness of one spouse drives the other to self de'i;truction. 

'l'he~£ore, the disease which has its roots in the camal plea.Sures 

of the body has the capacity to cwse the sure death of ·Che spirit. 

84. Madhusudan vs Chandrika1 AIR 1975 MP 174. 
0 

85. Probodh Kumar Pal Vs Kabita Pal. b'.a. s. No. 16/88, Filed at. 
the court of the Learned District Judge at Darjeeling. In 
this case the wife alleged veneral disease falsely. 
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D. sanyas 

Renunciation of the world at large and embracing another 

lOS 

" . religious order .1.$ known as sanyas. · The sanyasi by renounc.ing the ~ 

world renounces hiS gri.hasthasrama and all other material desire. 

The preachers of Dbarmasastra allow the marriage to end 

if the husband has either become a sanyasi or a reclus~. Narada 

says that another husl:>and is ordained for the wife if the husband 

adopts another religious ordlar87• ACcording to Parasara ,a woman 

may dissolve her marriage .if ber husband has become a recluse· or a 

sanyas1.88• Kautily~ does not say that the wife may divorce when the 

husband renounces the world but refusal to have conjugal relation-
0 

ship, according to hilt# is a good reason for divorce89• 

since adopting sanyas~ in effect. terminates t1IB marital 

tie. whether the person has actually adopted sanyas is a vital 

question. Ctherwise a person, in order to escape the obligations 

of marriage, may £imply pretend to have adopted sanyas. Therefore6 

it must be proved beyond any reasonable doubt that all the religious 

reqLirements· for the adoption of sanyas were conplied with. Adoption 

86. ·I'he Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. section 13. 11 (1) PJ!y marriage 
solemnis€:d whether before or after the corrmencemen t of this 
Act. may, on a petition presented by either the husba:1~ .or the 
wife be dissolved by a decree of divorce on.- the ground that 
the .other party - (viJ has renounced the world b't entering any 

87. 

sa. 
89. 

--religious order". 

N arada smriti xn:. 98. 

Parasara Smriti J.V. 30. 

Kautilya Arthasastra. 3.2.48 R. P. Kangle. Ka;;u;,;ti;::.::l.,Y.;:a;.,.:.;Ar:;.;:t;:.:h~as~as:::;..;:tr:::..:a 
Part I and II, university Press. Bombay (1~3). -, 
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of sanyas amounts to a civil death having effect on both marriage 

and succession. 

Religion and piety is good so long as it does not affect 

the life of the othercs. so, he who adopts sanyas before assuming 

any such marital obligations or does so only after the completion 

of all his responsibilities is beyond reproach. Adopting s any as 

while well burdened by family and matrimonial relationship is a 

callous escapism from life itself. 

It is easier to prove desertion than sanyas l::ecause in the 

latter case the whereabout of the spouse remains unknown and the 

wives find it very difficulL to sue them, even though when cne 

adopts sanyas, factum deserendi and animus deserendi coincide. only 

in desertion, the cause of action commences if it continues for a 

continuous period of two years, in sanyas the cause of action 

cvnurences at once subject to -the requirement uncer section 14 of 

the Hindu Marriage ACt90
• 

E. Presumption of neath91 

When a person is unheard of for more than a period of seven 

years by people who would have heard from him had he been alive, 

90. EVery petition under this section is to be presented after 
one year of compl~tion of marriage unless a special permission 
of the High Court is obtained on specified grounds. 

91. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, section 13 u (1) Any marriage 
solemnised, whether before or after the comnencement of this 
Act, may, on a petition presented by either the husband or 
the wife, b~ dissolved by a decree of divorce on the ground 

that the other party - (vii) has not been heard of as being 
alive for a period of seven years or more by those persons 
who would naturally have heard of it, had the party been alive. 
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it is presumed that he is dead •. In such an event the marriage 

became dissolvable. 

Presumption of death is conceded by the DhaJ:masastras. 

N arada allows it a prime irrportance where the wife is ordained another 

husband92• Parasara also allows a woman to marry if her husband is 

not heard of for ~a long time93 • Kautilya broadens the situation 

when he concedes divorce to a wife whose husband has g..:...ne to a 

foreign land and is unheard of for a long tine94• Manu95 on the 

other band prescribes an eight years waiting period £or the woman 

whose husband has gone off to another country. Though this eight 

years waiting period is the maximum limit. l-tanu does not specify 

what the woman should do after the said time limit expires. 

'l'he process of proving the case is pure· logic. If the peti

tioners contention regarding the silence of the husband is true, 
0 

92. Narada smriti, Chapter XII Versa 98. 

93. Parasara srnriti, Chapter IV verse 30. 

94. Kautilya Arthasastra, 3. 2. 48. For the original and the 
translated text see R. P. Kangle. Kautil.:fa Arthasastr~ Pat:t 
I & II University Press, Bombay (1972). 

95. Manu smriti, Chapter IX Verse 76, Kullaka Bhatta. Manu smriti 
f.-lotilal Banarasidas (1983) and G. Buhler, Lav1s cf Hanu, 
Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 
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then the case goes unchallenged, 1£ not, the spouse reappears or 

makes his wherecbcuts known than divorce move will be thwarted. 

The court can only ascertain the truth by advertisement and noti-

fications. 

MatrimOnial Causes 1 sustained Judicial Separation and non 
I 

restitution96• 

AS the law~ stands now, either spouse may get their marriage 

dissolved 1£ (1} the parties did not resume cohabitation for one 

year even after the passing of the decree of judicial separation, 

(2J they ha'Te failed to conply with the restitution of conjugal 

' rights for a _period of one year passed in favour of one spouse 

against the other. 

96. The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, Section 13 • (1-A) Either party 
to a marriage. whether solemnised before or after the commence
ment of this act, may also present a petition for the dissolu
tion of t.he marriage by a decree on the ground - (1) that 
them has beep n<Y resumption of cohabit:ation between the 
parties to the marriage for a period of one year or upwards 
after the passing of a decree for judicial separation in a 
proceedings to which they were parties; or (ii) that there 
has· been no restitution of conjugal rights as between the 
parties to the marriage for a period of one year or upwards 
after the p~sing of a decJ:ee of restitution of conjugal 
riCJhts in a proceedings to which they ware the parties • .~.~ 
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TlUs is a roundabcut method o£ .recogn.ising the theory of 

irre~evable bxeakdown of marriage, for them is a distinct shift 

of eupbasis involved l'iere. It sbCMs that whoever was tbe so called 

guilty party in the previous litigation~ he or she has taken_no 

steps to correct it or atone for it. In other words the so called 

guilty party in the marriage, simply does not care whether the 

marriage can be saved or not. 

un.4er the circumstances, the legislative poli.cy enshrined in 

this provision is clear. It makes divorce liberal for the parties 

whose marriages have suffered irreparable damage. 'l'his involves 

least bitterness and hostility and maximum human understand.1ng97• 

Thus this section affords relief to the parties who cannot even 
.. 

agxee to disagree. such is the extent of their mutual intolerance 

and hatzed. 

Where one of the spouses lead an adulterous li.fe and the 

other spouse obtains a Oe<:ree of judicial separation, but the 

•gu.t.lty'l spouse does not make amends nor corrects his or herself, 

there will only be a sustained judicial separation. Take the situa

tion whem one spouse had deserted the other spouse without any 

reasonable grounds with a view to live in adultery and· a decree of 

restitutiOD of conjugal rights is passed against him or her. In 

this situation with or without efforts restitution cannot be affected. 

~ 

97 • Birnala Devi Vs Singh Raj 1 AIR 1977 P & H 167 
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N CM, what should the court do in these ciJ:cumstances? Will. granting 

a divorce decree not encourage these aberrative practices? And help 

one to take advantage of the situation? The answer prima facie would 

appear to be in the positive, but in real! ty 1 t would not amount to 

encouragement. The foregoing hypothetical questions only reflect 

a hapless state of marri.ed life. Refusal to grant a decree would 

not make them live together and lead a happy conjugal lite again. 

J: have mat people who are 11 ving in separation due to the s:lmilar 

situations enshrined above. A few women have told me that they aJ:e 

going to context the divorce when it comes up before the court. I 

asked them the reasa~ for this, would they then lead a happy life 

with their husband. They denied such possibilities. They said that 

they knew the~ would have to continue in a state of ae facto divorce 

but they would context the case (of course win it also) 1n order to 

punish the husbands and avenge themselves. 

such marriages therefore. even if made to ·subsist, would be. 

unhealthy enpty shell marriages. socially~ these marriages ~-. 

better dead than aliv~. 'l'hewfore,. even if one spouse is hurt and 

emotionally aberrated,. the court takes a right s-tep when it .dissolves 

such marriage. espec:;ially in view of the fact that even if divorce 

is declined to the parties on contest, they continue to live in a 

state of de facto divorce, often continuing the aaul terous relatioo

ship which formed the cause of action of the suit. Divorce will at 

least enable the other spouse to tuJ:D a new leaf o 
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But so long as matrimonial laws are not broad enough to 

warrant the dissolution of marfi&ge Cl1 the sole ground of irretrie

vable break down of marriages, each case will have to be assessed 

upon whether one spouse is takin~ advantage of his or her own wrong 

and the -court will very often be put in a dilemma in such cases. 

one must xemember that after a decree of judicial separation 

neither of the spouses have an obligation to cohabit with the other 

spouse. In judicial separation, both parties are relieved from all · 
0 

types of marital obligation, only the fact of the marriage exists. 

Therefore, failure of the spouses to make amends md resume and 

reactivate the conjugal life does not amount to the ·spouses taking 
. 98 

advantage of their own wrong • Yet. in every case of sustained judi-

cial separation and non restitution, this question of whether the 

spouses are taking advantage of their wrong arise and very valuable 

judicial time is wasted in debating the issue. 

It cannot also be ruled out that with the usual cunning of 

the litigative party, a spouse may obtain a decree for restituticn 

against the other and does not enforce the same ~ith the sole ·purpose 

of o~taining a divorce with least ado at a later date after the 
I . . . . 

lapse of the statutory period. But such conduct or abuse of lew can 

be prevented through legislative measures alone but as matters stand 

now, disinclination to execute the decree in ones favour with an 

ulterior motive of obtaining a decree of divorce is not prohibitea 

98. Smutra Manna vs Gobinca Chandra Manna 92CWN 2541 Jethabhai Vs 
Manabai, AIR 197S Bom 881 Dharmendra Kumar vs Usha Kumar!, 
AZR 1977 sc 2218. 
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legally and divorce cannot be declined on that ground99• where a 

dec.ree of restitution 1s passed in favour of one spouse against 

the other, there is no decreetal obligation on the part of the 

spouses to resume cohabitation although there is .. -a marital ·and a 

moral obligation to do so. Thus, a spouse even after obtaining a 
. .....-

decree of restitution, (if a spouse) does not offer his or her society 

to the other, still, he or she may cbtain a decree under this pro
visioo100. 

'l'herefore, .behind this innocuous provision of law, there 

is the cardinal principle that let no l.EIW' compel the union of man 

and woman who have decided to separate. If they desire to be 'btro 

why should the lew insist that they be one. where the marriage, 

de facto, has .become defunct, where .is the obligation to keep it de 

jure alive? If this is so., and the provision ultimately aima at 

this, then why no~ adopt a more direct and forthright approach and 
. 

accept irretrievable breakdown simpliciter as a ground for divorce? 

This roundabout acceptance of the inevitable· leads to the 

prolongation of the agony o£ the spouses. There is a loss of much 

valued 1itigative time which is used up debating issues l~ taking 

advantage of own wrong etc, specially keeping in view of the huge 

back log of cases in every court in India. 

99. 

100. 

Radba Kumari·va K.M.I<. Nair, Am 1988 Ker 235. 

Mita Gupta Vs Prabir Kumar ~tf. 93 CWN so, GaJna Devi Vs 
PUrushattam Girl~ AIR 1917 De 73, Dharmen,a vs usha AIR 
1977 sc 22i8)' Anil va sudhaben. AIR 1978 Gu~74. sEOJ Rani 
Va sudharshan, -n::R 1984 sc 1SG2. 
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Matrimonial causea special Gr;ouqd of Divorce for the wife 

113 

under the Hinc:lu Marriage Act, the wife has been conceded 
" 

certain special groundS an which she may dissolve her marriage in · 

a cow:t of law (1) B.tgamr102 a with the lapse of _almost three and a 

half decade. the ])igamous marriages which took place befoxa the cut 

off year 01: 1955. have become antiquated. The provision-. further loses 

significance since bigamy baa been covered from different aspects . 

under the law. At the very outset, for a valid Hindu marriage, neither 

party should have a spoUse Uving at the time of the marri_age103 and 

of such marriages, therefore, if perfo~ed in contravention_of this 

rule, would ipso fact~ be null and. void104• Inspite of this. if a 

101. The Hindu Marriage ACt. 1955. ~ub section (2) of section 13 
provides four special grounds under which the w.ife alone 
•mew al.so p.resent a petition for the dissolution of her 
marriage•. -

102. Ibid Clause (1) of sub-section (2) of Secticn 13 states that, 
11 1n the case of. any mq.rriage solemnised before the comnencement 
of this Act, that the h~and had married again before auc:h 
commencement -or that any other wife of the husband married 
before such conmencement was alive at the tiiDa' 'of the solem
nisa~on of the marriage of ~ petitioner: •••••••• 

103. Ibid. Clause (i) of section S. While discussing the 
conditions of a HJ.ndu marriage la»'• down that 11A marriage 
ma,y be. solemni_sed between any, two Hindus, i~. ~-following 
conditions are fulfilled namely - (i) neither party has a 
spouse living at the time of the marriage • .; ••• ••,. ·· -- ·-

104.- Ibid. section 11 reads as 11 AnY marriage solennise.d after the 
commencement of ~s ACt shall be null and void and mayr on 
other party be so declared by a decree of nullity if it 
contravenes any of the conditions ~ecified in clauses (1), 
(iv) and (v) of section .a•. 

: f 
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person marrid a second time while he or she has a spouse living, 

then they can be prosecuted under the criminal laws as we11
105

• 

'l'h8 wife of the earlier valid marriage cannot have the 

subsequent bigamous marriage decl med as void under the Hindu lw • 

neither can she h~ the subsequent marriage dissolved under any 
106 provision of divorce • But she has one weapon to fight the case. 

she can sue her husband on the ground of adultery for having had 

-sexual iDtercourse with a person other than his wife i.e. herself. 

Marrying again after the act bas come into force, that is ... after the 

cut off year o£ 1955, is certainly adultery, and i£ he is living 

with the other woman as if she ~re his wife, then she is living . . 

in adultexy. Unlike criminal law, where the validity Of bDth the 

marriages are to be proved to the hilt and beyond any reasonable 

dwbt, the charge of adultery will be sustained even U the subse

quent marriage was defective and invalid107• In that case criminal 

1 os. 'I'he Indian fenal coae, 18 60. section 494 reads 0 vlboever having 
a ·husband or wife living, marries in any case in which such 
marriage is void by mason of 1 ts taking place during the "life 
of such husband or wife, shall .be punished with imprisonment 
of either description for a· term which may extend to seven 
years and sball also be liable to fine" and section 495 
reads uwhoever con:mits an of;ence in the last pxeced.ing 
section having concealed from the person with whom the subse
quent marriage is contracted, tbe fact of the fo.z:mer marriage 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for 
a term which may extend to ten years and shall also be liable 
to fine. 

106• Umashankar Vs Radha Devi, AIR 1967 Pat 229 _ 

107. Chapda Vs Nandu AIR 1965 MP 268. Geetabai Vs Fattoo AIR 1966 
--MP 130. J. Duncan M Derret. • A Round up of Bigamous Marriages• 

Bom Law Reporter Vol. LXIX Pg 90 as d.ted in .Essays in ·classical 
and Modern Hindu Law by the sane author. 
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108 
1 aw will also come to o the aid of the aggrieved spouse • but the 

d1f£iculty is that under the criminal lar~, adulter.t is to be proved 

beyond any .r:easonable doubt, but the matrimonial le111 has no such 

stringent xequirement. 

To prove a marriage valid or an adultery beycnd a reasonable 

doubt is a very dlificult thing in the criminal la.r,. with the result 

that very raxely does the bigamist or the adulterer face any conse-;. 

quences of their aeede 'l'he least the courts can do is condemo it 

as a very reprehensible soc:.t al conduct. 

The Dharmasastra is totally ·silent on the question of bigamy 
-

even though Hindu sastras are monogm1cus in nature. Therefore bigamy 

tho.....lgh rep~hensible bas become · a social fact. 

(ii) sexual And unnatural Offeacea109 a 'l'be \<rife may seek divorce 

on the ground of the lmsbands perverted and unnatural sexual

behaviour. These offences are also punJ.shable under the criminal 

·law but only. on a conclusive evidence alone110• But tmder. the 

108. The Indian J?enal Co<e,. 1806,. Section 497,. nwhoevel:' bas sexual 
·intercourse with a person who is or whom he knows or has xeason 
to believe to l:le the wife of aqotber man,. without the con~t 
or connJ.vance of that ma.n. sucn sexual inte~rse not amounting 
to the offence of rape is guilty of the offence of adultery 
and shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
of. a term which may _eXtend to five years or with fine or with 
both. In sue~ cases the wife shall not be punishable as an 
abettor. 

109. 'I'he Hindu Marriage Act, 1955• Clause -(ii) of SUb-section (2) 
of section 13 reads that, 11A wi£e may· also pxesent a petition 
for the dissolution of her marriage by a deCree of divorc::e 
on the ground - (ii) that the husband has,. since the solamni
sation of marriage. guilty of rape, sodomy or bestaiali ty, 
or ••••··· 

110. Under the Indian Penal Code, 1806., section 377. a carnal 
intercourse against. the order of nature with any man, woman 
Ol' animal is made punishable as unnatural offences and the 
offence of rape is defined un~ sec:tion 375. 
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matrimonial laws, if a se~ of circumstances point towards tbe 

commission of that offence it would be taken as a sufficient proof. 
0 

(iii) Upholding the wife's claim of maintenance111 a Where the courts 

have upheld the wife's claim of maintenance in a maintenance suit, 

the wife, in the subsequent divorce case beccmes entitled to tbe 

relief of divorce thexeby again upholding the theory of irretrievable 

breakdown of marriage ~d avoidance of multiplicity of litig~tions. 

This is also similar to section 13 (1-A}. 

(iv) Reppdiation of ttarriage by the bride. 112 a Wbere the marriage 

has taken place between t~ parties when the gir 1 was below the age 

of fifteen and very young. she can repudiate her_ marriage on mach

ing the a~e of fifteen but before attaining the ··age· of eighteen. 

Her marriage may be dJ,ssolved on such repudiation. 'l'his prov:is.ion 

111. 'lbe Hindu !-1arriage Act. 1955, section 13 (2) (i~). z:eaas as • (2} 
wife may also present a petition for the dissolution· of her 
marnage by a decree of divorce on the ground •••• '(ii.t) "that 
in a suit under seotion ,_a of tbe Hindu Adoptions and NainteQance 
ACt. 1956. or in a proceeding UDder section 125 of the .code.of 
Criminal Proc:edw:e. 1973. or under the corresponding section 
488 of the code of criminal Procedure 1898, decree or order, 
as the case may be. bas been passed againt.>t the husband award
ing maintenance i;o the wife not withstanding that she was living 
apart and that since t\1e passing of such Clecree or oraer, 
cohabitation be~n the parties has not been resumed for one 
year or upwatds or •• Iii •• 11 

112. Ibid. Clause (iv) reads •• • • that her marriage, (whether 
consummated or not) was solemnised :before she attained the 
age of fifteen years and she bas repudiated ~ marriage after 
attaining th~ age but before attaining the age of 18 uears• • 

• 
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is fraugh-t with danger because young men can be exploited urid8i 

this section. Take the CaSG of a girl of fiteen who repudiates her 

' marriage because her parents wants her to do so. Here, 'in these 

types of marriages parental whim is more at play than the wisdom Qf 

the child-woman of the marriage, for these children hardly can take 

an individual and independent dec;:ision at such an young age. 

Matrimonial cause a Divorce by Mutual Consent113 a The decme by 

mutual consent is the least painful- process of divorce and is one 

of its smoothest form. HCMever, in this healthy procedure .tbe legis

latw:e still reqUires that (1) a' reconciliat.ton proceeding should 

be affected and (2) mere agreement to divorce is not enough; ~Y of 
' 

the groUilds established uncer s. 13 of the Hindu Marriage ACt, should 

be there. 

This provision has e two WQ¥ operation. It allats a··•ix months• 

time limit to the petitioners to withdr$1 the petition if tbey change. 

their decision to dissolve the ma;-riage. Should they decide to go 

ahead sith their decision to dissolve the marriage. they may do so 

113. The Hindu Marricfge ACt• 1955• Section 13-B • (1) Subject to the 
provisions of this Act ~ petition for dissolution of marriage 
by a decree of divorc::e may be presented to a district court 
by" .both the parties- to a. marriage together whether such marriage 
was soiemised before or after· the camnencement of . the Marriage 
Lars AmBndment ACt. 1976. on the ground that they have been 
living separately for a period of one year or more. that they 
have not been able to live ·together and they have mutually 
agreed that the marr~age should be dissolved. 
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after the expiry of initial six months and within eighteen mcntbs 

from the data of filing the petition. The.tefore. not only is the 

requirement of court reconciliation complied with but the spouses 

are granted a six month "thinking period" • tbe.z:eby another reconci-

liation attempt is made. 

Amon-g the propounders of Dharmasastra. I<aut1lya alone adVocated 

mutual disaffection a8 a 91;_ound for the dissolution of marriage114. 

Since mutual consent or. mutual disaffection is good enough 

to end the marriage by analogy one would tend to fc:!el, that · 1£ the. 

concemed spc;uses enter into an agreement or a compromise to end .u 

the marri_age, then• it should be enough for the court to dissolve' 

the marriage, Ha.Jever, that is not the case. The court insists en 

the followinga 

1. whether such agreement or conpromise is a lawful one. 

2. Whether such agreement or canpromise satisfy the requimment 

o£ section 23 ·Of the Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 
0 -. 

3. Whether any of the grounds specified for divorce in the 

1\Ct exists. 

4. Satisfaction of the c?urt on the foregoing requi.tementa11S. 

114. Kautilya Arthasastra 3.3.15-19. For original text $ee 
R. P. Kaogle. Kautiila Arthasaatra. Part I. university 
Press. Bombay (1972. For translated text see Part. II of 
the sane book by the same-· author. For furthaL' reference ... 
see v.K. Gupta. The Kautilian JUrisprudence, B.D. Gupt.~ 
Gali Arya samaj. -Delhi (191). 

115 • .Apuma Mohan Ghosh vs. Manashi Ghosh I (1990) DMC 145,. 
0 
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These stringent requirements depriVe the section ~ thereby the 

spouses to the marriage. tbe real facility and inherent dignity of 

the mutual consent. 

At the Indian scepe, the judiciary and the · legislabu;a have 

talcen upon themselws the dUty and the responsibility of trying to 

reconcile each marriage and protect one spouse from the other. They 

fail to understand that the xequ.trement of s. 23 of the Hindu 

Marriage Act. must have been essential in tbe 1950s and the 1960s 

when the social transformation was just initiated. ~oday. however 

strict adherence to thJ.s sectJ.on dOes . not appear to be keeping tune 

with the time and people. The only thin(,\~ the cow:t can insist upon 

1s that. where the spouse has been coercively. and in collusion made 

to apply for the divorce under mutual conaent, be or she should 

bring the fact to tbe notic:e of the. court within six months of the 

petition. 

Them iS no doubt that the legislation has bestowed upon 

the court a duty to fight a last ditch battle to save the marriage 

but the trUth ~s that even if the court wins the battle apparently 

and officially. vezy few o£ such marri.ages have been patched up. 

~ will be seen from tbe _s\Jbsequent chapters, J: have come across many 

cases in tb! course of my empirical study that even where the court 

baa deClined to grant the divofree rellef, the parties did not· press 

the case and the suit has been dropped for non prosecution ~r. -~fault 

or the case bas been witbarcm and the parties are still not living 

together and continu.i.n~ with the marriage. 
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During rec:onciliatJ.on, the parties sometimes agree to try 

again. sanetimes out of emotional reaction, which is of very tenpo

rary natuxe, sometimes people agree to reconcile out of fear. and 

belief that not to agree with the courts reasoning will be a kind 

of contempt for which they will .be punished. Even where divorce 

1s ·dSC:liDed\because a spouse is taking advantage of his or her own 
·. 

wrong, or wbSre an el~ment of fraud and coercion is involved, they 

come e&~ay from the colirt empty handed only to le.ad a life of de 

:fedto divoJ:Ce. To my mind this is a worse social problem and it is 

better to dissolve the marriage whe%'8 the parties are pleading th~t 

they cannot ccntinue to live together. 

To that. exten~ :t am in full agreement with P.A. Choudaey 

J 116 when he says that it is a well settled proposition of law, that 

a statutory-provision though mandatoey in for~ can yet ·be treated 

as directory in substance. In my opinion, the requirement . c£ caution 
0 

UDder s. 23 of the Hindu Marriage ACt is only directory i~ substance 
• 

though mandatory in natuxe. Justice Chowdhury 'opines that. the 

desigia of the leu expresses its liberalising tendency by providing 
" 

relief to the parties on the basis of thei·r m~t\;al consent from their 

broken marriages. This relief is granted by bringing aboUt a profound 

alteration in the concept qf Hindu Marriage. By that alteration law 

has definitely set its face against forcible perpetration of -the 

116. P. A. Cboudary J. in Om Prakash Vs K. Nalini AIR 1986 A.P. 
167 at :~; ·_,:..-t page 169. 
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status of matrimony bet~n unwilling partners. A procedural pro-
0 

vision must be interpreted as a handmaid to justice in order to 

further and advance the .interest of justice and not es a technical 

rule. \.oJhen ·the cou.rt is satis~ied that in the intenst of justice, 

primarily to the spouses, then to the society,· the marriage must 

be broken, the court must put the marriage tie asunder. ADd what 

can be a greater • sat! sf action• then tbe fact that both the spouses 

feel that they cannot continue with the marriage. 

Therefore, when the parties to the marriage seek divorce on the 

stz;ength of an ag.r:eement or compromise they have entexed into, the 
0 

court should not hesitate to dissolve the marriage on the strength 

of that document. This s~ntiment and reasoning has been upheld 
117 . 

by the Law Commission • when it said that the essence of marriage 

is a sharing of cornrron life., a sharing of all happiness that life 

has to offer, and all the miseries that has to be faced in life, 

an experience of joy th~ comes fran enjoying canrnon things of the 

matter and of the spirit. from showering love and affection to ones 

offspri~gs. Living together is the symbol of such sharing in all its 

aspects. Living apart is a syrrbol indicating a negati.on of such 

sharing. It is indicative of disruption of the ~sSence of marriage 

a "bxeakdown11 
. -- I 

and if it continues for a fairly longer period,. it 

would indicate the destruction of the essence of marriage-" irre~ie

vable :t)J;eakDown". 'lhat being so. when the parties to the marriage 

117. Lew Carmission, 71st Report a Irretrievable Breakdown of 
Marriage AS a Ground for Divorce11 Para 62, Goverriment of ~, 
India Publication. 
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after living apart for a year or more approaches the court on mutual. 

consent, that they would like to get their marriage dissolved, the 

court should have no hestitation to. do so unless e.ither of. tha 
" 

parties approach it before the expiry of six months on the ground • 

of call us ion and fraud. 

In view of the foregoing reasons stated above, I cannot 

help but agree with Madan Mohan PUDchhi J. when he says that,. the 

fruitful years in human life being sLort, the po:ssibilities of the 

litigating partJ.es rearranging their lives after the divorce by 

mutual consent ·also seem to have been the persuasive factors for 

granting instant relief, and when satisfied that there is no collu-

sion, the matrimonia1o court can dissolve the marriage by a decree · 

of divorce between two Hindus. It ca."l do so on t.lJe basis of a 

conpromise enter-ed into between the parties without strictly follow

ing the time lapses prescribed under the provision of mutual consent 

under section 13-B of the Hindu Mar.d.age Act of 19SS# but only after 

satis£ying itself of the apsence of collusion etc as required under 

s. ·23 of Hindu l"~arriage Act, 1955 to be brcught ~o the notice of 

the court within six months of filing the petition118• 

~be concept of mutual consent is novel to Hindu law. Hitherto-

fore, the concept to divorce envisaged in the law was based upon the 

fault theoxy. To dissolve a wedlock, the courts .. would have·· to set 

118. M.M.Punchhi J. in omt Krishna I<hetarpal vs Satish Lal 
AIR 1987 P&H 191 at paraa 16, 17 at pages 196, 197. 
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out to diacover who we$ the guilty spouse and due to whose guilt 

did the marriage reach such inpasse. But under mutual consent the 

parties. without blamiilg each other can agree to dissolve t~ wed

lock ~d go their independent ways to begin life afresh, and under 
< 

such circumstances the requirements under s. 23 of the Hindu 

Marriage Act should. have no relevance at all. 'l'he spirit of the law 

is being overlooked by the courts when divorce law has been restruc

tu.r:ed and liberali:;;ed by shifting thJ!t concept from fault theory 

to breakdown theory • this section should not be alloo'led to cast its 

shadow on this healthy trend. 
0 

CCNCLUSICN 

The right of divorce is~ a phenomenon which found a concxete 

shape in the statutory law about three and a half decade back. That 

is not to ~ay that the customary foxm of divorce was not prevalent 

among the lower castes in the ancient and medieval society. It also 

does not mean that the _precepts of subsequent law givers like· 

Yajnavalkya, Parashara, Na.rada and Kautilya were entirely baseless. 

The reflection is on the development that took place in the society 
0 

frcm which the modern t~:end. of thought has emerged. 'l'he concept of 

divorce lay dcrmant in the ancient and medieval time. its staturori

sation merely resulted in the universalisation ot tbe concept of 

divorce which hithertofore was latent within the idea of marriage 

itself and prevalent among the l<:Mer castes. 

Divorce was shunned by Manu. 'l'o him a marital tie was for 

keeps .. Nothing could terldnate the marital relationship between the 
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husband and the wife. Subsequent lar givers like Yajnavalkya. Parasha

ra.. Narada and Kaut.ilfa conceded the ri<;..ht of divorce under certain 

speci£ic dircumst~es. In a natahell those circunstances are as 

follows a 

a) c.J:Uelty, _(b) desertico. (c) adultery. (d) excommunicaticn. 

(e) have not been heard of for a long time, (f) impotency, 

(g) apostacy~ (h) sexual offences, (1) other crimes. 

The same causes among few more form the ground of divorce. un6er 

the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

In the medieval society • these causes were treated to be 

a criminal offence first and the marriage ended 3S a further reac-

tion to the said offence. In other words, the reason behind termina-

ting the marriage was that either of the spouses were guilty of 

committing a criminal offence.. This way such termination of marriage 

was also a part of the punishment. under the Hindu Marriage t.ct, 

1955 all the matrimonial causes are not consicered as c;:rimi.n&l 

offences. Acts of adultery~ intoxication. sexual offences. fall 

within the c::ategocy of crimes and also within th<~ purview of Indian 

Penal Code. But if a divorce is sought on any of the grounds that 

is both a criminal offence and a matrimonial caur.;e the only cutccme 

of such a litigation would be either denial or d~ree of dissolu-

tion of the marriage depending upon the merit of the case. I£ one 

•11ishes to secure a punishment for those acts as criminal offence. • 

then one would have to proceed in a criminal court.. This diversi

fication of the cause of actiQn on the same offence was absent in 

the nedieval time. 
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·In the medieval time the social structure and tbe social 

status of . women were such that the very thought of divorce would be 

considereCi a mortal sin. 'l'hings are different today. Even though 

soc.iety looks askance at a divorced woman, her social status is 

relatively much di£fefent from the earlier times and she can at 

least think of seeking a matrimonial remedy in court. 

If Hindu JUrisprudence is stuaied for the purpose of 

restructuring the past only, then Hinduism will. be left possessed 

with antiquity alone. MY purpose of studying the Hindu jurispru

dence regarding marriage with the ~~odern Hindu law relating to 

marriage ·is to evaluate the extent to which the modern law is rooted 

in the medJ·.eval law. It can be doae from three different angles, 

one. establish the point of linkage of the ancient law with the 

modern law, seccnd. evaluation o:t the contiuuity md m"--ulding of 

the mod.e.r:n law with the sestric law and thirdl~· ·t.o estal:>lish ~ba 

extent to which the sastric law has influenced the modern 1~ •. 

A descriptive a.sses£ment of both the .sastric and the moaem 

lar~ sha.ts that certain behavioural aspects o£ marria9e. that were 

found to be socially offensive o.ux·ing ~ sastric .Period are still 

held to be offensive in the modern umes, example. adultery. sexual 

offences etc. Yajnavalkya, Parasara. Narada and Kautilya have agreed 

that impotenc;~, apostacy, insanity., desertion, conversion. being 

unheard of for a long time can each be a good reason for terminating 

marriage. The Statute lays down the same very groundS as causes of 

divorce. These w:e also the points where the sastric law and the 
0 

modern law' J;emaiiis linked together. 
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aut sastric principles cannot be said to be the descriptions 

of the ancient society.alone. These descriptive prescriptions were 

obeyed as soei al norms for the same reascns as todays laws are 

obeyed by the people. 'l'bexefore those principles can be evaluated 

from within the context of the modern values. 

l~anu prohibited divorce. adultery is declared to be an 

offence. He recognised that ~hen a person is unheard of for a long 
0 

time he puts the woman in a social peril and he does condemn sexual 

offences. However when Yajnavalltya· and others held that these could 

be reason enough to terminate a marriage. it onl.f showed that 

society had changed and peOple were. forced to rethink on marriage 

so as to grant the right of divorce. This not only signifies a 

social change but also a change in human thought and re1ationsi1ip. 

An element of continuous social <ievelopment is involved here. When 

the Hindu .Marriage ACt was enacted, the same very reasons found 

their way into the enactment as grounds of divorce. Thus what was 
. ' 

found to be offensive and irregular by Manu at one time was thought.. 

to be reo.Lon enough to dissolve marriage subsequently and went a 

step further when they; wem statutorised and legitimised as ·grounds 

of divorce. Thus a continuity between the sastric and the modern 

lar.r can be establi:::hed. 

A dharmasastri and a modern law framer both perceive themselves 

aa teachers of morality and justice. Both clearly prescribe what 

ought to ba done rather than t.~ng into account what is being 

done. Reforms of 1955-56 may mean a deviation from the sastric 

traditlons but the norms of the .sastras continued to influence the 

modern law of marriage. For example the fault theory of marital · 
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dissolution can be traced back to the sastra. Every dharmasastri 

attributed a sense of guilt to the matrimonial causes rather than · 

treating it as an accidental situation for which both the spouses 

are equally responsible and relating to the irneediate causation of 

the situation back to multifarious socio-economic and psychological 

reasons. This is a direct influence oi the sastra. The structure 

of the family, the relationship between the husband end the wife 

are to a large extent in£ luenced by traditional views. This is. mo.r:e 

so b-ecause the India."'l society itself is in the tight grip of the 

sa.stras and sccial and moral standardS are still being set up under 
0 

their influence. 

The ups and ccwns, the discontent and the discord of the 

marriage was the same as in t..'le ancient and mOdern society. Both 

the society has PeOple with feelinc;s and emotions .. Divorce is merely 

a consequence of such discontentions. Divorce lew ;t:er se cannot keep 

the ties of conjugal life together. 'l'hese laws cannot be made the 

keeper of morality and conscience, they simply put a legal stamp 

over the inevitable b.xeakdown of marrias;e. 

Neither the cllarmasastra, nor the Modern Hindu law has delved 

deeply into the cause of the marital breakdO"~m. Wlcr..out delviilg 

deep~y inco this the question of the real cause of divorce cannot 

be solved. A glance. beyond the c'-urt rooms and the parliamentary 

debates and into realm of reality reveals that socio-econol'"liC and 

psychological factors are involved here. 

The subsequent chapter seeks to look into these factors of 

marriage. 

There is 

an at terrpt is 

a crying need for social. engin.:.:ering in this area and 
I 

made to achieve the s arne in this work. 



CHAP'l'ER - IV 

DIVORCE CASES BETWEEN 1914 - 1990 

A ~CCNNOITER 

social change usually tak.es two foz:ms s changes that occ:ur 

spontaneously, without deliberate planning or ratJ.onal human 
J.nt;enention, and changes that are planned and engineered by 

human beings to achieve spec.ific, agreed objectives and goOlS. 

In democratic soeieti.es planned social change is generallybrought 

about by the action of governments. 

In India. majoz social changes were sought to be intro-

duced by introducing the Hindu Marriage Act, canpaigning for 

family planning, legal literacy campaigns and ~ogrammea intro

ducing ~nvironmental awareness. our aim is· to evaluate the J.ntro

duction, recognition and acceptance of c:llvorce laws enacted UDder 

the Hindu Marriage Act. 

statutory- introduction aod recognition of divorc::e was the 

first step taken to herald v•t social. changes in tbe field of 

matrimonial law. AS. already discussed earlier, the concept of 
•.' 

di.vorce, though known· to the ancient Hindu law, was prevalent 

among the lower castes. In the moc3eJ:n times, roughly about four 

and a half decade back, the Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955, mer~ly 

universalised what was prevalent among the lower castes in the 

ancient times. This Jntroducticn of the concept of divorce, and 

its universalisation can be recognised as social change planned 

by tbe government. It must be recognised however that, both 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 

I 
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befoxe and · after the statutory introduction of the concept Of. 

divorce,. the unplanned social c:hcoges have been taking place.

some of those changes are Spcllltaneous yet unprominent and others 

ue both spontaneous and praninent. 

~he Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955, prov~oes for divorce under 

SectiOD 136 13B of the Hindu .Marriage Act, 19551• !rhus the concept 

of divorce is introduced universalised. and regulated by the 

statute and thereby the government •• ••• •• It therefore ):)ecomas 

a indubitable fact that marriage,. which is also the foundation 

of a family is .the subject of a planned 'social change. Within 

this planning,. there cu:e various social forces at work., ·which 

also help in bringing about certain unplanned social changes. 

To investigate and cU.scover this unplanned social change, that 
0 
~. 

the study has been undertaken hexe. 

In this chapter, ab atteupt bas been made to examine the 

patteJ:n,. if any, that has eme"rged over the years. The total span 

of time is 1914 to 1990, that is a period of about seven.ty seven 

years. ~his time span bas been divided into two phases, namely,. 

Phase I, Period from 1914 to 1954 and Phase II 1955-1990• F~ 

the purpose of uniformity and continuity; only cases fran All 

India Reporter2 has been collected. The ref ore, though there are 

------------------ 0 

1• see Appendix I. 

2. &n:einafter callec:l the Am 

, . 
. I 

i 
I 
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many more cases which may have been reported in various joumals, 

for the sake of consistency cilly those reported in the AIR alone 

has been made use of. There are cases which do not see the face 

of the court, a great number of them do not go on appeal. Very 

few supreme court. There are cases which are pending before the 

court. It has not been possible to include them here. Therefore, 

the cases which are reported in the AIR alone are used. 

Phase I 1 Period from 1914 to 1954 

This period Of four decade is the twilight period of 

matrimonial legislation. To understand the spontaneous tinplanned 

social chcnges in the post-1955 period it is essential that the 

pre-1955 period shuvld also be. studied. The spontaneous unplanned 

social change3 brought ab"-Ut during the pre-1955 period pronpted 

the plmmed social change during the pQst-1955 period4• Therefore, 

even while remaining strongly embedded in the orthodox precepts 

of Manu41 some subtle changes were visible. since this pen od 

constitutes the gradual awakening to the change that was needed, 

it is termed the twilight period. 

Thus, while there was no legislation to aid them, the 

predicament of the parties brought them before the courts •. suCh 

3. Hereinafter referred to as Sl)SC 

4 •. Hereinafter abbreviated as PSC. 
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instances were indeed very few as will be seen_ -from the :following 

Sa' ch_a.rt • This period is also indicative Of the susc. 

Table - 1 
Number of Divorce cases between 1914 - 1954 

sl. Year No. of · sl. Year No. of cases 
cases --

1. 1914 1 25. 1938 0 

2. 1915 1 26· 1939 0 

3. 1916 0 27. 1940 0 

4. 1917 1 28. 1941 1 

s- 1918 1 29. 1942 0 

6. 1919 0 30. 1943 () 

'• 1920 0 31. 1944 0 _· 

a. 1921 3 32. 1945 1 
': 

9. 1922 1 33. 1946 0 

10. 1923 1'- 3-&. 1947 0 

11. 1924 1 35. 1948 0 

12. 1925 0 • 36. 1949 1 

13. 1926 0 37. 1950 1 
14. 1927 0 38. 1951" 0 
"15. 1928 1 39. 1952 0 

16. 1929 0 40. 1953 0 

17. 1930 1 41 1954 (). -
' 

18. 1931 0 

19. 1932 0 

20. 1933 0 2~ -

21. 1934 0 

22. 1935 0 

23. 1936 1 

24. 1937 0 

TOTAL 41 years 19 cases 

sa. see Appendix II Part I. 
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One of the unique features of this era is that while 

divorce cases u;.aer Hindu Law were so rare and so far apart the 

courts bad a ·larger number of cases for maintenance etc. The 

cases from Lower Burma and Rangoon have also been included 

because under .the present pe'riod. The Hindu Marriage ACt, applies 

to the Buddhists as well who have been included within the 

purview of Hindus. 

Among these. nineteen cases. it is seen that. 

xable --i 

N~r of Divorce cases reported in different High courts6• 

Sl. Year Bombay Calcutta Lahore. L. Bu.z:ma Madra& tlag~ P. C. 
No. Rangoon 

1 

2 

3 

4 

s 
6 

7 

a 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13' 

1-6 
15 

16 

1914 

11915 

1917 

1918 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1928 

1930 
1933 

1,936 

1941 

1945 

1949 

1950 

TOl'AL a 

-
1 

---.. 
----
1 

-
1 

---
3 

- -- -- -- -- 1 

- -- -- -- -- -- 1 - -- -- -
1 -- -
1 2 

s. section 2, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

--
1 

1 

2 

1 

-
1 

-
1 

------
7 

1 -- -- -- -- -- -
1 -- -·- 1 

-- ··-- -- -
1 -- -
1 -
4 1 

6. In this chart· only those years where cases were filed are 
recorded. 'l'he years which sho.ar no cases are not mentiOned 
in the chart. 

-----------
----
1 
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The largest number of cases were filed in Lower Buxma/ 

Rangoon, followed by Madras and Bombay. Even during that period 

the cases in Lower Burma/Rangoon was filed uncer the Buddhist 

lcw. Thus, while analysing the pre-1954 period, the cases ·from 

LON'er Buzma/Rangoon are significant only to the extent that they 

wexe greater in number especially when compared with provinces 

from which cases were filed strictly ·under Hindu Law are· being 

considexed. Lower Burma/Rangoon is followed by Madras with four 

cases and then Bombay with three cases. 

" It mi ,.,ht be worth. recalling here that both Bombay and 

Madras were pmsJ,dency -t;ownships .~d were more under westem 

· influence than the other pr9Vinces. QUestion may arise about 

·the- third Presidem:::y Town Calcutta where the n\JD'ber cf case is 
.. l:.,_.,~ ...... __ ... :.·o:..,.,-.,;_-: 

a nominal. one only. It ts true tPat Calcutta had a greater 

exposw:e to western culture. but for. Calcutta the period between 

1914-1954 was the period of catastrophic tunnoil when, perbaps 

. even f~ily disputes had to _take a back seat even though social 

reformers like Ranmohan Roy and Vidyasagar were very active 
0 

during that time. The other reason being, Bengalis were more 

conservative and were tied in Manu's Orthodoxy finnly and the 

contemporary nationalist movement made them spw::n western 

influence consCiously. 

The cause of action was also varied. In the- following 

analysis in chart No. 3, the cases reported fran Burma/Rangoon 

are not included ·as they did not have a direct bearing· on Hindu 

shastric law. Though there was only one case reported in t\le 

ye~ 1915, the case showed two grounds as will be seen in· the 

said chart. 
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Tabla - 3 

Cause of action in Divorce cases 1914-1950 

Sle Year Adultecy Bigamy Conversion CUStom Desertion 
No. 

1. 1914 1 

2~ 1915 1 1 

3. 1921 1 

4. ].923 1 
.s .. ~ 1928 1 

6. 1933 2 

7. 1936 1 

s. 1941 1 

9. 1945 1 

10. 1949 1 

11. 1950 1 

'l'Ol'ALa 3 1 2 5 2 

Total number of cases - 12 

In the absence of a statutory law for divorce, custcmacy 

divorce was most. conmon. In Kshamadhar Prasad Vs Saraswati7 , 

the husband belonged to the Guj ar community amongst whom divorce 

is allowed on customary basis. In this case Halifax G observed 

that a 

"In the body of custcms known as the 

Hindu law as expounded in the ancient 

texts there was no divorce and there no 

provision for what should happen in the 

case of d1 vorce. But the Hindu 1 aw with which 

we are ccncerned is the body of custan existing 
8 to day" • o 

7 • AIR 1928 Nag 196. 

s. lbid at page 197. 
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and needless to stress, such custom does exist amongst certain 

community. 

In !!,_as ant Singh vs Bhagwan Sing!l9, the parties belonged 
0 

to the Jat COIIInunity of the Sialkot district. ACcording to the 

customary law o£ Sialkot district, among the Hindu divorce must 

be given in writing. As the parties ~ailed to divorce in writing, 

the court rE;t£\lSed to decree the same. In Jeena Magan Pakhali vs 

Bai Jeth110, the parties belonged to the Pakhali ccmmunity of 

Ahmedabad., According to the custom of that community, the marriage 

had to be dissolved by the caste headman on a written appeal by 

the parties and if the parties were minors~ then through their 

guardians. 

This also appears to be the custcm amc.;ns;- the Gaundan · 

Communi~y of Madras11. 

But the courtS were initially very reluctant to accept 

and uphold customary divorce12• However in 1936 the Privy council 

upheld the claim of customary divorce by a vaishya woman who had 

been abandoned and deserted by ber former husband1 3 • 

9. AIR 1933 Lab 755. 

10. A~R 1941 Bom, 298. 

11. '.rhangamm._!! Va Gengayammal AIR 1945 Mad 308. · 

12. Keshav Hargovan vs Bal. Gandi AIR 1915 Bo~ 107; Bai Ganga vs 
Emperor A:tR 1916 Boat. 91. · 

'"' 
13. GO{?i Krishna Kasaudhan Vs Mt. J§Slgo & anC?ther, AIR 1936 

p. c. 1§'8. • 
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The decision of the courts during this period were largely 

dependent on precedents, judicial dtlscretion and wisdom and strong 

corm,on sense. The r!ason for this was mainly the absence of a 

distinct precept of dharmasastra in this area and the absence 

of any specific legislation. The judges who ccmtinued to be 

influenced by the English law found it hard to adjust with the 
- 14 

concept of souething as abstract and diverse as the Hindu 

customs. Therefore, it is difficult to find any uniform criteria 

or stanoard which the judges may have applied to the cases of 

customa:cy divorce. Howeyer those amongst whom custan~ divorce 

was allCMed felt themselves to be the chosen few to have the 

privilege and the power over the others. 
---

The only criteria so to say was to discOv-er whether the 

C9.lleged custom was a valid one and if it truely existed. ACcom

ing to J. Mookerjee15, for a custom to be valid, it must be 

immemorial,. must be reasonable, must have cont:tnued without 

interruption since its immemorial origin, it must be certain in 

respect of its nature and locality and the persons whom it affects, 

a custom should not be ll!lreasonable,. bad and opposed to public;: 

policy. Given all these prerequisites a custom is established. 

14. The custom of the Guj cars differed from t;.he P~alis which 
again differed from the Jats and Vaishyas ne:ither following 
any uniform modus. 

15. Mahamaya D~i Vs Haridas Haldar,. AIR 1915 Cal 161 
Per Justice Mooker]ee at PP• i&s-166. 
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Whether that custom is opposed to public policy and whether its 

pxescribed requirerrents were fulfilled by the parties involves 

considerable judici a1 wisdom and discretion. 

But., it is different where the ground. of adultery is 

concerned. Adul~ry is an act which is not very easily accepted 

by the society. Conjugal fidelity plays a very important role 

even where the society allows a lot of sexual libert.t. under such 

prevailing circumstances, apart from the suits under customary 

law. divorce cases on the ground of adultery should rank highest. 

But mere allegation of a adultery was not sufficient for granting 

of divorce. The courts refused to acce11t the evidence of the 

husband or the wife alone and insiste_d on a corroborating witness 

or strong and compelling circumstantial evidence16• 

Prior to 1955, the criteria was whether the parties were 

living in adultery. In other words a single act o£ adultery was 

pardonable. society, it appears. was more liberal.~ough even 

a single act ~ adultery violates the right of cohabitation that 

cme spouse had against the other, under the customary laws a 

single lapse was pardonable. 'l'here is a reflection on two facts .• 

1) The custoreary law took a more lenient ViErllr on adultery 

then the modern statutoxy law. 

2) 'l'he social attitude was more broader and the .teqUirement 

of living in adultery reflected. (a) that the emphasis was on 

16. ArUlanandan vs ArUl Prakrasam & another. 
AIR 1923 Mad 37S at P• 376. 
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preserving the marriage and family and (bj an accidental lapse 

was· to be ignored. 

conversion was the third highest ground for divorce. While 

adultery involves the question of sexual morality. conversion 

involved the question of religious morality. It must be noted 

here that prior to 1950 the%8 was no written emphasis on. secularism 

even though India was more secular then than it is today. HCMever 

conversion was a grqund for divorce prior to 1955 and continues 

to be so even after 1955. 

Prior to 195$ the cases of conversion were not very. fre

quent and took place under. very s};Gcial and compelling circum

stances .. It may be very safely stated here that in most cases 

the conversion was taken by both the spouses. or if a Hindu 

husband converted himself. the Hindu faith wo\ild c~ll the 

wife to foll6w albeit reluctantly~Tbe Cispute would arise if 

the wife converted herself unilaterally without the consent of 

the husband. Those c·ases therefore. cane before the courts if 

the wives conv~rted against the wishes of their husbands17 since 

the husband is not tied to the woman spiritually but the woman 

is tied spiritually to the husband,. such bold steps by the waraen 

were raze indeed. the reason for the few cases are explained. 

ACcording to justice Ormrod. the motive of the ccaversion is 

.,,. 

17. Budausa Rowther Vs Fatima Bi. AIR 1914 Mad 192. 
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imnaterial and the courts cannot gauge the sincerity of religious 

beliefs18• Ho~r this argument does· not hold much water today 

as ccmversion takes place with socially unacceptable motives. 

Desertion and bigamy both have been a cause for divorce, 
. 

but the ground of bigamy gained importance after the Prevention 

of Bibamy and Dissolution of Marriage enactments were passed. 

Cruelty apparently was not conside~d a ground at all for disso

lution of marriage, perhaps because. those actions that are 

considered as cruelty tod~ forKed a part of·the daily life. 

Mental disorder was also not taken as a ground for divorce as it 

was unt}linkable. fcxo a Hindu wife to forsake her husband even if 

he was a lunatic, but a question whether marriage with a lunatic 

is valid or not was raised in RatneBwari Nan dan Singh Vs Bhagwati 

19 20 
s~an Sin2g ~ustice Mahajan observed that marriage with a 

ll.matic was reprehensible both from the moral and social point 

ov view. He, whose loss of reason is complete,is deemed inc~

tent to accept the gift of a bride. 'lhe cbjection to a marriage 

on the grcund of mental incapacity must depend on a question of 

degree of insanity. Xherefore, the dissolution of such marriages 

were very rare. 

is. Axesha Bibi Vs Subodh Ch. Chakraborty AIR 1949 Cal 436 

19. AIR 1950 F.C. 142. 

20. Ibid at PP• 177. 
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'rhe inclination to grant or refuse divorce follows ·a 

pattern as -in the following chart. 

Table - 4 

Number of Divorce cases decreed or declined between 1914-1954 

Sl. Year Decreed Declined Sl. Year DeCreed Declined 
No. ': No. 

1. 1914 1 7. 1936 1 
2. 1915 1 a. 1941 1 
3. 1921 1 9. 1945 1 
4. 1923 1 10. 1949 1 
s. 1928 1 

11. 1950 1 
6. 1933 1 1 

'!otala 7 5 

'ro'tal no. of cases • 12. 
0 

It is to be noted here that the number of grant and refusal are 

almost neck to neck in the agregate. But the salient feature is 

that in the first two decades, that is about the years 1914-

1933 there have been more refusal to grant divorce. In the latter 

two decade cases of refusal are nil and in all the cases divorce 

was granted. 'l'his ind.icates a definite shift in the attitude of 

the judiciary and the unquestionable progress of susc. It could 

also mean that_ during this period a distinct social change was 

ushered in through judicial activism, and the judiciary too began 

to be influenced through public opinion. 
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On the question of how out going the w..::..men became in these 

matters. the chart is very significant. 

sl. 
No. 

1. 

2. 

3~ 

4. 

s. 
6. 

'· 
a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

Table- 5 

Number of male and female Petitioners (1914 - 1954) 

Year 

1914 

"1915 

1921 

1923 

1928 

1933 

1936 

1941 

1945 

1949 

1950 

Total a 

Male appellant Female 
Appellants 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

8 3 

Total No. of cases • 12 

Others 

1 

1 

Most of the cases were brought by male appellants. Female 

appellants were very rare. 'l'hJ.s means that the men, for whom 

desertion and bigamy were no problem at all, had bec(.)me more 

inte~sted in a clean break before setting off in search 0£ 

newer pastures, while the females did come forward but only 
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on very rare occasions and that also 1933 onwards when circum

stances or the suffering forced them into filing the case~ 

T -..-ab..,.l ... e_-...!.. 
NU!!Jber of cases decided in favour of men & women. 

sl. Year Male Female None 
No. 

1. 1914 1 

2. 1915 1 

3. 1921 1 

4. 1923 1· 

s. 1928 1 

6. 1933 ':: 
1 1 

7. 1936 1 

a. 1941 1 

9. 1945 1 

10. 1949 1 

11. 1950 1 

Total 7 1 

Total number of cases a 12 
0 

It can be seen from the above total number 6 that, most 

of the cases were dec;l.Cilad ;tn favour of women. Mom s;tgn;tf;tcant 

is . the fact ~at frcm 1914 to 1928 most of the C.aBfiS went in· 

favour of ~n and during the period 1933 to 1950 almost all the 

cases went in favour of women. Two significant factors must be 

read together here. 



-1. During tha period 1914-1928, of the 5 cases reported, in 

four of them divorce was Cleclined and in a single case divorce 

was allowed. .In all the 5 cases, the appellants were male. 

In four of the cases the decision went in favour of men and 

in a single case in favour of the female. Therefom during 

the period fran 1914 to 1928, (a) in most of the cases 

divorce was .deciined, (b) all the appellants were male and 

(·c) most of the cases went in favour of men. 

2. During the period 1933 to 1955 (there being no divorce cases 

between 1928-1933) the male and female appellants were 

equally divided (3 each), in moat of the cases divorce was 

decreed (except a single c~) and almost all the cases were 

decided 1D favo~r of women~ 

Frcm the above data a few conclusions can be drawn, 

(I) ~Suring the period between 1914-1928 a 

i) The judiciary was more orthodox in its approach aod. -

·attitude towaJ:'ds family problems, 

iiJ 'l'be emphasis was on marital and fanilial relationsh.ip 

rather than ~he indi_yiauals, and 

(II) During the period between 1933 to 1950 

i) MOre women were willing to come before the court as 

appellant means there was a change in the social attitude. 
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11) most of the casea went in favour of women and Clivoxce 

was granted. '.!'his sba.ra a clear shift in the social atti• 

tude and the status of the women. 

A gradual social evoluticu is evinced from the above wnich 

also laid the foundation for the cOOifi.ed Hindu law on marriage 

which was the aCknixture of the ancient and ~he· modern and ushered 

in a virtual revolution in the Hindu matrimonial life. l'his also 

became the starting point of P.s.c. as a .result of which statu

torisatioo took place·. 

Phase II a Period from 1955 to 199Q.· 

'&a year 1955 is very sign.tficant in the bistoz:y of Hinw 
ma"imoniel laws for 1 t ushered .in a revolutionary change in the 

field of Hindu marri898 in the form ot the Hindu Marri~ge Act. 

1955. It also significant for the fact that susc gave way to psc. 

1'be CbJect of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 

Xhe object ~ the Hindu Marriage ACt., l9SS21 is to auend ana 

codify the lEII J:"elating to marriage anong Hindus. 'I'his enactment.. 
0 

however., ia neither a conscl:!.dating oa: exhaustive statute • .An 

Indian lawyer will not be able to adVise on matters of Hindu 

marriage end cUvoJ:Ce solely with ~erence to the provisions of 

t:hJ.s Act., withcut wgerd and knowledge of the state of law' 

pxeviowsly in existence. 

21. · Herefinafter zeferRd to as the Act. 
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This is important in view of the fact that uneer many 

provisions of this enactments, a retrospective effect is given. 

In such cases it is necessary to know the prior law which gove01ed 

Hindu marriages :before passing of the Act. 

This legislation was passed amidst toalh qpposition, 
, 

resistance and criticism from the Hindu orthodox section. This 

section was particularly critical of the monogsnous nature of the 

ACt and also the provisions for divorce enshr~ed in the Act. Both 

these provisions., it was argued by them, went against the sastric 

precepts of the Hindus and theRfore coulo not be allowed •. However, 

inspite of the zealous resistance, with the help of other manbers 

of the COITITJunity who were in favour of the legislation the Act 

was passed. 

The application of the Act. 

22 The Act ~plies only to the Hindus • The word Hindu 

according to the statute has a very wide connotations and is an 

22. section 2 of the H.indu Marriage Act reads as followsa 
(1) This Act applies- . 

a) to any person who is a Hindu by religion in .. MY of 
its foxms or developnents, including a Virashaiva. 
a Ling~at or a follower of the Brahmo, Prarthana or 
Arya samaj, 

b) to any person who is a Buddhist, Jaina or Sikh by 
religion, and 

c) to any other person domiciled in the territories to 
which this Act extends who is not a Muslim, Christian, 
Parsi or Jew by· religion, unless it is proved that 
any sue~\, person would not have been gov~med by the 
Hindu law or by any custom or usage as part of, that 
law in respect of any o£ the matters dealt wi tb hemin 
if thJ.s Act had not been passed. 



acceptance and rec:o.gnition of the broad nature of the Hindu 

philosophy• All the sUb-sects of Hindu religion including 

veerashaiva, Lingayats, folla..rers of Bramhosamaj, Prarthana 
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samaj or Arya Samaj have been included in the fold of the defi

nition of Hindu. Any religion which has a comrr.on s cock with the 

Hindu philosophy Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism have also been inclu

ded in the word Hindu. Further, any person who is not a .Parsi, 

Muslim, Christian or a Jew, but lives within the territory of 

India and is not governed by any other law shall be gove~d by 

Hindu. law. The latter is a blanket provision whereunder, all the 

tribes and communities who do not have a legislation of their own 

aie governed by the Act • 

. Explanation - ~he following persons are Hindus~ Buddhists; Jainas 
or sikhs by religion, as the case may be-

a) any child, legitimate or ill.etitimate, both of whose 
parents m:e Hindus, Buddhists, Jainas. or sikhs by religi.vn; 

b) any child, legitimate or illegitimate, one of whose 
parents is . a Hindu, Buddhist, Jain or Sikh by religion 
and who is brought up as a member of the tribe, community, 
group or family to which such parent belongs; and 

c) any person who is a convert or re-convert to the Hindu, 
Buddhist, Jaina or Sikh ~ligion. 

2J Notwithstanding anything contained 1n sub-section (1) 
nothing contained in this Act shall apply to the members 
of any scheduled Tribes within the meaning of· clause (25) 
of Atticle 366 of the Ca'lstitution unless the Central 
Govei:nmen~ by notification in the Official Gazette, ~ 
otherwise directs. 

3) 'l'he exp.ression •Hindu• in any portion of this Act shall . 
be ca1strued as if it included a person who. though 
not a Hindu by re-ligion. is. nevertheless, a person 
to whom this Act ~plies by virtue of the provisions 
contained in this section. · 
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The ter.o Hindu under tpe ACt, the.refoLe means and includes 

1. All the subsects of tme strictly Hindu xeligicn. 

2. All those religion which are an offshoot or eXtension 

of Hindu religion and have a comnon stock with Hindu 

religion. 

3. My person, who is not governed by any other lew is 

governed by Hindu 1~. 

The ACt, therefom, o attributes encyclopaedic character to the 

word Hindu. 

The EXtent of the· ACt 

The territorial extent of the ACt is the whole of India 

except the territory of Jammu and Kashm1r23• Persons who bel eng tp 

the territory where the Act applies but reside outside that terri

tQ%y are. governed by the Act. If a person is to be governed by 

the Act, he must be an Indian ]:)ut belonging outside the terri toey 

of Jannu and Kashmir, and should be governed by the definition 

of Hindu as laid dcwn in the ACt24• 

23. section 1 of the Hindu Marriage ACt, reads as follows;-··· 
1. Short title and extent - (1) This Act may be called the 

Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 

2. It extends to the whole of India except· the state of 
Jcrnmu and Kashmir, and applies also to Hindus domiciled 
in the territories to which. this Act extends who are 
outside the said territories. 

24. Supra note 22. 
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The question of domicile arises only \·;here one of ·the 

parties to the marriage is a foreigner25• The Act ~plies to all 

Hindus irrespective of their domicile and/or residence. 'l'he sole 

condition being they must be Hindus whose marriage bas been 

perfo~d in accordance to the Hindu rites and· cerea.onies of 

marriage26• 

The provision for divorce27 aLso applies to the above cate

gories of people alone. Ho..Tever, for the puq,ose of analysis 

even cases of Jamt:u and Kashmir High court have been included as 

the J & K Hindu Marri.age Act ia pari materia the Act under study. 

z. A Review of 'l'otal Number of cases from 1955-1990. 

It will be seen from the following chart that about 

thme hundred and thirty three cases have been filed in thirty 

six yeaJ:S28 • 

25. Prem Singh Vs DUlari Bai AIR 1973 Cal 428 

26• Nitaben Vs Dhirendra Chandrakant Shukla AIR 1985 
NOC 76 (Guj• 

27. see Appendix z. 
28e see Appendix :u: Part II. 

0 
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Table - z 
v 

Number of-cases filed between 1955 and 1990 

sl. Year Nwnber Sl. Year Number sl. Year Number 
No. so. No. 

1. 1955 3 13. 1967 6 25. 1979 11 
2. 1956 1 14. 1968 6 26. 1980 12 
3. 1957 3 15. 1969 5 27. 1981 13 
4. 1958 3 16. 1970 1 28. 1982 24 
s. 1959 5 17. 1971 4 29. 1983 18 
6. 1960 3 18. 1972 1 30. 1984 25 

7. 1961 4 19. 1973 5 31. 1985 22 
0 

a. 1962 6 20• 1V74 1 32. 1986 24 
9. 1963 8 21• 1975 7 . 33. 1987 21 

10. 1964 2 22• 1976 1 34. 1988 20 
11. 1965 7 23. 1977 5 35. 1989 16 
12. 1966 4· 24. 1978 s 36. 1990 16 

'.l.'crtAL - 36 . 333 

The chart shows that there is an increase in the numl:>er 

of cases in every decade. 



Sl. 
No. 

1 

2 

X 

3 

4 

II 

5 

6 

III 

7 

Table -a 
Number of cases filed during the decades and 
half decades 

Decades And Hal£ Nunber of 
decades ·cases 

1955-1959 15 

196Q-1964 23 

1955-1964 38 

1965-1969 28 

197Q-174 24 

1965-1974 52 
0 

197>.1979 32 

1980.1984 92 

1975-1984 124 

198.5-1990 119 

150 

'l'he half-decade study undert~en fer the last three hili decades, 

indicates a huge rise in the number of divorce cases. The half 

decade between 1975-1979 incidates 32 cases, between 198o-1984 

alr..ost triple, 92 cases and between 1985-1990, 119 cases were 

registe~d. ln other words there is 288% rise from 1975-1979 

periOd to 1980.1984 period, 129-" rise 198C>-1984 period 1985~1990 

period. There is a gradual rise in the number of. divorce cases 

from 1955-1990 (see graph). 

. I 
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A close study of all the years show that even thougl;l 

there is no significant rise in the number from· one ye~ to the 

next year there is a over all general rising trend. If the table 

recording the trend from 1914 to 1954 is closely foll<:Med, it 

sho.rs that in between two recordl.ngs of divorCE! cases there is a 

gap of few years. From 1955 onwards, as seen in the table record

ing the trend frqn 1954 to 1990, though .between one year and the 

next there was no significant rise (even a decline is sometimes 

recorded between each year) but the study of every decade and · 

haf decades a rising trend. In this graph and also in the comnu-

lative graph recording the trend from 1914 to 1990, if a straight· 

line trend is drawn it will be seen that there is a steady rise 

in the member o! cases of divorce. However there is sharp rise 

in the one and a half decade 1975-1990. 

A number of factors can be attributed to this. Most 

significant of all is the fact that a gradual social change is 

seen unfolding. There is. a rise in the number of cases ·en: divorce · 

from 1914-1928 period to ~- -~:;:.? .;o 1933 to 1954 period. Thereafter, 

since 1954, in every decade there is a rising trend. This .reflects 

a shi..ft of emphasis from preservation of family to the status of 

the individual. 
0 

One of the general le&rs of legal evolution which Mayne 

believed to have discovered is setforth in his classical treatise 

AnCient Law a 11 'l'he movement of progassi ve society has been 

uniform in one- respect. Through all its course it has been distin

guj.shed by the gradUal ciissolution of f anily dependency and the 
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growth of individual obligation in its place. '!he individual is 

steadily sUbstituted for the family as the unit, of which the 

civil Laws take account". Mayne further observes that "whatever 

its pace, the change has not been subject to reactions and recoil 

o.nd: apparent retardations will be found to have been occasio.!led 

through the absOI:ptiOO of archaic ideas or customs. from _some 

entirely foreign source. Mayne emphasises the fact that, 

11 What is the tie between mane and man which 
1·eplaces by the dec;rees those forms of reciprocity 
in rights and duties whiCh have their origin in 
the family. It is contract starting as from teDtinus 
of histoJ:Y, from a condition o£ society in which all 
the relations of persons are summed up . in the 
relation of family, we seenied to have steadily moved 
towards a phase of social order in which all these 
relations arise from the free agreement of individuals•29• 

·rhus Mayne arrived at his oft quoted conclusion that the 

movement of the progressive societies has hitherto been a move-
" 

ment from statu"s to contract30• 

Another reason for this growth is that, the parties to 

the marriage realise that a~clean break is better than an enpty 

marriage. With the universalisation of the divorce ·law by the 

ACt. and perhaps influenced by a wave of westemisation, the 

society does not consider divorce a taboo, even though, as will 

be seen later, in most cases the divorced women face socio

economic problems. 

29. Edgar Boeenheimer, JUrisprudence ' The· Philoscphy And 
Method of the L~ (1974) p~ 74. 

30. ·Ibid at P• 71 
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Table - 9 

Number of.divoroe cases in each High COurts 

Period a 1955 to 1990 
<( sl. sc and High Total 51~ High courts Total The order of max nos. <C 

No. courts cases No. cases 
0 

1. Supreme Court 13 11. Janmu & Kashmir 8 P&H • 52 

2. Allahabad 24 12. Kamataka 16 Del • 51 

3. Assam 2 13. Kerala 16 Cal c: 25 

4. Andhra Pradesh 11 14. Madhya Pradesh 11 All a 24' 

s. Banbay 18 15. Madras 14 AP = 21 
Ban a 18 

6. Calcutta 25 16. Manipur 1 Ker, Kant-16 

7. Delhi 51 17. Orissa 9 Mad .. 16 
Raj • 15 

a. Goa 0 18. PUnjab & Haryana 52 MP .. 11 
g •. Gujrat 10 19. Patna 6 Guj .. 10 

10. Himachal Pradesh 3 2q. Rajasthan 15 other • less than 10 

- ------~- ------------~--~---
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A glance at the &tate High Courts whe.re the highest number 

of cases have been recorded show that from the early 1970s there 

is a distinct rise in the rate of divorce cases in almost all the 

High court~~. 1'hat is about fifteen years after the passing Qt; the 

ACt. In other words. Indian society took about fifteen years to 

accept and adjust to this new right of divorce conceded under 

the Act. A sharp ri§e is noted between the decades 1970 - 1980 

and 1980..1990. 

ZONAL ANALYSIS 

It will l:le seen here that ·among the High courts. the 

Punjab and Haryana High Court recorded the maximum number of 

cases. that of 52 followed by Delhi 51. The four metropolitan 

cities of Banba,y, Calcutta. Dellii and MaC.ras ~orded-18. 25, 51 

and 14 cases respectively. 

Table - 9A ZCNAL .ANALYS%8 

Sl. 
No. 

High Courts Total cases 

Banbay 

Calcutta 

Deihi 

Madras 

18 

25 

51 

14 

Remarks 

'I'he four metropolitan 

cities from North. south, 

East & west of india. 

In other words Delhi recorded the max!mum num}::)er of cases. 
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Closer scrutiny shows that maximum number of cases are 

recorded from the northern zone which comprises of the High 

courts of Janmu and Kashmir, Punjab & Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, 

J&K-8 
P&H-52 
HP-3 

west zone 

Maharashtra-18 
GOCPO 
Raj asthan-15 
Gujrat-10 

0 

North zone 

Delhi-51 + supreme court 13 
U.P.-24 
M. P.-11 

south zone 

East zone 
.Hanipur-1 
ASsam-2 
west Bengal-25 
Bihar-6 
Orissa-9 

Andhra Pradesh-11 
Kamataka-16 
Tamil N adu-14 
Kerala-16 

Delhi, uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, North zone is followed 

by south zone, which comprises of the High courts of Andllra 

I,>r.edesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tam,il N adu, south zone recorded 

57 cases. Eastern zone, which comprises of the High Courts of 

Manipur, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, west Be~gal, and western zone 

comprising of the High courts of Maharashtra, Goa Rajasthan and 

Guj rat, each recorded 43 cases in the last 3. 6 decades. 

It is to be noticed here that, the High Courts of Delhi 

and PUnjab and Haryana which are also two adjoining states, 

have recorded the maximum number of cases at 52 and 51 respectively. 

Delhi, being the capital of the country is more under the western 

influence. Being the capital of India even during the MUghal 
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period, a certain amount of Islamic influence cannot be ruled 

cut. Unlike . the Hindus, Islam has always concedea divorce to men 

and women governed by Islamic laws. Greater url>anisation and being 

the seat of the popular movement for women emancipation Delhi 

is at the forefront with 51 cases. 

Punjab & Haryana being adjacent to Delhi, Delhi may have 

a greater influence upon the PUnjabi society. In Punjab, anong 

the Jats the customary form of divo.rce was, and is prevalent. 

Among the Ghuman Jats of Punjab, a divorce is a written 

private act of parties31 and it is insisted upon that the grounas 

must be stated. In most cases the act is unilateral and the 

parties beccme free to marry. The Chimah Jats of Sialkot also 

i thi f f -i 32 recogn se s orm o a voroe • 

The already prevalent custeu~ary form of divoree .. coupled 

with the provisions for divorce conceded in the Act and also the 

influence of Delhi are the factors. which have placed the Punjab 

and Haryana High court at the top with 52 divorce cases. 

Uttar Pradesh is adjoining both Himachal Pradesh and 

Delhi• Delhi can ~refore exercise its influence both over 

Himachal Pradesh as well as uttar Pradesh. Yet Himachal Pradesh 

31. sunder vs Nihala, 84 PR 1889 as quoted in Paras Diwan Law of 
Marriage and Divorce, wadhwa & co. 1988, p. 474. 

32. Jassan va Nihala, 78 PR 1884, op. cit. Paras Diwan; Basant 
sfnijh Vs Bhagwan Singh AIR 1933 Lah 75. 
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has only 3 divorce cases to ~ts credit while uttar Pradesh has 

24 cases. 

HJ.machal Pradesh is a t.iny state tucked away in tbe 

Himalayan hills, far from the madding crowd of ~lhi. It is an 

extremely private and shy state. Thus, it is understandable as to 

why so few a cases have been recorded. Even if there are more 

cases they must have been settled at the village levels by the 
0 

customary laws. 

uttar Pradesh, which even though is adjoining to Delhi 

is also sandwiched between Delhi and Eastern State of Bihar. 

uttar Pradesh records ()Illy 24 cases. Jamnl\1 and Kashmir has a 

greater MUslim population than Hindu population, and both Muslims 

and Hindus the.J;"e share a common culture, the Kashmir! cul tuz:e. 

MaOhya Pradesh, which is considered central India also is adjoined 

by Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujrat, Maharasbtra. Karnataka, 

orissa and Bihar has recorded only 11 cases. Rajasthan shows 

15 cases, Guj rat 10 cases, Maharashtra 18 case~i Karnataka ·16 

c~~s., Andhra Pradesh 11 cases, Bihar 6 cases, Orissa 9 cases. 

In other words Madhya Pradesh and its adjoining states show a 

similar low recording of cases. This reflects a society quite 

different from the northern zone. 

The southem state of Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and 

Andhra Pradesh have 16, 14, 16, 11 cases respectively reflecting 

an uniform social condition again. 

In the western zone again the topmost place is occupied 

by Maharashtra but on the whole a stable picture emerge wi tb 
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Maharashtra 18 cases, Rajasthan 15 cases and Gujrat 10 cases. 
0 

ID the E~tern zone, the~ is a lew .recording of cases 

in hilly m:eas of Manipur, Assam each with 1 and 2 cases respec

tively. Bihar, which is a highly caste ridden conservative state 

has recorded only 6 cases. west Bengal has a record of 25 cases. 

'l'heref ore, it is seen from the map that each zone has a 

different set of social norm, and except for the netropolitan 

cities and some northern states like Punjab and Haryana, Himachal 

Praaesh, uttar Pradesh ~tc., the adjoining states have. recordings 

closer to eacm other. 'l'his is specially ~e of I<erala, l<..arnataka, 

Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh .in.·the ·south, M~~ashtra Rajast!Um. 

Gl;lJ:r:at in the ~iest and Assan, Manipur in the east. 

North zone is also more divorce prone thcn any other 

zones•· s·outh zone follOI!is next. Bot}l East zone and west zone have 

shown eq\i~l degree of vulnerability. 

'1'~ population of India in 1990 waG 84,39,30,861 

persODa33, 'l'h& Hindu population being 70,247,400 at 62.64~4 app~~. 

33. The population figure in 1990. see Manorama Year sook 
1991,. Malayala Manorama, P• 4281 Bartanum 26.3.19911 
'Uttar B anga Sambaa 25. a. 91.-

34. 82.64~ is the 1981 census figure. Since 1991 census figuxes 
are not yet available the calculation is done at the· 1981 
figuxe. on 1~90 popoulation. In 1991 census it may vary but 
ma,y not go below this minimum level for the statistics, 
op• c:·J.t. Manorama Year Book. 
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The percentage of married women in the fertile age group (between 

15 years of age to 49 years of age) is 82.35%35 that is 57,848/733 

persons aprox. 'l'he.refore the number of Hindu married males will 

also be 57.848.733. persons. or 57,848,733 co~les. Of these, 
0 

some a%'e widowed and other are ~ubsisting in marriage. 'l'herefore 

for argument sake we may presume that only 1/3rd of them have 

divorced or are in the process of being divorced then the figure 

is 19.282,911 persons. Since in this. only All India reporter 

is followed for the sake of continuity, thousands o£ cases that 

are being revo.rted in Divorce & Matrimonial cases, Hindu Law 

Reporter and others do not figure here. 'l'he present 332 cases 

figure for • 0017% of the said target group that is about 333 couples 

for the purpose of this chapter alone. But collection of cases 

from all the avi1ab1e journ~ls .like Divorce & Matrimonial·· cases, 

Hindu Law ·Reporter, Kerala Law 'l'i.mes, Calcutta weekly Notes and 

others for a period of five years that is 1986 to 1990 shoWed 270 

cases whereas those recorded from All India Reporter alone showed 

114 cases. 'l'hat is, 

35. 82.35% is 1981 census figure but calculations are made co 
1990 population. 
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Table- 10 

Differential xeporting 

cases from AIR only (1985-1990} Cases from available journals 
(1985-90) 

No. Year No. of cases No. Year No. of cases 
0 

1 1985 22 1 1985 29 

2 1986 24 2 1986 30 

3 1987 21 3 1987 36 

4 1988 20 4 1988 40 

5 1989 16 5 1989 47 

6 1990 15 6 1990 as 

118• 270 

Differences 27G-116=152, Percentage of variation = 228.81% 

If one were to take this into account, then in effect 

the number of cases rises to 777 cases, which is 1 0040% only 

at the High Court level alone, and 33.33% of the population 

of married couples who are in one way or another in some matri

monial trouple. 'l'he situation calls for concern and confirms the· 

graphic prediction of the rising rate of divorce. 

Further analysis is based on the cases collected from 

All .India Repo.rter alone because there the trend is continuous 

from the year 1914 onwards and reveals a coaprehensive picture 

of the situation. 



II. Review of the Grounds used F reguentlr 

Regarding the question of most frequently used ground 

in a divorce suit. analysis sho.nrs that cruelty is the most 

frequently used ground for divorce. 

Table - 11 

Number of cases under each ground between 
the lear 1955-19901 

sl. Grounds No. sl. Grounds No. 
No. No. 

1. Cruelty 144 10. Irretrievable 

2. Adultery 105 Breakdown 4 

3. Desertion a a 11. Dowry 20 

"' 12. Maintenance 4. conversion 1 claim upheld 9 
s. Mental disorder 25 

13. custcm a 
6. Leprosy 4 14. Non retum of 
7. Non .restitut.ion . 25 streedhan a 
a. sustained Judic~al 15. Mutu a1 consent 16 

separation 6 
16. other diseases 6 

9. unnatural offences 2 17. other grounds 49 

161 

About 144 cases of cruelty followed by adultery with 105 cases 

and desertion wi.:th about sa cases. ether grounds being mental 

disorder. non restitution md sustained judicial separation, 

mutual consent and dowry cases (see graph). 

I 
I I 
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(1.-) ~eg~tionsby the parties to the suit 

In an atteupt to discover as to who was guilty of what 

fault, the allegations made by the parties were noted. For exanple, 

wife's allegation against the huSband would app~tly be regarded 

as the fault of the husband and vice versa. These when compared 

with in whose favour most of the cases were decreed and in how 

many cases divorce was decreed or declined a clear picture emerges. 

a. Cruelty 

It was found from the data that compared to women, more 

men alleged the ground of cruelty. There has been a steady increase 

Table - 12 

A'1Si~U1t~oq~ ~ s;rueJ.a 
NO. Year Male i'emale No. Ye.ar Male Female 

1. 1955 19. 1973 1 -- -
2., 1956 20. 1974 - .-- -
3. 1957 1 21. 1975 3 2 -
4., 1958 22. 1976 - 1 - -
5. 1959 2 - 23. 1~77 1 -
6. 1960 1 - 24. 197a 4 1' 

7. 1961 1 - 25. 1979 3 I 

a. 1962 1 26. 1980 4 2 -
9. 1963 1 27. 1981 2 5 -

10. 1964 1 1 28. 1982 6 10 
~ 

11. 1965 1 29. 1983 6 '6 -
12. 1966 30. 1984 7 5 - -
13. 1967 1 1 

31.· 1985 10 a 

14. 1969 1 32. 1986 10 6 -
15. 1969 2 33. 1987 6 6 -
16. 1970 2 34. 198a 6 !~ -
17. 1971 35. 1989 4 6 - - 36. 1990 7 5 
18. 1972 2 -

Tat'AL 1 96 75 
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in tne rate of such allegations in the po~t 1976 pc.:riod tnat is to 

say from the year 1911 onwards. 

b. Desertion 

The situation is reverse in the case of desertion. l-10l.t: 

wor:en ailet:,ed deserticn against men • -- . 

·1• c·.b le =--.!l 
Alle<J ,"!titin of Desertion by rren and ~..rcu1en 

·------------~·-----· ---~~-
Nib. Year Hale .E'emale No. .rem.:;le 

----------------------------------------~--------·---------------~ 1. 1955 

2. 1956 

3. 1957 

4. 1958 

s. 1959 

6. 1960 

7. 1961 

a. 1962 

9. 1963 

1 o. 1964 

11. 1965 

l2o 1::>66 

13. 1967 

14. 1968 

15. 1969 

16. 1970 

17. 1971 

18. 1972 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 
23 .. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

1973 

1974 

1375 

1976 

1Y77 

1J78 

1979 

1::J80 

. 1981 

1JB2 

1~83 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

----.·---·-·---·----
Total 

1 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

24 

6 

1 

4· 

9 

4 

1 

6 

6 

4 

3 

6 

4 

75 

--------------------------------------------------------------
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It must be noticed that the allegation of desertion by men 

against women has been constantly on the rise 1982 onwards with 

sharp decline in 198q whexe as women's allegation against men is 

on the rise from 1979 onwards without any significant decline. 

c. Adultery. 

More women allege adultery against men. than men do 

against wanen. 

Table - 14 

Allegation of Adultery by men and women 

No.· Year Male Female Year Male Female 

1. 1955 

2. 1956 

3. 1957 

4. 1958 

s. 1959 

6. 1960 

'· 1961 
e. 1962 

g. 1963 

10. 1964 

11. 1965 

12. 1966 

13. 1967 

14. 1968 

15. 1969 

16. 1970 

17. 1971 
18. 1972 

--
1 

1 

1 

-
1 

1 

3 

-
1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

w 

1 

1 

-
1 

1 

1 

--
2 

3 

2 

4 

1 

2 

-
1 -
2 

3 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30 .• 

31. 

. 32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

19~7 

1988 

1989 

1990 

Total 

1 

-
2 

-
1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

2 

-· 
2 

2 

5 

2 

2 

1 

0 

44 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

1 

8 
.3 

4 
5 

5 

4 

3 

2 

4 

74 

'. r 
' 
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The allegation of adultery is one of the oldest allegation 

in the history of matrimony. Man's allegation of adultery against 

woman though starts from 1957 picks up really from 1975. But in 

the case of woman• s allegation of adultery against man has been 

from the very inception of the ACt and its number is steadily on 

the rise since 1978. 

<..i1~ Trend 
1. 'l'he appellants 

The data shows that even today there are more male appellants 
" than female even "though the difference is marginal • 

. - ~-

Table- 15 
Number of male and female appellants 

uo. Year Male Female No, Year 

1. 1955 l 2 19. 1913 

2. 1956 
3. 1957 

4. 1958 
s. 1959 

6. 1960 

7. 1961 
a. 1962 

9. 1963 

10. 1964 
11. 1965 
12. 1966 

13. 1967 
14. 1968 

15. 1969 

16. 1970 

17. 1971 

18. 1972 

1 

3 

-
4 

3 

1 

4 

4 

1 

3 

2 

3 

4 

3 

6 

3 

2 

0 

--
3 
1 

-
2 

2 

4 

1 

4 
2 

3 
2 

2 

1 

1 

5 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 
31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

TarAL. 

1974 

1975 

1916 

1977 

1978 

1979 
1980 
1981 

1982 

1983 
1984 

1985 

1986 

1967 
1988 
1989 

1990 

Male 

3 

-
2 

1 

2 

3 

7 

6 

4 
9 

15 

7 
9 

13 

10 

10 

11 

9 

169 

Female 
5 

1 

5 

-
3 

5 

4 
5 

7 

15 
18 
10 

13 
9 

12 
7 

5 

6 

165 
~ ~ i 
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However 1977 onwards there is a rise in the num.oer of female 

appellants where as the men have been among the forefront as 
0 

appellants from· the very beginning of the social revolution. It 

is to be noted that there is a steep rise arncng rren allegers 

from 1974 onwards. The steep rise in total number of cases also 

conmenc.ed from 197 6 onwards. 

2. 'l'he Decision making 

Regarding the trend in the decision-making it was seen 

that a 

Table - 16 

Trends in decision~aking 

sl:; Year Granted Declined others 
Noe NilDiber Percent NUinber Percent Niliii6er sercent 

---
1. 1955 1 33 2 67 - -
2. 1956 1 100 

3. 6957 3 100 

4. 1958 3 100 

5. 1959 1 20 3 60 l 20 

6. 1960 2 67 1 33 

7. 1961 2 so 2 so 
a. 1962 2 33 3 so 1 17 
9. 1963 6 75 2 25 

10. 1964 2 100 

11. 1965 6 86 1 14 

12. 1966 3 ~ 75 1 25 

13. 1967 3 50 3 so 
14. 1966 1 10 5 90 

15 •. 1969 3 60 . 2 40 

16 •. 1970 4 57 3 43 .. ' ~ 

17 •. 1971 1 25 3. 75 

Contd •• 
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Table • 16 (Contd •• ) 

sl. Year Granted Declined others 
Nt. Number Percent Nunber Percent Number··· Percent 

18. 1972 5 71 2 29 

19. 1973 3 60 2 40 

20. 1974 1 100 

21. 1975 4 ':: 57 3 13 
. ~ 

22. 1976 1 100 

23. 1977 2 40 3 60 

24 1978 6 75 
G 

2 25 

25. 1979 6 55 5 46 

26. 1980 ' 58 3 25 2 17 

27. 1981 6 46 6 46 1 a 

2a .. 1982 8 33 11 46 5 21 

29. 1983 4 22 9 50 5 28 

30. 1984 10 40 5 20 10 40 
31 19aS 10 45 a 36 4 19 
32. 1986 15 63 5 21 4 16 
33. 1987 10 0 48 4 19 7 23 
34. 1988 10 so a 40 ~ 10 
35. 1989 1 44 2 12 7 44 
36. 1990 5 33 10 67 

Numerically speaking in more cases divorce was granted, 

than declined In 157 cases (47%} divorce was granted. In 126 ca.Ses, 

(3&'/o} divorce has been deClined. In the remaining 15% per cent 

caseD other decisions like sent back for reconsideration,review# 

revision, reference, and other alternative reliefs have been granted. 

It must be noted that fran 1955 to 1958 the tendency was to decline 
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divorce. such a continuous tendency is not founci in the granting 

colurm of the table. 

Numerically speaking. out of the total 332 cases. in 

157 cases (47%) divorce was granted whereas in 126 cases (38%) 

divorce was declined. In the remaining 49 cases (15%) cases other 

forms of decisions lJke transferring of cases frcn1 one forum to 

another or one place to anothe:;:r or referring back of cases took 

place. The noteworthy points are that there is a clear inclination 

towards granting divorce. Moreover from 1955 to 1968 the tendency 

was to declinfi:J divorce;. but since then granting of divozce becane 

more frequent. Between the years 1958 to 1968 and 1974-1976 the 

tendency was more towards g:anting then declining. There is a 

gradual drop in the tendency to grant divorce from_ 1978 onwards. 

However. the rate of decline too has not risen suffici~ntly. The 

noteworthy factor is that since 1980 cnv1ards a significant portion 

to the cases have been embroiled in the technicalities of law 

and-other ancillary relief. Technical question and other alternative 

relief was first being granted in 1959 and 1962. 'l'he tJ:end setting 

COJmlenced and 1980 cnwards. 

3. Inclination of tha decision 

Another important question is who does the decioion favoar? 

;·· 
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Table -17 

l:~Wl.J.natiens 1n ·~.iaa mU:ing 

sl. Year ~otal Male Female Both None other 
Ro. 

1. 1955 3 2 1 - - -
2. 1956 1 1 - - - -
3. 1957 3 - 3 - - -
4. 1958 3 2 1 - - -
s. 1959 s 1 3 - - 1 

6- 1960 3 1 1 - - 1 

'· 1161 4 1 2 - - 1 

a. 1962 6 3 2 - - 1 
9. 1963 8 2 5 1 - -

10. 1964 2 2 - - -
11. 1965 ~ 7 2 5 - - -
12. 1966 4 - 3 - - 1 

13. 1967 6 2 l 1 - -
14. 1968 6 - 6 - - --
15. 1969 5 2 3 - - -
16. 1970 7 1 4 - 2 -
17;, 1971 4: 1 3 - - -
18e 1972 7 • 3 ... - -
19. 1973 5 1 4 - - . -
20. 1974 1 1 - - - -
21 •. 1975 7 4 3 - - -
22. 1976 1 ... 1 - - -0 

23. 1977 5 2 3 - -
24. 1978 8 2 4 2 - -
25. 1979 11 5 s 1 ... -
26. 1980 12 3 6 1 1 1 

27. 1981 13 4 5 1 l 2 

28. 1982 24 7 17 - -
29. 1983 18 s 9 1 1 2 

30. 1984 25 10 12 1 1 1 

31. 1985 22 5 17 
:r-- - -

Contd •• I 
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~able - 17 · (Conte.. ) 

sl. Year Total Mala Female Both None other 
No. 

32. 1986 24 11 1 3 1 2 

33. 1987 21 7 12 1 1 -
·34. 1989 29 4 11 2 2 1 

35. 1989 16 4 7 1 - 4 

36. 1990 16 4 11 - - 1 

TorAL 333 106 182 16 10 20 
(31%} (55%) (5%) (3%) (&~) 

N'lliDiirically, It wJ.ll be seen that the cqurt tends to grant 

mom cases (SS0.4) in fav·our of wcmen aod the pe.rcentage o£ granting 

divo.rce is also higher (47%) than those of declined (38%). Decision 

going in favcur of men is 31% while the decision favour.t.ng both . 

men and woman is almost nominal at 5"". About 9'~ of the decisions· 

~ purely technical decisions. 

The rise in the allegation of cruelty comnenced from the 

year· 1977-1978, barely a year after the 1976 arnendrrent was made 

to the Act58 when cruelty was made a ground for divorce. Prior 

. tCJ 1976. cr.uelty was only a ground for judicial separation and 

not divorce. Prior to 1976 amendment. under section lO(l) (b) the 

provision for cruelty read as followsa 

58. Marriage ~s (Amendment ) Act, 1976• Section 39. 
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•has t:reated the petitioner with such cruelty 
as to cause a reasonable apprehension in the 
mind of the petitioner that it will be hazmful 
or injurious for the petitioner to live with 
the other party•. 

The effect of this provision was more restrictive as 

171 

(1) it dealt with only physical c.ruelty i31ld (2) even then provided 

for judicial separation alone. 

AS a result of the amendrrent, under sectico 13 (1) (ia) 

the provision for- cxuelty read as; 

11has after the solemnisatioo. of the marri.age, 
treated the petitioner with cruelty". 

'l'he effect of th~s new wording has widened the ground of cruelty . 

and unlike the former does not qualify it. 

Men being more ready to accept chang~. and also beiing more 

awam than woman, maca use of this op;portuni ty faster than the 

women could. It nust be noticed · hexe that in 1977 at least one 

case for divorce alleging cruelty was filed by man while no such 

case was filed by woman. In 1978 when four man ha6 alleged c.ruelty 

only one woman did the same. In 1979 however four wonen and one 

man filed cases of cruelty and the ratio continues to rise. 
0 

It is not necessary that since an allegation is made, 

the same bas beell proved. It is to be remembered here that most 

of the cases go in favour of women. Therefore even if an allegation 

of cruelty is made by a man, if a woman aefends the case and denies 

th9 charge and the case is decided in her favour. it merely shoto~s 

that his allegations weat either incorrect or not proved. 

1•1· 
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The situation in the case of desertion is reverse. More 

wanen allege desertion by men than vice verse. However even here 

a post 1976 rise in desertion cases is noticed. In 1976 after 

the amendment59 ,· desertion .becane a ground for divorce. Prior to 

1976 desertion was Ci>Illy a ground for judicial separation and both 

Dli&"rthe pre 1976 section 10 (1) (a) and post 1976 section 13 (1) (!b) 

the provision for desertion reads as follows a 

11ha.s ~serted the petitioner for a continuous 
period of not less than two years irrm3diate1y 
preceding the presentation of a petition". 

Desertion. however, was attempted to be ex,1Jlained in 

1976 anenament as 

nthe desertion of the petitioner by the other party to 
the marriage without reasoni3Lle cause and without the 
consent or against the wish of such party and includes 
the wilful neglect of the petitioner by the o~er p~ 
to the marriage. and its grammatical variation and 
cognate expressions shall be construed accordingly ... 

mcJ""re than explains desertion, it adds to the concept of desertion, 

as a matrimonial wrong. the .idea that it nust be without reasonable 

ccwse and without the consent or against the wish of the party who 

claims relief 1 and further. that the wiful neglect of a party to 

a marriage by the other party. is also desertion. In other words 

real or constructive withdrawal of one party from the society of 

the other spouse without reasonable cause is called desertion. 

Here too wideni..'lg of the ambit must be noticed. But the 

allagation of sertion by women was and is always hi-gher than that 

59 •. Ibid. 
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by men. A very sharp rise in the allegation is noticed from 1979 

onwards, but the allegation of desertion by women is relatively 

high1 even prior to 1976. corrpared to men, more women alleged 

desertion than II&n. 

Since in m~st of the cases divorce is granted and are 

deOided in favour of wumen, and keeping in vi"-w the fa::t that 

desertion is relatively difficult to prove, it appears that such 

allegation by women is seldom made lightly and are often proved. 

ThJ.s leaves one to conclude tbat- men desert v1omen more t.han woman. 

do. The ~a.son is easy and various namely, (a) woman be~ng a mother 

anci haming species £inds it difficult to walk out o£ her hone and 

hearth (b) wcmen are socio-economically dependant on men but men 

are not dependent on women. so when a man walks out on her, he 

hos nothing to lose and his socio-economic status remains intact; 

(c) man as a natw:e does not like to be tied down and be burdened 

by wife and children but not so for wcmen for whom home is her 

fu lf11ment. 

" From the year 1982 onwaxds more men have alleged desertiqn 

by 1.me1r spouses. This is significant. During ~ last tWo decades 

the literacy rate of women has more t..l1an doubled itsel£60• While 

this does not mean t.hat the woman have become socio-economically 

60. 'l'he J'emale literacy rate in 1971 census was 18. 6~~. in 1981 
24•88% and 1991 34.42%. The 1971 and i981 figu.tes are from 
Manorcma Year Book 1991 op. cit. BOd 1991 figure is frqo 
Baitanan, 26.3.1991. 
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independent,. it does mean that more and more women are becoming 

socially awcu:e,. their awamnass of self identity and self ~spect 
I 

have ;given -them ~nough self confidence to .walk out of a sitription 

if they do not like living in it. Besides, inspi te of severe \ 

unemployment problems in India. women may have also inproved socio

economically than they had done before. 

Like-desertion, more w~n allege adultery against men 

than men do agaJ.nst women. Though this increase is thera frcm \ 

1955 itselt, a very significant rise is noticed from 1977 onwards 

both in the caae of men an<i women and that is a year after the 

1976 amenCimellt 61• By the 1976 arrendrrent tho ground has been altered 

from living in adul~ry62 .to havin~. had, after the soleimisation 

of marriage,. •voluntary sexual intercourse with any person other 

tban hJ.s or her spouse • 63. 

In othe~ words, prior to 1976,. sexual intercourse under 

the influence of temporary passion which is ~urely an accident 

• was not considered adultery at all,. but after the amendment no 

such rider is entertained. A voluntary .sexual intercourse is 

adultery. The degree of "voluntarily" ness cannot be measured in 

a barometer and so everything short of rape is voluntary. Thus, 

ineffect,. the scope of this marital cause of action has been 

widened~ Therefore, it really is not so surprising that the increase 

61. supra note 58. 

62. section 10 (1} (f) prior to 1976 amendment of the Act. 

63. section 13(1)(1} of the Act after 1976 amendment. 
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in the number of ~legations of adultery and the cases themof 

have incna.Sed from 1977 onwards. 

For the same masons as under other grounc:s it can be 

safely presumed that most of s~uch allegat.;l.ons are true. and hence 

more men xesort to aaultery. He.re adultery incluees both biganv 

and extra-marital affairs. Men. do resort to the diverion of 

extra marital affairs. th.is is a historical fact., '.l'hey can afford 

to do so xor the consequence of such affairs is for the woman alone 

and do not devolve upon them. wanen have to be relatively cautious, 

because e,xtra maritalo affair do not stigrnatise men but it has that 

effect on wonen. Besides while the man is tr1e guardian of his 

legitimate children it is the woman. that is the mother who is the 

guardian of the illegitimate child. Therefore the truthfulness Of 

the allegation of adultery made by a woman cannot be shirked off 

lightly. 

Mo.r:e interestingly, 1976 also marks the relative rise in 

men alleging adultery against women which records a significant 

rise from the year 1983 with the rise in the literary rate64 

·women have also been taking advantage o.i: the ensu:-:ing emancipation. 

~h.ts has resulted in free heterogenous intermingling. such social 

milig"11ng is not without a certain degree of permissibility which 

mCW' lead t.o adulterous situations or relationships. worr.en have 

also learnt to take advantage of the Medical 'l'ermlnation of 

64. supro note 60. 
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Pregnancy Act etc. which, with her new found social status, takes 

the woman on the equal footing with men and almost of equal social 

status. 

A most inteJ:esting revealation is the fact that, whether 

consciously or unconsciouslY" the judiciazy has been doing a great 

balancing act. More cases are filed by men and more cases are 

aecided in favour of women, and moxa divorce is granted than 

dleclined. 

In the decade 196D-1970, 58 cases are recorded, of this 

in about 59% cases, divorce was granted and of the 59""' cases, 

6~ were decided in favour of women. In the decade 1970..1980, 

6B cases are recorded, of this in 64% cases divorce has been 

aecre-ed of which 54% are in favour of women. Uuring the decade 

198o-1990, 210 cases are recorded. of this in 57% cases divorce 

has been deemed and 64% decision has been in f avcur of women. 

see graph No. 6. 

It cannot escape notice that since 1976 om-1ards tr.ere is 

a steady and determined rise in the number of divorce ca~es. The 

1976 amendment shifted emphasis from preservation of far1;.:Lly to 

the individual. '!he shifts from status to contract is clear. 

A gradual inprov~ent in the individual status of woman 

is to be noted. 
0 

Cruelty is" the most used and easily provable ground of 

divorce. 
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. With the emphasis on the individuals of a marriage the 

fault theory of divorce has becane deeply embedded in the system. 

"kretrievable bmakdown does not yet figure in the whole gamut 

of the divox-ce law. However with the steady rise of the rate of 

divorce. a serious thought i"s to be given at the consequences of 

di-vezce. or else happy homes will become a matter of dreams and 

dreams alone. All the cases frcm all the states I High Courts, 

District Courts fran all over India. or from all the journals are 

not here. OJlly those reported in All India Reporter is taken, for 

the p~ose of the foregoing analysis. 

~lation between duration of marriage and div~ 

Only in 187 cases the duration of marriage ~-~.en the 

litigating couple was mention. This analysis is .restricted to 

those cases alone. Strange are the ways of hUman soc1:ety. The 

.r.mge of. the subsistence of the marriage varies from one hour to 
" 

43 years. The maXimum number of cases were recorded from marriages 

w~liCh subsisted only a few months, followed D¥ marriage which 

subsisted for 2-3 years, fol~ed by 3-4 years. In o·ther wo~s 

maximum number of cases were recorded in the first five years 

of marriage. and the number of divo.rce keeps decreasing as the 

marriage grows older. 

0 
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Table ·18 

Number of years of marriage and divorce 

sl. Years Years Years Years Years years Years Years 
NO. o-s 5-10 10.15 15-20 . 2o-2S 25-30 35-40 4~45 

~otal 131 26 13 7 5 3 1 1 
cases 

187 70% 14% '" ." 3% 2" .53% .53% 

" 

Divorce and presence of children 

-
On the question whether all the c~uples in question have 

children it was found, out of the 333 cases available, in 99 cases 

specific mention of children were made. In other words about 300,6 

cases specifically mentionecl children but in the remaining 70% 

cases no children were mentioned. 

Divorce and employment 
0 

Regarding question of errployroont only in 52 cases, 

employment was specifically mentioned. H<.~wever, in view of the. 

highest number o£ appellants being men and also bee ause the man 

have to play the· role of a provider it must be presumed that the 

husbands were all employed and wem bread earners. Of this 52 

cases in only 20 cases it was Dpecifically rnenticned that the wives 

were also employed. In other words~ if we presume that all the 
. 

men were one way or other enployed or earning scmathing as able 

bodied persons, then only • 024% wonen were employed. 

i :i 
! 
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aelaticm between couples with or without children 
and divorce 

179 

--------------------------~------------~--------·------------sl. reu with N'* MeD- sl. rear Wit:h Not: 
Ro. Chiloxen tionea No. Children Men'ti.ioped 

1. 1955 1 2 19. 1973 0 5 

2. 1956 - 1 20. 1974 1 -
3. 1957 1 2 21. 1975 4 3 

"• 1958 - 3 22. 1976 - 1 
5. 1959 - 5 23. 1977 - 5 

0 

6e 1960 1 2 24. 1978 3 5 

7. 1961 - • 25. 1979 5 6· 
8. 1962 1 5 26. 1980 7 5 
9. 1963 - 8 27. 1981 5 8 

10. 19610 1 1 28. 1982 8 16 
11. 1965 2 5 29. 1983 6 12 
12. 1966 - 4 30 •. 1984 8 17 
13e 196'7 - 6 31e· 1985 10 12 
1-&. 1968 1 s 32e 1986 7 17 
15• 1969 - 5 33. 1987 5 16 
16. 1970 ' 3 3-t .. 1988 4 16 
17. 1971 1 3 lS. 1989 7 9 
18. 1972 1 6 36. 1990 5 10 

TarAL 99 233 

Total number of case • 332. 

I 
I 

! 
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Total 
cases 

332 

Table- 20 

cases where waaan were employed 
0 

Employment Eanployed Total 
mentiawd women men 

52-1~ 20.38" 332 

ConclusiCD 

womem 
enpl<?Yed 

• 024" 
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Family is the core unit of any society. Every law and 

&W%'Y'. aspect of the society revolves around this family coxa 

group. "rhus any dieruption in the family life has a far reaching 

effect ~ the society especially in terms of the effect it has 

--Oil women and children. In a div~rce case the husband, wife and the 

children are all affected. Howawr since, the custodian parent 

.ot minor children: are often their mothers, and also because the 

wcmen are not socio-econopdcally independent, as is corroborated 

by the low rate of employment and literacy of women, the plight 

of the women cu:e too great. 

However, the scene. at the national level 1111st be mad 

agaiilst the data available at the state (in this case the state 

of weat B•ngalJ and then with the data at the district and sub

divisional le'vel. The· energent pattern must be seen with this total 

concept. 

I 
I 
I 
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SWrmary of the finding! 

Phase 1 a The period coveJ:&d under this phase is frQD 1914-1954. 
I 

The intelltion of studying this period minutely waa to see how an. 

spcatenePUs unplanned social change (susc) unfolded itself and 

laid tbe foundation for a pl~ed social change (FSC) in the 

form of tbe Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 

There were about 19 cases, seven of which were reported 

fran B~e/Rangoon alone. 4 cases were reported from Madras, 3 

cases from Bombay and two cases fran Labore. 'l'he remaining courts 

re·ported only single casea each. The cases from Burma/Rangoon 

wexe excluded frau further analysis as they bad no dJ~~ bearing 

upon Hindu law". Therefore only 12 fi:as&S were analysed in Q&tail. 

It was noted that during this 1Jeriod maximum number of 

divorCes we.re custamary divorcee being five in number, which was 
0 

followed by tbxee adultery cases. Two cases each were. seen under~ 

the grouoa of desertion and conversion. only a single case UDder 

bigamy was seen. 

Puring tbe first two dec&Cies during 1914-1928 five di~O'l'>ce 

case• wem nported. In four of them divorce was dfaclined aDd 

in a single case divorce. w.as allowed. In all the five cases the 

appellant._ were men• Four cases. went in favour of men and a ·tingle 

case went in favour of a· lone woman. During the period 1933-

1955 th8 number of male ~ female appellants were equally div'-ided 
0 

into thJ:ee each. Except a single case. all were decided in favour 

of women. 

I 

·' 
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Therefoxe in the graclual yet steaqy social change becomes ., 

apparent during this pbase. It is aally significant as the society 

was very orthodox during this period and strictly adhered to the 

shastric noz:ms. Yet, people wea beginning to· think o£· -diwowee. 

Phase Ill This phase c~ra a shorter period but J:-arger nuuber of 

Oases. Tbe most significant development here is the clear and 

steady rise in ~e number of divorce cases over the years 

(especially since 1976 onwards). zonal analysis shCMs a general 

uniformity of social culture in each zone. A.Qjacent sta~s have 
w 

indicated more or less similar trends. 

Grounds of diVO£S!& The ground used most frequently in seeking 

divorce is also a social index. It is also an indicator of slovenly 

drafting. Maximum. number of c~s were filed under the ground ·of 

cruelty. '.rhe use of this ground became. more frequent 1D tbe post 

1976 period •. Adultery~ the second popular ground of divorce. is a 
0 

well used from the. inception of the enactment th--ough the post 

1976 period is significant even under this ground. Desertioo 

sec:uxes the tilird posit!~ in the list. Again. a post 1976 rise 

is noted here. Mental disorder and not restitution follows next. 

Torture for neG-payment of dowJ:y (which may also be included unaer 

cruelty) is also a frequently used reason of divorce. 

Allegationsa Mom men are found to allege cruelty against women. 

wanen ~ the ground of adulteJ:Y and desertion more fxequently than 

men. 
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Trend in deCision maldnga There is only a marginal difference 

between male and female appellants. Female appellants 8%8 marginally 

lesser than male appellants. In about 47% cases divorce was 

allowed whereas in 38% cases divorce was declined. In about 15J' 

cases, technical decJ.aions regarding transfer, review, ravisiCD 

interpretation etc we%'& taken. OVer the last three decades the 

trend has been towards granting of divorce. Most of the cases 

(59%) am dec.tdad J.n favour of women. Relatively lesser number 

of case• (31%) go iii favour of rr.en. some of the cases (SO") favour 

both .ten. and women as in cases of divorce by 011tual consent and 

sou:e cases (9%} are technJ.cal decisions. 

There ia a clear indication that with the pasaage of time, 

women. have slightly inproved their social status. Xhere is also 

a clear shifi from preservation of family to the status of the 

i.Ddividual. 

Duration of marria.ge, children end Employmenta 

It has been found that most of the divorce take place 

within first five years of marriage. Presence of chilaren were 

no_; specifically mentioned in all cases. Only about 30% of the 

caaea mentioned presence of childt'en. since in about 70% of the 

casea (only in 56% cases duration of marriage is mentioned) the 

marriage is dissolved within first five years of marriage, it is 

possible that in most of the cases chJ.laren we.z:e not there. Since 

eccnomic condition playa a vital role 1il marriage and divorce, 

it was presumed that all the men were employed but data showed 

\ 

·. 
\ 
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0 

that only about • 02% women wexe enployed. 

These fJ.ndings cannot be called conclusive as the data is 

not exhaustive. but they do certainly indicate the path that is 

being curxently- followed by our society. 

.~· 

i : ~ 
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CHAPTER - V 

EXAMINATICN r:R 

DIVORCE CASES UNDER CALCUTTA HIGH COURT 

:qJ THE STATE dF WEST BENGAL 

(Period 1955 - 1990} 

social changes do not begin at the apex. It begins at 

the base. The study however is made from apex to base. After 

the picture that emerge~ at the national level, it is only natural 

that the situation at the state level be examined. 
' 
The national scene testifies to the fact of woman • s 

repudiation of the duty of absolute submission to their husband, 

and their quest for individual identificaUon and status. Every 

progressive step thus taken by the woman means a duty repudiated, 

and a scripture torn up. Though reform is a • must• for progress;' 

t."le legal process is haunted by too many ghosts which need to be 

laid. HOW hard the task is, may De realised from a simple metaphor; 

• Attemping to reform the law is like attempting l:.o make a sheet 

of corrugated iron flat with hammer•. 

I. A REVIEW OF 'l'HE 1'C1.l'AL Nt.JMBER OF CASES lN WEST BENGAL. 
~ 

From the year 1955 to 1990, west Bengal,_ that is, Calcutt:a 

High Court, has registered 26 cases1• The na,tional analy~is is made· 

from cases taken from All :mdia Reporter albne. The source frcm 

1·. see Appendix II Part II. 

0 
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the state level_ analysis too is the same. Even at thiS stage there. 

are cases which have not reached the High court, thGse that are 

pending md those that have not been reported. The cases that 

are available frcrn the west Bengal state level are 26 cases that 

is about 2 cases (2.16) per year. The :period is from 1955 onwards 

because the study of the pre 1955 period has been studied under 

Phase of Chapter IV. It must also be noted here that calcutta 

High co~t accounts for only about 8}¢ cases that have been dealt 

with at the national level unoer Phase II of Chapter IV. 

sl. 
No. 

1e 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Table - 1 
Number of divorce cases at the Calcutta. High court · 
from 1955-1990 

Year Number sl. Year No. Sl. Year No. 
NO. NO. 

1955 - 13~ 1967 - 25. 1979 1 

1956 14. 1968 - 26. 1980 2 

1951 - 15. 1969 - 27. 1981 1 

1958 - ·16. 1970 2 28. 1-99·2 3 

1959 1 17. 1971 - 29. 1983 1 
1960 1 18. 1972 - 30. 1984 -
1961 " 19. 1973 - - 31. 1985 •1 

1962 - 20. 1974 - 32. 1986 2 

1963 - 21 1975 - 33 1987 -
1964 - 22. 1976. - 34 1988 3 

1965 - 23. 1977 35. 1-98.~ 6 

1966 - 24. 1978 - 36. 1990 2 

'l'OTAL NUMBER OF CASES - 26 

0 
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The actual data shows that between 1955 to 1960 cnly 2 case and 

1960.1970 also only 2 case was recorded. Between 197D-1980, 3 

cases and 1980 to 1990, 19 cases are recorded. -There is a sharp 

Table - 2 

Rising trend of the divorce cases 

sl. DeCade Number Percentage Total Remarks 
No. rise 

1. 196Q-1970 3 - - 80% cases 
w~re filed 

2. 1970..1980 e s 166% 7000.4 between 
198o-199E> 

3. 1980.1990 21 4200" 

rise in the number of divorce cases frvm 1979 onwards·. On the 

national scene the rise is noted from 1977 om1ards. so as on 

the national level from mid seventies onwarqs there is a. rising 

trend in the rate of divorce. $fie s~ate Gi ~ Beagal -t.eE> G-Gfti-Hms 

t:ba lrate -ef- ~ve£ee. 'RAe state of west Bengal too confrims ·the 

s,ame. I% a straight
0 
line is drawn on the graph, just as at the 

national level, even at the State level ·too a steady rising trend 

will become visible. 

II. REVIEW OF THE GROUNDS USED FREQUENTLY 

5 
Under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, eleven grounds of 

divorce J.s prescribed under Section 13 (1). They are (1) Adultery, 

s. Hereinafter called the Act. 
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(2) Cruelty, (3) Desertion, (4) -conversion (5) unsoundne~s of 

mind (6) Virulent and incurc;lble form of leprosy, (7) co~unicable 

form of veneral disease (8) renouncement of the world, (~) not 

being heard of for a period of 7 years (10) sustained judicial 

separation and (11) non restitution. sub section2 of s. 11 provides 

for special grounds of divorce for women alone. ·rhe data on the 

most contnonl.l used grcunds indicate a 

Table - ! 
Number of cases filed· unaer each grollJld 

sl. Grounds 
No. 0 

1. Adultery 

2. Cruelty 

3. Desertion 

.e. Mental disorder 

s. Non restitution 

6. Irretrievable breakdown 

'· Non return of streeChan 

a. Mutual ccnsent 

9. Other Oieseases 

10. T other grounds 

Number 

5 

15 

a 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

... 
I 
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( 1) CRUELTY 1 THE MQS'l' COMM:lNLY USED GROUNDS 

EVen at t11e state level, 1 t is seen that the most comnonly 

used ground for divorce is cruelty, followed by desertion and 

adultery. At the national level cruelty is followed by adultery 

and desertion. Thus, in rthe use of the grounds, at the national 

level allegation of adultery is higher than that at the state of 

west Ben~al. west Bengal however reccrds a high rate of desertion. 

It was seen that about 43% of the cases on national level were 

unc:er cru~l ty whereas about SSOA. cases in west Bengal are filed 

unCISr cruelty. 

The graph No. 2 shwing the most commonly used ground of 

divorce in the state of west Bengal is almost a -replica of its 

counterpart at the national level limited to the grounds of adultery, 
J 

cruelty, and desertion alone. In other words, these three are most 

comnonly used both unaer the national level and at the level of 

the state of west Bengal. 

In one case, more than one ground o£ divorce may be there. 

So, the total number of grounds cannot form tfi,e total number of 

cases. 

(.11) DESERTION 1 MCRE FREQUENT IN WEST BENGAL 

Significantly, though the allegation of cruelty cuntinues 

to be high, the rate of <tesertion is higher 1~ west Bengal at 31% 

when co~ared with the national sc:ene at 26%, even if the difference 

is marginal. 

0 
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This perhaps haa a historical consistency. Even- as recently, 

aa -a century back Bengal witnessed the survival of one of the most 

.z:eprehensible form of social systems knwn as Kulinism. 'l'he 

essential feature of this system being polygamy and desertion. In 

this system, in Bengal, a class of men would marry several wcmen 

ostensibly to save them from eternal maidenhood. ·l'hey would proj ~ct 

it as a favour conferred upon the woman and her fanily. soon they 

would move on to bestow the favour on other wanen. Often in such 

marriages the bride and the Kulin groan would never meet after the 

first day. Though this system is officially abolished today, the 

tendency to desert is. still present in the soc;Lal fabric C!>£ the 

Bengali society.~ 

Another reason for the high rate of desertion could be that 

of the sixteen districts of west Bengal6, nine have a common 

borderline with Bangladeah7• It is learnt first hand that in these 

oistricts· illegal immigration and infiltraticn is very high8• A 

6. The SiXteen districts of wes.t Bengal are, (1) Bankura, 
(2) Bardhaman, (3) Birbhum, (4) COoch Bellar, (5) Darjeel.ing, 
(6) Hooghly. (7) Ho..rrah, (8) Jalpaiguri, (9) Malda, (10) M,urshi
da'bad, (11) Nadia, (12) PU.;ulia (13) 'I'weqty four pargana North, 
(14) 'l'wenty four Pargana SQuth, (15) wesi; Dinajpur, (16) 

Midnapur. o 

7. The nine districts adjoining Bangladesh are a (1) cooch Behar, 
(2) Darjeel.ing, (3) Jalpaiguri, (4) Malda. (5) Murshida'bad, 
(6) Nadia, (7) 'l'wentyfour Pargana North, (8) Xwentyfour Pargana 
south (9) west Dinajpur. 

8. Incidents Of illegal immi~ration ~d infiltration are also 
reported in the news papers of these are as. sorre of the recent 
ones are a Bartaman 15 May 1991 P• 31 uttar Banga samvad 12th 
Mq, 1991, P• 31 Uttar Banga Samvad 18th March 1991 P• 11 
Bartaman 18th Feb 1991 P• 21 Drishi Parivartan 23rd April, 
1991, p. 1. Bartaman 3rd August 1991, Bartanan 2nd August 
1991. 
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study UDdeRaken at the sub divisicaal town of Siligur19 revealed 

a high rate of extra judicial de £acto divorce in this town. First 

hand knowledge indicate a that since acces-s across the border between 

the two countries is relatively easy, it is easier to leave the 

spouse here and go over to the other country. Therefore, as this·l 

problem is acute in the state adjoining Bangladesh, the rate of 

desertion is high in west Bengal. The socio-econo.-.. ic, socio-

political questions that are thrown up .trom this experience is not 

a subject matter of ·study here, however they do have a significant 

effect on the questions of matrimonial stability. 

" (iii) "Adulte;g a a guiet presence 

The percentage of adultery in west Bengal (19%) cor:npared to 

the national level (32%) is low, bqt quietly present. Thi~ does 

not mean that the men of west Bengal <11•e more ascetic or f¢-thful 

than in other states. It is only natural that society allOws a 
of 

certain degreeAbeterogenous inter.mtngling without a frown or 

without being unduely conscious of the fact. This is likely to 

be true of all the metropolitic:an cities. 

(iv) _A~legetions by the parties to the suits. 

In every sui.t of divorce, each party to the suit makes a 

.. --

definite allegation against the other. Depending on the frequency 

of allegation ~y a single group, a definite social picture emerges. 

9. see Chapter VI I of this work. 

I 
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No. 

1e 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
a. 
9. 

10e 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15e 

16. 
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Table - 4 
Allegation by the part:Les to ·the su.t t under the ground 
of adultery, cruelty and desertion 

Year Adulteg 
Men w<:mm 

Cruel'tt Deserticn 
Men wanan Men women 

1955 

1956 
0 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 1 

17e-- 1971 1 2 

18. 1972 

19. 1973 

20. 1974 

21. 1975 

22. 1976 

23. 1977 

24. 1978 

25. 1979 

26. 1980 

27. 1981 

28. 1982 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
2 

1 
. -· ·:r 

1 

contd •• 

J 
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Table • 4 (Contd •• ) 

SJ.. Year Adulte~ crueltl Desertion 
NO. Men oman Men women Men women 

29. 1983 1 

30. 1984 

31. 1985 1 

32. 1986 1 2 1 

33. 1987 1 1 

34. 1988 

35. 1989 2 1 1 3 

36. 1990 2 

~otal 1 3 10 9 4 6 

For example, if the women allege more cruelty than menr and if 

on analysis it is found that in most of the cases the decision 
·~·· 

is in favour of wcmen and divorce is also granted in majority of 

the cases, it goes to show that most of such allegations were not 

totally baseless. 

a. AllegatiOn of cruelty 

The men have alleged cruelty to women, more than the wc:men 

did to the men. In one case of cruelty, if both men and woiiJ!!n 
_, 

allege cruelty to each other, tnen a point each gees to tqemo 

Therefore the number of case -of c~lty do ni::>t match with the total 

number of the cases on cruelty. 

However, again a confi.nnation of the ~ational pattern is 

seen here. At the National level 96 men alleged cruelty to women 

0 
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where as 75 women repeated the allegation to men. At the west 

Bengal level, tbe score is almost equal. Ten men alleged cxuelty 

to women and nine women did the same to men. The difference being 

10%. The rise commences from 1979 onwards. At the national level 

the rise in the allegation by men started in the year 1977 and that 

of women in the year 1978. At the level of west Bengal the rise ·• 

began frcm 1979 onwards for men and 1981 onwards for women. 'l'he 

closeness between the national and state level data are significant. 

~he change ushered in by the 1976 amenament10 affected· west Bengal· 

and perhaps all o~r states at the sametime and _the trend, both 

at the national level and the state level we~ compli~ntary to 

~ach other. 

b. Adultery 

More wcmen allege adultery to men thap men do to women, 

both at the state and national level. 

'l'here is no consistent rise and fall in table 4. In the 

table recording allegations by men a single case is recorded 

prior to and after the 1976 amendmant11• In the table sh~ing 

allegation by women all the three cases are recorded in the post 

1976 amendment period. 'l'he trend however remains the same at the 
0 

national and the state level. 

10. Marriage Laws (Amendment) Act, 1976, section 39. 

' 

. ~ 
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c. Allegations of Desertion 

Like Adultery, more allegation of desertion are ma~ by 

women than by men end is in conformity with the nati-onal trend. 

'lhe table shCM& that, all the allegations of desertion by 
... 

man are post 1978 and apart from a si-ngle c_ase allegation by women 

ara also post 1982. 'l'hat is, the cases began to set a trend only 

after the 1976 amendment. 

d. N~r of Male and Female Appellants 

In order to be able to get a glimpse at the real situation 

it must be assessed that how many women or men appeal the decision 

of the lower courts. 

~able - 5 
0 

Number· of male and f.emale appellants 

Sl. Year Men women Sl. Year Men women 
No. No. 

1. 1955 - - 1~. 1973 - -
2. 1956 - - 20. 1974 -
3. 1957 - - 21 1975 -
4. 1958 - - 22. 1976 - -
5. 1959 1 - 23. 1977 - -
6. 1960 1 - 24. 1978 - -
7. 1961 - 25. 1979 - 1 

a. 1962 - - 26. 1980 2 

·9-. 1963 - 27. 1981 1 -
10~ ~ 1964 - - 28. 1982 1 2 

11. 1965 - - 29. 1983 - 1 

12. 1966 - - 30. 1984 -
,. 

Contd ••.. 
I 

~~ 
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Table- 5 (Contd •• ) 

Sl. Year Men women Sl. Year Men women 
No. No. 

13. 1·967 - - 31. 1985 - 1 

14. 1968 - - 32. 1986 1 1 

15. 1969 - 33. 1987 - -
16. 1970 2 - 34. 1988 2 1 

0 

17. 1971 - - 35. 1989 5 1 

18. 1972 - - 36. 1990 1 1 

TOXAL 17 9 

(65~c.) (35%) 

There are more men appellants than women appell ant.s in 

west Bengal. According to the dat~ men have been appellants even 

befol:& 1976 amendment12 • At the national level also men appellants. 

out number women appellant albeit marginally. At the state level 

too the trend is repeated. At the national level. the last three 

decades show a rise in the number of cases and also 'the nUDber of 

man appellants. At the state level however the first two decades 

sha.r no significant rise but the last decade shows a significant 

risa. 

Among the women all the cases began a post 1976 amenanent "' 

rise. There cu:e no cases in the first aecade. and a single case in 

'the second decade ·and a sharp rise of 9 cases in the third decade. 

12. Ibid. 

I 

:I 
I 
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It must be noticed that at the national level in third 

decade there is a .relative rise in women appellants than men 

eppellant.s. But the trend of gradual rise in women ap:pellcots can 

be seen both at the state and national level. However it cannot 

be denied that the national trend is reflected at the state level. 

e. Divorce - Decreed, declined 

Where there is a rise in the number of cases and women 

appellants, it becomes imperative that the rate of granting 

(dec~eeing) and declining divorce be properly assessed. so that 

the trend of the mind of the judiciary may be assessed. 

In west Bengal there is a contrast with national scene. 

In west Bengal more divorces are declined than granted according 

to the case available in All India Reporter. At the national level, 

more caaes are decreed than declined. To find out whether the 

declines are detrimental to the women, it must be decided in whose 

favour the decisions are made. 

f. For whom The Decision Goes. 

To find out in whose favuur the judiciC!.l balance is tilted, 

it has to be revealed through data. 

Like the trend all over India, west Bengal too shows that 

judges mostly rule in favour of womep. ':Che def;:ade-wise analysis 

both at the state and national level shows that this trend is on 

the rise. 

0 

' 
! 
i 
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Table - 6 

Divorce. decreed and declined 

·Sl. Year Decreed ;Declined others Sl. Year Decreed Declined others sl. Year Deemed Declined . others 
No. No. '" No. 

1. 1955 
0 

13. 1967 25. 1979 1 - - - - - - - -
2. 1956 - - - 14. 1968 - - - 26. 1980 1 1 -
3. 1957 - - - 15. 1969 - - - 27. 1981 - 1 -
4. 1958 - - - 16. 1970 < 1 1 - 28. 1982 - 3 -
5o 1959 - 1 - 17. 1971 - - - 28. 1983 - 1 -
6. 1960 1 - - 18. 1972 - - - 30. 1984 - - -
7. 1961 - - - 19. 1973 - - - 31. 1985 1 - -
a. 1962 - - - 20. 1974 - - - 32. 1986 1 - -
9. 1963 - - - 21. 1975 - - - 33. 1987 - -

10. 1964 - - - 22. 1976 - - - 34. 1988 - 2 -
11. 1965 - - - 23. 1977 - - - 35. 1989 3 - 5 

12. 1966 - - - 24. 1978 - - - 36. 1990 - 2 

Total c:: Dec:r~d = 8 (31%) 

Declirted • 13 (50%} 

ethers a 5 (19"~) 
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Table • 7 

The dec.tsion i.n favour of men & women . -· ...... 

sl~ Year In favour · Iri f avou.r Sl. Ye-ar ID -£.avour In favour 
No. of Men of woman No. ~man o:f wcmen 

1• 1955 e :• - 1. ~973 - - ·: 
2. 1956 - - 2-. 197l - -
3. 1957 - - 3. 1975 .. -
4. 1958 - -~ •• 1976 - -
5. 1959 - 1 5. 1977 - -
6. 1960 1 - 6. 1978 - -
'· 1961 - - 7. 1979 - 1 

a. 1962 - - a. 1980 1 1 
9. 1963 - - 9. 1981 - -

10. 1964 - - 10. .1982 - 3 

11. 1965 .. - 11. 1983 - 1 

12e 1966 - - 12. 1984 - -
13 1967 

0 ··- - 13. 1985 1 -
14. 1968 - - 1&. 1986 1 1 

15. 1969 - - 15. 1987 - -
16. 1970 • .1 - 16. 1988 - 2 

17. 1971 - - 17. 1989 1 5 

1a. 1972 - - 18. 1990 - 2 

6 1a 
(23") (69%) 

I 
'I 

'' :! 
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Therefore, if in most of the cases divorce is declined in 

west Bengal, most of the decisions have also gone in favour of 

women. In other words, whatever be the allegation of the woman or 

thiiit of her husband, if the woman does not want her marriage 

dissolved no judge is likely to do so against her will. 

Despite the current trend of dissolving marriages quickly 

and not with Im.lCh qu~ms, the underlying intention 01. the Act is 

to preserve the institution of marriage. Therefore, if the women 

in west Bengal are basically against dissolution of marriage, tnen 

no court will di~sclve it against her will. 

SUBSISTENCE OF MARRIAGE 

A question arises regarding the period of subsistence of 

marriage after which the divorce like situ!=ltions have arisen. At 

the national level it was found that during the first five years 

of marriage the divorce rate was very high and which gradually 

declined as the marriage became olcler. 

The same trend is repeated at the state level also. There 

is a drop in the incidents of divorce as the marriage becomes 

older. At the state l.:~vel there are nine cases during the. first 

five years and ~ numbers keep falling every half decade. ~he 
.;· 

conparison of this trP.nd with the state is rather favourable. The 

same declining tendency is noted at the state level. This shows 

that during the first five yearn of marriage, when maxirnmn adjust-

ment problems and frictions take place and marriages are prone to 

breaking. 

;.: . 
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No. 

14 

. 

o-s 

9 

64% 

0 

Table - 8 

Duration of marriage 

. s-o 1Q-15 

3 1 

21% 

Employment Factor 

15-20 

0 

20-25 

1 

7% 

201 

Regarding the question of enployment, there is not a single 

case of the women being enployed. Seven cases s_pecifically mention 

that the men were errployed. However, for -the same reasons as 

mentioned at the previous chapter, it is presumed that all the 

men are employed. That being so, there is no special reqt,irement ''' 

of c~aring data at the national level. 

Presence of children 

The question of children ar.e a vital issue. Itw~ $een 

that only in 8 cases children were mentioned and in the remaining 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

Table - 9 

Number of couples w~th children 

-
Cases Children 

mentioned 

26 8 

0 

Children no~ 
mentioned 

18 
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seventeen cases the question of children were not mentioned. This 

i'5 -the same pattern at the national; level. If this is to be accepted, 

then it is also to be welccmed. Since· the children a:ce the worst 

victims of the marital tragedies of their pareiJts, divorce. in 

marriages withuut children means less of the tortured and agonised 

tiny souls. It also means the woman who is so completely deFen

dent on the doles of her husband or natal family for her survival 

is less burdened emotionally or economically with a child. 

Another social aspect is taken into consideration at the 

state level which bas not been considered at the national level. 

That is the qUestion o£ the c=utes. None of tho cases in the All 
0 

India Reporter thentions the caste of the parties • .At the ~tate 

level however, by making use of the book of Lokesllwar Basu13 , 

the castes of the partiea b~ been determined and the analysis 

made. There are some conmon titles which have been- mentiolled 

sepuately. This exercise was not available at the National level 

because no caste can be determined by name at that level. In the 

state of west Bengal the title .reveals the caste and Lokeshwar 

Basu14 has . scree11ed the titles ace<:>rding to caste. on analysis 

it was seen that the maxim~ number of divorce took place among 
0 

13. Lokeshwar Basu, Histo;y of Our Titles ~Amader Padabir Itihash} 
pp. 79-82. Ananda Publisher (1986). 

14. Ibid. 
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among the Kayasthas and then followed by the Brahmins and Baidya. 

Table - 10 

Number of Cases under each Caste. 

Number of 
ceses 

26 

Brahmin 

7 

( 2']0") 

Kayastha 

13 

(50%) 

The findings in brief 

Baidya 

2 

(Bj) 

Others 

4 

(15%) 

The analysis of the cases under_ the CalCQtta High court 

from 1955 to 1990 was undertaken in order tp undeJ::stand the 

decision-making mechaniSUl in greater aetail. Except for slight ,, 

deviations, the trend at the · st,c1t;e level was more or less 

complimentary to those at the national level. 

·rhe rising crenda The total 11\.Wber of cases recorded ·tinder 

Calcutta High court during this period was 26 in-nu.mber. A rise 

in the n\.liiiber of divorce cas~$ were noted after the year 1979. 

This accounted ;or about 8" of the total number of cases at the 

national scene. 'l'he po~t 1976 rise ia also +n confomity with the 

national scene. It also spec;ially .;Lndicates the liberalising effec"t;. 

of the 1976 amendments on divorce iaws. 

Ground for divorc:ea A slight deviation is noticed here. Though 

cruelty to-ok the frcnt seat bc..·th at the state and national level, 

adultery which had the second position at the national level was 
~ : ,. 

0 
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relegated to the thid="d place at the s~ate level. Desertion takes 

the third positioo at the national level. but occupies a second 

position at the state level. 

Allegations of the parties to divorcea It was seen that at the 

national and as well as at the state level. men were very ~ond of 

th:s ground of cruelty and made use of it more frequently than 

womene Desertion and adultery are the grounds which are most 

f avou.red by wanen and they outnumber men in their use of the 

ground. 

'I'rends in the .decision makin91 Men were marginally greater in 
1 

number as appelants than women at the national leve 1. The s arne ,.. 

~d is noticed at the state level too. There were about 65% 

male ~pellants and 35% female appellants at the state level. At 

the National level in about 47% cases divorce w-as allowed whereas 

at the state level in about 31% cases only divorce was decreed. In 
;}i 

the state level in about SOC" cases divorce was declined whereas at 

the national level in only about 38% cases divorce w~ declined. 

So while the national trend was tordards grantin9 divorce, the state 

trend is towards declining it. This is also a deviation observed 

while studying the national and state trend. Both at the national 
c3i 

level (S&~) and at the State level (6~A) most o~ theAcision go in 

favour of women~ NO d.:viations can be noticed at this juncture. 

~sistence of marrigge, Cihildren and Emplo.yment:. 'I'he erne·rgent 

picture was uniform. At the national level, as also at the state 

level. it has been seen that most of the dissoluti-on -of marriages 

,_. 

I 

i 
I 
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occur within the first five years of marriage. 7~A, of the cases 

at the national level and 64% of the cases at the state level 

wen dissolved during this period. ~'lhile • 02"/.. women were found 

employed at the national level no women are found employed at the 

state level. As at the national level (30%), so also at the state 

level only 31% cases reported the presence of children. This reveals 

a remarkably similar situation. 

caste analysisa 'lhis analysis was not done at the national level. 

'.rhe reports rarely mention the caste of the person. What is dDne, 

is with the help of Lokeshwar Baau' s caste analysis the caste of 

~ E8ople at the state level has been sought to be determined. 

It waa found that about 27% of the litigants were Brahmins, about 

SO% belonged to the Kayastha caste, ab.out 8% were from among the 

Vaidya caste and about 1 SO,(. were from other sects an4 conununi ty. 

The data at the state level is essentially similar to that•:· 

at the national level except for the two deviations In~entioned above. 

A definite trend appears to be t~ing shape gradually. 

0 

I 

I I 

! 

-. 
I 



CHAPTER VI 

DIVORCE CASES AT 'l'HE DARJEELING D IS'l'RIC'l' 

COURT BETWEEN 1984-1990 

AN ANALYSIS 

The findings and the quest has been brought to the 

district level. For the purpose of this analysis. the data had 

to be collected from the District Court of Darjeeling for which 

the permission of the Calcutta High Court was abtained1 • There 

is an unique feature in this District Court. D~jeeling is situated 

at height of approximately 7000 ft, 79 km frcm the sub divisional 

town of Siliguri. This majestically indolent Himalayan town is 

wonderfully non-litigating in na~re,Since the ACt requires that, 

"every petition under this Act shall be presented to the district 

Court112 all the case• within the district of Darjeeling has to be 
0 

filed under the Darjeeling District Court. However, since the 

litigants find it difficult to commute this mountaneous route 

frequently and since during the winter and monsoon Darjeeling 

is mostly inaccessible, the cases from the plains are transferred 

1. see Appendix - III 

2. Secticn 19, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 
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to the Siliguri additional district courts. so the collection 

of the cases have been done from the district court at Darjeeling 

and Additional District court at Siliguri. 

z. The total number of cases in a autshell 

The data was collected from the year 1984 upto 1990 May. 
of 3 

The total number,.cases were 268 • All of these cases were not 

found. some could not be traced and others had been sent to the 
0 

High courts on account of appeal by the parties. Records prior 

to 1984 were not available at the court. 

Table - l 

Total number of cases at the district level 

sl. Yeaz Total Not other usable 
No. Cases . traced section cases 

1. 1984 34 15 4 15 

2, 1985 2S 10 5 13 

3. 1986 44 10 5 29 Average 
4. 1987 44 a 6 30 26 cases 

s. 1988 29 7 4 18 per year 

6~ --- 1989 63 5 9 49 

7. 1990 '26 2 7 17 

6. 5 Years 268 57 40 171 

3. see Appendix zv-
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0 

If sean in totality, the district of Darjeeling in the 

last 6. 5 years has recorded a total number of 171 divorce cases. 

Whereas at the state of west Bengal High court (Calcutta High court) 

level under which there are siXteen districts, the total number 

of cases in the last six and a half years is only fourteen. There 

are nineteen High courts at the national level under each of \'lhich 

there are innumerable districts, but there are only 131 cases at 

the national level in the last 6. 5 years. Under the Supreme Court, 

there ant 19 High courts, yet in the last 6. 5 years, there am only 

eight divorce cases. Therefore, the indication is that, largest 

n~er of divorce cases are filed at the district level of which 

very few reach the High courts on appeal. In most of the cases the 

verdict of the district court is accepted as final and only in 

negligible number of cases appeal to the High court is preferred. 

:s:ven lesser number of cases go be:fore the Supreme court in appeal. 

That is the reason why only eight cases were there in the Suprene 

Court between 1984-1990. 

Table - 2 

cases between 1984-1990 in each forum 

.Period Calcutta H.C. National level Supreme District ~of 
court Darjeeling 

1984•1990 14 Cases 131 cases 8 171 

" 

:I 
I 
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Factors like litigating expenses, lengthy judicial process are 

a few economic reason for this. Emotionally there is an urgent 

aesire on the part of the parties to distance themselves from an 

acrimonious situation, to escape the humiliation of being ripped 

apart in pub1J.c. socially, both men and women detest the social 

limbo in which they have to survive during the pendency of the 

case. During this time, the woman is neJ.ther a daughter nor a 

wife in the social eye and society knows no other identity of 

woman hood. so, during this period the existence could be very 

painful. On the other hand, the men too exist in a different yet 

difficult state. Men generally have three images in the social eye, 

a •covetable" bachelor, a "respectably" married man and a "playboy". 

'l'he last eategory though painful, is precarious in the sense that 
" 

being neither a bachelor, nor a married person, the playboy image~ 

is magnified which can be rather uncomfortable for men. In short 

both men end wcmen, during the pendancy of the suit, and also 

where the divorce is declined, live in a state of suspended 

animation. 

so. in a quest for speedy remedy and to avoid prolonged 

emoUonal and social battle and to save the children from the 

resultant trauma, usually, the decision of the District court is 

accepted as the fina~ verdict. 

This is not to say that upto the district level the going 

is smooth. It is never so. Divorce litigations can be one of the 

most traumatic experience for any human being especially when the 
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whole enchilada of the divorce procedure is based upon the fault 

of the parties. 'l'his requires a bitterly fought battle, in fact 

such battle is compulsory in a divorce proceedings, the going 

beccmes very tough. 

I: I. REVIEW OF 'l'HE GROUNDS USED FREQUENTLY 

Even though there are sev\::ral grounds under the Act4 

under which marriage may be dissolved, the most well known and 

frequently used grounds are those of cruelty, adu1 tery and deser-

tion. The grounds used at the district level from 1984-1990 are 

as follo..rs• 

'l'able - 3 

Review of the grounds used frequently 

0 

8 5 
Sl. t' ... ori • 

b' .... 
at~5 

0\ ..., 
Ni». Year 8 1! • at; ..... Ul ..... "Q) Q) ...,O> ::Sill .a e CIJ C:UJC B ~6 Q) Q) ~ 0 ·< 0 Q . 2: u z ~u 

1. 1984 6 5 4 0 0 0 3 Adultery a 6 0 

2. 1985 6 6 s 0 2 0 3 Cruelty a 105 

3. 1986 14 21 13 0 0 0 3 Desertion a 64 

4. 1987 10 21 10 3 0 0 6 Mutual Consent • 34 

s. 1988 7 12 5 0 1 0 2 Mental disorder • s 
6. 1989 14 32 20 2 0 0 11 Conversion a 3 

7. 1990 3 8 7 0 0 1 6 Non-restitution • 1 

4. see Chapter III 
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For the purpose of the above finding the untraceable cases 

and those filed for relief other than divorce, have been excluded. 

It is seen from the above that the most frequently used ground in 

a divorce suit is cruelty, numbering 105. The same trend is 

observed at the national and st_ate level. This is followed by 64 

cases of. adultery which reflects the situation at the state of 

west Bengal level and also at the level of district of Darjeeling 
0 

but at the national level desertion occu.t.-·i .... s a third position. 

Adultery follows desertion wi tb 60 cases at the district level 

which is ooly a confimation of the trend at tne state level. 

Adultery bas a· second place, between cruelty and desertion at the 

national level. However cruelty remains at the top in all the 

three stages. 

A. ~ruelty:looms large in Divorce Suit~ 

cruelty is a question of fact, and is an offence e9ainst 

the vows of the marriage5• Both mental6 cruelty and physical 

cruelty fo.r.m matrimonial offence. Wh""re tha conduct of the respon

dent spouse is so bad that the other should not be called on to 

endure it# c~ruelty is established; it is immaterial whether the 

respondent• s conduct was aimed at the other spouse or due to 

unwarranted indifference attributable perhaps to selfishness or 

la~iness 7• The degree of the cruel behaviour is not in question. 

s. Richardson Vs Richar2!.sl (1949}2All E.R 330 •. 

6. Preeti Parihar vs Kailash Singh AIR 1975 Raj 7 ~ -· · · · -
7. Trarnbak Narayan Vs I<umudini AIR 1967 Ban 80e 
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The question of cruelty focus upon the degree of endurance by the 

other party. Eve.z:y matrimonial misconduct like adultery, cruelty, 

desertion, drunkenness, drug addiction, studied indifference, 

neglect, beat~ng, all involves an element of mental cruelty in it. 

Because of this reason and the subjective nature of its proving 

cruelty is the most commonly used ground for divorce. 

The concept of cruelty varies depending upon (1) Socio-

legal and economic status of the spouses (2) the degree of endurance 

of the aggrieved spouse (3) it includes and accepts subtle elements 

of irretrievable breakdoWn of marriage. Therefore, its proving is 

en~irely subjective and relatively easy, for the aggrieved party 

only has to show that the opposite parties cvnduct was beyond his 

or her endurance. 

Table - 4 
Allegation of cruelty by· males and females 

sl. 
No. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

Year 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

19a9 

1990 

Total 
cases 

15 

13 

29 

3p 
18 
49 

17 

171 

" 

Male Female Total 
a11egers a11egers cruelty 

cases 

5 

2 

11 

a 
7 

24 

7 

64 

{37%) 

5 
4 

15 

15 

7 

19 

4 

s 
6 

21 

21 

12 

32 

a 

lOS 

(61%) 

Total cases of 
cruelty at the 
th~~- . .level 

N ati anal level a 
72 (55%) . 

state level • 
a (57%) 

Listrict level a 

105 (61") I 
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Almost 61% per cent of the cases are filed under the 

ground of cruelty. It is noticed that more women (40%) allege 

cruelty against men than man (37%) do against women. This is a 

point of digression from the national and state scene even though 

the difference is marginal. 

It is seen that at the national level during 1984-1990 

there were 72 cases but during the same period at the level Of 

state of west Bengal there were only 8 cases but at the district 

of Darjeeling there were lOS c~s of cruelty. At the national 

level the rate of allegation of cruelty is seen to be ·declining 

gradually irom the year 1987 onwards. 1987 however is a rising 

point at the state level and at the district level 1985 is the 

rising point. At all the three levels it is seen that the highest 
~ 

numi:er of cases are filed under the ground of crue-lty. 

The Allegers of ~ruelty 

In a divorce suit involving a charge of cruelty, the 

allegation is made by either party to the sUit. It must be seen 

that maximum numPer of allegations is made by men against women 

at the national level and at the state level, but the situation 

reverses itself at the district level. 

It is really <an ironical situation that at a time when 

there is so much public furor regard~ng cruelty against women, 

crime against women, female infanticide, at the national and state 

level it is the men who have ~proached the court on the ground 

of cruelty in order to obtain divorce. The difference between 

male and female allegers at the district level is only about 3%. 

' 
I I 
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Majority of petitioners are men, and majority of the appellants 

are also men. so when the decision .have gone against_. ehem they 

cculd, because of their socio-economic independence, afford to 

per sue L.the case to the higher courts. That is the reason why at 

the national and the state level the allegation of cruelty is 
"' 

higher by men than women. v/omen, have a very low percentage of 

socio-economic and educational independence. In such cases, very 

few can afford to persue the.case upto higher courts. 

B. Adultery 1 used in lesser numbers 

The following table shows that adultery is a less frequently 

used ground in divorce cases at the state and district level but 

it occupies second position at the state level. 

Table - 5 

Number of. adultery cases between 1~84-1990 
at the three levels. 

Sl• Year National State 
NO.; level level 

1.; 1984 7 0 

2. 1985 6 0 

3. 1986 9 1 

4e 1987 3 0 

s. 1988 4 0 

6. 1989 3 0 

7. 1990 4 0 

36(27%) 1 (7%) ---

District 
level 

6 

6 

14 
10 

7 

14 
3 

60 (35",b) 
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During the period 1984-1990 adultery ranks l0.4er to 

desertion.· even though during the period 1955 to 1990 adultery 

occupied the second place between cruelty and desertion at the 

natJ.cnal level. ProvJ.ng of adultery J.s more difficult than 

desertion and cxuelty • so takers of this ground are relatively 

few as it is difficult to prove. 
0 

The allegers of adultery 

Table - 6 

The Allegers of Adultery at the three levels 

Sle Year National state .District 
No. Male i'emale .Male Female Male Female 

1. 1984 2 4 0 0 4 6 

2. 1985 2 5 0 0 3 3 

3. 1986 5 5 0 1 9 6 

4. 1987 2 4 0 0 3 7 

s. 1988 2 3 0 0 5 3 

6. 1989 1 2 0 0 9 5 

7. 1990 0 4 0 0 3 0 

14(11%) 27 (21%J 0 1(7%) 36 (21%) 30(18%) 

At the district court it was seen that men have used the ground 

of adultery (21%) to seek divorce than women (18%) have. The 

dJ.fference however is very small and marginal. Except at the 

district level. wonen in greater numbers are seen to be alleging 

adultery against men than vice versa. This is signific·ant because· 

the proving of adulteey is relatively harder than cruelty. The 

~ I 
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relatively higher use of such a ground by women at the state 

and national level is significant. especially at the national 

and state level where questions of appeal and the cost thereof 

is involved. It must be understood here that where majority of the 

petitioners are male. and the women are handicapped due to their 

socio-economic aependence on others. and they often cannot afford 

to make baseless allegation. Besides. more noteworthy is the fact 

that the decisions mainly go in favour of women. That being so it 

rnus~ be understood that their allegations stand_ proved. 

F. Desertion: occupies a second place 

Table - 7 

Incidents of desertion at the three levels 

sl. Year National State District 
No. 

1. 1984 7 0 4 

2. 1985 8 0 5 

3. 1986 7 0 13 

4. 1987 4 0 10 

s. 1988 4 2 s 
6. 1989 ~ s 2 20 

'· 1990 5 0 7 

40 (31%) 4 (29%) 64(37%) 

Between the year 1984-1990. the district level shows 64 

(37%) cases and the state level 4 (2.9"A) cases. At the national 

level there are 40 (31%) cases._ At the national level. the ground 
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of desertion occupies a third position whereas at the state and 

district level it has a second position. 

The allegers of desertion 

who alleges more desertion, the wife or the husband is 

of considerable socio-legal and socio-economic inportance. Both 

Table - a 
Allegation of desertion by men and wcmen 

sl .. Year National state District 
No. Male Femaie Male Female Ma!e Female 

1. 1984 2 7 0 0 -4- 6 

2. 1985 2 6 0 0 3 3 

3. 1986 ~ 2 6 0 0 9 6 

4. 1987 0 4 0 0 3 7 

s. 1988 2 3 1 1 5 3 

6. 1989 0 6 1 3 9 s 
7. 1990 2 4 0 0 3 0 

10 36 2 4 36 so 
(8%) (27%) (14%) (29%) (21%) ClS%) 

at the national and state level more women have alleged desertion 

but at the district level more men have alleged desertion against 

women. 0 

The havoc that man-m&de-law plays with man's life has 

endless dimensions. Closely linked with desertion- is the question 

of restitution of conjugal rights. The grounds which provide a 

good cause of action under desertion also provide a good cause of 

action fox restitution of conjugal rights, once a restitution 

decree has passed, if the other party does not make an effort to 

-I 

I 
! 
I 
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get the decree executed and enforced, then desertion continues. 

subsequently, within one year of passing such degr . ..::e, the marriage 

can be dissolved on the ground that the restiw tion order was 

not honoured8• 

D. The Petitioner 

It is seen that, during the year 1984-1990; greate;- number 

of petitioners before the court were the men, a pattern which has 

been repated at the state and national levels also. 

Table ... 9 

The male and female petitioner 

sl. Year National state District 
NO. Ma"''e FemaJ.e Ma!e Femiil$ Male Female 

1. 1984 ~ 10 - - 10 5 

2. 1985 9 13 1 9 4 

3. 1986 13 9 1 1 18 11 

4. 1987 10 12 - 20 10 

s. 1988 10 7 1 1 12 6 

6, 1989 11 5 4 1 39 10 

7. 1990 9 6 2 2 14 3 

69 62 .a 6 122 49 
(53%) (4?>") (57%) (43%) (71%} (29"~) -

This is indicative of the fact that wvmen still hava a 

tc:mdency to cling on to the marriage which really has becons an 

e~ty shell. 'l'he reason for their doing so is baaically socio

economic. Being economic ally dependent on others, the woman 

realises that she and her children, if any, will beccme a burden 

8. Section 13 (IAJ (i!J, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, See Appendix I • . , 
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on her natal family and she cannot set up an independent hQne. 

socially. there is a stigma attached to divorced women, besides, 

her emotions and ignorance are her enemies. The natal farr:ily too 

pressurises her to have patience, assuring her that everything will 

become alright in time9 • Men are more economically independent. 

They can make anci bt'eak a home. so, to them, seeking divorce is 

not a matter of great ordeal. 

E. The Trends in the dicision making 

1. Decree vs Decline. 

In the earlier analysis at the state and district level it 

was seen that at the national level more divorces were decreed than 

declined and at the state level more divorces were declined than 

Table -10 

Trends in aicision making 

, I 
! 

S/Yr. Granted Decline Dropped for Dropped Withdrawn Pending 
default for non-

prosecu-
-- tion 

1/84 6 0 3 5 1 0 

2/85 5 1 3 3 1 0 

3/86 16 1 3 6 2 1 

4/87 12 1 9 6 1 1 

5/88 12 0 6 0 0 0 

6/89 15 0 11 3 3 17 
7/~0 1 0 1 0 0 15 

67 3 36 23 8 34 

9. Jean D1 cunha. 0 Hindu Law Ha.S Its Lapses", in wanen• s Liberation 
and POlitics af Religions Personal Laws In India p. 25 Edited 
by Dr. A.R. Desai, Bombay (1990) 1 Madhu Kishaar. 11 DOwry Deaths a 

I ' 
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decJ:Sed. At the district level it is seen that in most of the 

cases divorce was decreed~ and no cases were pending during the 

years 1984 and 1986. In very few cases divorce was denied. A new 

dimension comes to view at the district level. There are very 

many cases where either the proceedings were dropped for default 

or were dropped for non prosecution of the case. some of the cases 

were withdrawn. Majority of the petitioners are men and the deci-

sion shows that there are many cases, in fact in majority of cases 

divorce was granted. Almost all the cases were ],)ending in 1990, 

and more than one fourth cases were pending in 1989. where the 

proceedings discontinued for sorre reason, the parties lived ino.. 

state of de facto divorce - a suspended animation. 

At the various levels it is seen that a 

Table - 11 

Table showin2 the rate of grant and decline of 
divorc§ 

sl. Year National state District -· No. Grant Decline -Grant Peciine Grant Dec!ine 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 
7. 

1984 10 s - - 6- 0 

1985 10 8 1 - 1: 1 ... 
1986 ':: 15 s 1 - 16 1 

1987 10 4 - - 1~. 1 

1988 10 8 - 2 -1~ 0 

1989 7 2 3 - 15 0 

1990 5 10 - 2. l 0 

67 42 5 4 67 3 
~51~~ {32~) ~3&~~ ,29%~ ,3~~ (~) 

others a is" others - 3!'f~ 

The Real Murderers• Express Magazine, Indian Express (Sunday 
Edition) April 9, 1989, sanobar Keshwaar "'scream Silently or 
the Neighbours will Heart. The crying Need for a law Against 
Domestic Violence• Lawyer, April 1991 page 4. 

0 
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At the national, state and the distr iet· level there is a . 

tilt towards granting divorce. 

2. Whan does the d~cision favour 

Every d~ree or decline of divorce is to be in favour of 

one spouse and against the other spouse. Fundamentally, this is 

what the divorce law of the present; times requires. 'l'he divorce 
-

laws of the present t.iJnes is based upon the fault theozy of divorce. 

In other words it must be proved by the one spouse that he has 

been on the right and it is the other spouse who is guilty of 

having committed an offence against matrimony and thexefore .must 

be punished. By granting divorce, so the common belief goes, that 
' 

punishment is successfully meted out. so, inevitably, every decree 

or decline of di.vo~e is, in reality it is believed, in favour of 

one spouse against the other. such favouring one spouse against 

the other be speaks of the wrong understanding of the divorce 

proceedings of the comnon man. 

However, an analysis of whom did the aecisions favour 

presents a very interesting study. 

t : r 
!'! 
! 

·' 
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Table - 12 

Dic~sion favouring men and women 

sl. Year National •131 State •14 District-70 
No. Man women Men women Men wcmen 

1. 1984 5 12 - - 2 4 

2. 1985 5 17 1 - 3 3 

3. 1986 11 0 7 1 1 9 8 

4. 1987 7 12 - - 9 4 

s. 1988 4 11 - 2 8 4 

6. 1989 4 7 1 5 12 3 

7. 1990 4 11 - 2 - 1 

40 77 3 10 43 27 
(31%) (59%) (21%) (71%) (61%) (39%) 

None • 1 0>.,<. None a 7% 

At the district level it is seen that majority of the 

petitioners are men and most of the cases too go in favour of nen. 

':he majority of the appellants at the state and national level are 
' 

al.so men, but it seems the judiciary, rather the bench, is engaged 

in a balancing act of its own. Here at the national and the state 

level most of the decisions have gone in favour of women. This 

\lllique feature is not an express or official policy of the judi

ciary rather it is a subconscious act of balancing that the judi.

ciacy is engaged into. 

''f 

\ 
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F. The sound of silencea Uncontested EX-parte divorces 

le 
Since, sometimes can be more deafening than the loudest of 

" -

noises. A new aspect of divorce litigation reveals itself iri the 

form of a stony silence maintained by one spouse in the face of 

violent accusations of the other. 

Table - 13 

Number of Ex-parte divorce 

sl. Year Silence of women Silence of men 
No. 

1. 1984 5 4 

2. 1985 6 4 
3. 1986 10 10 

4. 1987 9 12 

s. 1988 8 5 

6. 1989 19 7 
7. 1990 7 1 

.......___ 

Total number of cases 64 (60't4) . --43(40%) 
107 i.e. 63% 

In facu, there were sixty four women (60'"') and 43 (4~) 
~ 

men who have not pleaded any counter allegations out of a total~ 

number of 107 (63%) cases. A nuniJer of reasons for. this comes 

to mind. For example, it m~y be that (1) Indian women who face 

relatively little exppsure in life do not reali-se that under ~ 

pxesent laws they have a right to defend them5e·lves, (2) Those 

who know that they have right to defend themselves may not knew a 

(a) how to go about it (b) the.re are help to be obtained from legal . 
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aid and services (c) that, if she so desires she can obtain 

maintenance pendente lite (3) The mar.riage may have reached su::h 

a painful state that she is beyond caring about her marriage 

especially what happens to it and who alleges what against her. 

~ost the same is true of men. Gther than a few very exceptional 

cases of financ.:l.al hardships, men- generally can defend their cases, 

but when they abstain from doing so it either means (1) they do 

not know ,that they have to defend themselves or (2) they parti

cularly do not cam for the marriage and so they do not want to 

dafend themselves. 

However, in the divorce litigations at the district level, 

the sound of silence is the loudest, Almost 63 per cent cases are 

there inclusive of men and women, wherein rather than the voice 

of the parties, their silence speak for them. 

It appears like a protest of the divorce liti.gan.ts against 

the present fault theory and the fault Cinding procedure ot divorce. 

Majority of the spouses, simply avoid being there in order to 

avoid being broken in spirit for the rest Qf their lives. This 
v 

must be avoided. Divorce law in lndia should be s.uch_ that if the 

spouses so desire, they may be able to part as good frien(4J but 

bad life partners. 

G. Subsistence of Marriage. 

Justice Krishna I.yer has said that a 

11Daily, trivial differences get dissolved in the course 
of time and may be treated as teething trouble of early 
matrimonial adjustments. While the stream of life lived 
in m~ried maturity may wash away smaller pebbles, what 
is to h~pen if in transigent compatibility of mind 

0 
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breaks up the flow of the stream? In such a situation, 
we have a breakdown of marriage itself and the only course 
left open is for law to recognise wh.at is in fact and 
accord a divorce"10. 

In santosh I<.umari vs Parveen Kumar11 the Punjab and Haryana 

High court has held that cruelty cannot be claimed in four to 

five days of living together. 

Few hours or few days or perhpas an year of living 

together, irrespective of judicial opinion has provided m~imum 

cause of action for divorce. The early married period, statistics 

show,. is almost like walking on egg shell~. It calls for a maximum 
.. 

degree of tolerance and adjUJI't.rnents. Trivialies of life which i::cm 

be called a reasonable wear and tear of matrimonial.life cannot 

constitute a cause of action_ for divorce. P~ecisely for ~se 

reasons a period o£ one year is specified after whic·h a divorce 

petition can be brought before the court12• 

10.- Aboobacker Vs Mamu Koya 1971 E.L.T. 663. 

11. AIR 1987 P&H 33e 

12. Hindu Marriage ACt,. 1955 section 14 states thata 
· No petition for divorce to be presented within one year 

of marriage- o · 

1} Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act,. it shall 
not be competent for any court to entertain any petition for 
dissolution of a marriage by a decree of divorce, unless at 
the· date of the presentation of the petition one year has 
elapsed since the date of the marriage a 

Prov~ded that the Court may, upon application made to 
it in accordance with such rules as may be made by the High 
Court in that behalf, allow a petition to be presented before 
one year has elapsed since the date of the marriage on the 
ground that the case is one of exceptional hardship to the 
petitioner or of exceptional depravity on the part of the 

·respondent, but if it appears to the court at the hearing of 
the petition that ~e petitioner obtained leave to present 
the petition by any misrepresentation or concealment of the 
nature of the case, the court may, if it .... " 
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Table 14 subsist,ence of marriage at national end state level 

sl. Year o-s Year · 5-10 ~ara 1D-15 !!us 15-20 ;Iears 2D-25 l!ars 25-30 l!8.rS 

0 0 N s N s N s N s N s N s 
01 1984 10 - 3 0 1 0 2 0 - - 0 -
02 1985 11 1 1 0 0 ·o 0 0 - - 0 -•< 

03 1986 12 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 - - 0 -
04 1987 10 - 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - .1 -
OS 1988 7 1 3 0 3 0 0 0 - - 0 -
06 1989 6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 - 0 -
07 1990 4 - 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 0 -
7 years 60 4 12 2 5 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 

(74%) (67%) (15%) (33%) (6%) (3%) (1%) (1%) 

N • National level 

s = state level 
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Table -15 

sUbsistence of marriage at the district level 

Year 

1984 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1966 

1969 

1990 

o-s years 

9 

4 

16 

18 

7 

32 

11 

97 
(58%) 

5-10 
years 

2 

6 

6 

6 

6 

11 

4 

41 
(24%) 

1o-1~ 
years 

3 

1 

3 

4 

3 

4 

0 

18 
(11%) 

15-20 
years 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

10 
(&") 

2C>-25 
years 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

0 

2Z7 

25-30 
years 

-
-
1 

-
1 

-
-
2 

(1%) 
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It was seen at the district level that maximum number of 

divorce took place within few months of marriage. The periOd of 

1-2 years and 3-4 years also in-decade the peak of marriage break

age. Inter~stingly enough every five years of marriage indicates 

a xelatively high number of divorce for exarrple 5th year of 

marriage shows 12 cases, tenth year shows 10 cases, fifteenth year 

6 cases, twentieth year 8 cases so on. 

~he readings ~t the national and state level also records 

a gradual decrease in the marital dispute with the progress of 

married years. 

At the district level the data shows that, again during 

the first five years the rate of divorce was very high and this~is 

true of all the levels that is the national, state and district. 

AB the year progresses the spouse seem to settle down to the 

matrimonial life. Therefore even if law lays down tfiattrivial 

friction and general wear and tear of life should not constitute 

a cause of action for divorct;!, their cumulative effect does lead 

the spouses to ~ door step of the court. 

H. The Innocent Thi~ Party In Divorce Proceedings 

Marriage does not me~ only husband ~d wife. Marriage 

also means home hearth and children. When marriage t·akes a turbu-

lent turn the innocent children are caught up in it. The trauma 

that the children undergo during the marital conflict and also 

·the post divorce trauma leave far reaching impressions on them. 

Children therefore constitute a very important factor in marriage. 

During the period 1984-1990 it was seen that at the appellate 1 

0 
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Table 16 Parties with children at the thxee level 

sl. l!!ar National state of w. s. Darj eeling District 
Total ·With Without Total With without Total With without 
cases Children Children cases children chi~dren cases children children 

-
1. 1984 20 a 0 12 - - - 15 7 e 
2. 1985 22 11 11 1 - 1 13 9 4 

3. 1986 21 7 14 2 - 2 29 17 12 
4. 1987 21 5 16 - - - 30 18 12 

' s. 1988 20 4 16 3 - 3 18 12 6 

6. 1989 16 7 9 6 1 5 i9 23 26 

7. 1990 11 5 6 2 - 2 17 9 a 

7 years 131 47 84 14 1 13 171 95 76 
(36%) (64%) (1%) (93%-) (56%) (44%) 
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stage most of the couples are without children. Of 131 cases at 

the national level, 47 couples (36%) are with children and 84 

(64%) couples are without children. At the state l<.::vel too th<:::re 

were 14 cases between this period. Only one couple (7%) with children 

were there and the rest o£ couples (93%) w~re without children. 

At the district level of 171 cases 95 couples (S&"'J were with 

children and 76 (44%) ce;uples were \'li thout children. 

The corrplexity of the situation involves imr.:.,ortant socio

economic questions. At all the ~evels it is the men who constitute 

majority oi the appellants and petitioners but most of the cases 

are decided in favour of women. But after the first round of 
0 

litigations at the district level. MOst of the couples with children 

do not go in appeal. Probably the question of the child welfare, 

maintenance, alimony and litigation expeuses begin to pinch him. 

women with children rarely go in appeal, unl""'ss they are forced 

to do so. :rbat is because women, especially the custodian woman 

is heavily constrained financially. she is dependent upon the 

others and does not have the liberty to spend as she pleases. 
To..\,1~ l1 

It,l\only indicates that Brahmins are still embedded in the 

ancient culture in their beliefs and in the social mores. As for 

the other castes, they were not really under the vicious grip of 

religion, and the Hindu Marriage Act, really did not do anything 

special for them. They were more governed by custom than the 

Dharmasastra.. 

"I 
., I 
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Table 17 casa factor a in divorce 

sl. Year Total State of west Ben~al 

s D Bram. Kay. Vai others 

1. 1984 - 16 - - - -
2 •. 1985 1 13 - 1 - -
3. 1986 2 29 1 ~ - -
4. 1987 - 30 - - - -
5. 1988 3 18 1 2 - -
6. 1989 6 48 2 3 1 -
7. 1990 2 17 1 1 - -

14 171 5 8 1 
(36%) (57%) (7%) 

Bram. 

3 
1 

2 
1 
3 

10 
3 

23 
(13") 

District of Darjeeling 
Kay., Vai. 

' 1 
3 2 

9 5 
6 ' 3 -

14 2 
6 0 

45 14 
(26"~) (8%) 

pthera 

1 

0 

1 

1 
1 
1 
0 

5 
(3%) 

231 

NB 

7 

7 
12 

18 
11 
21 

8 

84 
(49%) 
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The Findings in a nutshell 

The data at the district court records show that between 

the period of 1984 to 1990 (May) a sum total of 268 cases had been 

filed. Of these only 171 cases could be used for the puxpose of 

this work. since the analysis called for finding of the position 

both at the state and national level during this period of 1984-

1990 it ~as seen that during this period 1984 to 1990 at the 

nae.:ional level there were abc..u t 131 cases and at tqe state level 

there were about 14 cases during thi.s period. In kee1/ing with the 

trend at the other two foz:m, a rising tr..::nd in divorce cases 

were also seen during this period. 

Ground of divorce a In keeping with tht.: trends in the national 

and state levels, cruelty occupies the highest rank. Like the state 

level desertion has the sec~nd position here at the di-strict level-

too. Similarly, unlike national l.eltel but like state level adultery 

occupies the third position. In other words tne Dcrjeeling district 

of West Bengal ·confirms the trend available at the Calcutta High 
" 

Court level. 

The allegation made by the litigants a one of the unique tping is 

that more women alleged cruel-ty than men. This of course is not 

true at the state and national levels. In these two levels it is 

the men who have used this ground more frequently. Unlike the 

other two levels, women have used the ground of adultery less 

frequently than men. Again a diversion frcm the national and 

state trends is noted here and also in that more men have used 

the ground of desertion • ., 
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Trends in the decision ,making a Like in the National and state 

levels, there are more male petitioners than female petitioners. 

The difference is quite large at the district level though 

marginal at the state and national levels. In all the three levels 

the rate of granting divorce is higher than rate of declining 

divorce. Whereas at the national and state levels the decisions 

have favoured women, at the district level the decisions favour 

rren. Again a degression from the state and national level is 

visible here. 

The sound of s.ilencea an unique featurea cases where one of the 
0 

parties to the <Uvorce litigation choose to abstain from defendj.,ng. 

him/herself may not be unique or special to the district of Dar-

jeelinO but they are certainly a speciality of the lower cqurt of 

jurisdiction. namely the district court. 

In the Darjeeling district it was found that in about 63% 

cases, either of the parties to the suit re~rained from any form 

of rejoinder in his or her defence. Of thes~ 63% cases, there 

were ab~...ut 6QD~ women and 400" men. 

The reason for the silence of the women could be that 
0 

(1) Indian women who face relc>tively little exposure in life may 

not be aware that they have a right to defend themselves (2) those 

who are aware of their right of legal defence, may not know how 

to go about it nor do they know anything abc..-ut legal aid or 

legal service (3) they may be unaware of maintenance pendente 

lite, and (4) the marriage may have reached such a painful stage 

that she simply does not care as to what happens to her marriage, 
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she is beyond caringo 

The men generally enjoy greater expoqure than women and so 

when they abstcqn from defending themselves, it either means they . 
are so hurt in wedlock that they are beyond any ·fe-eling for it 

or it means that they do not knOW' that they have a right to defend 

themselves. One last crude pt>ssibility is that, they simply save 

the litigation fees by avoiding responding to the charges brought_ 

against him by his earstwhile counterpart. 

sullsistence of marriage, children, caste faetorsa There are .no 

digression in the trend regarding subsisten¢e of marriage. At all 

the three levels, most of the marriages that are dissolved are 

within first five years of marriage. 

In about S~ cases at the district level presence_ of 

childxen were specifically mentioned. During this period of 1984 

to 1990, 36% cases were with children at the national level and 

7% were with children at ·the state level. 

Regarding caste also the findings at the district level, 

highest number of divorce can be seen anongst the Kayasthas, 

followed by the brahmins~ probably because the brahmins have not 

been able to pull themselves above the shastric precepts and 

viseious religious grip. 

lD conclusion it can l:>e said that despite small deviations, 
r' 

a definite trend or pattern in divorce litigation and decision 

making can be seen. The patterns at all the three stages largely 

conpliment each other. 



CHAP'l'ER VII 

THE DIVORCEE AS A PERSW, N~ A CASE 

(An Analysis of the Empirical s tuoy conducted in the Siligur1. 

sui) divisJ.onal Town of west Bengal) 

Divorce can be the most painful, traumatic and shattering 

experience for a person. PeOple teno te> equate post divorce pain 

with the pain of widowhood. Many divorceesfeel that widowhoOd is 

easier to bear because one know that the persc.;n is deceased and 

noti living a life of intimacy with another person. In death, one 

doe8 not have to hear .all those awful allegations from the persons 

who wexe once loved very dearly. But the-pe-s-t event loneliness can 

be equally nerve shattering, more so in cases of divorce. To this 

is adaed the need for adjusting one self with the new problems,. ·· 

the new status of being a divorceegives rise to. 

The d1fference between the law as it ou9}lt to be and the 

law as it is more acutely felt in the matrimonical laws and liti

gations. The law' as it is reflects the:: true life bey0nd the four 

walls of the court ro_oms. If the bar and the bench pause a while 

end caste a look beyond the windcw, they WL-Ulci discover a mass of 

humanity s:tarting at them with a question in their eyes. It is 

that question which leads one to differentiate between law as it 

1s and law as 1t ought to be • About seventy- one cases for inter

v1ew we%'& collected. Interview of fortysix men and WL-men with 

calflJ.cts have been used1 • 

1. ~he names of the pers0ns and a sample of the questionnai.z:e 
1s given for refexence. 
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'l'he questionnaire for the interview are divided into six 

parts, A. Iaentification B. Migration c. Socio-economic background, 

D. History of divorce (Marital conflict), E. Attitude to divorce 

and ·remarriage, F. Post divorce status and conments. 

'l'he Identification of the persons are not used in the body 

of the thesis. Except the name and address other details are taken 

for analysis. This chapter is divided into four parts .. I .. Back-

ground history, .II. 0 Marriage, III. Marital Con.J.:lict, IV. Attitude 

to divorce and remarriage v. Post divorce status and comments. 

I. THE BACKGROUND HISTORY 

In order to interview the divorcees the first task was 

to find them. Sane of the addresses were taken from the case 

reports obtained from the court. The advocates were infonned, 

friends and acquaineances were asked for information. once a 

general publicity to the desire to intervi~w the subjects were 

made, some of them came fo~ard on their own to narrate their 

story. In this manner seventy one names and addresses were obtained 
' 

'#-which twentytwo were men and fortynine (690Aa) persons were wcmen. 

Table -1 

Total number of cases inte-rv-iewed 

'l'otal Male .Female Not Migrated Declined Interview 
cases available Male Female 

71 22 ~g 12 10 3 10 + 36 

(31%) (690.-') (17%} (14%) (4%} (65%) 
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However all of the seventyone persons could not be contacted. 

sane were not available for interview. 'l'hat is, about 12 (17%) 

persons wexe either out of station or made it a point not to be 

available. In short these twelve persons just did not want to 

talk abcut themselves. Ten perscna (14%) had left town and migrated 

elsewhere. out of these ten people, at least two of them had 

remarried and moved on, at least five had obtained employment 

outside the town and the other three just went away. 'l'his informa

tion was obtained from their friends, relatives and neighbours. 

'l'hxee persons (4") declined to talk. Cne of them, a lady, said 

she was remarried and her husband did not know of her past and 

she did not want to say or do anything which will make him aware 

of it. Another gentleman whose divorce had just been granted said 

that his wounds were too green yet for him to speak. Another lady 

said her private life was hers alone. When she was suffering the 

society did not help her and now she would not do anything that 

will help the society. Forty six persons (65%) agreed to be 

interviewed of which ten (2~~) were men and thirty six (7&") were 

women. ,In other words the ratio of men and women interviewed were 
;' 

1 a 4 persons approximately. 

'l'he age of the parties play an important role in any 
r 

marriage and marital conflicts. With this end in view, an analysis 

regarding the age of the person was conducted. 

i!' 
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Table - 2 

Age of the parties 

'l'otal 15-20 20-25 25-30 30..35 35-40 4o-45 45-50 S().ijSS 

46 1 

(~/o) 

6 

(13%) 

11 

(24%) 

14 
(30%) 

7 

(1SO~). 

5 

(11%) 

0 2 
(4%) 

Most of the people (30%) belonged to the age group between 30 to 

35 years, follawed by 25 to 30 years (24%). It appears from the 

data that the age between ~5-35 years is of the mc;j ori ty of 

persons (54%) when their marriage was ended. This is also the age 

when women and men becc.me matured and ''ell set in life. Sense 

of self respect., right and wrong, the determination to protest 

against anything that they consider as against their interest 

is at the peak at this age. Besi6es today women particularly 

middle class women tend to marry in their mid twenties and mid 

thirties. 

a. Economic background 
0 

To understanc the economic backgr ..... und of the parties, 

consideration is lent en the question of (1) educational quali

fication, (2) emp.loyment and (3) salary. 

1. Educational Qualification 

The educational qualification of the parties are varied 

aa is seen frc.·m the following chart. 

., . 
i: 
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Table - 3 
Educational background of the parties 

Total Number Illiterate Junior school Senior school Co lege 
of cases ~Class 0-VIII~ (Class 9,10, (Upto Uni-

. 11~12~ versitJC2 
Men wonen Men wanen Men women Men warren Men wonen 

10 36 0 12 2 10 5 5 3 9 

10 3,6 0 12 2 10 5 5 • 9 

-- (33%) (20%) (27%) (SO'>") (14%) (30%) (25'>~) ,--

The educational background varied from -i-lliterate, but is able to 

sign the name. school Education, from Nursery class to class 8 

formed the category of junior school. Classes 9, 10, 11, 12 

formed a separate category of senior school. Graduation incomplete, 

graduation pass and gradt.1at:ton honours and University education 

(complete or incomplete) forned the college category. rt was seen 
VJ1l, 

that between illiteracy to class,.. that is junior school, there 

were twenty four persons· (52%) followed by 10 persons (22%) in 

senior school, ~and 12 persons (26%) were in the college category. 

It is worthwhile to note the fact that ebou t 52% cases 

were frQn among the peeple who had read upto junior school. rn 
• who 

about 26% cases were the parties had read upto the college or 

University level. !Jiitast number of 2Ze; was re1)crted from the senior 

sch0ol categories. '.:'hose with least education appear to be more 

divorce prone. Those with college or university education next 

.foll04' suit. In the former category it is the lack of exposure, 

struggles of impoverished life and refinement lead to the incidents 

Q 
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of divorce. In the latter group, education and exposure brings 

about aw~ess of right, duty~ wrong-right, liberty, personality 

and a certain amount of rigidity of thought and personality. 

Inability to adjust due to these reasons cculd be the cause of such 

high rate of divorce. 

The data regarding the division of the percentage of male 

and female in education is very revealing. rn the category of 

illiterate, th~e are no men, all the twelve persons are women, 

that is 33% women were illiterate, 2~,4. men and 27% women were 

educated between nursery to class eight that is junior school. 

10% nen and 4. 34% women passed their class ten examinations. 5~/o 

men and 14% women studied upto senior school. 30'/o men and 25% 

women went upto colle9e level. 

'rhe literacy rate of wonen are relatively lower when 

compared to men. It is not that highly educated persons do not ;---
divorce. It simply signifies that through education persons 

achieve a greater exposure and refinernent of behaviour and inci-

dents of divorce then may become less. However this low rate of 

literacy enjoyed by woman also leads to their predicament when 

they are unceremoniously discarded and find themselves without 

shelter, support and sympathy. 

Though more women were educated upto junior. school, greater · 

number of men enjoyed senior school and college level education. 

Therefore the education level a~ong women are considerably lower 

than that of nsn. 

:: l .. 
' 'I 
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2. Occupational Background 

'l'o survive after di voxce most of the women are employed in 

one way or ano~ and all th~ IPEm ~ employed. The nature of 

ernploymli;;)nt varies from being a maid servant and sweepers to drivers, 

head load workers, masons, clerks, officers, lawyers, businessmen , 

teachers, Panchayat Pradhans; "I'he type of errployment is not sho.m 

in the chart, The chart only indicates tl"e rrember of persons 

employed. 

Table - 4 

Occupational backgre;und of the partJes 

Total Cases . PeRJons Employed Persons Unemployed 

46 37(8Q;:,) 9 (200-') 

Total 
cases 

Men employed Employed women unemplqyed men unemployed 
women 

46 

Men Cl 10 
WOireDD36 

10 (100%) 27 (750-e) 0 g (25%) 

of the fortysix person, thirty seven (80}~) peOple are employed, 

of which ten (10<1,{.) are men and twenty seven (75%) are \'Iemen. 

Nine persons (25%) are unemployed and a.J.l of them are wcmen • . 
of the ten a~loyed men majority were in business, some 

were enployed as (.UDC and LDC)clerks, etc. of the twenty seven 

wanen few were clerks, mco.ny were school teachers and many were 

employed as maid servants also. Howe1rer, each according to their ' 

:r 1 own ability try to supJ:Jort themselves. •! i 



Table - 4A 

Type of errployment undertaken by women 

No. of women 

27 

(75%) 

Menial 

11 

(41%) 

Teacher 

10 

(37%) 

Cl~rk 

4 

(15%) 

Beedi worker 

1 

(4%) 

242 

Business 

1 ' 

(4%) 

It is seen that abc..ut 41~ W'-men took up eL •. ployment as 

maid servants. At least 2 (18"") out of these 11 women who worked 

as maid servants were employed as gen;;;ral duty maids at the 

North Bengal ~dical College. Both the ioiTomen took up employment • 

after divorce. Cf the remaining 9, 4 women (36%) ·wcrked as resiaen

tial house maids and had taken up employm0nt after divorce. The 

rernc.ining 5 (4SO") women had starte¢ to wvrk. after marriage but 

before divorce and variously employed like mason•s helper. 

About 37% women were employed as tea¢hers. About 3 (3~") 

of them worked as teacher even·before divorce and marriage. About 

7()fo of them took up employment after divorce. Hore remarkably, 

almost all weJ:e junior school and primary school teachers. 
0 

All the lSX. women who wcrked as clerks \11ere ernployed before 

marriage. one lone woman (4%) each worked as beedi worker and 

another conducted. garment business. Both had taken up their 

respective jabs after divorce. 

':Chas the total number of women who took up errployment in 

one form or another arter divorce formed about 56% of the cases. 

'f. 
I 

)I 
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women who took_ up employment after marriage and before divorce 

were 1~.4 and those il:ho were erroployed even before marriage were of 

2&>A. About 25% of the totaJ. numher of women remained unemployed 

and thereby totally dependant on others. 

10 

Table - 4B 

Type of Employment undertaken by men 

Business 

5 

(50"A) 

class IV staff 

1 

(10%) 

Clerk 

3 

(30"") 

Driver 

All the men (100%) were empl.oyed before marriage. Majority 

(S~A) were in business. One man (10%) was employed in Air force as 

Class IV menial staff. ·rhree persons (3Qr>A.) served as- clerks each 

in Railway, Municipality and Bank. A single man (lO%) vtorked as 

driver of truck owned by private persons. 

3. l'he Financial Position 

'l'he econordc position of a person is closely intertwined 

with questions of education; employment and remuneration. Financial 

background is also a vital consideration in any divorce proceedings. 

'l'he following data shows thata 

" 
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Table 5 I Financial backgrc.·und of the parties 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total 

46 

(10+36} 

Nil Less than Rs. 500..1000/- Rs. 100G-1500/- Rs. 150D-2QOO Rs.200Q-2500 2500.3000 Above 
Rs. 500/- Rs. 3000 

Men women Men women Men women Men women Men wc:men Men women Men women Men wanen 

0 g 0 . 12 2 B 3 4 

(2~) (33") (20%) (22%) (30%} (11%) 

0 

3 2 

(30:~) (6%) 

I 

' 

1 

(lO'A) 

0 1 

(10Xa) 

0 0 

l) 

1 

(3%) 
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There were about 25% women who earned nothing .. as. they we~ . 
' 

uneuployed. 12 wonen. that is about 26% of the people interviewed 

earned less than Rs. 500/• per month. Table 3 shows that 12 women 

that is about 2$ person of the people interviewed were found to 

belong to the illiterate class. They also form abou.t 33% of the ' 

total women community. Furthermore, 11 women, that is 24% of the 

total people interviewed and 31% of the total women interviewed 

worked as ma.ld servants and menials (see table 4A). To rephrase, 

numerically speaking, 33% women earned less than ~. 500/-, 33% 

womsn were illiterate- 31% were employed as menials which is about 

41% of total women employed. 'l'hez:efore the total number of women 

with no income or incc.·rre less than Rs. 500/- was found to be about 

About 22% of the total people int:erviewed earned between 

Rs. 500/- and Rs. 1000/- Of these 2 (20%) were men and 22% were 

women. Table 3 shows that 20% nen had studied upto junior school 

and 27% women had studied upto that level, and 'l'able 4A show that 

41% of the total employed women were menial workers, but according 

to Table 4B only 20'~ men were eiiployed in a low category like 

Class IV staff and driver. 

About 15"" of the total persons interviewed earned between 

Rs. 1000/- and Rs. 1500/- • Of these 11% were women and 301~ were men. 

It is seen under table 3 that 50% men and 14% women have studied 

\lp:to seni.or school. 'l'al:>le 4A shews that about l5"A of total \'TOrten 

enployed and 11% of total n\lmber of women interviewed were enpl.oyed 

p· 

'i I ,, 
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as clerlt&• 3~ men were also enployed as clerks as per table 4B. 

In 1 ~" cases the persons earned more ~ 1500/- upto B.s. 3000/-

Of these. 50'" are men while orJ.ly 807~ are women. Table 3 indicates 

that 300" men and 25% women have read upto university level. Table 

4B shw that abO\.$ 5C1A men are engaged in business and table 4A· 

shows that about 28% women were engaged as teachers. Therefore a 

relationship between inc..,me, occupation and education can be 

established. in this manner. 

la. Number of illiterate women = 12 (33%) 

Number of women employed in mani al jobs = 11 (31%) 

Number of women earning less than Rs. 500/- c: 12 (33%) 

~ 

b. NUir.ber of illiterate men = Nil 

Number of rren in nenial jobs = 2 (2 0',.<.) 

Number of men earning lQss than Rs. 500/• m None. 

2a. Number of women who studied upto junior school = 10 (27%) 

Number of women in low jobs = 2 (6%} 

.. 

Number of wonen earning be:tween Rs. 500/- end r..s. 1000 = 8 {22%) 

b. Number of men who studied upto junior school = 2 (2QD,4) 

Number of men in menial jobs = 2 . (2 ()>,.<.) 
0 

Number of uen who earn between Rs• 500/- and P.s. 1000/- 2 (20%) · 

3a. Number of women who stucliad upto senior school = S (14%} 

women employed as clerks == 4 (11%) 

women eaming between B.s. 1000 and Rs. 1500/~ = 4 {11%} 



0 

b. Men who studied upto senior school = 5 (SO%) 

Men employed as clerk etc a 3 (30%) 

1-len earnins between Rs. 1000/- and Rs. 1500/- 3 (30%) 

4a. women with college or university education a 9 (25%) 

women working as teachers a 10 (2SO,.l,) 

women earning more than Rs. _1500/- • 3 (300.;(.) 

b. Men with colleg~ or university education • 3 (300") 

Men'in business 

Men earning more than Rs. 1500/-

= 5 I50X.) 

= 5 (500,4) 
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In conclusion it can be sai:ely st-at-~-d t.h-at education has a 

bearing upon the inccme and employment of the partie~ that were· 

interviewed for the purpose of this work. 

The economic and financial positionoi women therefore is 

weaker than the men. The foregoing data definitely shows that 

economically, financially women are handicapped and are at a 

disadvantageous position. 

4. ·rhe caste Factor 

'I'he question of caste be:Lng of interest an analysis of tne 

caste has been made at the state and district level also. The 

scene at the sub divisJ.onal- level shows that 



Total 
case 

46 

Table - 6 

Divorce in various castes 

Brahmin Kayastha · Vaidya 

7 0 20 3 

248 

scheduled .Neplai others 
caste 

14 1 1 

This pa.ttern is in confirmity with the State and district 

level pattern. At this level, maximum number of divorce has taken 

place among the Kayasthas followed by scheduled castes. Brahmins 

and Vaidyas follOorl respectively. Nepali and otners were one ecch. 

c. Social B ackQFound 

All the subjects were met in their natural social back

ground., Twelve (33%) women belonged to what is generally known as 

t~ lONer middle class background. sixteen {44%) women belonged 

to what is known as the comfortable middle class background eight 

(22%) women belonged to a very affluent background and can cruG.ely 

be termed rich. 

As for men, two (2~<»} belonged to the 10\'ller middle class : 

background, five (5~~) to the comfortable middle class and three 

(3(]'") men were really affluent persons. 

:r 
I ~ 
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The field covered in the empirical study ranged from tb;l : 

lowest strata of the society to the highest echelon of our social 

strata~ 

All these also form the basic backgrcuno based uvon which 

the various analysis regarding the persons interviewed are made. 

" The previous data also reveal the fact that divorce is not the 

mcnopoly of the sOphisticated higher section ot the sc~iety but, 

that. it has penetrated every strata and the feet that it is 

rising steadily only goes to show how much conscious people have 

become regarding their individual rights and identity. 

II. Marriage. 

Marriage is an institution whereby men and women are joined 

in a special l~ind of social and legal relationship for the purpose 

of having a family. Much activities take l>lace behinc the scene 

before the final legal knot of marriage is tieo on staqe. The 

behind the scene,activities are of two types (a) courtship or 

negotiation leading to marriage and (b) preparations for the 

marriage itself • .For the purpose of this Chapter a look at the 

fonner is taken hereunaer. 

!...,able- 7 
Divorce in different marriage forms 

'l'otal Cases COurtship Marriage Negotiated Marriage 

12 (26%) 34 (74%) 
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Despite the relatively broader social outlook. most of the 

marriac;~es (74%) were negotiated in nature, few marriages (2ff") 

we.J:e courtship marriages. Courtship marriages are still not freely 

accepted or resorted to. ·J.'hat being so. the persons who marry after 

negotiations miss out on the persvnal corrmunication ana understand-

ing. The negotiation, settlement and commitment thereof are betw~en 

the elders who are either parents or guardians or well wishers of 

the parties who are to be married. Therefore the question of consent 

on the part of the brid~ or the bridegroom is hardly. .. material. 

There is only a consent to get married. 'l'he question .. to whcm"? 

is decided by the parents or the elders and family lTl;.;mbers. The 

question "do the inten6.ed persuns like each other? or can they at 

least be friendly with each other?" are questicns which are 

altogether ignored. hll is well if th~::: partic:s adjust with each 

other in li:te but where they cannot, especially in cases where the 

parties take an instant dislikE: of each other or nave any ~:>hysical 

short coming# then the questions of fraud, coercion, nullity, 

divorce etc are rai~ed. During the crisis period the merrbers of 

the marital or natal family are hardlt of any help even thogh 

they were inst.rumental in br1nging about the marriage. In many 

cases these. same very people are known to have inflamed grievances. 
0 

Therefore, cases like ~~ui Panmato vs R.a'1l Agya Singh2 

will often arise. In this case the girl heard her father telling 

2. AI~ 1968 Pat 1970 
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her mother that he had fixed her (the girls) marriage with a 

person who was very affluent and of twentyfi ve years to thirty 

five years of age. Since this suited her, the girl did not raise 

any protest. During the marriaciJe ceremony she wore a heavy veil 

and could not even see her husband. ·rhe father did not send the 

girl to her in-1~s house after marriage. The husband instituted 

a criminal case under section 498 ot the Indian Penal code. ·rhe 

case was Cu'1npromised and the girl was sent to her in-laws place.; 

on reaching there to her dismay she discovered that her husband 

was over sixty years of age and a man of ordinary means. when she 

protested, she was beaten. she managed to escape from her husb-an¢!5 

house and the husband again resorted to legal action Under section 

498 of Indian Penal Coce. 'l'his tine, the wife was forcefully taken 

to her in-laws house and confined there against her wishes. The 

resultant legal intricacy is another question altogether, but the 

facts of the case is relevant to drive homethe point that is being 

made. 

In yet another case, Ruby Roy vs Sudarshan Roy3 , the husband 

had complained that he did not know that the bride was devcid of 

a female organ, had he been aware of it he woula not have married 

her. It was, however, found by the court that the father of the' 

husband was very nru.ch ware of the short coming in the wife. In 

the former case the court accepted the plea of fraud and in the 

3 •. AIR 1988 Cal 210 

! ~ I' 

" 
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latter case the court refused to do so. 

Where the parties themselves settle to get married through 

courtship, these questions are less likely to arise. In case of 

courtship marriages too, fraud can be perpetrated and accepted but 

the corrplexity of the situation· on involving parents, guardi·ans 

or elders can be avoided. 

'l'otal number 
of cases 

46 

0 

Table - 8 

Nature of marriage 

social marriage Temple Marriage Registered 
marriage 

39 (85%) 2(4%) 5(11%} 

'l'he data shows that most of the marriages {85"/G) were social 

marr~ages without registration. About 4% marriages were ternple 

marriages and 11% marriages were registered marriage. AS a result, --
where the marriage was social but unregistered, in the event of 

bigamy etc the wife was faced with the question of proving a valid 

marriage which she seldom can and temple marriage is no marriage 

ataU.In other words there was a chance that 8~,<. marriages may run 

into t.rvuble without an easy remedy.Fol'Leela Maschatak48 it was 

4a. Party interv18wad for the purpose of this worK.. .. S~e Appendix v~ 

I'·, 
I 
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not so. Hers was a courtship marriage but she did not know that 

her f.i:-ance wa.s a gambler and a drunkard. His extremely cruel 

behaviour drove her out of the matrimonia.l,. home. Mamata Routh 4b 

too married for love but within a few years of marriage, her husband 

brought a new bride home. NOt being able to tolerate the situation 

she divorced him on the ground of adultery. 

Regarding solema4sation of marriage, statistics show that 

social marriage without subsequent registration are very prevalent. 

The above shCM that the Hindu corrmuni ty does not have en c.., ugh 

social awareness. The least that can be done irrmediat_ely is to 

make registration of Hindu marriages compulsory under the 1~. 

It will also be interesting to know that how long the 

marriages subsisted. As seen at the state and district level·, the 

Table - 9 

Subsistence of marriage 

Total Few 1-2 2•3 3-. .t 4-5 
Ca$es months yrs yrs yrs yrs 

46 8 5 6 6 5 

o-s years a 30 (65%) 

5-6 
yrs 

3 

6-7 7-a e-9 
yrs yrs yrs 

1 2 6 

5-10 years = 16 (3&") 

maximum nuuber of ca.ses took place between first five years and 

mostly within few montQs of marriage. 

4)). Ibid. 
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Table - 9A 

Percentage of the type of marriage between 
men and women 

Total cases CourtshiE marria~e Negotiated' marria~e 

Men 

10 

women Men women Men 

36 3 9 7 

':: 30% 25"~ '~" 

'l'able - ·gB 

Table correlating type of marriage with 
duration and type of marriage 

women 

27 

75" 

Subsistenea of 
marriage 

courtshiJ2 marria~e Ne~otiated marriage 
Men worren Men women 

o-s years 2 9 2 17 
24" I 41" 24)% 25',4 20% 47% 

5-10 years 1 0 5. 10 

2% • 33% 10% SO% 28% 

254 

Total no. of case 46; Nurrber of men = 10; Nuniber of wanen a 36 
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It must be noted here that 300~ men and 25'.,{. women had court-

ship marriages. The total number of courtship marriage being only 

26%. About 74% of the people interviewed had negotiated marriages. 

Of these 70>~ were men and 75% w~re women. Further, it. was noted 

that of, the 300"' men who had courtship marriages, 20'A. of them 
.. 

obtained divorce within the first five years of marriage and 1ry~ had 

their marriages dissolved after five years and before the comple

tion of 10 years of marriage. About 25% women had courtship 

marriage and all 25",<. of tehm faced divorce within the first five 

years of marriage. 

There were about 700~ men and 750~ women whose marriages 

were negotiated ones. Of the 700~ men, only 2~/c of their marriages. 

lasted for five or less than five years, 50'/c of them were married 

for more than five years. Of the 75% women with negotiated marriages, 

a majority (47%) of theirs marria~e dissolved within five years 
"' 

of marriage and about 28"A. had continued in a married state for · 

more than five years. 

It must not be forgotten that about 8SOA. cases are of .socie:l 

unregistered marriages (See Table 8), and about 74% of marriages 

are negotiated social but unregistered marriages (See Table 7 ). 

From this it may be inferred that of 26% marriages which are court

ship marriages (See Table 7) about 10';., end in social marriage 

without registration, about 11% are registered, about 4% are in 

temple (See table B) t11here it is neither social nor registered, · 
0 

ana the remaining 1% are unrer:;.orted. 

Column 1 of table 9B clearly shows that maximum num.oer of 

marriages (41~;.) which end within the first five years of rnarriaf;;je 
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are negotiated, social and unregistered. Of 74% of negotiated 

marriages, 41% ended within. first five years of marriage and 33"-" 

end within ten years (5 years - 10 years) of marriage. '.rhere were 

about 2$. of courtship marriage cases, of it about 24% ~nded within 

first five years and 2<';.. between five years to ten years, again, 

about 10% of them are social but unregistered. 

The result of this is that many have been tricked into 

bigamo':ls second marriages or there has been no valid marriage 

conducted. When the0 cases came before the court, the validity of 

the marriage is challenged invariably. women find it hard to 

prove that they had a valid marriage. so, law fails to accord the 

status of wife_ to them and the women not only lose the social 

status but cannot claim maintenance etc. unaer the criminal lm'ls. 

I:I:I:. Marital conflict 

AS stated earlier, a marriage can break down for various 

.reasons. The Hindu Marriage Act recognises great many grounds for 

divorce5 • Due to the diverse human behaviour many o:t the real 

grounds, of marital conflicts are not covered by the Act. so both 

au;· actual ground and the statutorily reccgnised ground Inl,lSt be 

elasticised and adjusted so that they suit each other. The various 

types of conflicts experienced by the subjects interviewed are 

as-followss 

s. see Chapter III for a detailed treatment of th.e ground of 
divorcee 
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i'able - 10 
~ Grounds for divorce 

~otal Adultery Cruelty Desertion Insanity Leprosy Irxe- Mutual 
cases and other trievable consent 

diseases breakdCMD 

46 19 

(41%) 

27 

{59%) 

10 

(22%) (9%) 

2 

(4%) 

1 

(2%) 

3 

(7S) 

'rhe maxinru.m ~aumber of cases are tor cruelty, follO.'led by 

adultery and then desertion. Desertion Js followed by mutual consent, 

leprosy and other deseases and irretrievable breakdown respectively. 

'l'his situation is almost identical with t.'l-}e national, state 

and district levels except for minor differences. 

Similar to the national position, desertion at the sub 

divisional level occupies a third position after cruelty and 

adultery. Cruelty ranks at the top .at th<:: national, state, district 

and sub divisional level. Desertion occ~pies a second position · 
' 

after cruelty at the state and district level, and at these levels 

adultery is relegated to the third place. Insanity is the next : 

important ground for divorce. Mutual consent is in the next inp9rtant 

place. 

Each of the grounds are studied more minutely in order to 

study the real dirrension of the cases. 
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It may be recalled here that in analysis regarding education 

it was seen that about 60% women were between illiterate to junior 

school. About 55% worren earned between nothing to less than 

Rs. 500/- • About 7~" women hailed from low middle class to com

fortable miodle class back·"'round. Most of ti1e marriages (BSO/u) 'w"lere 

social unregistered marriage aria about 59<'/u cases were on cruelty 

wtlich, as already discussed is a vagu"' and convenient ground for 

divorce. 
0 

It will not be an exaggeration to say that a majority of 

woiien are educationally, financially handicapped. 'l'heir marriage 

were negotiated, social,unregistered marriages which we~ dissolved 

on vague and convenient charges of cruelty. 

A. Adultery 

1. Adultery As Bigamy And EXtra marital Affair 

Adultery is the second frequent grvund of dJ.vorce. There 

are about 41% cases of adultery (see Table 10). It has been studied 

in various context. In the first instance adultery is divided into 

bigamy and extramarital affairs. There were 9 (47%) cases of bigany 

mid 10 (53% cases of extra marital affairs. It is true that, if 

Table - lOA 

Bigamy and extra marital af-f~ai-r 

Bigamy 

9 (47%) 

Extra maital 
Affair 

10 (53%) 

i. 
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by an effective legislation or means bigamy was to be reduced or 

stopped altogether, then inci'dents of extra-marital affairs would 

be on the rise. Though that would not be a ·welcane situation at all, 

yet, perhaps, that would have reduced the sufferings of the dis

carded second wives to a large extent. As it is, the second wives 

are neither entitled to maintenance nor the ~tatus of a wife. The 

first wife of a bigamous marriage can have h~r marriage dissolved 

en the ground of ad~tery. an the contrary, the second wife of 

the bigamous second marriage is socially differentiated and dis-

criminated against because of the factum of her marriag~, that her 

marriage is in fact ve;id is neither accepted nor recognised by the 

society. so in effect a teril:>le wrong is perpetrated against the 

woman in bigan:ous marriages. In extra-marital affair at least this 

aspect of injustice is absent. 'l.bat is not to say that people must 

have the right or liberty to indulge in such affairs and nor is 

it being encouraged or welcom~d· It is only that extra marital 

affairs are the lesser of the two evils. ·rhe remedy could lie in 

a suit ~or adultery and divorce and the tragedy ot the second wife 

will be averted. 

2. Adultery in different Income grvups 

There are about 19 cases of adultery. rt was seen that 

nine (47%J cases were from am<..,ng the group of no income to Rs. 500/-

1 (21%) cases were registered from the income group of R.s. 500/-

to Rs. 1000/-. 3 (1~) from the income group of Rs. 1000/- to 

Rs. iSOORs-. ·rhe income group of Rs. 1500/- to Rs. 2000/- ·registered. 

2 (11%) cases. NO adultery cases were recorded in the income ;: r 

bracket of Rs. 2000/- to Rs. 3000/-. At the level of Rs.. 3000/- th~k 
' 1 

was a single ca,c3e (&,4) of adultery. 



Table - lOB 

Adultery in different income groups 

'l'otal lass than 
Cases 500 

Rs. SOD- Rs.lOOO.. R.s.lSOO Rs. 2000- Rs. 2500-
Rs.lOOO Rs.lSOO Rs. 2000 Rs. 2500 Rs. 3000 
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Above 
. Rs.3000/-

--------
19 9 

(47%) 

0 

4 
(21%) 

3 
(16%) 

2 0 
(11%) (0'.,4) 

0 
(0%) 

1 
(5%) 

Economic question has a close bearing on the question of 

divorce on che ground of adultery. Among the low and lryw middle 

classes tnen and wonen a£ter a hard and gruelling days' work tend 

to avoid their spouses and seek relaxation elsewhere with other 

women and men. This appears tc be a very natural phenomenon. If 

tr~y spend time with their respective spouses then questions, 

problems and topics of family comrr.itments, child rearing etc 

.Cai'lnOt be avoided, which instead of relaxing them, weigh them 

down, so adultery is an escape route of the skulldrudgery of a 

monotonous life, where there is a relat~ve-ly easy flOirl of money 

and lesser hard work involved, the couple set~les down into a 

relaxed and comfortable life and rarer incidents of adultery 

occurs. Where there is too much money, much time goes in earning 

and preserving it which again can lead to str-ains resulting in 

adultery and divorce. 

' ~ l 
! 
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3. Adul te;y and 11 teracy rate 

'l'he relationship between adultery and li ~racy rate makes 

a very interesting study. 

'l'able - lOC 

Adul te.ry and literacy 

Total Illiterate JUnior senior College/ 
Cases school school University 

" --
19 6 5 3 5 

(32%) (2~). (16%) (26%) 

Maximum number (32%) of divorce cases are from amonSJ tne 

illiterate ~lass followed by junior school and college/university 

groups showing 26% cases. Lastly 16% cases are recorded in 

senior school category. 

The questio~of education. it has. been fcund during the 

analysis of tables 4, 4A and 4B. is directly conn~cted with the 

question of income. The same analysis also shows that pccupation 

and education also are directly connected. Table 10C shows that 

maximum number of divorce cases (32% and 26%) are from this 

educationally, occupationally and financially backward classes. 

Adultery amongst the group enjoying high educational, 
at 

occupati.onal and financial status is also high 26%. 
1\ 

The reason is quite apart in the former end latter claSses. 

Among the former class pressing poverty, dom~stic problems, lack 

i ! 
' 
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of diversions with books, news papers etc force the people of 

this class to form adultrous relationships. In the latter cases, 
" 

availability of every amenities of life, tension of earnin<;1 and • 

keeping money, ~t the sheer boredome of affluency force the 

peqple to seek and to keep themselves pre-occupied with eXtra 

marital or adulterous relationships. For the former and the latter 

grcup, their charm of life depend on their repertoir of amatory 

skills. on the contrary, the comfo.J;table middle class group are 

more pJ:Udent, prim, and status conscious and hence record the 

least (16%) number of cases. 

0 

4. Adultery - sex ratio and Age factors 

In a study relating to adultery in relation to sex ratio 

and age group it was seen that, interesting enough, adultery 

Table - 10D 

Age and Sex ratio in adu 1 tery 

'l'otal Men women Years Years Years Years Years Years Years 
cases 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 45-SO so-ss 

19 12 7 

63% 37% 

0 5 

26% 

9 

47% 

2 

11% 

1 

SO% 

1 

by men are higher (63%) than those by women (37%) and majority 

of persons (47%) belonged to the age_ group of thirty to thirty 

five years and (26-") twenty five to thirty years. As the age 

increased. the rate declined. 

1n 
!i: 
' 
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Adultery is a very physical question. As the age increases 

the body also ages and the attraction and urge of the person is lost 

It is purely a frl..lic for the young. Yet, the strictly marria~able 

age recorda less adultery because the thrill af being newly 

married does not wear off. But between 25 years to thirty years, 

when the domestic responsibilities are h~avy and the charm of 

marriage begins to wear thin 1?he attraction beyc:nd the bonG. of 

matrimony is very strong and incidents of adultery are high. 

women are a homing species as a rule. Rearing the young 

ones and managQmen~ of the household affairs are her natural 

instincts andpre-occupation in th~se matters serves as a check 

on her adulterous inclinations which is less intense in the case 

of men. That is the reason lesser (39%) women are guilty of 

adultery than men (63%). 

An average Indian is still under the strong influence of 

our ancient traditions and beliefs. When . the question of adultery · 

arises it has to be judged against the backdrop of that parsons 

SO(:ial sphere. In short., adultery is high among people who are· 

(1) in the age group of twenty five to thirtyfive years (2) who 

have en inccme below Rs. 2000/- per month and (3) their educational. 

qualification varies somewhere from being illiterate to junior· 

schools. so in this social background it is not ·Surprising that 

incidents of adultery should be high here. Firstly, because among 

this group leaving one spouse and starting li£e with another, 

customary form of divorce etc were very common, even before the 
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advent o£ the Act. Due to this reason, adultery is relatiirely 
' 

pj_9}1 in· this group. 

Adultery takes place even among those whose (1) age is 

between twenty five years to thirty five- y..e_ars (2) who are educated 

somewhere between senior school to University education and (3) 

earn more than Rs. 2000/- to Rs. 3000/- the reason for this in this 

given social back<;round is different. Peop,l.e from this strata of 

society enjoy a greater exposure and a lot of. heterogeneous inter

mingling takes place. 'I'his cannot be looked down upon ·especially . 

in the mOdem jet set world. Yet the common middle class family 

still maintains a certain degree of conservatism. 'l'he unusual 

meeting of two~persons, belonging to opposite sexes in seclusion 

for any length of time amongst that class can justifiably lead to 

the inference of adultery. 
. 

The most difficult question involved in the cases of 

adultery ia ba.~ end when to strike a balance between sexual 

promiscuity and modern intermingling. cne cannot overlook the 

fact that on one hand such het . .;;rogenous mingling may lead to 

innocent intimacy or to an adulterous relationship on the other. 

'I'he former is to be ignored and the latter is to be avoided. But 

it swears that th~ rule of probability has the last say if 

circumstantially it can be proved that the parties have been 

indulging in an adulterous relationship, then there is sufficient 

ground to dis~olve the marriage. 
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s. cruelt:z 

If one considers grounds like dowry and irretrievable 

bxeakdown of marriage to be included under the ground of cr:uelty, 

then. cruelty is the major ground on which divorce takes place. 

The statute does not define cruelty, since there is no definition 

of the word, the judiciary has interpreted the weird in a manner 

so as to include physical and mantal cruelty. The effect of this 

is that the ambit of the word has been made so wida as to include 

any foxm of behaviour which may be found repugnant to the other 

partner, strict.ly depending upon the endurance of the other. 

"rherefo~, it is not necessary to find whether one· spouse intended 

to be cruel but it must be found out whether the other spouse felt 

such act to be cruel. 

0 

1. Cruelty a Its Various forms 

Cruelty is alleged with almost all the other grounds. The 

lawyers always insist that this ground be included as a safeguard 

for if other grounds fail there is still a chance of· proving cruelty 

as all the other grounds of divorce include an element of cruelty. 

In the survey that has been conducted, 27 (59'fi,) cases are filed 

under cruelty. In order to go deeper into the matter cruelty 

has been classified under several types. Each person may have 

suffered one or more type of this. such analysis presents a clear 
0 

social picture. In every case there is an element of mental cruelty 

and the percentage of allegation is about 41%. 

, ... : 

! I 
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'fable - 11 

Different types of cruelty 

Mental Dowry Drinkt- DJ:Ug 
Cruelty cruelty ing 
(beating) 

12 1 4 9 2 

44" 41% 15% 33" '" 0 

Total number of cases a 27 (59%J 
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sus pi- Inpo- Gamb- Threats other 
cious tency ling of sui-

cide 

3 1 1 1 2 

11" 4% &% "" 7% 

The test of cruelty must be the victims capacity to 
. . 6 -

endure • 'fhe test is, has the matter CL me to such a pass and such 

a pitch of persistence ~d intensity that it is no longer possible 

to have a matrimonial relationship7• All forms of cruelty invclve 

an element of mental cruelty and is subjective matter. Physical 

cruelty or incidents of domestic violence account for 44% of the 

cases. DCMry, which also includes dorrsstic violence and mental 

cruelty alone account for 15% of the cruelty cases. Dowry, 

--~gnestlc violence, drinking, drug abuse etc can be objectively 

assessed and then mental cruelty can be inferred. The most comnon 

forms of cruelty are domestic violence- (.4~, mental cruelty (41%)J 

drunkenness (33%), dowry problems (15%) etc. 

6. Sudha Vs Mahesh Chand Jharnb Al.R 1987 Del 174. 

7. Ibid. 

'' •. I 
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2. Cruelty In Different Income Groups 

In order~to investigate the relationship of cruelty with 

income group or rathe·r the financial posi tial of the parties it 

was seen that the incioents of c.z:uelty is highest in the income 

Table - 11A 

Cruelty and income group 

Total is. o-Rs. soo Rs. soo- Rs.looo.; Rs.lSoo-
cases Bs.lOOO Rs.1SOO Rs. 2000 

27 a 
30% 

fo 

37" 

7 

26% 

1 

.R.s. 200o
Rs. 2500 

1 

4% 

bracket of B.s. 500/- to Rs. 1000/- at 37% which is folltwed by a 

still lower income group of R.s. 9 to .R.s. 500/- at 30".' cases. The 

income group of Rs. 1000/- to Rs. 1500/- carries 26% cases. The last 

two highest income group of Rs. 1500/- to as. 2000/- and as. 2000/

to B.s. 2500/• have 4% cases each. Thus, the income group belOW' 

Rs. 1500/• register about 93% of cruelty cases. 

Poverty also plays havoc with the family often leading to 

its ~&integration. Lack of money, the constant pressure of --
sunrival lets off raw nerves which lead to tensions, quarrels 

often physical abuse. With the rise in prices, the toll of moderni

sation is that both the spouses be errployed. ~e daily tension of 

reaChing for work in time, the ordeals of daily ccmmuting, work' 
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load and work place irritations and lack of time for each other• • 

company are few of the reasons for cruelty in the_ upper and lower 

incc.me groups. 

3. cruelty And Literacy Rate 

Closely linked with the question of money is the question 

of education. AIJ has already been established earlier, low educa-

tion earns less money. 

Number of 
cases 

27 

Table - llB -0 

·cruelty and literacy 

Illiterate 

3 

11" 

JUnior 
School 

Senior 
school 

College/ 
University 

7 
26% 

The 1lli terate and junior school group together account 

for 44% of cruelty cases. The senior school and the University 

g~oqp together account for 56% of the cases. The income group 

D&·Iow Rs. 1500/- account for about 93% of the cases, and about 

74% cases are recorded upto the senior school gro~. The persons 

in this group w:e caught in the grip of a Vi:-.c±ous economic cycle. 

Many of these persons, if not all, cannot study upto very high 

graae or college/university grade. for reascns of poverty. Agai.Il' 

du~. to low education level, they cannot get into any better pay 

jobs. It is very difficult for this particular strata of society 
I 

to break this rut. For people for whom life itself is a bureen,· . 
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it is of little wonder that they become cruel to each other·· 

w 

4. £!uel ty 1 sex Ratio And Ag'e Factors 

who allege cruelty and what are their age· is another 

question that often intriguEt the mind, some oata relating to this 

shows thata 

Total 
Cases 

27 

Table - llC 

Age and Sex ratio factors in cruelty 

!-len wcmen 

10 17 

37% 63% 

20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 4o-45 45-50 
years years years years years years 

9 

33% 

2 9 

33% 

4 

15% 

2 

7% 

1 

4% 

At the stib divisiuna.l level most of the women (63%) alleged 

cruelty by men whereas lesser men. (37%) allege cruelty to women. 

However the women who have allt:sged cruelty have not approached the 

court and many live in the state of a de facto divorce (as will 

be shown in the subsequent analysis) so at the other levels more 

men allege . c.ruel ty than women. 

'The group that allege cruelty mostly belong (l) to the 

20.25 years, and (2) 30..35 years which together account for about· 

66% cases; the reasons are poles apart. The former grcup is ycung, 

impulsive and immature and are sometimes unintentionally cruel, 

but. the latter is more mature, aware of their rights, their 

:r 
·! 
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discrimination and are cruel scmetimes intentionally and cut of 

frustrations. As the parties age, the un-even .e.dges and creases ~ 

ironed out and adjusted often out of maturity and experience. so 

in the later years unless out of absolute necessity, fewer crue'lty 

cases are filed. 

This situation, will not improve unles~ there is an 

effective law banning dowry torture and domestic viulence. Though 

section 498-A of Indian Penal Code has helped a great deal still 

there is a long way to go. 

D. Desertion 

11 A matrimonial offence seems to me to nean an 

offence against the vows of marriage. 'l'he vows 

of marriage are well known. Desertion is 

certainly an offence ••••••" 

. 8 
Bucknil L.J. 

Of the 46 total cases available, desertion io.::-ms abl ut 2~-' 

of the cases. Desertion actually is the wilful withdraw! of one 

person from the society of another. such withdra:.ial is not a 
0 

withdrawal from a place but withdrawal from a state of t."lings. 

8. Richardson Vs Ric;1ardson (1949} 2 ALL. ER 330 

•t. r 

i. 
·.! 
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1. Desertion - Its different Types 

An analysis of the grounds of desertion is very revealing 

too. Among the subjects interviewed there is onl:.r one case (1~/v) 

Total 
cases 

10 

Table - 12 

Different types of desertion 

Wife driven Wife deceived 
away desertion 

1 2 

Wife 
abandoned 

5 

50>~ 

wife decision 
to leave 

2 

where the wife~ \'las driven away from her house. rn majority cases 

' numbering five in this instance (50>.4) the husband sim£Jl.l lt:..:ft home.· 

The wife was left to fend for herself ana for her domestic liabi

lities. In two cases that of Alpona Mukherjee and ~~eeta Shaha9 

the husband accompanied the wives t9 their parents home vn the 

ostensible ground that they had to 11 recoup" their health ancl then 

never taken back nor accepted them back when they attempted to 

to gack. Leela Haschatak and shephali Das decit..ed that they could 

not endure any more torture and rnisbheaviour and decided to leave. 

Just walking out ccn the family, hcmlG and hearth seems to be the 

easiest solution to the marital conflict for these people. 

9 •. see Appendix 5 



2. Desertion In Different Income Groups 

Whether the income of the parties have anything to do with 

the incidents of desertion is a very vi tal question. 

'1' able - l2A 

Desertion in different income group 

'I'otal 
Cases 

Rs. o- Rs. soa
Rs. 500 Rs.lOOO 

Rs.lOOo- Rs.1500.. 
B.s.l500 Rs. 2000 

Rs. 200o- Rs. 2500.. 
Rs. 2500 Rs. 3000 

Above 

10 4 

40% 

2 

20% 

3 

30% 

Economic strain ur;on -c.he parties are one of the important 

reas<..,ns why desertions take plc:ce frc-m einc.:ng the l<A11er incvme 

group. Data shO\'IS that 40X of the cases are from the inccrre bracket 

of no income to P.s. 500/- per mcnt.~. The i.nccrr.s gr:.. up of R::. 1000/-

to Rs. 1500/- prc;vices 30>~ the case and 20}; case is £rem the lis. 500/

to Rs. 1000/- incc~rre bracket. In ether words 90';.. of the desertion 

cases belong to the income grot.."P of 1~1 income upto P.s. 1500/- • 

While it is t:ruta tnat high educac.ion is not a guarantee for 

high income, low education is often a guarantee for law incume. 

Among the low inccme grvup mc•ney almost al~11ays i;_ a bene of con-

tention. Quarrels, <>misunderstandings, r.e<;lt;;Cts bec,.ne a part of 

the daily life. Desertion appea.rs to be a easy ~-ra:t uut of the 

'· . . ' 
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situation. This not only leads to untold hardships etc, in many 

cases this leads to the parties living _in a state of de facto 

divorce. such persvns are forced to exist in a sort of a linbo, 

they cannot plan their future in terms of marriage and children: 

and if they do they will be guilty of adultery or bigany. Their 

life remains in a state of sus~ended animation. 

3. Desertion And Education 

since it has been hithertofore shown that low education 1 

and 1~1 income gruup are directly related to each other it has 

become imperative to find out the relationship be~~een education 

and deser·tion. 

Total 
Cases 

10 

Table - 12B 

Desertion in different educational group 

Illiterate 

2 

Juz?.ior 
School 

senior 
school 

5 

College/. 
~Jni versity 

1 

Persons with no education to those educated upto senior 

school account for 9~~ oi the desertion cases as also the income 

group of upto Rs. 1500/- • 

While it is \'lrong to suggest that divorce takes place frvm 

arrong the lov;er strata of society, it must also be agreed that· 

they are more susceptible. 

It is said that SlY;.. of the Indian population are below 
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pverty line. If that be t.z:ue. they fo.rm the larger group. \11/ell 

educated people frcrn tne upper echelon of the society also are 
·-· .. (-

highly susceptible to dissolt:tion of marriage but for quite 

d.i:fferent r·easons as has alread.t .r...een discussed earlier under 

this chapter. 

Xhe social strata of this sub division is the sub-urban 

social ,strata. It is the low middle class who are striving to 

beCome rich quickly fonn the majority of ti1e subjects who have 

been studied. They are caugh~ up in the vi-cious.cycle of low 

education. low income. low oceupation. lt is this vi cious circle 

which needs to be broken. Illit0racy or school education can only 

lead to unemployment and low income. LOW incvme and the rising 

family burden leads Y.O the desertion. Deserting spouses often feel 

that life is beginning anew for them. 

4. Lesertion a Age and sex Factors 

!.ike the assessment of any other matrimonial cause the 

"' 
ground of desertion too has to be tested for sex ratio and age 

factors. 

Table - 12C 

Age and sex ratio in desertion 

Total Men wanen 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40..45 
Cases years years years years years 

----------------------------------------·----
10 5 1 

50% 10% 

3 

30% 

2 

2~ 

0 

45-50 
years 

., '! 
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S~fo men ~d 50% women have alleged desertion. Where the 

wife is abandoned she has alleged desertion. But in cases whe.re · 

the women are forced to or tricked into 6esertion it is the rren 

who allege desertion. 

The age groups 25-30 years and 30-35 years record abvut 

60>/o cases. In other words 25-35 years fcrrr. the bulk (60%) of the 

cases. During this age people are fOung, confident and bold enough 

to take a step like desertion. As age increases, strength ebbs 

c:May and people hesitate to take a step like desertion. 

In short, de~ertion means total repudJ.ati.on of marital 

obligation, an end of the two-in-oneship and marital togetnemess 

which is the kernel of marriage. 

until an action is br0ught about, desert~on rernaino an 

inchoate offence that is to say, it can be terminated by tl'l3 

party in desertion by either resuming colabitation or expxessin9 

a specific intention to resume cchabi tation. Desertion is a 

question of fact and often is difficult to establish 1111hich of 

the spouses .are the deserter. 

D. The Proposer, The Petitioner And The Procedure. 

All the cases were not filed before the court even though 

the parties have baen living a separate existence. The data has 

shown that at the district level, those-who. di.d approacn the court, 

did not, and often do not, have the case finally disposed off. 

MOst of the cases are either drcpped for default or dismissed for 
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non prosecution or withdrawn. It was seen that of the 46 cases 

Total 
cases 

46 

Table - 13 

cases in "~-"'hich legal recourse was taken 

Recourse taken 
to law court 

29 

63% 

Law Courts 
not approached 

16 

35"1{. 

Reluctant to 
state 

1 

63% had taken recourse to the law courts, about 3 5% peOple did 

not approach the court and 2% refused to disclose on.y information 
. g 

regarding their suits. The situation further clarifies itself on 

the followinga 

Total 
cases 

46 

Table •14 

De facto - De jure d1 vorce 

Perscns living in 
the state of De facto 
divorce 

26 

57% 

Persons living in the 
state o£ a De jure 
divorce 

20 

43% 

:f the cases that were taken before the court (63",<.), 7% cases 

remained unciecided, by way of dropped for default, disrrd.ssed 

for non prosecution or withdrawn, but couples from cases \tmich 
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remained so unaecided, continued to live separately as if they 

have been divorced. such a state of separation is termed de facto 

divorce here. Per~ns belonging to the category of de facto divorce 

are 57%. Thos persons. whose marital tie has been le9ally dissolved 

through the courts is called De Jure divorce here and they consti-

tute 43%. cases. 

The persLns who had initially approached the court for 

relief were asked who prOposed the idea of divorce. In 52% cases 

Table - 15 

The proposal of the divorce mas made by~ 

Total 
Cases 

29 

The Husband 

15 

52% 

The wife The In-lCMS 

12 2 

41% 7% 

it was found that the husband had first proposed the idea of 

divorce. In 41% cases the first idea of divorce occurred to 

the wife and was ~oposed by her. In 7% cases the idea of divorce 

was mooted by the in-laws. In these 7~v cases, the germ of the 

idea of divorce was planted by a third party, namely the relatives

in-l·CM· But, the question however is who were the actual petitioners? 

en this question the data shows that in keeping with the trends 

found at the national, state, end district leve110• The interesting 

10. see the previous chapters on this issue. 



Total NO. 
of cases 

29 

Table - 16 

The Feti tioner in the cases were 

The husband 

19 

6&.-' 

'l'he wife 

8 

28% 

By mutual 
consent 

2 
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fact is that of.the
0

41% women, who did propose divorce in the 

first plaee, all did not petition for the case. About 14% women 

were proposers of divorce _but not petitioners and their husbands 

pet,:f..tioned on :their beha.l£ that is why, even though there \~ere 

52% men who initially prOposed divorce 6&" ·O'lere actual petitioners, 

which means those women (about 14%) who in the heat of ma.rentary 

passion or on sudden provocation proposed the divorce at the first 

instance, refused t9 petition for divorce later; but in those 14% 

cases the nen did what the t'fomen refused to do, and they petitioned 

for divorce. So in the list of the petitioners the percentage of 

men have risen by 14% and has stOOd at a total of 66%• 

Men, who as a rule in India, are generally moz:e educated 

end better employed than women, who have a bette~ socio-economic 

status do not hesitate to dissolve the marital tie. The women, on 

the other hand who are at a disadvantageous position at all counts-
·' 

do initialty propose divorce (3SO-") 1.mcer grave and sudden provoca

tion and on the heat of passion, but at the time of filing the 
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petition they back off because (1) the concept of marriage ~or an 

average Indian wQnan is still embedded in the ancient socio

cultural and religious mores and (2) even if her concept of 

marriage is on the preper perspective, she ~s. socio-economically 

backward and heavily· dependant on the others for her day to day 

survival. A man has very l~ttle to lose from a broken marriage 

than the woman. A similar trend is reflected at the national state 

and district level. 

~t has alread,i been observed that majority of women earn 

less t!lan Rs. 1500/•, many almost nothing. one question that 

naturally arises is where do these estranged persons live? The 

snswer that the data provides· is that 38'A women have fo$d shelter 

with their parents or ~e natal family end 31% women had their 

personal residence and 14% st~ed at their place of work and 8% 

· in rental accommOdations. About 7o:'" men liyed in their own resi

dence, 200.-' men put up with the~r parents, lOX. in rental accorrmoda

tions and that too"bec.ause they were on transferable jobs. 

Very few women as compared to men could afford their own 

establishments. It cannot but be pointed out here that about 

53% women li v~d away frcm the~r natal £ amily11• Whether they 

received financial or moral support from them is another question 

altogether. What is being pointed out is that on dissolution of 

11. The women who live in persLnal houses (31%), live in rentals 
(&~) and in the place of work (14%) together constitute 53%. 
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Table - 17 

Where do these estranged perscns live? 
•' 

0 

Total Personal Parents Rentals 2nd in-laws Place of work 
Men women Men women Men women Men women .Men worren 

-
46 7 11 2 13 1 3 0 " 0 5 

?a-"' 3·1" 20% 36% 10% 8% ~ 11% ~ 14% 

Total number of men· = 101 Total number of women = 36 
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marriage, as many as 53% women found it d1ff1cult to put up with 

their natal f ami~y. 11% women lived with their second in-laws 
0 

after remarriage. 

At his stage most txf the victims of matrimonial disputes 

are people with children. 56% wonen and 60% men had children. Of 

Table - 18 

Perscns with children 

'.l'otal cases 46 Persons with children Persons without children 

M~n women Men wanen· Men women 
I 

10 36 6 20 4 16 

60% 5&" 4% 44% 

": ... - ---

tbe total 46 cases interviewed 26 of them (57%-} were persons with 

children 4~~ women and 40'~ men were without children. Of the total 

46 cases interviewed 20 persons. (43%) were without children. 

Table - 19 

Maintenance received by and given to w.ife .. and children 

Total cases 46 Maintenance received b~ Maintenance given to 
Men women ~~· Children Wife Children 

10 36 ': 7-(19%) 4 (200~) 0 



af the 36 women interviewed 7 wome:p (19',<.) t'iomen were 
"' 

receiving maintenance from their husbands and of the 20 (56%) 

women with children, 4 of their children (20'/a) were receiving

maintenance from their fathers. Cnly 4 men (4Qc/o) from the total 

men interviewed were paying maintenance to their wives ~d none 

of them were paying any maintenance to their children. 

Table - 20. 

custody of children 

0 
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Persons with children custody with mother custody with father 
Men women 

6 20 

Total 26 persons 

23 

88% 

3 

12% 

Of the total 26 persons with children, 20 (56%) wom~n were 

with children and all had their children with them. Of the 6 

(6~"') men with children, only three (30%) had their children with 

them and the othar three (30"~) had to give the children to their 

wives. In other words of the 26 persons with children, in 23 
' 

eases, in 88'A. cases the mothers or rather the women were the 

custodian parent and 3 (12%) men or fathers were custodian parents. 

The rata of maintenance however is very meagre and 

insufficient. 



Table - 21 

Maintenance received and given 

Maintenance Received bl wives & children 
w fe ¢hi1dieii • 
Lumpsum MOthly Monthly 

R;. 27000 Rs.300/- Rs.300/-

1500,8/- Rs.125 -
Rs-400/- Rse400/- + 

~ 
Rso 400/• 

Rs.150/- Rs.lSO/-

Rs. 200/- - Rs. 300/-

Maintenance 
children 

ii1fe 
Lunpsum 

15000/-

27000 

given to wives & 

Children 
Monthly Monthly 

lCi. 300/-

Rs.30v/-

Where alimony is paid in the lunpsum, the amount is very 

meagre. For exampl4• on receipt of the al!Ir.ony of Rs. 15000/- a 

person may put it in the fix deposit account at the present rate 

of 13% interest thereof• such a person wili be receiving a sum 

of Rs. 1~50/- per year. That persons monthly income then becorres 
" 

Rs. 187.50 per month. However if alimony ls granted in a monthly 

instalment, then the amount is more often ths not, le:&s than 

~ 400/- and often stops altogether. L'1 both the cases the main-

tenance money· is not even worthy of its name. Besides "to..rhere the 

money is to be paid in instalments the avenues for litigations are 

al\'1ays kept alive which does not allow a clean breuk between the 

parties. For instance where the maintenance payable in instalment 

stops alt.ogether1 the wife has to litigate turth;::r to obtain the 

same which results in her harrassment and hardship. In those cases 
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where the instalnents have not stopped, the woman Qannot enter. 

into a relationship t-tith another man, for immediately the pa:yrnent 

will stop on account of her being of bad cr1aracter. In such cases 

the husband enjoys an extended hold upon the wife even after 

divorce. and the wife is really not free from the clutches of her 

fol:llle: husband. 
,...._ ---· 12 In .§....~ Vs Syed Mohammed F ~ it \~as held that main--

tenance means an anount, which should be su_ffici;;::nt to keep the 

body and soul together. It is expected to provide for a standard 

of life wherein the person is expected to keep her body and soul 

together. Which takes within itself not only the expense for food 

and clothing but also the expenses for meeting other necessities 

of life. In Shantilata Pradhan vs !-1rUt".,, .... .j ayco. Pradhan~~ _ i~ was 

held that th~ fixation of maintenance is to be considered along 

with the prevailing cost of living, price of the essenti-'3.1 cormno

dities and the income of the husband. The latter being a cliche. 

The salary of the husband is the most elusive thing in a main- ~ 

tenance suit. 

Therefore, the few W{.lnen who do seek matrimonial Jre~dies 

certainly have little to do with the financial aspect of the 

settlement. dnly in four cases lumpsum monetary settlement was 

made. 'l'he amounts in two instances being Rs. 15000/- and in other 

12. I(1991) D¥C 262. 

13. I(1991} Dl1C 256. 
0 
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two instances .Rs. 27000/- each._ By what standard were these amounts 

fixed is not known. In one case the wife me;-ely accepted what the 

husband offered her thLough his lawyer. In another case, a com-
0 

promise between the parenta of the spouses was reached. In the 

third case the brother of the wife was informed by the lawyer that 

Rs. 15000/- \-Jas the "going raten of lumpsum settlement_ and in the 

last case the ·perscn c0ulc not throw nny li~ht on the mechanics 

of settlement. It is to be noted here that no'V',rhere did t:ne ques

tion of streedhan, joint preperty or marriage expenses figure. 

Neither was the question of alimony expressly debated. All that 

was done wa~ a monetary settlement based on some elusive and 

vague concept of "going rate" was made. 

·It is themfore submitted that sorne subversion of the law 

takes place in the area of dis9ute settlement. o-a the one hand 

by laying down such elaborate grcunds for divorce, matrimonial 

prOc:eedings have been robbed of their simplicity- and on the other 

hand the la1 .!.s rather inadequate regarding the post divorce 

property settlement. 

IV. Attitude To Divorce And Remarriage 

1. Attitude To Divorce 

The attitL<-.:. cf the people to divorce a..'1d remarriage has 

changed over the years. The study of the attitude of the persons 

. is rather revealing. ~e reply to the questio:l t..;hether vne should 

stick to ones 'ittarriage always was very revealing. 



Total 

46 

Total 

~n 

•10 
woman 
•36 
Total 
46 

Table - 22 

Shou~d one retain a marriage at any cost? 

Men 

1 

10% 

Yes 

13 Cll 28% 

women 

12 

33% 

0 

No 

30 == 65% 

Men 

9 

90% 

wonen 

21 

58% 

Not sure 

3 = 7% 

~n vlonen 

3 

8% 
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From the total cases of 46, that is ten men and thirty six 

women, .58% women did not believe that one had to cling on to the 

marriage no matter what hapPened to the marriage or to themselves. 

9~ of the men too did not believe in clinging on to the marriage 

out of the 46 persons in te.rviewed. · 65<-/o did not believe that ·one 

should retain a marriage at any cost, and 28% believed that 

marriage should never be dissolved. A mere 8~;.. women i.e. 7% of 

the sum total of persons interviewed were not sure of their xr.ind. 

Interestingly, those who believe that marriage shculd never 

be dissolved and those who are not sure of it~ all llve separately . . 

'and llve the farce of the oo called marriage. llo .semblence of their 

marriage ex,ist. Justifying their action is beyond them. 'l'hey derive 

a satisfaction on being able to continue in marriage, of being 

a martyr. ·I'hey realise and admit that if a marriage must subsist, 
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if tis wheels of the marriage must turn smoothly. then both the 

spouses have a respo~~ibility to keep the wheel of marriage turning 

to make it survive as an institution. ·£he resultant picture reflects 

a sad truth .that many women even today are embedded in the religio

cultural mores of the medieval society. The social changes have 

not affected them at all • 
.. 
· On the question, 11 lf you did not have the right to divorce, 

do you think you could have reconciled the marriage? The response 

of the persons were as follows& 

Total 

46 

Total --
'10+36 

Table - 23 

If there was no right to divorce Cl. uld you have 
reconciled the marriage? 

Yes No Not sure 

a (17%) 32 (70Yo) 6 (13%) 

Men women Men women· Men 
~ ....... 

3 5 5 27 2 
0 

38% 62% 1&/o 84% 33% 

women ----
3 

50% 

(1) A sur.: total of 7f1Yo persons of which 16% are men and 

84""' are women felt that they had given their best to the marriage; 

and even if there was no opportunity to divorce they cculd not 

have kept their marriage alive. 



(2) 17% people of which 38% are men and 62% are wonen 

felt that the opportunity of divorce made them a little hasty in 

breaking their m~riages. 

(3) About 13% people comprising of 33% men and 50% wonen 

we~ the inevitably confused persons. They were not sure of what 

their action wou16 have been. 

·Zt may be noted here that~ more women (62%) than men (38%) 
,---
felt that in the absence c.f the right to divorce, they could have 

preserved tneir marriage and more women (5~) than men (33%} were 

confused regarding what their course of action wvuld have been. 

'l'his leads one to believe that women are more ccmmittad to the 

marriage and they give their very best to the marriage (i6% men 

and 8 4",{. women). 

Because of this reason greater tragedy is pe-rpc.trated en 

woma1 than on men when s (iivorce. takt::S ple1ce. ~'/omen have the total 

commitm~nt, as sh~ h~s the greatest stake in tha marriage due to 

her soci.o-economic dependence on her husband. A divorce plays the 

greatest. havoc with her life and leaves her em emcticnal wreck. 

All the persons were asked whether divorce law should be 

made mora liberal. 

0 
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Table- 24 

Should Divorce Law be made more liberal? 

Cases <C Yes NO __ _!!~sure _. _____ $uggestions 

46 17 (37%} 4 (9',{.) 25 {54"--'} Men wcmen 

Men women .Men women Y~n women Recognition of 1J· Divorce should 
irretrievable break- not be there at 

6 11 0 4 4 19 down of marriage Q3~~ all a 30" 

35% --- 65% __ ClP,4 __ 1.Q~ ____ l§% ----· _Z(ffo_ 2) Irretrievable 
bre akd.own to be 

out of GO% 31% 0'/o 11% 40% 53% recognised = 45% 
10 nen and 3QG/o 45% 36 women 
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37% people felt that the divorce law should be made more 

liberal. About 7~/o felt that the concept of irretrievable break-

down of marriaQe must be introduced in the divorce law. Only 9'/o 

people felt there was no need to change the existin9 law. women 

' 
alone constituted this group. No man felt that dlvorce law should 

remain as it is. Majority of the people (54~~) ho.vever confessed 

that they had not thou'--ht much about this and were not sure about 

what should be done. There were about l&" men and 7&; .. •...rvmen in 

this group. From among the women who felt tr1at the divorce law 

need not be made liberal, 30% women felt that there shculd not 

have been any provision for divorce in the Hindu law. 

These findi~gs also confirm the followinga-

a. t.here is a general awarenE:ss and accE:ptance amcng the 

Indian wom;n that they are not socio-econcmically strong enough 

to opt for the dissolution of marriage. 

b. Their homing instincts do not cllow thcltl to break 

their homes lightly. 

c. Many women are not aware of their rights in l~·1 and 

therefore are confused regardiny their course of action. 

d. Women are more cautious in nature than men. 

e. Men are less committed to the marriage than wo~n. 

f. Both, r:-..;;r. and women c1o not relish the prospect of a 

--prolonged divorce proceedings, esp~ially so with the wcmE:!n who 

have to face very unpleasant and probing questions during the 

divorce proceedings \thich can be very ernbarras-ing for a wcman. 
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--·· 
so both men and women in mcd ority want to end the proceedings 

quickly and painlessly. 

X~re was a mixed reaction when the question, ugiven the 

same set of circumstances would you go through this experience 

again?11 is sked. It was seen that 

Total 
cases 

46 

Total 
cases 

10+36 

Table - 25 

Given the same set of circumstances would you 
repeat your actions a9iln? 

·Yes No Not sure 
':: 

19 (41%) 13 (2&~} ·15' (33%) 

Men women women Men women 

6' 13 2 11 2 12 

600.4» 36% 20% 31% 20% 33% 

About 6~" rren and 3&" wcmen felt that if history were to 
0 

xepeat itself they would also repeat their action. 'l'hey also· 

constituted 41% of the total group. N:>out 28% pe_ople, that is 200,-{. 

rren and 31% women felt that if they were to be given another 

chance. then they WLUld not go through the painful process again. 

The category o£ the unsure persons were 33% and a total of 20% 

men and 33% wonen. 
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Notably, about 41% person were absolutely certain in their 

minds that they could never have patched up. 'l'hey a£firmed .repe atedl 

that the circumstances leading to divorce was so serious that 

patching up was not possible then, it will not be possible at 

the present time and also will not be possible even in future. 

They were very positive about this •. Mr. Tarun chou0hucy14 asserted 

that if there was no opportunity of divorce, spouses would not rush 

to court for the silliest of the silly reasons and have their 

marriage dissolved. When asked if that woul~ not result in exploi

tation of wo~? he responded that ua little exp1oitation11 would 

be there but how does it matter? In marriage both the spouses 

E!XPloit each other a little. He countered that even with the ri.ght 

to divorce a,re the women not being exploited? 

2. Attitude To Remarriage 

It is neither advisable nor desirable that men and women, 

who have once been divorced should lead their lives unattached 

for the rest of their lives, but the attitude of mind for many 
"' 

women and some "men are to emotionally cling on to their first 

marriage. Prdbir.g in this region of their mind started like this • 

14. An interviewee, see appendix V 



Total 
cases 

46 

Total 
Cases 

10+36 
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Tal:>le - 26 

Are you willing to ~marry? 

Yes NO Already Undecided 
married 

23 (S~~) 7(1~~) 7 (15%) 

Men women Men women Men Wcmen Men women 

7 5 18 

19% 50% 50% 

2 5 1 

10% 

6 

17% 

The group with the negative answer constituted SO'/<. of the 

total group. of ·which SO% were men and 5~;., were women. l.SOA. people 

were already married among whom 20';.. were men and 14% were woman. 
' 

,;~ expressed their willingness to marrJ, 2(}',4. rren and 19"" wonen 

made up this group. 100~ mep and 17"" women consti tt.1ted a group of· 

15% who were not sure about what they -t.r..oul.d do in future. 
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Table- 27 

Should all the divorces remarry? 

"' 
Total Yes No Undecided It is a personal 
cases matter 

46 18 10 9 9 
39% 2~ 20% 20% 

Total Men women Men wanen Men women Men wcmen 
cases 

ManalO 5 13 2 8 l a 2 7 
Woman.36 SO% 3&"' 20""' 22% 10% 22% 200" 19% 

Majority (39',<.} of the men (SO'"} and women (3&,<.) feel that all the 

·divorcees should remarry. 22'" persons have expressed a negative 

opinion of which 20% were men and 22% were women. 

Of the 20"" ~ople who were undecided 10"A» were men and 22% 

women. 200A men and 19'" women constituted a group of 20% who felt 

that the question of remarriage was a person,al question· which is 

to be decided by each according to their inclination and wishes. 

when asked whether they feel they will be able to build a 

better home in future the response was a 

Table -28 

Will this experience help you to build a better 
• home in future? 

~-

~ota.l Yes No Does not arise Not sure 
Cases 

46 22=48% 10=22% 10.=22% 3~~:~7% 

Total Men WOD&.D Man women Men women Men women 
cases 
ManalO 8 14 1 g 1 9 0 " wanena36 eoo" 30% 10% 2~"' 10'/. 20"" 0% 11% 
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Of the ,46 subjects interviewed, 22 (46%} felt that they would 

be able to build a better home, 22% each felt that they would not 

be able to build a better home and the question of building a new 

home does not arise, 7% were not sure as to what they would do. 

In short, most of the people felt that what they had built toge;ther 

did not receive their best, they would be able· to do better in 

future. Almost 60"/o men felt this way. 30% women felt that they 

would b,e able to give more to their future horne. 

It must be pointed out here that when they were asked if 

there was no right to divorce would they have been able to be 

reconciled to the marriage 30% of the men had replied in the 
"' 

affinnative and when asked whether they will be ab~e to bqild 

a better home in future 8{)1,{. men replied in the affirmative. These 

two factors read together V1dicate that most of the men feel, 

rather realise on probing that they have not been able to do 

justice t<? their marriage and what they have learnt from their 

first mistake will help them bUild a better home. Relatively very 

few women feel this way. 

Majority of the women (50'/o) said they will not marry again 

and 39% of them fe!t that they will not be able to build a better 

home in future and the question of remarriage and builcting another 

home did not apply to them at aU. If one were to pro11e for tne 

reason as to why do these women feel the way they do it would be 

found that - (1) those who were with children did not want to 

put their children through another trauma of their remarriage as 

the children had already been through the tensions and trauma of 

I 
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the pre-divorce and divorce tension, and were now adjusting them

salveR in the post-divorce single parent households. Approximately 
. 

. 5&A women are persons with children and 64% are custodian parent. 

(2) ~ bitter experience in a marriage has embittered them for 

life an.d they ere planning a new future and hoping for a better 

life as an individual. There is a realisation that it no longer 

pays to be dependant on others. welfare of the children plays an 

import-ant role in the decision of the men to ~main single. Besides, . 
,~ike wcmen, men enjoy greater social lioerties t-1hen they remain 

unmarried. Most men and women are hence seen1 prefer to remain 

single even tbough 500A men and 36% wemen- f.eel that all divorcees 

should remarry. One bitter experience has permanently turned them 

away from marriage and at least on this point the men and women 

are equal in number albeit for different reasons. 

v. Post Divorce Status And comments 

'l'his was the last part of the examination and the subjects 

were asked to res1Jond to the questions relating to their relation

ship in the wi?er social perspective like their relationship with 

their natal families, what their individual feelings and experience~ 

were. 

a. Post Divorce status 

'l'he question of status is very closely linked with questions 

relating to money matters, independence socicl ~proach which is 

mutually reciprocal between the subject and the society. so, they 

were asked 
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Table • 29 

Have you been able to get back your pre-marriage independence? 

Total Yes NO Not sure 
C<=ses 

46 28m61J' 14-300" 4=S}o" 

Total Men women Men women Men women 
cases 

Mena10 6 22 2 12 2 2 
women-36 

600" 61% 200" 33% 20% &/. 

Of the total 46 persons, 28 persons (6l~o) said that they 

had regained their pre-marriage independence. Among them, 6 persons 

(60'/") were men and 22 persons (61%) were women. All the women 

(61%) felt that their independence was not money related. 'l'hey 

said on that score there was not much difference, especially 

since they were custodian parents, but personally they enjoyed 

greater freedom than wtdle they were married. All the ( 6Qo") men 

said 1-.heir inrlependence was like pre-marriage days both socially 

and economic ally. 

F xorn the total of 46 cases, 14 persons (30%} sai.d that 

they had not regained their pre-marital social and economic status. 

Among this group were 20"'" men. and 33% women •. It must be recalled 

here that 30"" men· are custodian parents and 40".1& of men have to 

bear the cost of alimony and maintenance. About 4 persons (90"} 

out of 46 were not sure what they have lost or gained. Among this 

group are 20% nien and 6% women. 
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'rhe perscns were asked to ponder on the following 

question in retrospect 

Total 
Cases 
Men= 
10 

wcmen 
a36 

':fable - 30 

In retrospect, do you blame any one other than 
your spouse for the divorce. 

Yes 

Men wanen 

8 16 

BO% 44% 

If yes whcm? 

M~n 

1. The adulteroxa 
4 persons 

2. Mother in law= 
1 person 

3e A.l1 in tho 
1 awSa1 person 

4. A third 
persoD;=1person 

o s. Will not 
disclose=l 

person 

No 

women .Men wcmen 

1. sister-in- 2 20 
1aw=2 per- 2 0"" 5&" 

scns 
2. The adul teressc 

4 persons 
3. HY own siste~ 

1 person 
4. MOther-·in-law=-

2 person 
s. MY step brother & 

step mot.heJ::1 
person 

6. Nl'· husk: and 1 s 
friend:::1 person 

7. ·Matemal uncle 
= 1 person 

B. All the in laW= 
4 persons 

-1'6Women 
4~ 

80% men blamed persons other than their wives for the divorce. 

Their list included the adulteror (4 persons=S~~) the mother-in

law (1 person = 13%), all the in-laws (1 person ca 13%) a third 

parson (1 person • 13%) aiW eaa peli'&OD E-i3Sf,) blimed another person . 
but xefused to disclose whom. Sixteen women felt another person 

other than her husb~d was responsible for the divqrce. In the 
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~1st of wanen it was found that 2 women (13) blaned their sisters 

,in_law for the divorce. 4 women (2!7'.4») bl-amed the adulteress for 
.~- . 

the divorce. one perscn ( 6%) blamed her husband's friend, one (&,(.) 

blamed her step brother and step mother, and another (&'") blamed 

her maternal uncle. 2 women (13%) blamed their mother in law and 

4 women (25%) blamed a).l of their in laws for divorce. 

20% men and 56% women blamed their respective spouses alone 

for the divorce. 

All the sUbjects were asked whether they viewed divorce 

as a death of a relationship. 

Total 
cases 

46 

Total 
cases 

Men= 10 
women-36 

Table - 31 
w 

Do you view divorce as a death of a relationship? 

Men 

7 

7~ 

Yes 

26=57% 

women 

19 

53% 

NO 

Men 

3 

30% 

Not~~ 

wcmen women 

15 
42% 

More men (7~) than wcmen (S3r~) regarded divorce as a death_ 

of a relationship. More women (42".4») than men (30%) have a tendency 

to cling on tq the memory of the marriage. It must be recalled that 

about 500.4» wo~n and 50% men said that they were not willing to 

remarry. 6% women were not sure abLut their feelings. 
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In case of men especially those of who must pay alimony 

and maintenance for their wife and children, the question achieving 

pre-marriage economic independence is not always possible, such 

responsibilities also hamper their social liberties and enjoyments, 

women, in the quest of their survival have acquired greater and 

unrestricted freedcm of movement and socialisations. Even though 

most of them are custodian parents the little pittance they are 

able to earn or get as alimony or maintenance add to their indepen-

denCe and strength. 

The fact that more women than men do not believe that 
. 

divorce is a death of a relationship and also that 50".&. women (equal 

with men) refused to remarry shOW' that ~1anen are more sentimental 

in nature than men. Even though they live Beparated and divorced, ,, 

emotionally they remain bound to their marriage .:nd clin~ on to 

the religious, transcendental and traditional be~iefs of marriage. 

'lhe break wi tll the past is not easy for a w~men, it.. is. abe who 

bestows marriage with a sacranental nature by maintaining her 

emotional bondange with the former spouse. 

All the persons were asked what their relationship with 

the.ir family was. 

u 
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Table - 32 

HOW is your relationship with your natal family? 

Total Good Bad Tolerable NO family 

46 32a:a70% 4-9% 6::13" 4-9% 

'lotal 
0 

Men women Men wo~n Men wonen Men ~Jomen 

Mena:alO 10 22 0 4 0 6 0 4 
wome~36 100% 61% 0% 11% ~.4 17% ()<>" 11% 

All the men (10~"J and 22 women (61%) responded that their 

~lationship with their natal family was very good. 11% women 

reported that their relationship with their natal family was bad. 

For 17% women there existed a sort of a tolerable distance and 

11% \'lOmen saiO. they had no fam14ly at all. The total number of 

women who had a bad or tolerable relationship ·.-rith the natal family 

and triose who had no family at all constituted a group of 390"'· 
!- .,.-: 

·It can be seen that a good portion of the wcmen are left to fend 

for the!T!Sel·ves 9.fter divorce and receive no substan"t.icl support 

from the natal or marital families. Men on the other hand enjoy 

a very good relationship with their natal family. 

'l'he perscns interviewed were probed wi t.h the following 

question. 
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Table - 33 

Does your being a divorc:eeaffect tbe marri·age of your siblings 

Total Yes No Do not know Married be£ ore 
me 

46 1·2~ 17=37% 9a2QD" 19= 41% 

Total Men wanen Men wanen .Men wanen Men· women 

-
M=10 0 1 4 13 0 9 6 13 

W=36 3% 40% 28% 00,<. 25% 60% 36"" 

40% men and 2~" women responded with a dt&inite 'No' • 

·Only a lone wcmcn (3%) affirwed that her Oivo.ree had an effect 

upon her sisters marriage,. About 607~ men reported that their 
0 

siblings were married before them. 25'}~ wcmen said -chey did not 

know if their divorce affected their siblings marriage. 36% worrsn 

reported that their siblings were married before them. rn other 

words in majority of the cases the divorce did not. affect the 

marriage of the others in the farnily. The sole exception reported 

was also an exception. It appeared that the groom asked for heavy 

dCMry because he was marrying a divor\:ee 1 s sister and later on the 

poor child ~as burnt to d3ath because the dowry demand could not 

be met fully. 

The next phase of question was whether 

I i 
: I 

! 
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Table - 34 

Does the society stigmatise you for being a divorcee? 

to~ Yes No Do not know 
case 

46 lla24% 32=70% 3=-1% 

Total I-1Sn women Men women Men WQnen 
case 

Men=lO 2 9 8 24 0 3 
WQnen=36 

20" 25% so~ 67% 00~ 8% 

About 80",.4 men and 67% women replied in the neg3tive. 200" men and 

2SOA women felt stigmatised by the society and 8% women replied that 

they did not ~ whether the sociE;:ty stigmatisecl them. 

'l'hose who said that the society dia not stigmatise them 

went a step further and reportea that the society had in fact 
. 

helped them to survive cmd has sympathised with them. Mamata Routh 

and Alpena Hukherjee15 stated that while the society did net 

stign1atise them, they themselves tended to co so as they always 

felt that others were discussing about them. They admitteo that 

they carrit.!d a burden of shame and failure on their shoulder. 

Of the total number of cases interviewed 20>,..(, men and 22% 

woman rema::rieC:oo. lCJlia men had a courtship marriage and 10'/o had 

negotiated marriage. 14% women had courtship marriage and 8% had 

negotiated marriage' 4~ men agreed that they would marry divorced 

15. Interviewees. See Appendix v. 



Total cases 

Men .. 10 

wanen • 36 

Table - 35 

Details of remarriage 

courtship 
marriage 

1 

10% 

Men 

Negotiated 
marriage 

1 

100"' 

women· 

Courtship 
marriage 

5 

14% 
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Negotiated 
marriage 

3 

8% 

women •. others had not proceeded in the direction of remarriage. 

--lOong women, the second marriage was mostly courtship marriage-. 

Though 40% men said that they would not mind marrying a divorcee 

Table - 36 

Is your present spouse a divorcee? 

Number of Cases 

Men-10 

women-36 

Yes 

1 

10% 

Men 

No 

1 

100,4 

women 

Yes 

2 

NO 

6 

17" 

only 100~ had married one·. 6% women had married a divorcee. 
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The comments and suggestions 

. 
The. women were more versatile in their comments and 

suggestions which are self revealing. 2&~ women asserted that 

there shoul~ be job reservation for victims of matrimonial tribu

lations. 'l'here should be a reservation for such victimised women 

like the army men, physically handicaPPed and the members Of the 

0 Table - 37 

comments and suggestions 

Total number of cases 

No comment,s 

Job reservation for divorced women 

shelter for divorced women 

Education and job facilities for the 
children of the divorced women 

Other COIIIllents 

a. . Proceedings to be ·.made easier 

b• Divor~ to be given on a single date 

36 women 

2 (6%) 

9(25%) 

3 (SOA») 

8 (22%) 

14 (390") 

,-~ c~ Irretrievable breakdown to be recognised 

d. Law to be made easier 

e .. Divorce la.r to render greater 
economic security 

scheduled castes and scheduled tribe. such victims, they felt 

that such women would be more hard working than the others. 

It is true that divorced women find it ·hard.to .keep their 

body and soul together, but if this facility or the facility for 

job and education for their children (as requested by 22% women~ ; 
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were to be granted the rate of divorce cases would rise flooding 

the courts. Every married ccuple would want to be divorced just to 

. be able to avail of these two facilities. 

SO" women expressed the need for shelter facilities for 

divorced wanen. such facilities are available in larger towns and 

cities tJ;lan the Siliguri Sub divisional xown. The suggestion for 
~ 

legal changes are more eloquent. Need for greater economic security 

of the divorced women and recognition of ~rretrievable breakdown 

of marriage was expressed. ~ere have been at least three sugges

tions that divorce proceedings should be more relaxed and easier 

and should be concluded in a day. 

-Xhere are, however, some pathetic revealation. At least 

five women confessed that they· did not know of anything called 

divorce. One such lady enquired whether this new system of divorce 

providea bread to the deserted women. When told about her right 
0 

to seek divorce in a court of law, another lady enquired if the pro

cess involved monetary expenditure, when replied in the affirmative, 

she said why should one spend money when one can just stay away? 

But the most astounding incident occurred when a seventeen year 

old victim of matrimonial conflict wisely infor.med the interviewer 

that she knew that the police gave something known as 11 dai vosh" 

(divorceJ to women who wanted to end their marriages. In her case 

the gram panchayat had allowed her to stay away from her husband 

and he.1rs with her parents. A forty year old lady s-aid that she 

preferred the life she led amidst bricks and mortar (she being a 

~~c;o 1 shelper), law making was not her job, it was that of the 

18!11 makers. 
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Three women strongly affirmed their faith in the subsistence 

of marriage. Alpena Mukherjee, a teacher said that a relationship 

cannot and by the scratch of a pen. she said the matter of divorce 

wmt' a material question, but is justice really done? Does one get 

peace of mind where is the justice for all the hurt suffered by 

the respective spouses, she bitterly remarked that justice is not 

just. she said her husband deserted her for another woman, committed 

adultery and then filed a case against her saying she is very cruel 

(allegation of physical and mental cruelty rnacle ). When she contested 

the case and revealed the truth even then oivorce was granted 

ostensibly on the reasoning that in any case she would have to 

live alone it was better to be in de jure divorce than a de facto 

divorce. Who looked at her heart when she wept, what justice is it 

she asked. At SUch emotional moments the cold logic of law becorras 

colder. one is reduced to a helpl~ss spectator. 

The comments of men mostly moved around the benefits 

received by women in a divorce. Bharat Monda! submitted that the 

divorce proceedings must be swift. If the delay is so prolonged 

he felt that justice to parties would be denied. ACcording to him 

the system of permanent alimony should be abolished if the . wife 

is found guilty. Tarua Chouahary contended that the law is not 

applied in practice. He alleged that women are given more advantage 
0 

in a m·atrimonial proceedings. He holds that the judges and political 

leaders are biased towarda women. He hoped that the men will 

gradually rise in the society and form a forum. The television 

sholild be used· as a media to project the "plight of men". Divorce 
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laws must be more liberal and maintenance is to be allowed only 

for a llmited period of time. Expressing the very same sentiments 

Pijush Banerjee• s opinion was that almost all cases are decided in 

favour of women. There must be quick settlement of the case or the 

age of remarriage will be over. Strongly reacting he said it is 

unfair that men should pay wcmen to fight their cases. According 

to him, such payments and prolonged litigations pointed tCM'ards the 

law being biased. He observed that in modern times men and women 

married at an advanced age of above thirty, almost in late thirties. 

If the divorce proceedings are so prolonged, at what age will the 

parties mmarry? -
When asked why so many divorces take place today than the 

earlier times? Jagadish Ch. Ghosh responded saying that the root 

cause was the inability of the people to judge the family with whom 

the alliance is being made. In the modern world he says, no family 

has the knowledge about the other. 'l'his was not so in a village 

system where each family was known to the other and as a result 

he says lesser marriages were on the rock. some of .. the· men felt 

that maintenance must be granted only to the children and not to 

the wife. Sunil Debnath, a person who was deceived into marriage 

with en insane ... woman contended that when a man is trapped into a 
. : 

marriage which was unreasonable, he should not have to pay alimony 

and maintenance to the wife and the custody of the children should 

automatically come to him• · 
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No matter which way c.ne looks the fact remains that men 

and women are different fran each other. The diversities of the 

functions and the role in life and.tha diversities of temperament 

lead to differences in the outlook which cannot be ignored. But 

these are not end cannot be the reasons for putting women under the 

subjection of nsn. A wcman feels a$ keenly, thinks as clearly. as 

a man, she in her sphe .. does work as useful as a man does in his. 

she has as much. right to her freedom to develop her persc..nal,ity to 

the full as a man. When she marries she shculd not become the 

husband's servant but his equal partner. If his work is more impor

tant in the li.fe of the corrmunity then her work is equally irrportant 

both in the comnunity and the family. Neither can do without the 

other, neither is above the other or under the other. They are 

equals. 

SUMMARY 

About seventy c,ne name and addresses of the persc..ns 

WEilR obtained for this chapter• Forty six interviews were used. 

!Q!1 About 54% people were of ~ age group of 25-35 years. ·This 

is an age group when people become matured and set in their think

ing and life style. Besides women, particularly middle class women 

tend to marry in their mid twenties and mid thirties. 

Education, Occupation and Income a Majority o:t the women, about 

6(1;., were found to be educated upto junior school. Of these 600~, 

about 33% woman were illiterate. About 800" men werEf educated 

between senior school to university. Of these, about 50:.4 had reap 
i 
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up"to senior school and abc.ut 300" upto college or university level. 

Remarkably, even the educatico gr"'up of college and university 

shc:w relatively gxeater incicent of divorce. ~Jhile the fo.z:mer 

category of people are more divorce prone due to leek" of exposure •. 

ignorance and stl:Ug,~les Of impoverished life, tne latter group 

frequently resort for divorce due to high aegree of t'lorldly 

exposure enj oye~ by them, theJ.r acute awaren.:;ss regarding their 

right, duty, personal.ity. liberty etc. 

About 80% of tht:: interviewees were fcund to be employed and 

about 2~ unenployed. Al.l th~ men (100%) were employed, about 75% 

wcmen were employed whereas about 25".;{. women were unemployed. 'l'he 

type of employment enjoyed by women were menJ.al workers (e.g. 

house maida• mason's helper) teacher, clerks, beedi workers and 

business. 'l'he type of employment enjoyed by women were business , 

Class IV staff,clerk, driven. etc • About 56% ""omen took up employ

ment after divo.a:ce, 0 19'.;{. women took Up ernplo.trnent after marria.'!:.;e .but 

before divorce. about 26% women were en~loyed even before marriagee 

All the men (100%) we.re enployed even before marriage. 

About 6(fA women earned less than Rs. 1500/- • Of these, 33% 

e~ed less than lis. SOO/-, 2~"- emned somewhere between Rs. 500/

to is. 1000/- and 11% earned between Rs. 1000/- and Rs. 1500/- No 

man eamecl less than Rs. soo/- • ~"lhile SO% man earned between fu". 500/

end Rs. 1500/-~ 50% men eamed more than Rs. 1500/-. 

It has been found that education has a direct bearing en 

J.ncome and enplo:tment. wonen are educationally. OCcupationally and 

financ.t,ally. we alter than men • 

. · 

.. . 
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caste factora Most of the divorce took place frcm among the 

Kayastha caste. This was folla~7ed by the scheduled caste. 

social backgrounda About 33% women and 20% men belonged to the 

1ower middle class, 44% women and 50% men belonged to the comfortable 

middle class and 22% women and 300" men belonged to the affluent 

section of the society. 

Marrie.gea Its nature, type and subsistencea 

About 74" marriages were negotiated marriage and 26% were_, 

courtship marriage. SsP-" marriages were social unregistered marriage, 

11% were registered marriage and about 4% marriages are temple 

marriages. 65% of marriages were dissolved within f~rst five years. 

The result of the majority of the marriage being negotiated, 

social and unregistered, is that many marriages are invalid hence 

null and void due to· its being ~igamous in nature or non fulfilm~nt 

of the essential requirements of a valid marriage. As a result many 

wcmen lose the status of wife and also cannot claim maintenance 
0 

etc under section 121 of cr. P.C. 

Marital conflicta Regarding the grounds of divorce, 59% cases were 

under the ground of cruelty, 41% cases were on adultery and 22% cases 

were on desertion. The remaining grounds like insanity, mutual 

consent, leprosy and irretrievable breakdown of marriage, each 

having less than 10'.-' cases. It must be pointed out he:re that most 

of the women were educationally, financially and occupationally 

backwards and majority of their marriage ended in divorce on the 

ground of cruelt:f. 
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a. Adulteg& 41% cases were an adultery. Of them, 47% are 

bigamy ~d .530J, are extra marital affair. 47% of adultery cases took 

pl·aee in the incane group of Bs. 500/- and less. This group is 

followed by the incc..me gr up of ~ 500/- to Rs. 1000/- with 21% 

cases. Together they constitute 6&.,4 cases. About- 585'o adultery 

cases are from among the illiterate group and junior school group. 

College education group recorded 26% of the cases while 16X cases 

belonged to the income group of more than Rs. 1500/- • Of this 5% 

case belonged to the group earning above Rs. 3000/-. 

1'he comfortable mi6dle class group record lesser cases as 

they are more status conscious arid believe in the traditional fo.Dn 

of respectabill ty. 

" 63% cases were of adultery by men and 3~A cases were of 

adultery by women. About 73% cases were in the ag~ group of 25 

years to 35 years. 

In short adultery high among the education gro~p of illiterate, 

junior school and university level grt...up. Majority of the people 

belong to the age . group of 25 years to 35 years and earn less 

than Rs. 1500/-. 

b. Crueltxa 59';.. cases were filed under cruelty. All forms of 

cruelty involve an element of mental cruelty. Physical cruelty or 
0 . 

incidents of domestic violence acccunt for 44,_~ o£ the cases. Dowry 

violences account for 19",<. cases. Mental cruelty account for 41% 

cases drunkenness 33%, etc. 
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93% cruelty cases are in the income group of less than 

Rs. 150.0/-. 300/o among the illiterate group and 37% among the group 

having an income between Rs. 500/- and Rs. 1000/-, and 2&/o in the 
~ 

income group of Rs. 1000 to Rs. 1500/-. 

56% of the crulety cases are from the higher education group 

of senior school (30%) and college/university education (26%J. The 

lO'der education group account for 44% cases of which il% are from 

the illiterate class and 33% are from the junior school group. 

37% cases of cruelty is by men and 63% cases of crulety by 

women. 33% of the cases are between the age group of 20-25 years 

and 33% between the age grcup of. 30.35 years. The former due to 

their impulsive anc;l immature nature and latter due to their rigid 

ways. 

d. :cesertion 1 There are about 2~/o cases of desertion and it 
_____ ,_ 

occupies third position. In 10'/o cases the wife was driven away from 

home, 20'/o cases the wife was left in her natal family on one pretext 

or another and in 50>-' cases the wife was abandoned by her in laws. 

In 2~ cases the wife decided to leave. 

About 9~ of the cases took place in the income group less 

than Rs. 1500/-. lO'A. cases were recorded in the income group of 

above Rs. 3000/-. 

5'0'/o cases were recorded in the grcup educated upto senior 

·15chool. '!'he reason for this group being more susceptible to 

eesertion is their social ambition and desire. when the find that 

the family is holding them back, they just decided to walk out of 

theiir hane and hearth. 
l ; 
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Desertion is alleged by men and we-men equally, 50',.{. each. 

60',.{. of the cases are from the age gr<..,up of 25 years to 35 years. 

'l'he proposer, the peUtioner and the procedurea 

5?»/o peOple continue to live in a state of de facto divorce 

even though 63% cases have been taken before the court. These 57"/o 

cases are either pending, or have been dropped for non prosecution 

or default. sane have been withdrawn. 'l'he reason could be to save 

the litigation exp6Ilses and also the alimony. In 52% cases the 

husband proposed divorce in 41% cases the wife preposed and in 7% 

cases the in-law proposed the idea of divorce. However, 66% of the 

actu~l petiti<?ners were the husbands. Only in 28~~ cases the wife 

was the actual proposer. In 7% cases, the divorce was by mutual 

consent. 

Residence• About 53% women live away from their natal families ·-
after divorce. 31% live in perscnal residencs, 8"/c live in rented 

accanmodations and 14% in their place of work .. Only 36% women 

lived w~th their natal family. 1~~ women lived with their second 

in-laws. 70'/o men had their own acconmodation, 201~ put up r.-1ith their 

parents and 10>" in rented establishments. 

Children and custod;r and maintenance-a -60%-men and 56% women were 

having children. No men received maintenance. 19}~ women and 20Yo 

children received maintenance. Only 40'-/~ men paid maintenance to· 

their wife. None paid any maintenance .i:Or children. 

88% worren were also custodian parents. Only 12";.. men were 

custodian paren·t.s. 
: ·r 

; 

! i 
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~he rate of maintenance is very small even when paid in 

lumpsum or instaunents. While the lump sum payments are inadequate 

the payments in instalments were- still worse. In the latter case 

there is always the possibility of prolonged litigation when the 

instalments are stopped on silly pretexts. ·rhe husband continue 

to control the wife even after divorce in the latter case. 

Attitude to divorce and remarriage 1 

a. Divorce& 59'Ja women and 90';{. men feel that there is no point in 

c;:.cnt.inuing in an unhappy marriage. However all the 28% peol:.le who 

did not believe in divorce continued to live the life of a divorce~~ 

70X. of the people (16"~ men and 84% women-) -feel tley c-- uld not have 

recc..·nciled their marriages even if the right to divorce was denied 

to them. 

While 54~ people said that they were not sure whether divorce 

laws should be made mo.re liberal or simpler, 37% of them f:alt that 

the divorce laws must be more liberal. 30'/o r.~en and. -45%. wcrren were ·/ 

in favour of irretrievable breakdcwn of marriage. 6~-~ men and 86"" 

women felt that if the circumstances were to be repeated they 

\~ould still act in similar fashion. 

b. Remarriagea 50"/o of the interviewees (50".-{. men and 50'.-{. women) 

were not willing to remarry. 20'.-{. were willing to marry and 15% were 

undecided about it. 39'.-{. (50% men, 36% women) felt that all the 

divorcees should remarry ev~n thogh 50"~ of them had decided 

against it. 48% people (SOX, men and 30% women) felt that this 

experience will help them to build a better home in future. In 

other words \-Iemen give the best to the marriage and cannot do ~tteri 
I 

I 
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in the next but most men ·leam from their mistakes and feel that 

they can do better in future. 

·Post divorce status a About 61% peor.le feel that they have regaiped 

~------------------their pre-marriage independence while the men felt free both 

socially and economically, the feeling of women were related to 

their feeling of social freedGm. 5&~ women blamed their· spouses 

only for their divorce while 44% blamed S·-me third party. 80% 

men blamed third party for divorce while 2()}'., blamed their spouses 

only. 

53% women c.nd 70';;, men viewed divorce as a dealth of a 

relationship while 42% women and 30% men tended to cling on to their 

lost marriages. The sacramen-tal,. transcendental and traditional 

beliefs regarding marriage is preserved in the latter category. 

7~/o of the people shared good relationship with their natal families 

and 37% of them felt that their marriages did not affect the 

marriages of their siblings. 80>/o. men and 67"/o women felt that the 

society did not stigmatise them for their divorce, though some of 

them admitted that ~hey felt a sense of shame and failure. 

Remarriage 1 2~/o men and 22% women were remarried. 10'/c. men and 6% 

women had married civorcees. Among women, seccnd marriages 

were courtship_marriages. Even though 4~/o men had stated that they 

did not mind marrying divorcees, only 1~/o had dane so. 
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suggestion of the interviewees a Both men and woroon spoke in favour 

o~ ~-impllfication of divorce proceedings. Men were in favour of 

speedy settlement of cases and abolition of maintenance, alimony and 

maintenance pendente lite. women \'lantad _job reservations, education 

end job facilities for their children. 

The struggle of women to be equal to men continues, even . 

though the progress is slow. As LOrc_l Denning observed16 

.. The silent progressive march is onh. 

16. Lord Denning "The Due .Process of Law", p. 227, Butter worths 
(1990). 



CHAPTER VIII 

The sequel of Marital Bondagea 

Questions of Maintenance, Custody And PrOperty. 
·.: .-. 

. .... 
Divorce ends the marital tie between the spouses. The matter ·";·. :··: . 

does not end there, the sequel of social consequences begins with 

the .passing of the decree. 'l'he question of maintenance/alimony, 

custody of children and property are raised. The marital tie is 

sevel'ed ceremoniously by a legal sanction but the contact, res-

ponsibilities, continues till the female spouse_gets remarried and 

or the children are grown up adults capable of leading an indepen

dent life. so, the relationship, the h~an bondage continues when 

the legal and sacramental bondage is severed. 

'l'he relief that is given in relation to maintenance, custody 
"' is 

and propertyAknown as ancillary or auxillary relief. This means a 

. subordinate reliaf. It is a relief that grows out of and is auxi

llary to another primary acti-on. such primary actions are resti

tution of conjugal rights, JUdicial separation, Nulli:ty .of marriage 

and Divorce1, but while·granting any other matrimonial relief, for 

instance, declaration of matrimonial status2, ancillazy relief 

cannot be granted under seetion 125. so on the passing of the 

decree of divorce the court may· provide the wife with a order of 

maintenance. or alirno.ray3 , pass orders relating to matters of custody, 

1. sections 9, 10, 11, 12. and 13 of Hindu Marriage Act, 195Se 

2. .Id. Section 11. 

3. Id.- Section 24, 2So 
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ma1n~~e~DC8 and education of children 4 and decide upon the property 

rights of the husband and wife. The last, especially in view of the 

new idea of matrimonial home and the grqwing concept of comnunity 

propertys. 

PAF!r I - MAIN'l'ENANCE/ALIMCNY 

Matrimony creates a number of rights and obligations on the 

part of the spouses against each other, maintenance being one of 

tiaam. A husband is under an obligation to maintain his wife during 

COVerture and even ':UpOn Separation and divorce. 'l'he ancient HindU 

Dharmasastras also recognise this fact and so does all other 

personal laws too. Provision for maintenance is also provided in 

Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1936, applicable to the Parsees, 

The Indian Divorce Act, 1969 ~plicable to the Christians,· provide 

for maintenance 6 • The MUslim Personal Law also makes such provi

sion for the wife for such coverture. The special Marriage Act,_ 
7 

1954 , an optional secular marriage law applicable to persons 

married under it, irrespective of their religion also makes similar 

provisions. However .un~r all these foregoing provisions, a wife 

can claim maintenance from her husband only i£ there is sane 

matrimonial dispute and a petition is filed for some matrimonial 

remedy either by the husband or by the wife. If there is no such 

4. Id. section 26. 

s. Id. section 27 

6. sections 3 9 and 40. 
7. Sections 36 and 37. 

I I 
I· 
I' 

I 
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litigation, she has no right to claim maintenance under the personal 

lBWS• However, exceptionally for a Hindu wif~ a provision for 

separate residence on justifiable grounds while allowing her to 

claim maintenance from her husband without filing a petition for 

matr.imonial dispute is made under the Hindu Adoptions And Main

tenance Act, 19568 
in addition to the Hindu Marriage Act, 195SS: 

Apart from these personal laws, section 125 of the Code 

of the Criminal Procedure, 19fJ3 provides for maintenance to a 

wife irrespective of :re1igicn10• The object of this provision areJ 

1 41 to provide a speedier remedy. 

2. to avoid va~rancy and destitution of indigent persona11 • 

It is abundantly clear that this is a special provision 

designed for the protection of the women who suffer due to the 

anissions and conn:issions of her husband who is well off and 

possesses sufficient means12• 

There is no condition precedent of ptnding matrimonial 

petition in the court to avail the remedy under section 125. ~at 

a. section 18. 

g,_ sec::tion 24 and 25. 

10• ~ter the decision of Moharrmed Ahmed Khan vs shahbano AIR 1985 
.... SC;f 495 which laid dCMn tbat a persons Ol5ligation to maintain 

.. ·~--spouse is founded upon the individuals obligation to 
,; · /fQCJ.ety to prevent vagrancy and destitution. The moral edict 

'~~f ·lew and moral! ty cannot be clubbed with religion, the muslim 
·fundamentalists pressured the government for the exclusion 
of muslim women from the ambit of section 125. In the year 
1986, as a result of violent agitation, and amidst protest 
from the non fundamentalists the Muslim women (Protection of 
RightS on Divorce) Act was passed• 

11. Bhagwan Dutt Vs Kamala Devi AIR 1975 sc 83 

12• Gupteshwar Pandey vs Ram Piari Am 1971 Pat 1816 
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~s requ~red to be proved for application of section 125 is a (1) 

husband •as sufficient means (2) neglects or refuses to maintain 

his wife (3) wife who is unable to maintain herself, the wife may 

then claim ma.1ntenance
13 

e 

The right of tl')e wanan to claim maintenance is a right 

which has. been recognised under various laws. Each of these fore

going provisions are indepenaent of each other. The claim unaer 

one law does not fomclose her right under another law. Therefore, 

a wife may claim maintenance both under the personal laws and the 

secular law of the Criminal Procedure Code. However, a court may 

give regard to an order of maintenance of any other court, at the 

tiJ1r!t ~ .quantifying the amount of maintenance. Thus the right is 

e~;e<l. hut the quantum may vary-. ThJ.s right to maintenance, in 
·.· .. 

a tl!'.ew' i~ ~-right to life or right to survival Of a wife. 
... ·.:~{~;.~:-~?::;<.{~;·.~·:~· : : . 

. ·.:o :::;::.:w~n are not objects of charity and should never be treated 

ao. The judiciary has begun to realise that women are no longer 

going to be satisfied of being treated as beneficiaries of welfare 

doles but wish to be actively involved in the development process 

of the country14• Yet unfortunately among the neglected section 

of the society wo~ form a bulk15, they have a low socio-economic 

status in the society which forces the legiilature to provide special 

13• Jaya sa.gaae •polygamy And woman's Right of Maintenance1 
survey of Judicial Decisions• 31 J.I.L.I. (1989) 345~ 

~ 

14. Lotika Sarkar, •women and the Law", XXI ASIL (1985) P• 495. 

15. P9onanmal Vs union of India AIR 1985 SC 1196o 
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protection to them 1n the form of maintenance. women who are 

not job sldlled suffer most, especially if the husband was good 

proviaer and the woman is a custodian parent. Maintenance paynents 

axe less than full salary and often inadequate for bare subsis-

.~~ and in reality the women have been made to. depend on the 

welf~ doles of her husband. 

·<· 
%. ALIMONY/MAIN'l'ENANCE IN ANCIEN'l' HINDU LAW 

According to the Dharmasastras, the wife has a right of 

residence with the husband and she is further entitled to be 

maintained by her husband. 

Manu. says that if 8: man does anything for the sake of his 

happiness in another world, to the detriment of all those whcm 

. he is bound to m~ntain, that produces evil results for hin. both 

while he lives and when he is dead16• He further adds that aged 

parents, a virtuoy.s wife, an infant son must be maintained even 

by doing a hundl:ed misdeeds17• A female outcast shall be given 

clothes, food, drink etc and they shall live close to the family 

housa18• Neither a mother, nor a father, nor a wife, nor a son 

shall be cast offt he who casts tbam off unless guilty of a crime 

causing loss of Caste, Shall be fined Six hundred panas19 e 

·16. Manu ·xi. 10 • G. Buhler, sacred Books of the East Vol xxv, 
'lbe Laws of Manu. Motilal Banarasidas (1964)e 

17. Manu XI. ·10.1, Kullakabhatta Virc:hitaya Manusmriti Ed. 
Aeharya Jagdishlal Shastri, Motilal Banarasidas (1983). 

Q 

18. Manu.XI.189 op. cit. Buhler. 

19& Manu VIII. 389 op. cit. Buhler. 
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Ya.jnavalkya requires a husband to maintain his wife whom he has 

superseded other wise he would be guilty of a great sin20 • If a 

man abandons his wife who was obedient, dilig<:nt1 the mother of 

a son and agreeable in speech, he was to be made to give one third of 
lf 

his property to the wife, but he had no property, he had· to maintain 
" 

ACcording to Kautilya when maintenance is not payable at 

stipulated interv~s of time the husband shall give the necessary 
. . 

food and clothing ac:cordin~ to the dependents or more in a generous 

measure. If payable at stipulated intervals of tima 6 he shall 
. 

calculate the same and pay 1n instalments. And also in case she 

has not received a dowry, a woman•s prOperty and compensation for 
.22. 

supersession, the same procedure shall be followed. 

Bharmanya23 seems clearly to rr.ean allowance- given for the 

maintenance of a wife separated from the husband-anirdishtakala24 

the time for which is not stated seems to refer to alimony paid 

in one lunpsum, whJ.le"NirdishtakaJ.25 seems to be that paid in 

20. Yajnavalkya I. 74 YHinavBl!tya smriti. Translated by west & 
Buhler, Digest of dU_ Law 3rd EO: 1884. Oxford University 
Press. 

21~ Yajnaval~a I~ 76 op. cit West & Buhler. 

22. Bharmanyam Nirdishtakalayam Grasachhadanam Vaadahikam 
Yetha purusha paripapam sarvashesham daddat (3) Nirdishta 
Kalayam tadev sakhyay bandham cha daddat (4) ShuJ)ka stree 
dhanadhi Vedanikanamana dane cha (S) Kautilya Arthashastra, 
3.3.3. S R.P.Kangle, The Kautilla Arthasastr~ Part I, II, 
2nd Edition Bombay University 1972) 

23. Ibid~ 

24~ Ibid~ 

25~ Ibid. 
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instalments at stated times e In other words, Kaut.ilya makes pro-

vis.ion for lumpsum alimony or ~aintenance as well as in instal

ments. The word grasachhadanam26 means (food and clothing) mainte-

nance. 

Kautilya further enjoins, if a person with means does not 

maintain his children and wife, h.is brothers who have not come of 

age and his urunarried and widowed sisters, a fine of twelve panas 

shall be inposed except when these have become outcastes wit.h the 
0 

27 exception of the mother • If one J:enounces home to become an 

ascetic without providing for his son and wife, the lowest fine 

for violence shall be irrposed also if one induces a woman to 

renounce home 28 • -

While 1-1anu stipulates that an outcast woman29 should be 

provided with a starvation allowance, Kautilya exempts a man frcm 

the provision of maintenance if his wife has become an out vast. 

Yajnavalkya declares that an adulterous wbman should be deprived 

of her authority over servants etc, should be made to wear dirty 

clo~e, should ~ given food just sufficient to enable her to 

live~ .;~hould be treated with scorn, made to lie em the ground. If 
. •'".j•"• •• 

she· eouceives from adulterous intercourse she is to be abandaWd30• 
. ~ ,:.· ·_;.·:: ,. . . 

' ' 

26• Ibid. 
27. Id at 2.,1. 28 

28• Id·• at 2.1.29 
29. Supra note 21. 

30• Yajnavalkya 1. 70, 72, op. cit. west & Buhler. 
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such abandonment consists in not allowing her to participate in 
0 

religious rites, but she should not be cast off on the streets, 

she is to be kept apart in a guarded room and to be given £ood and 

garrnent31• Manu has contradicted himself from verse XX. 189 when 

he states that i£ a wife, proud of the greatness of her relatives 

or o.f her own excellence, violates the duty which she owes to her 

lor~ the king shall_ cause her to be devoured by dogs in a place 

frequented by many
32• And again contradicts by laying down that the 

husband shoulc confine an exceedingly corrupt wife to one roam and 

caqpel her ·to perform the ,t::enance3~. 

- .. ":. ~ 
The requ.i.rement of penan~ is laid down in Veda-Vyas II 

t9.-so~~-.:~d also in Parasha.ra IV. 2o35• 

P.v.; .JC~l6 arrives at the following propositions. 

1. The.re is no absolute right of abandonment 'bY 
the husband on the ground of adultez;y. 

2. Adultery is a minor sin and can be atcned for by 
the wife through penance. 

·3. Till she undergo~s penance she is to be provided 
with a bare subsistence maintenance. 

4. Wi*es who are not guilty of adulterous and .corrupt 
acts are to be maintained. 

---------------------
31. Id. III. 297 

32~ Manu VIII.371~op• cit. Buhler. 

33. Ide XI.177. 

34. Vedavyas Bharatdharma, Mahamandal sast.r.a Publisher 1923. 

35. MaOhavacharya, Parasara Smriti, ASiatic Society 1973. 

36. P. v. Kane, History of Dhaonashastras, p. 575, Bhandarkar 
Oriental ResearCh Instlture. 
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The concept of mai.ntenance from the ancient times is a 

hyp.roc.racy, for no maintenance has really ever helped to maintain 

women. Behind the mask of the glowing tribute paid to the wcmen 

in ~ Ciharmasastra there was an under current of hatred, neglect, 

cqa.~pt. This duplicity of the dharmasastra in later years has 
',. ··. . 

helped to bring about social casuistry and degradation. As a msult 

the wo~n for century .after century have been doomed to be illl-

terate, ignorant inhabitants of the. darkness and then like a great 

nessiah law and religion have maae them the objects of charitable 

doles and reduced them to begging. 

II. ALIMONY OR MAINTENANCE IN THE MODERN HINDU LAW 

The word alimony is de;r:ived from the latin word alimonia 

and the french wo,Fd ~· It means sustenance. ·rhat is living 

maJ.ntenance, an Allowance maae to a woman for her support by a 

man pending or after her _legal separation or divorce from him. 

Maintenance means upkeep, support37 o 

The concept of alimony or maintenance therefore indicates 

the principle of sustaining the life of a wanan who is in the 

process of being divorced or separated or has already been legally 

separated or di vo.J:Ced. When alimony is paid to the spouse when they 

cu:e in the process of being separated or divorced it is known as 

maintenance pendente ~ite. when after the divorce or legal separa

tion the husband by a court order pays an allONance to the wife 

37. websters New Colleg:late Dictionar1, Gand c I-1irriam and co. 
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it is called pe.rmanent alimony. such payments are generally res

tricted to money, but under special circumstances it may be an 

allowance out of the spouses estate38 • 'l'he above terms-· are no 

longer used in matrimonial causes iri .. England and is replaced by 

maintenance pending suit and pelJllanent financial provision the~ 

after39
e -:: 

An unique feature of the modern Hindu law is that even a 

husband can be a claimant of alimony from the wife under special 

circumstances. A Hindu woman may claim maintenance both under the 

Hindu and the Criminal Law. 

Ae Maintenance/Alimony Pendente lite40• 

In Mythili Raman Vs Capt x.x. Raman41 it has been pointe.d 

out that the object of maintenanel!! pendente lite under SGction 24 

is to provide funds to the needy spouse to prosecute the proceedings 

and to maintain h.im of herself. It has been observed in Hema vs -
Lakshmana Bhat42 that by extending the relief to either of the 

spouses a concept of equality ·has been introduced. In deciding the 

application under s. 24 of the ACt, the court has to act in accord

ance with sound judicial principles and cannot act in an arbitrary . 

38~ Blac~ Law Dictionary. 

39. Jowittis Dictionary of English Law, Burtterworths. 

40·· section 24 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 states that -
Where .1n any proceeding under ttds Act .it appears to the 
court that either the wife or the husband, as the case may be, 
has no ineepeneent income sufficient for her or h.is suppoJ;t 

/ end· the necessar:y expenses of the proceeding, · it may, on the 
·.-.:.~.·-epplication of the wife or the husband, order the responcent 
· , ... pay to the petitioner the expenses of the proceeding, and 

mont:hly during the proceeding such sum as, having regard· to 
'.: t:he pet! t.ioner' s own income and the income of the respondent, 
· it may seem to the court to be reasonablee 

41. ~R 1976 Mad 260o 
42. AIR 1986 leU 130. 
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fashion to the prejudice of either of the parties. 

1. The claimant 

In Pradeep KUmar Kapur Vs Shailaja43 , D.P. Wadhwa J• 

laid down the following principi:es which were stated to ba .relevant 

in deciding a case of maintenance pendente lite undciir s. 24 o£ 

the Act. 
0 

1., Position and status of the parties .. 

2. Reasonable wants of the claimant (towares .food, 
i 

clothing, shelter, medical attendan~, tre-atment 

education etc.) 

3. Income of the claimant 

4. Income of the Opposite Party. 

5. Depenc:Snts of the Opposite Party. 

'l'he court is not expected to adopt a mechanical approach while 

interpreting the provisions of law incorporating provisions and 

pR,nciples of social justice like s. 24 of the Act44., The discre

t!Oft., .tha~ is vested in the courts must be exercised on sound lega1 
: "' .. : .. " 

, p~CJP~• They are 1 

. a. Whether the applicant is being supported by 811 
aclulteror1 

b. Whether the respondant has sufficient means. The fact 
that the claimant is being maintained by the natal 

family or friends is no S;round for rejecting the claim 

of maintenance45 pendente lite. 

43. AIR 1989 Del 10. 

44. Ibid. 

IS. Balti DeXi Va Chhotelal II (1986) DMC 248. 
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The wo.rd "sufficient means" _can only be construed to mean whether 

the claimant has any independent incorr.e for !U.s or her support. 

The word "sufficient" in collocation of the words "sufficient 

means11 for his or her support is significant. sufficient here is not 

some. It means that the income of the applicaau should be such that 

would be sufficient for a nor.mal person for his or her sustenance 

as well as to meet the necessary expenses of the proceedings 46• 

Maintenance means an anount which should be sufficient to meet body 

._ .e,lld .. ~ul together. This taltes within itself not_ ·only the expenses 
... ·· ':' .. ·:· 
·.·. _-. 

·of ;food and clothing but also e.xr;enses involved in meeting the 
. . . '~· .. ; .... · 

-~~~ee.t:t.i,.es of life47• If a party approaches the Civil court -after 

maintenance is granted under Section 125 cf the Code of Criminal 

Procedure and gets a decree of maintenance then the decree of the 

Civil Court prevails48• The existing order granting maintenance · 

under section 24 of the Hindu Marriage Act dces not operate as a 

49 bar to granting further maintenance pendente ~ te • It must also 

be noted here that section 25 of the Hindu Marriage· A~t dealing 

with permanent alimony requires the court to have regard to the 

income and other property of the spouses. section 24 refe.rs only 

to 'the income anP. not the other property. so in the case of alimony 

46. 

47. 
48. 

Krishnapriya Mohapatra vs Bira Krishna MOhapatra II (1986) 
we 96 _ 
Ku Sab§ Vs Sye:d I'Jhd Fazi~ I (1991) DMC 262. 

Chimata Magaratnamma Vs Chimata Nathaniel I (1991) DMC 459o 

49. Manab alias Manabendra Burman Vs suvadra alias swati Burman 
l tl§§i) DMC 465. 
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pe~te . 11 te • other property of the spouses are pot matters of 

J~c=~.fiil considerations 50. 'I'he word sufficient and the question of 
. -:· . -:!.~.; •. . 

qu~~ ·involved in it must be evalued and judged depending upon 

the facts o£ each easee 

When the claimant (the ar,.,-plicant spouse} is possessed of 

sufficient means the claimant does not become entitled to the 

maintenance pendente lite nor the cost of the litigation. In 

suresh Kumar Vs Kamalj it Kaur51 the wife applied for maintenance 

pendente lite against her husband, son of late Babu Jagjiban Ran. 

The court found that she had a substantial income through corrpany 

share and declined her claim for maintenance pendente lite. The 

property of the wife under a litigation considered for judging if 
~ 

she has independent incoma to support her. In Premnath sarwan Vs 

52 
Premlata sarwan • the wi£e had received scme property by way of 

a will and it was under litigation with her brothere The court held 

that such pr~erty·could not be considered for judging if the wi£e 

had an independent income to suppoxt her and further held that 

concealment of such incc...me in a petition for alimony pendente lite 

by the wife was not fatal to the suit. The x·elief for alimony 

penaente lite can be awal:Cled even if an abjec::tion as tc. juris

diction is raised pr~vided the court has a prima facie jurisdic

tion 53• 

50. Supra ndta 44. 

51. (1985) l current Civil Cases 574. 

5~. II (1986} DMC 214 

53. surendra Kumar ASthana Vs Kamlesh ASthana 
AIR 1974 All 110. 
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There has been a controversy regarding the language of 

section 24 where in it was stated -that •. •• ••• order the respcn-

dent to pay the _petitioner the expenses of the proceedings11
• The 

controversy for~the first time arose in Rameshwar Nath Gupta VS 

Kanta Devi 54 • The husband had brought a. suit for dis sol uti on 

of marriage. 'I'he wife countered with a petition for maintenance 

pendente lite. The District Judge directed the husband to pay. 

The husband contended before the High Court stating that the 

District Judge had erred as he was the petitioner in the primary 

suit that is the S\.it ~or divorce .The Punjab High Court held that 

the husband• s contention is withcut any force. 'l'he expressions 

"Peti~ioner' and .. respondent• that appear in section 24 is clearly · 

in connection wj,th ~ application under s. 24 and not in connection. 

with the primary suit for matrimonial relief. This view w~ accepted 

by the High courts of Allahabad 55, Bon'bay56 Mysore57., 

2. The stage at which the claim is to be made. 

An application under s. 24 is to be made as soon as possible 

after the service of the notice, other wise a presumption may be 

pleaded that the claimant was able to support himself or herself 

u~ AIR 1957 PUnJ as. 
55• RaJ Kumari VB 'l'arlok Singh· AIR 1959 All ·6~8. 

56•:~ Kamala vs shama Rupchand AIR 1958 Ban 466. 
57;~··NanJpppa Vs Vimala Devi AIR 1957 Mys 44 • 
. ~ . ' : 
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for so long that the claim is futile. It is not necessary that 

he/she file her written statement first and then file an application 
sa 

for maintenance pendente lite and cost of the lit.igaticus • -It 

is now wel - settled that an· application under section 24 must be 

aetermined before deciding the main petition and promptly too, 
0 

otheJ:Wise the very purpose of section 24 is defeated. 'I'he juris

diction to grant maintenance arises as soon as any preceding are 

instituted under the Hindu Marriage Act 59 • Failure of the apPlicant 

to file an affidavit in support of the petition for alimony is not 

material60• 

3. Grant of the claim - Discretion of the court 

An order fixing maintenance pendente lite under section 24 

containing neither f~cts nor grounds is not an order in the eye 

of the .law. Order of maintenance pendente lite when not supported 

)!)r_.-~eaaon and does not diacuss the pros and cons of the rival 

· ver•'9P ~f the pa.rt.ies relating to quantum of income of husband 

• ·Oraer is lieble to be set aside61 .. A order £or maintenance 

58. Latika Ghosh Vs Nirmal Kumar Ghosh .AIR 1968 Cal 68 1 Anjli 
ArUn K\llnar AIR 1981 All 178. 

59. Arati Sin h Vs Lt Col. Kanwar P81 Singh AIR 1977 Del- 76; 
Ra incer Mahendroo vs Madhurima Mahendroo 1978 HLR 851 
Kr s a Devi vs Karam Chand l978 HLR 177. 

60. c. B. 'I'oshi vs Gangabai Am 1980 All 130. 

61. salish Bindra vs surJeet Singh Bindra AIR 1977 Punj 3831 
Khiteshwar Phukan vs soowaia Gogoi AIR 1984 NOC 307 (Gau), 
Pala~ar8mbil Velaypdhan Vs Palaparambil Devald AIR l985 
NOC § (I<er). · 
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pendente lite must be a speaking order which means it must contain 

a statement regarding what has led to the decision and set out the 

finding and s:easoning of that • 'l'he discret-ion that is vested in 

the courts is to be exercised on sound legal princip~es and not on 

caprice or hwnour. An order is a reasonable order which takes into 

consideration the various circumstances. In the body of the section 

only 'the word "support" is used and not standard or status. It- is 

q~ear -.~at the court must keep in the view that one of the parties 
-~ .... 

cannot. live like a lora and the other like a maid or one cannot .. · .. . . 

live like a princess and the other like a servant. There must be 

scma balance. one cannot be living in penury while the other lives 

in grand style. The object of· the section is to provide the weaker. 

party financially as a matrimonial litigation is not only galling 

but expensive and time consuming also62• 

4. Comrr.encement1 Duration And auantum 
--

The use of the word "•••• during the proceeding •••• " 

suggests that an order for maintenance pendente lite can be made 

operative from th~ date of institution of the original proceeding 

and not necessarily the date of making of application for main

tenance pendente lite63 • Even when alimony pendente lite is claimed 

62o Preeti Vs Ravindra Kumar Shatma AIR 1979 All 29. 

63. sameer Kumar Bannerjee vs Sujata BannerJee 70 CWN 633, 
Radha l<umari vs K,M.I<, Nair AIR 1983 Ker 139. 

u 
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in. -~'el· against the decision of the main proceeding it may be · 

oraexad fJ:om the date of receipt of original proceeding in trial 

court64 • In Shobhana sen Vs ~\mar sen 65 the husband conmenced a 

matrimonial proceeding against the wife. The notice of the procee

ding was served on the wife on the second day of February 1956. 

The wife applied for maintenance pendente lite en the first day 

of March, 1956. The ~pellate court allowed her to rece~ve· the 

maintenance from the date of the. commencement of the primary 

matrimonial proceeding. A well knCMn principle of law is that 

maintenance penden"tce lite must be granted from the date of comnence-. ' 

ment of the principal matrimonial proceeding. 

After the termination of the primary proceeding maintenance 

pendente lite ceases to be operative. so, before proceeding with 

the application for maintenance pendente lite, if the primary 

proceeding is dismissed, then the apPlication for maintenance 

pendente lite cannot be pressed66• However it has been recognised 

that expeditious disposal of apPlication u/s 24 is desirable 

so that the wife is not deprived of her right to alimony pendente 

lite and litigation ex~enses merely because husbands petition for 

64. Nalini vs velu AIR 1984 Ker 214. -
65. AIR 1959 Cel 455. 

66. Chitra .tekha \Ts RanJeet Rai AIR 1977 Del 1761 Lr. Tarlochan 
'S"Li'ijh Vs Mohincer Kaur AJ:R1963 l?Unj 249e 

I 
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matrimonial relief has been unconditionally withdrawn67 or whem the 

outcome of the primaey suit has been determined by way of dismissal 
w 

by consent, dismissal at hearing, abatement, the pronouncement of 

a decree for judicial separation or makin-;, absolute a decree nisi 

at divorce or nullity. But if the claimant is found guilty of 

adultery the order does not cease autcmatiaally. If an appeal is 

preferred on the issue, the ·appellate court may order maintenance 

pendente lite during the pendency of the apPeal~ 

Disposal of petition for interim maintenance after th$ 

disposal of the primary suit for matrimonial relief is wrong. 

Disposal of the application for alimony pendente lite by the 
" 

Sal'IWS judgement of the primary suit of matrimonial relief is also 

not cor.z:ect. The court cannot mix up matters and postpone the 

petition for ancillary relief till the principal suit is decided 

on merits68• such petitions should of necessity be disposed off 

before the disposal of .the primary suit69• G.vanting ex parte decree . 

without adjudicating the petiticn of interim alimony and litigation 

expenses is not proper7°. 

67. Bhanwarlal vs Kamala Am 1983 Raj 229 sohanlal vs Kamlesh 
i (1§85) DMC. 215. 

68·· Chagganlal VS Shikha Devi AIR 1975 Raj B. 

6J• Bhmwarlal vs Kamala AIR 1983 Raj 229"' 

70. Meena DeshpancS vs Prakash AIR 1983 Born 409. 
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A slightly different view has emerged from a series o.f 

cases. In .Nnrik sing}) vs Narinder Kaur71 the application ubder 

section 24 was filed on 27.2.1978. The primary suit for judicial 
0 

separation was concluded on 25.9.1978, but the application Under 

section 24 was allowed on 12.10.1978. The order was held to be 

valid. In a subsequent case, again in Punjab High Court72 , the wife 

filed a restitution petition as a primary suit for matrimonial 

relief on 28.1.1978, she filed the petition for ancillary relief 

for maintenance pendente lite and litigation expenses on 31.1.1978. 

The restitution suit was decreed in her favour in September 1979 

but tha petition under section 24 was allowed to continue. The 

appel-late court held the order to be valid as the order could be 

given the retrospective effect from the date of main petition till 

-the c~glusion of the proceedings. The appellate court in this 

caaO. ·_iu~~~la1d down that even after the main petition for relief 

like restitution of conjugal rights, judicial separation, annU:lment 

or divorce has been disposed off the court can award maintenance 

pendente lite and the liability to pay continues so long as the 

petition for maintenance pendente lite is pending. 

'l'he gist of the ratio in Sudarshan Kumars case is that 

a spouse. even if he/she institutes the primary suit for matri

monial relief may fight the suit On the strength of the finance 

71. AIR 1979 PUnj ill. 

72. Sudarshan Kumar Vs Deepak AIR 1981 ~J?unj 306. 
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p~J.Qed by the other spouse, and that includes even the proceeding 

for obtaining such finance. sohanlal vs Kamlesh73 made an inprove

ment on this situation. It laid down that even if the main suit is 

finally decided, if the suit under section 24 is pending,. it can· 

continue. It held that there is no justification· for not awarding · 

maintenance pendente lite to the wife beyond the c_onclusion of 

the main petition till the proceeding for ancillary relief is 

finalised. 

Regarding the quantum of maintenance to be awarded it has 
. 74 

been laid down in M'Ukan Kanwar Vs Ajeet Chand that in the 

absence of special circUmstances maintenance shall be allowed at 

· i/BIIh of the net income of the respondent of the petition for 

maintenance penaente lite· after deduction .of income tax and 

provi~nt. fund. However· there is no hard and fast rule regarding 

the fixing of' the. quantum of maintenance pendente lite75• In 

' ... - .. 

P. Padmavati AJrma vs K.G. Gopinath N ayar76 it· was held that~ . if. 

there are no dependents of the husband,. the wife. being ardhangani. 

is certainly entitled to receive half of. the salary of the husband. 
0 

But -.here dependentD are there then the total salary of the husband 

has to be divided amOngst those dependents and some amount has 

,also to be .z:ese.J:V:ed fo:i: uncertainity. 

73e AIR 1984 PUnj 332e 

74. AIR 1958 Raj 322 

75. Hema vs Lakshman Bhat AIR 1986 Ker 288 

76. 1 (1991) DMC 463. 
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The main principle which the court should bear in mind 

while awarding maintenance pendente lite is that the order should 

not become a punishment. A lOVI paid servant should not be allCMed 

to part a lions share from his income either towards interim 

maintenance or towards costs 77• Instead of a mechanical: _,a.pp.z:o ach 

the cc.urt should take a practical vi8W of th...; prevailing situation 

and try to do justice to the parties involved. 'lhe court can also 

vary the quantum of maintenance £rem time to time according to 
':: 78 

the change in the circumstances • The quantum of maintenance to a 

wife cannot be reducac! because of her residing with her natal 

family and she cannot be paid mQre than she craves for. 

77. veer a Gowda vs susheelamma (1977) 1 Kant LJ 2288. 

78. Devki Vs ... Pu...;;;;o;;.ru.-.s-..o.-.t .... ~ AIR 1973 Raj 2. 
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B. Permanent ~aintenance/Alimon;t79 

Maintenance of a wife by her husband is a personal 

obligation which is an matrimonial status created by a Hindu 

Marriage. Even where the wife was residing with her parents on 

account of her irmtaturity during the- days whe·n child marriages 

were common, the parents could maintain her at their own cost 

out of affection for the child or as a social duty but under the 

law they could if they so desired demand an allowance for her 

maintenance from the husaand, and he was bound to maintain her or 

keep her under his roof as a matter of his right. 

79. section 25, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, 
1) AnY ccurt exercising jurisdiction uncer this Act may, at 

the tim& of passing any deCree or at any time subsequent 
thereto, on application made to it fer th;;;:; purpose by 
either the wife or· the husband, as the case may be, order 

. that the respondent shall pay to the applicant for her or 
his maintenance and support such gross sum or such mODthly 
OJ: periodical sum for a term not exceeding the life of the 
applicant aa, having regard to the respondent• s own inccme 
and other property, if "any, the inccme and other property 
of the applicant~ the conduct of the parties and other 
circumstances of the case, it may seem to the court to be 
just. and any such payment may be secured, if necessary, 
bJ' a charge on the immovable property of the_ respondent. 

al· #'the court is satisfied that there is, a change in the 
· <;ircumstances of either party at any time after it has 
._.II. an oreer tinder sub-section (1), it may at the instance 

·01 e.itber party, vary. modify or rescind any such order in 
such manner ·as the court may deem just 

3) If the court is satisfied that the party in· 'lroJhose favour 
an order has been made under this section has remarried 
or. if such party is the wife, that she has not remained 
chaste, or, if such party is the husband, that he has 
had sexual intercourse with any women outside wedlock, 
it may at the instance of the other party vary, modify 
or rescind any such order in such manner as the court may 
de~ just. 
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<nly the husband is liable under the law for the 'maJ.ntenance 

of his wife. and so long as she -is prepared and willing to live 
0 

under his roof her right is absolute. No other member of the marital 

family whether joint or nucleus is liable under law for the wife• s 

maintenance. 

When the wife lives separately from her husband her right 

of maintenance is ju~ticiable. Its grant defencs on whether in the 

circumstances of the case she has a reasonab~e and sufficient cause 

which justifies her living separately from her husbande 

under the modern Hindu law, on conclusion of the primary 

suit for matrimonial relief of any of the four kinds namely• 

a)·For ~stitution of conjugal rights (s.9) 

. b) for judicial separation (s.lO) 

c:) For annulment of marriage (S.12) 

d) Jor divorce (s.l3} 

the cout:t can grant peJ:manent alimony80• A decree of divorce does 

not ipso facto Clebar a spouse fran claiming alimony. Permanent 

alimony can :be paid when if the petition for decree of divorce, 

xestitution of conjugal rights or judicial separation succeeds. 

If the petiticn fails the marriage subsists and then the question 

of granting permanent alimony does riot arise .. When the divo~ 

petition is dismissed the spouse cannot get perma~~nt alimony. 

When petition for-::restitution Of conjugal rights is dismissed the 

peti'Uon under section 25 cannot be granted. The expression •passing 

SO. seetaram Vs Phuli AIR 1972 Raj 313. 
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any d&cz:ee• used in section 25 means relief of the nature mentioned 

under section 9 and 13. The sane reasoning is applicable in case 

of dismissal of a petition for judicial separaticn and also after 

tJ-.. <dlld at the time of withdrawal of the suit for judicial separa

UC~t4. ~ Howevez if on appeal these reliefs are granted then the 
• • •• ,J,' ·, 

~llate court may pass . the order for permanent alimony alsoe such 

order is deemed to have been passed by the trial court because the 

fOl:Um for variation modification or recission of the oreer for 

pemanent alimony is the trial court81• 

In silla Jagannadha. Prasad vs Silla Lalitha Kumar182• 

It has been held that the main object of sectic:o 25 is to provide 

SOI!le amount of sustenanCe to the parties who are unable to suwort 

themselves. The suit or the petition may either be dismissed or 

allowed.& reUef may be given or refusede In either case it is a 

decree. There is ~no reason to give a .restricted meaning to the 

word decree. In this connection the word any is also significant. 

It indicates either allowing or rejecting and permanent alimony 
~ 

may be granted. But in Vinod Chand Sharma Vs smt Rajesh Path~3 

the Allahabad High court observed that permanent alimony can be 

granted only if the divorce is granted and not if 1 t is dismissed. 

The word decree. the court held. is used in matrimcnial cases. in a 

special sense different from the one that is used in c.p.c. The 

" 
81. Sandhya Bhattacharjee VS Gopinath Dhattacharjee 80 C.W.N.665. 

82. AIR 1989 A. P. 8 

83. AIR 1988 All 150 
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use of the word decree unaer s. 25 means passing of any decree 

for divorce, restitution of conjugal rights or judicial separation 

and not passing of a aecree through which the petition itself is 

disn:.issed because if the petitioo fails no aec.ree· 15 passed. In 

other words in Su.ch cases decree is denied to the applicant, 

obviously alimony cannot the~fore be granted as the marriage 

still subsists. In the words of the court~ 

"Xhe power to grant alimcny contained in Section 25 of the 

Hindu Marriage Act has to be exeJ:Cised when the court is called 

upon to settle_ the mutt.al right:& of tne parties after the marital 

ties have snapped by determination and variation by the .passing 

· o£ a dec~e of- a type mentioned in ss 10, 11, 13, read with sec

tions 23, 26 and 27 of the Act. A decree can be assumed to have 

been passed when an application for divorce or similar other· xe·lief 

is granted but surely not when the application is dismissed•84
o 

Death of the husband does not affect the order of the payment 
0 

of permanent alimony and the sane could be recovered from his 

estate in the henc1s of his heirs and successors. A decree for 

pe.ananent alimony is not extinguished with the death of the husband 

and the estate is· liable to be proceeded against in the hands of 

the heirs for'the satisfaction of the decree85• If divorce is 

d;)teJ.Ded under any other enactment of the Hindu law, then relief 

84. Ibid. 

85! Nandarani 1-taJumdS£ Vs Indian Airlines AIR 1983 sc 1201 
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unaer section 25 of the Hindu Marriage Act cannot be claimed. 

1. Relation to DoctrinE! of Sincerity 

The doctrine of sincerity is enshrined under section 23 

of the Hindu Marriage Act. It lays down that he who ccmes for 

matrimonial relief must come to tbe court with clean hancls and 

should not take advantage of lU.s own wrong. However the doctrine 

is irrelevant where a question of granting maintenance pendente 

lite is concerned. In oother words Sectico 24 is not controlled · 

by section 23. However the question of granting permanent alimony 

under section 25 of the Act m·o.y be ccn trolled by the doctrine of 

sincerity as en~~ed Under section 23 of the Act. It was held 

in Am~ sen VS Shobhana sen66 that even an unchaste wife is 

entitled to a right of a starving a!lo.-~anoe for her maintenance. 

A wife who is not complying with a decree of restitution ot conjugal 

rights could claim permanent alimony in Ram Pair! Vs piarilaJ.67 ., 

An agreement by which the wife gives up her claim to 

pe.tmanent alimony and the husband gives up his claim to custody 

o.t, c:bi~d was bled to be valid by the Punjab68 and Bclnbay69 High 

C~~- The Kerala High court90 on the other hand has held such 
.::-; 

86. AlR 1960 Cal 438. 

87. A2R 1970 Punj 341. 

88. ManJeet Singh Vs Savita 1<1ran AXR 1983 P1mj 281., 

89. Hiraba,i vs lU.roJsh!h AIR 1945 aom 53'8 

90. Sadasivan Pillai Vs Vijayalakshmi (1986) 3 Crimes 508. 
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ag~eement to be void ~d opposed to public policy and againSt the 

doctrine enshrined in section 23. Agreements that purports to 

0\Tst the jurisdiction of the court are not enforceable. 

In MChinder Kumar Wahi Vs Usha Rani91 , Usha Rani obtained 

a decree for restitution of conjugal rights an·26.8.1970. She 

waited for ccmpliance of the decree until 25. 2. · 1971 and then moved 

the court under section 25 of Hindu Marriage Act .. DUring the pendency 

of the suJ. t, Mchinder Kumar attenpted to comply with the decree. 

zt was subwitted that because the wife resisted with the conpliance 

of the. husband. she was taking advantage of her own wrong and 
-

b~. IPPlication IIUSt fail in view of the provision of the doctrine 

of a.i.:4oerity under Section 23. 'I'he Court held that the husbandS 

at.t&q,t. to comply ,.,ith the decree was malafide and the wife was 

granted permanent alimony. 

The folYSOJ:e High Ccurt has held92 that it is Ci11y upon or 

making a decree that the question of granting alimony arises. 

Theref~re the grant of alimony itself being a consequence or coe 

of the consequences of a degree; the question whether any of the 

circumstances mentioned in section 23 would opere.te as a bar would 
.. 

alreaey have been ccnsid~..::red by the court before passing the decree. 

ACcording to Justice :oeoki Nanaan93 • the questio.rl of· whether one 

is taking advantage- of one• s own ~1rcng in asking for maintenance 

91. 1975 HLR 241. 

92. •L•a .. l_i_th __ a_ai!!L.....,a Va R Kannan AJ:R 1966 Mys 178. 

93. Deoki Nar.adan, Hindu Law M§Sriage And Divcrce, P• 726.· the 
'University Book Agency U §). · 
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may not arise for fresh consideration when it is the decree holder 

who applies for permanent alimony. But if it is the judgement 

ClebtOl:'. then the question of his or her conduct may loom large

:befo~. 't;be cO\ut while considering whether maintenance should be 

gJ:aQtee\. ACcording to him it matters little whether the conduct 

of the applicant for maintenance is considered under section 25 

or section 23 of the Act. 'l'he basis upon which the principal decree 

has been passed cannot altogether be ignored because sometimes an · 

order for pem1anent alj.mony· can be passed with that decree. The 

lew cannot be .different while passing the principal decree and the 

ancillaey relief. However ei ttJer party to the decree 'riia"Y · 3pply for 

awdllru:y relief, but the actrual· grant of the relief will depend 

on various other considerations. 

2. The cl'Siman't 

N:cording to the law. either party to a matrimonial suit 

for matrimonial relief like divorce, judicial separation, restitu

tion and annulment, may claim the ancillary relief of permanent 

alj_mony. en mach application the court is entitled to tar~ the 

ccnduct of the parties into consideration. 

In N. veeralakshmi vs N. Hanumantha Rao94 • a very interesting -
differentiation was formulated by the Andhra ·Pradesh High Cou~-t. 

94. AIR 1978 A.P. 6 
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lt was observed that if a husband successfully obtains divorce and 

the wife aPPlies for pez:menent alimony, the court is entitled to 

take into consideration whether the conduct of the wife was 

abominable and it may even refuse to grant a decxee. But the mere 

fact that the wife has unjustly deserted the husband which ulti

mately led to the husband divorcing the wife, then the conduct of 

the wife cannot b8 said to be so abaninable as to disentitle her 

from claiming permanent alimony. 

UDder s.25(1), there is a requiJ:ement that the court may 

have regard to "• • •• • • • the conduct of the parties" e It may be 

nvticed th.::re that, as the word 'may' has been used in relation to 

the action that is to be taken by the courts it is not mandatory 

(as it would have been if the word shall had been used) that t.hB 

conduct of the parties be taken into consideratio .• Again, under 

s.25(3) 1~ is laid d~n that if a party who is in the receipt of 
0 

permanent alimc..ny has a voluntary sexual intercoorse wi t."l a11y 

o t.her woman outside wedlock or leads an unchaste life, then at 

~~e instance of the other party the court may in a manner deemed 

just. very. modify or rescind the order of pexmanent alimony. Here 

again such variaticn. modification or rescision is not manda·tory 

and the discretion f·o.t· doing so vests with the court. 

!rherefore. the use 0.1.. the wo&d ccnduct is not necessarily 

of such a standard as is stipulated under the doctine of sincerity 

as enshrined uneer s. 23 of the Act. It is in tl1is con~xt that the 
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veeralakshmi • s 95 case is to be uneerstood. 'l'he courts have grant 

alimony to a wife who has suffered a decree of divorce due to her 

non cc:mpliance with decree of restitution96• Desertion is not so 

abominable a conduct so as to disentitle a wife for pemanent 

alimony. In RaJender Parkasll ~s Roshni Devi97 the courts held that 

a wife does not become disentitled to ·permanent alimony merely 

because the divorce has been granted on account of her o.m deser

tione ACcording to the Punjab High court the conduct mentioned 
0 

under section 25(1) of the Hindu Marriage ACt is limited to the 

instances of the conduct con~ained under section 25 (3) i.e. 

remarriage, unchaste conduct in the case of the- wife and having 

a voluntary sexual intercourse with any woman outsJ.de wedlock .:ln 

the case of the husband. 'l'hi.e view was not accepted in Umesh Chand 

vs Rameshwari Devi98 by the Rajasthan High court which held that -; --
the expression conduct was not limited to s. 25 alone and her conduct 

should be considered while determining the quantum of the maintenance., 

Even then the Rajasthan High Cou.rt awarded permanent alimony to a 

penon who was the deserter99, who was cruel100
o-

ts., I.bia. 
-96• -Dh:faamsi PremJi vs Bai Shankar KanJi AIR 1968 Guj 

RaJgopalan vs Kamalammal AIR 1982 Mad 187. · 
1501 

97 • AJ:R 1981 Punj 212 
98. AIR 1982 Raj 83 

99. Il:>id. 

100. Jagadish Tulsan vs ManJula Tulsan AIR 1975 Cal 64. 
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Regarding unchaste conduct of the wife, there is a clear 

division of opinion among the different High Courts and JUdges. 

According to the Calcutta High court101 where there is a 

reliable evicence to shew that even while the proceedings are 

going on the wife is leading an unchaste life with the co-respondent, 

in the absence of some special grounds the wife docs not become 

entitled to permanent alimony. The same view was taken by the 

Kerala High court102 which observed that subsequent conduct of the 

wife who has become unchaste can form the basis of cancellaticn 

of an order passed under s. 25 (1), then the finding recorded during 

the. bearing as to the unchastJ.ty of the wife must_ be taken into 

~count in the first instance, otherwise it would lead to veey 

UCQI.lQJ:'OU&I situation namely when a wife is proved to be unchaste 

dur.ing tbe proceedings .remains entitled to maint$lance an_d if she 

bec:cmes unchaste subsequently she becomes debarred from continuing 

to receive maintenance. 'l'he Jammu and Kashmir High court103 in 

agreement with this view has held that a wife is not entitled to 

alimOny if she is found to be unchaste both during or subsequent 

to the proceedings. 

101. Sachindra Nath Vs Eanamala AIR 1960 Cal 575. 

102. RaJagqzalan V~ Rajamma AIR 1967 Ker. 181., 

103• sardarilal Vs Vishano AIR 1970 J & K 150. 
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'l'be other view is that the relief of granting alimony 

ia not dependent either on the merits of the petition or on any 

deeiaion on a particular issue when the marriage is admitted it 

is ~ duty of the affluent spouse to maintain the other104• 

XD ·a case where divorce was granted due to adultery by the wife, 

the C:alcutta High court105 held that the wife was entitled to a 

staxving maintenance which was to be withdrawn when she would have 

an independent source of income. This view was confirmed by the 

aomba:l High court106• 'Ihe Delhi High court107 laid .do..m in a case 

where the wife had conceived and delivered of a child during the 

pendency while she lived separately from the husband· that merely 

because of this reason she cannot forfeit her right of alimony. 

According to the court it is a well settled fact that illicit 

conception by it~lf does not amount to living in adultery, and 

it was open to the husband to prove that the wife was living in 

adultery.. Besides the M. l?. High court108 
II Bomb~ High Court109 

also agreed with this view. 

The contradiction has at last been laid to rest by 

o.. Chinnappa Reddy J in Reynol6 Raj amony Vs Union of Ind1a110 

104. surendra Kumar ASthana vs Kamlesh A.Sthana AIR 1974 All 110. 

lOS. Amar sen Vs shobhana sen AIR 1960 Cal 438. 

106. HarmusJi Kal.apesi vs Dinabai Kalapesi AIR 1955 Bom 413. 

107. Ram Krishna Vs Savitri Al:R 1982 Del 458e 

loa. Hargobind soni vs Ram Dulari AIR 1986 MP 57., 

109. Gulab Jagdusa Vs Kamal Gulab AIR 1985 Bom 88. 

110. A1R 1982 sc 1261 



wherein he observeda 

'!be la~ which grants decree of divorce must secure her 
some measw:e of economic independence. It should be 

so whatever be. the ground for divorce, whether J.t is 

mutual consent, irretri.evable breakdown of the marriage 
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or even the fault of the woman herself111 
e (emphasis added) 

•.rhus as matter stan¢ new, irrespective of the reason for 

divorce and the f~t that the divorce may have been obtained due 

to the fault of the wife, a wife is entitled to receive permanent 

alimony. 

Under section 25 the husband also may claJ.m permanent alimaiy 

from the wives. Ho.Jever. under the present socio-economic ccnditions 

of women J.t is they who claim alimony mostly. 

3. Discretion of the Court 

Regarding the grant of pentanent alimony broad powers vested 

in tbe hmds of the csrurt by way of discretion. 1'be court. has a ·. 

discxetion but i.t has to be used very cautiously and regard to 

the following must be givena . 

1, Respondents inccmc- and other property. 

2. Applicants income and other property 

3~ ·conduct of the parties. 

4. Any other circumstances whiCh to the cc·urt seems 
to be juste 

111. Ibid. 
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While passing a decree for permanent allmony a speaking order is 

to be written which clearly lays down the reasons for arriving 

at the decision. Granting permanent alimony would depend on all 

the facts and ci.rcumstances of the case., 

4. canmencement, Duration and quantum 

The power to pass an order under section 25 of the ACt, 

may be exercised by any court having jurisdiction uncar the ACt 

at the tine of passin~ any decree or at any time subsaquent 

the~to112• Nol:'ltlally, an occasion for grant of permanent alimony 

or maintenance arises only on the dissolution of marriage by a 

decree o£ divorce or when the parties to the marriage are relieved. 

of their duty to cohabit together, although the marriage subsists 

by a decree of judicial separation. 

In a patriarchal form of society there aJ:e almost no 

occasion for oreering alimony to the husband especially in cases 

where the resti tut1on decree has been pas sed. Where the busl:>and 

u the decJ:ee-holder he cannot sw:ely say that his wi£e should not 

Qllly come and live with him but also support him. If the wife. does 

not cbe,r tbe eec.ree he cannot say that the wife should pay him 

maintenance for she may very well ask him the question, by way of .. , . 

xebuttal of his claim, as to why be applied for restrituticn of 

conjugal rights when he did not even have the means to support 

112. Amreek Singh Vs Laldlwinder Kaur 1985 (2) I:MC 143 
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himself not to speak of supporting her or the family which they 
0 

may bringforth as husband and wife. When the wife is the decree 

holder, if the husband canplies with the decree then there is no 

question of paying maintenance and if he does not the wife can 

claim maintenance. 

'l'o every order of maintenance the condition that the main

tenance is to be paid 'while the applicant remains umarried is 

attached to every order for maintenance. In the strict letter of the 

law the applicant must remain chaste and unmarried. When the appli

cant remarries the court has no option or discretion but to rescind 

tba araar of maintenancee 

The aacree of pe.z:manent alimony against the husband does 

·no~ lit&rld extinguished on the death ot the husband and tbe assets 

lee~ behind by the husband can be proceeded against in executico113 e 

Subsequent suit that the estate of the husband standS charged 

can be treated as an application or execution as a ll¥3asure of 

abundant cauticn114• According to ouroev Kaur Vs Channo115 

alimony being in the nature of persc·nal obligatioo, liability ends 

with the death of the other spouse. 

113. Aruna Basu Mallick vs Dorothea Mitra AIR 1983 sc 916 -
114. N andarani MaJ'am~ Vs Indian Air Lines AIR 1981 sc 1201 

115. A~R 1986 Punj 251. 
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While considering the question of the quantum of paynent, 

the High courts of orissa~16 Rajasthan117 have heavily relied on the 

provisions of the Indian Divorce Act and have granted one fifth 

of tbe net income as maintenance. But the Calcutta118, Andhra 

Pl:adesh119 and Baobay120, High courts have held that an analogy 

uom Divorce ACt cannot be drawn in the case of Hindu law it was 

puxely the discretion of the court. 

There is no fixed rule in respect of peJ:rnanent alimony. It 

is only the independ.en t income of the payee which is to be consi- . 

dered. 'l'he help received from the natal fa11ily is not to be con

sidered~ because that kind of help is given on personal basis at 

that persons will. 'I'he husband is under no obligation ··to· provide 
~~L- i 

the wife with money which is meant to enable the wife to equp 

herself with a calling or to provide expenses for other pw:;oses121 .. 

The l/3J:d of the income rule is a mexe thumb rule ana is inappli-
~ 

cable in all the cases. The net income of each party depends upoo · 

the facts of each case and the judges are required ·tv use their 

judicial wisdom. 

116. Prasanna Kumar Patra Vs Su.reshwari Patrani AIR 1969 Ori 12e 

117. Mukan Kanw5 Vs Ajjetchand AIR 1958 Raj 322. 

118. Pratima Bose vs Kamal Kumar· Bose 68 CWN 316. 

119. Katla Raghavulu vs Katla Bharatamna ILR 1975 M' 799 

120. Dinesh Gijubhai !;1ehta Vs Usha Dinesh Mehta AIR 1979 Born 173, 

121. subramanram vs M,G, sare.swati AIR 1964 Mys 38. 
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C. ljaintEJnance under Hindu Adoptions And Maintenance ACt, 1956 

Compared with the Provisions under Hindu Marria5l§! ACt, 1955 •. 

A substantive right of maintenance is conferred by SeCtion 

18 of the Hindu Adop~ons And Maintenance ACt, 1956. Under Section 

4 of this Act it is laid dam that any other law inforce ·immediately 

before the comnencement of this ACt -stands repealed to the extent 

of its inccasistency with this Act. However section 18 of the 

Hindu Ad.:..ptions ~d Maintenance Act (hereinafter referred to as 

HAMA) does not repeal the provisions under Hindu Marriage ACt 

(hereinafter refer.z:ed to as HMA). Section 2.5 of HMA confers a 

special rigi1t upon an indigent spouse. to claim maintenan01'3 from 

the affluent s~ouse. However under Section 18 Of l-lAMA confers an 

absolute legal right. 

section 25 of HMA proviaes for payment of main teuance even 

after the dissolution of marriage and therefore is wider in scope 
Ill\~)' 

than HAMA. so under H.I{MA an unchaste Hindu wife for.feit: her right 
" 

of maintenance \'lhich J.s ~ necessarily the case under s.1S of HAMA. 

uncer HMA it is not obligatory to grant maintenance but 

under MAMA it is ob&igatory to grant maintenance. A wife, whose 

suit for maintenance is pending under HAMA can claim maintenance 

pendente lite under HMA as both the clcdms are separate122• ·The 

claim under HMA is not controlled by HAMA and without filling a 

suit under HAMA a claim can be filed under HMA123• 

122. A. Simhachalam Vs A. Papanna AIR 1973 AP 31. 

123. Leelo vs Manohar 1\IR 1973 AJ? 31, seetaram vs Phjl~ Al:R 
I"~ Raj 3131 N athulal Vs Mana Oevl AIR "'I97l Ra oa. 
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In K, Kunhikanna vs N, v. Maly124 it was Opined that 

section 25 HMA is a mere statement of law -that applies to the 

parties to a marriage and has been applied even before the passing 

of HMA. No support_ in this matter can be derived from section 18 

.HAMA. section 18 HAMA 1956 deals with the ric;ht of a Hindu wife 

to separate maintenance and residence which she forfeits on 

becoming unchaste or on being converted to another religion. The 

Object of HAMA and HMA are quite aifferent. It was observed 

•we can conceive of a case where an order for judicial 

separation ~as a oresult of a single act of inficelity 

on the part of the wife thereafter there was nothing 

against her conduct. It is possible for us to assume 

that section 25 of H.indu··Marriage Act was not intended 

to benefit such a person? we do not; think 30. The 
abject of section 25 of Hindu Marriage Act is t;.o provide 

for maintenance even after the dissolution was clear. In 

those circumstances section 25 of the Hindu Marriage Act 

is wioer in sco,pe and ambit than section 18 of Hindu 

Adoptions And Maintenance Act. Further it is not obligatoey 

under Hindu Marriage Act to grant maintenance as is requi.z:ed 

under section 23 of Hindu Adoptions and Maintenance Act. 

AD unchaste wife will forfeit her separate residence and 
maintenance granted under that enactment bu~- this dces 

not ;;uean that interpretation of section 25 of Hindu 

K~.tage /let is to be res.trici:ed for those oases where the 

wife is not guilty of adultery-12.5. 

124. AIR 1978 Ker 273. 

125. Ibid. 
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D. ~ltfl'ENNJC§ ugc:er sect~on 125 of Cooe of Criminal P~dup
A SUiliDary PJOSedure. 

under sect1c:o t25 of the code of Criminal Procedure 1973 

cormsponding to section 486 of the code of Criminal Procedure 

1898• maintenaace can be granted to an 1ncigent wife who does not 

have suf£J.c1ent means to maintain herself. It lias been laid dcwn 

1n sav1tr.1 vs Gov:f.nd s.tnoo126 that this provisicn is intend\..:d to 

provic:b for a preventive remedy tor securing pa,yment of maintenance 

which can be granted quickly and in deserviny cases witn effect 

from the date of tbe application itself. '.l'hG rate· of mmntencmca 

t.hs cen be awarded is also limited even thoush under th~ law 

govaming the parties a c~tent Civil court was granted a larger 

._ iJs ar.proprJ.at.e cases. No husbanG can claim absclution from his 

obUv&Uon un~ section 125 tuwards a divorced '-'life except .on 

pzoaf of p~nt. of a sum stipulated b~ custcmary or personal laar 

whose quantum is mom or less suf~icient to ao duty tor maintenance 

&llowenca127• 'lhe provision un~.er 125 J.s a secular safeguud against 

the outrage o£ the jetsan women and floatscm children128 and this 

1s tne moral edict of law ana morality cannot be clubbed w1tb 

nUgiez112g. 'l'be ~dy is irrespective of other remedies availabl.~ 

under the personal laws or any othe~ statute130. 

126. A::tR 1986 SC 984. 

l27e Sa.f. 'l'ahi.ra ~ Al.f. HUSsain !'issali Chothia JUR l.979 SC 362 

122. Fc:.elunbi vs K. l(haeezo vgy J.ZR 1980 sc 1730 

129• Moh!iJm!d Al'p3~ Khan Vs ~hab Bano Be9 AIR 1985 SC 945 

130. D. Chanchia vs 1..-.angai!JlH! 1969 cr LJ 684. 
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lD Ramesh Chegora Kayshal Vs Veega Kaushallll the Suprerre 

ccuxt abse~ that section 125 cr P.c. 1978 is a measure of 

social justice and $pec:ially enacted to protect wc;raen and children. 

Yb8 bEOOCiing ~sence of constitution empathy for weaJ\.er sections 

l..tlt8 wcmen aDd chilcren must improve interpretatlcn if it· hafi to 

b&!\fe aocial relevance. ~ection 125 of the coae has been enacted with 

~ object of en~ling discarded wives. helpless and C!eserte<i 

children aod destitute parents to secure the much neeeeo reli12f. 

lt is a preventive measure sarvL"'lg a special pUrpose the idea 

Deitl9 that tile wife, child c.r pa.renta should. not be left so 

helpless as t.o be forced to contl-;.it some. crime. under this section 

sunmary action to pnven~ O.St.itution enc starv.aticn can be taken • 

.In fact it is an expz:ession of the funtiamental anci natural duty of 

man to maintain his wife, chilc.z:en .. and parents132 • 

Proving of a v~id marriaae. whetl"1er past or present 1s 

en ~solute nece$s.ity under this section. ~vife means a legall.ly 

married wife. A wife who is of the status of a concubine or . 

one whose marriage is null and void cannot claim ma-intenarx:e133. 

'l'be standard of proof ot the marriage re~:lUU'ed unoer sec:Uon 

125 is not very high anc1 it need not be pr~ heyCGd J:eascilable 
\ 

aoubts134 \ 

-------------------------131e AIR 1978 SC 1807. 
132. Preeti pewa vs Laxmidhe;: 1985 C% LJ 11li4. 

', 
133. 
134. 

'· 

' \\ 
. \ 
'\. 

'\ 
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'.rhis provision can be invoked if the affluent husband 

or fathE!r or putative father or an off spring neglects to maintain 

the wife. children or parents135• such neglect m~ be expressed or 

implied and is to be inferred from the conduct of the person 

charged with such negligence. Cruelty may be a ground for the wife's 

refusal to stay with the husband and in such an event the husband 

has to maintain the wife and the refusal to do so would anount to 

neglect or refusal136• The circumstances in which this refusal to 

maintain a neglect depends upon cannot be described in a straight 

jaclcet but the a,wlicant must prove the neglec-t or refusal to 

maintain by the opposite p~. It is only on such proof of neglect 

or refusal to maintain can maintenance under this section be gran

ted137. In Shukla Mukherjee Vs Ambarendu MukherJee138 the wife 

alleged that the husband had beaten her with shoes. 'I' his went 

unchallenged as the husband did not exan,ine himself. It was hc:Mever 

recorded in the G.D. Entxy of the Police. 'l'he High court held that 

the wi£e was entitled to get maintenance. 

Maintenance under Section 125 is not granted if the wife 

ll~s SE!parately on mutual consent. But if the wife is able to 

show that she is living apart on just grounds theri maintenance may 

be granted. The former is before passing the order and the latter 

after passing the order139• 

135. ViJ aya Manohar Vs I<ashirao Raj aram I (1987 )IMC 382. 

136. LOChan l<.esaven Vs Puni· I<esaven (1973) 1 cut WR 37. 

- 137. RajbahadUJi' Vs ~ II (1984) DMC 41 

138. 1986 Cr~ L. J. 891. 

. ·~ 
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An unchaste wife who is living in adultery is not entitled 

to maintenance. A wife who lives away from her husband without any 

sufficient reason .is also not entitled to maintenance. Where the 

marriage itself is null and void the person can not claim main-

tenance. 

In Chandrabhan Singh Vs Kastur~.l4o the wife admitted 

before the court that she survived through m~doori. The husband 

argued that the wife c<.-uld maintain herself through independent 

income. Rejecting this argument the court held that one need not . 

be reduced to begging before. claiming maintenance •. 

The quantum of maintenance under thi·s section cannot 

exceed rupees five hundred for each one of the c1a1mants141 
e 

In the matter of fiXing the quantum of maintenance the needs and 

the requirement of the claimants for a moderate living, the earning 

of the person for whom the maintenance is claimed, his capacity to 

eam and his canmitments are all relevant factors. separate income 

and means of the wife may be considered142 • 

Fa.ilure to corQPly with the order of maintenance without 

sufficient cause may lead to the .issuance of warrant for recove.cy 

of. the money due and may also sentence her for · impr.:Lsonment for a 

month for each month of default143" 

140. II (1984) DMC.355. 

141. Capt Ranesb Kaushal Vs Veena l<aushal_ AIR 1978 SC 1807 e 

142. Bbagw§!!l Dutta Vs Kamala Devi AJ:R 1975 sc 83 .. 

143. K.R, Chowda vs state of Bombay AIR 1958 Ban 99. 
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E. AD M6lxsis of Maintenance cases Between 1914-1990. 

An an attenpt to analyse the maintenance cases, cases 

were collected from the All India Reporter only. only this joumal 
. 

is used as it has a continuous publication since 1914. Though 

maintenance may be claimed under the Hindu Adoptions And Main

tenance ACt and also the coda of criminal Procedure, for the 

purpose of analysis only the cases under section 24 and 25. c¢ 

Hindu Marriage Act have been taken. Prior to 1955, upto 1954 main

tenance cases uncsr Hindu law alone are noted •. This is because· 

the purview of tllis work .is the Hindu Marriage Act alone. 

1. 1914 to 1954. 

A total number of 51 cases have .been there under Hi11du 

lat wheJ:eas 229 cases were there under the Code of Criminal 

Procedure 1898. All the cases arc: at the appelll.ate stage. It w~ 

seen thata 

.1'able - 1 

Number of maintenance cases between 1914-1954 

·Total number of ~li;~llants Decisions In favour of 

Case& Male Female Decreed Decli- Others Male Female Ncoe 
ned 

51 22 29 32 17 2 ·18 30 3 
43% 57% 63% 33" 4% 35% 59% 6% 
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:tt may be seen that women are the greater number of 

appellants in maintenance cases. The trend of the decision making 

is inclined towards granting of maintenance which is naturally in 

favour: .af women. It must also be- noted that during this period 

there have been more maintenance cases than divorce cases under 

the Hindu lew. It appears from the data that all the female 
u 

appellants have succeeded .in theJ.r appeal. 

Of the fifty one cases only in 5 cases the persons were 

with children and salaey of the paying SI;ouse was mentioned in a 

few cases1 which varied from very rich1 rich, Zamindar, g6vt 

employee etc. The anount of maintenance granted '!.'11as mentioned in 

four cases. 'l.'here was one case wnerein Rs. 300/- per annum was 

awa.rOe¢1. in anc'ther S:s. 80/- per mcnth was granted.. Besioos in (;ne 

case Rs;. 20/- per month and in the other Rs. 30/- per month was 

allowed. 

~here has been a rise in the maintenance cases right from 

1914 mwa.rds. The rise may not be recorded on every year but as 

~-.graph shows, the general tendency of t;.he graph is on t.htl rise. 

The rise can be noted in every decade. Between 1914 and 1924 there 

have been only seven cases of maintenance. 'l'he period 1924-34 has 

xecoraed 17 cases which is a rise of ab9ut 243%. Between the year 

1934 and 1944 the number of cases were anly 12, that is, there 

is a aecline of about "10. 5&/u from tr1e previous decade and and a 

rise of about 171.42% from the 1914-24 decace which is· also the 

base decade. 'l'he 1944 to 1954 decade recorded 15 cases .. He.z:e, there 

is a rise of abOut 12~ from the previous decade but a rise of 

aboot 214.28".<. frcem the base decade. ·lherefore it can dt::finitely 
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be stated that the maintenance cases are also on the rise. 

2. The Psriod Between 1955 to 1990 

The picture between the last two score years and the 

present three decade and six years are not very different. The 

rising trend that was noticed in the early fifties have not d.roppede 

Between 1955 to 1990 a continuous rise in the number of cases 

can be seen. Both in the divorce cases and as well as in the 

maintenance cases it has been noticed that a significant rise 

begs to be registered after 1976 and the up-l'lard climb reached 

it•·.~ak in the late e.ightees. The year 1987 has sho\·m the maximum 

n't.lJd:)e.r of rise. If could be an end of the dec ada phenanenon. The 

data of every tenth year shows an affinity. It is really not clear 

why there was a sudden rise in the litigations in that year. Hwev,er 

there is a definite rise in litigations after the amendment of 

1976. which liberalised the marriage laws to a large extent. 

" 
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Table 2 1 Maintenance cases between 195.5-1990 

Sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. sl. Year No. 

1. 1955 3 9. 1963 a 17. 1971 3 25. 1979 5 33. 1987 16 
« . 

2. 1956 1 10. 1964 4 18. 1972 6 26. 1980 7 34. 1988 7 

3. 1957 5 c 11;. 19.65 3 19. 1973 6 27. 1981 9 35. 1989 12 

4. 1958 3 12• 1966 1 20. 1974 2 28. 1982 g 36. 1990 4 

5. 1959 6 13. 1967 4 21. 1975 5 29. 1983 14 

6. 1960 6 14. 1968 s 22. 1976 4 30. 1984 10 Total 112 case . 
7. 1961 4 15. 1969 5 23., 1977 6 31. 1985 13 

a. 1962 6 16. 1970 4 24. 1978 3 32. 1986 3 
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Rega.rding the appellants, decisions- of the cases and the 

person whom it favoured it was seen thata 

Table • 3 

The trend of the maintenance cases 

Total 
Cases 

Appellants Decision In favour of 
Male Female Decreed Declined 6tbers Male Female Nona 

212 134 

63'~ 

77 

3~ 

.154 

73% 

44 

21% 

13 

6% 
42 156 

20% 74% 

unlike the 1914-1954 p~riod where there were more female 

appellants than male, the period between 1955-1990 shOIQT:J that 

there were more mql.e appellants during this period than women. 

13 
6% 

A person goes in appeal only when case fails in the lower 

court. In the period b'iittw~en 1914-1954 it is reflected that more 

claim of maintenance by the women failed at the lower court and 

because of this reason they hact to approach the appellate court. 

Significantly in .32 cases maintenance was awarded to women whereas 

there were only ·29 women appellants. Which means the appeal of at 

least thwe men out of the twenty two failed in appeal and the 

decision went in favour of women. 

DUring the years 1955-1990, more men (63%) ccae in ~peal 

to the appellate court than women (36%}. Which shows the lower 

couz:ta have decided in favour of women and declined the suit of 

meD. In appeal, as against 36% wo100n appellants, 7~" decisions 

havf;t. ~one in their favour, in other words all the 3&~ wcmen have 

succeed$d in appeal and in adell tion another 59'»" nan out of the 

total men appellants of 63% Aost their case because 74% cases are 

Cec:reed in favour of women. 
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Of the 211 cases. in only 29 cases the existence· of 

children was mentioned. The salary of the payer was mentioned in 

nine case only. The amount that was awarded to the payee was 

mentioned in 109 cases only. The amount granted varies. 

Table -4 

Amount of m~in tenance awarded 

Total Rs. o
J§.100 

1955-
1990 

34 

31% 

Rs.lOo- Rs. 20~ lls.300. 
Rs. 200 Rs. 300. Ps. 400 

21 21 4 

Rs. 40o- Rs. 500+ Lumpsum 
B.s. 500 

7 

6% 

12 

11% 

9 

8% 

'l'be maximum number of cases (34=31%) is in the maintenance 

group of Rs. 100 or belcx.r. In the maintenance group of Rs. 100/- -

t:. :200/• and as. 200/- - Rl!. 300/- there were 2l.a19% cases each. 

The m~tenance group of Rs. 300/- - is. 400/- thew were only . . .,_. 
· ... 

····' . 
.... f;iasea and in the group of Rs. 40o-Rs.500/- there were 7 (6%) .. ; ·. 

cases. In the maintenance group . of Rs. 500/- and above there were 

12 (11%) cases. The incidents of awarding 1umpsum amount were only 

in 9(8%) cases. i'he amount of payment of lurrpsum also varies. 

In one case Rs. 77000/- (Rs. 35000/- maintenance allowance + Rs. 4200/-

interest thereof) was awarded. This is perhaps one of the highest 

payments. other luupsum payments include Rs. 4500/-. Es. 3000/-, 

Rs. 9000/- etc. It is only in the 19SO that the system of granting 

lunpsum amount at a time as alimony is gaining credence. It is 
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of ccurae a better trend as it helps in planning the futu.te and 

also avoids massy litigations when the paying spouse defaults 

payrtfiimts. 

l. 'I'be Period betweeq 1984-1992 

Xhis is a periOd which ~ives a current picture. It is 

al$o J.ut:>ortant because tne data at the sub divisicnal·level is 

collected for this period only. In view of this it is important 

t:hat. t.his period be analysed s,E:ecifically. 

,_ .. -_ 

~otal 
cases 
(1984-
1990 

~cble - 5 

1'&-end between 1984-1990 

Appellants Deciaicoa In favour of 

Male Female Decned Declined other-s Mcle Female None 

43 21 48 

74% 

12 

18% 

4 

lS% 74% 6% 

There nave been 64 cases durin9 this perioC. There have 
~ 

been 43 (6$.} male ap,~;ellants and 21 (32%} female aJ;pelmts. ~·his · 

ccnfirrr.s the t%end Of 1955-1990 period where there · a::e more male 

ar:pellants than female appellant.a. In majorit¥ (7-) of the 

cases maintenance was decxeed. . In 18% cases maintenance was denied. 

75% of the decision went in f avc.;ur of w<.>rnen and 18% in favour of 

u 
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Notably. tbeze were 48 (74%) decisions in favour of wanen 
• 0 

~antS and 1n 48 (74%) cases maintenance was decreed. In 
- -~~:-:.-::!',. 

o~>woJ:ds aU the women appellants succeeded in appeal. Similarly, · 

~re were 19'.4 in favour of. men appellants, 19%. cases mai:tttenance 

was declined. '.Chat is all the men did not · faH - ,._ in their 

appeal. Of the 43 men appellants only 12 men succeeded. 

Thus there is an unmistakable trend in favour of worren., 

especially since this group is socio-economically most insecure. 

Her vulnerable position finds 
0 

a judicial recognition . as' 'is reflec

ted in the trend of the decision making. 

Of these 64 cases. in 38 cases. the amount granted to 

the payee &pO\.tse .~s available. 

Table • 6 

Amount of maintenapce granted (1984.1990) 

Total Rs. o- Rs.lOO. &s. 200. .Rs.300. Rs.40o- Bs.SOO+ Lumpsum 

38 

Rs.lO 0 R::. 200 Rs. 3 00 Sti. 400 il. SOO 

4 

11% 

12 

32% 

7 

18% 

2 

5% 

2 10 

2~ 

1 

The largest n'IJ!Ilber of cases are within the catego.ry of 

lise 100/- to Bs. 200/• maintenance focllowed by 10 .cases (2&") in 

t.he Rs. 500 + maintenance category. In the maintenance group of 

Rse 200/• to Rs. 300/- thexe are 7 (18%) cases. '!'here were 2 (SO"} 

each in the category of Rs. 300/- to as. 400/- and Rs. 400/- to 

tie 500/-. 
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AWarding of such meagn sum also reflects· the .inoapacity 

of the paying spouse to pay. It is a very deplorable situation 

when the women have to survive en an allo.rance· thatcan hardly 

keep their body and soul together. 
" 

One often hears vociferous contempt regarding wbmen who 

have been receiving maintenance· payments and have also indulged 

in the trade of claaenstine p~o~itution. Xhe pqying spouse comments 

that he cannot prove it and obviously the court cannot ·take a 

suo moto cognisance of the situation. But the obvious question is 

whether the amount of maintenance tabulated above, is in fact, 

sufficient for the women to live· a life c;>f a decent humen being. 

Though the dbject of all the provisions of maintenance 

under any lav is to help the indigent spouse to survive and support 
0 

oneself the obvious question that should be asked is whether the 

qbject is being fulfilled in _letter and spirit of the law. 

F. A suvvey Of The Maintenance cases ! In. The court Of 

SUb-Divisional Jud!cial Magistrate At SiliQY!l 

sub divisional Town. 

'l'he foregoing analysis is based en the cases under Hindu 

18# between 1914 to 1954 and cases uncer Hindu Marriage Act between 

· 1955 to 1959. The analysis does not iriclude my cases under any 

other law. However 1 t was fO\lnd that during the period 1914 to 

1~$4 mon cases were re<:orded llllder the criminal- Procedure Code 

~8~ During the decade ending 1965, therfi were 47 cases unoer. 
' . : . . . -: ~ -

,_~Harnage Act and 82 cases unoer the code of Criminal Procedure. 
• .. .' . 
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During the oecaee ending 1975 there were 40 cases unaer Hindu 

law (Hindu Marriage .Act) and 62 cases under the code of Criminal 

Procedure. Therefore it will be seen that at one time cases under 

Criminal JUrisdiction out c\llli.)ered the cases under Matrimonial 

jurisdiction. However w1 th the publication o.t case lew reporter 

8G4 law journals 1n e~ speci.a.U.sed branch. of la.T the reporting 

of maintenance cases under criminal jurisdiction have graduAlly 

declined. 

People prefer to obtain maintenance under the Hindu 

Marriage Act as the provisions of maintenance under the 11et is 

wider· in scope than that mder the Hindu Adoptions and maintenance 

ACt and also the provision under the Code of Criminal Procedureo 

The court of the sub divisional Magistrate is a court of 

original jurisdiction for maintenance suits under the code of 

Cr:lminal Procedure. In view of the inportance of the ceses under 

~.c:M;;~~ 
-:W~~~:~~~-::··.~-
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At this level the pic~ure is rather shaby. 

Table- 7 

Maintenance Cases at Sub Divisional level 

sl. rear Total Ma.le Female Not Non 
cases Traced Hindu 

1. 1984 7 ® 6 - 1 

2. 1985 18 0 12 3 2 

-~,, 
~ :-:_ 

"1986 23 0 17 2 2 .... _,. 1~87 39 0 32 6 1 

5.7l:~~;~fi~e~ 30 0 21 8 -
'· '1989 30 0 

.,. 1990 13 0 

7Yr . 160 0 

27 

9 

124 

76% 

3 

1 

23 

1~"' 

-
3 

g 
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Others 

-
-
2 

-
2 

-
-
4 
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Xhere were a total 160 cases in the record of the court .. 

'I'wenty three cases cculd not be traced. Which also included those 

whJ.ch have gone in appeal. Nine (6"/o) cases ~rere of non Hindu 

parties. They could not be included here as the ambit of this 

work is only the Hindus. Four (3%) cases were in different stages 

and not for the purpose ot this work. Xhus, there were only 124 cases 

with which to proceed. ~1 the petitioners in the suits were women. 

That is there were 124 wcrren petitioners and no male petitioners. 

Regarding the trends in the decision maldng it .w.as seen 

that of 124 cases, 39 cases (31% ) c;_ases were decreed for main

tenance and all weJ:e in favour of women. In a single case (1%) 

the decision went against the woman and maintenance t'las declined • 
... 

About 45 cases (3&~ ) which is more than the cases decreed, were 

dropped for various reasons viZ. (1) default (2) ncn prosecution 

(3) compromise etc. such dropping ol: proceedings is a phenomenon 

which is observed in the lower courts of this region. 4 cases 

(3%) were rejected for defective pet.iticns and 39 (31%) ca-~s 

were still pending. 

The amount of maintenance -granted in all the 39 cases · 

are available. 

:tn 20 (51%) cases Rs. 200/- to Rs. 300/- were awarded_ as 
0 

maintenance foll<Ao~ed by 10 (26%) cases where Rs. 100/- to ~ 200/-

was awarded as u:~aintenance. '!'his is in keepin~ with the trend 

·found under the Hindu Ha.rriage Act and unfortunately awarding 

sue-.'1-1 rreagre amount hardly solves the plight of the woman. 



Table - 8 1 Trend in decision m~dng at the sub-divisional level 

sl. Year 

1. 1984 

2o 1985 

3. 1986 

4. 1987 

s. 1988 

6. 1989 

.7. 1990 

___ _..--------

\ 

'I'otal Decreed .Ceclined Dropped 

6 

12 

17 

32 

21 

27 

9 

124 

2 

6 

5 

16 

8 

2 

0 

39 

31% 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1% 

for 
default 

1 

0 

·7 

8 

4 

4 

0 

24 

19% 

Dropped for. Dropped on 
non-prosecu- compromise 
tion 

1 

1 

2 

3 

1 

0 

0 

a 
6% 

c 

1 

2 

2 

1 

0 

3 

0 

9 

7% 

R§jected 
petition 

1 ,, 

2 

1 

0 

' 0 

0 

0 

4 

3% 
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Pending 

0 

1 

0 

4 

7 

18 

9 

39 

31% 

---------------- ---------------------------------------------
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Table - 9 a Maintenance amount at the sub-divisional level 
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P~ II .,. CUS'.l'ODY AND SINGLE PARENTING OF CHILDREN. 

Perhpas the real bitterness between the spouses begins 

after divorce as the questions of the survival of the indigent 

spouse through alimony or maintenance, custody of children and 

settlement of property etc begin to arise. 

374 

The prOblem of custody involves an innocent third dimension

the children1 who are bewildered, hurt and agonise over the fight 

~tween their parents and through them the respective f amilie~ ~-

the paren·ts may be having. 

_Law is acutely aware of the problem and laws regarding -

cuatody have been laid down. The norms laid dONn regarding custody 

may be perfect so far as the legal point of vi~w is concerned 

but single parenting is beyond the purview of law, it is an 

individual problem and both custody and single parenting are an 

emotional problem for the child. 

A. CUS'l'ODY OF CHILDREN146 

The question of custOdy· arises when (1) one of the parents 

are dead and (2) when the marital relationship is disrupted. The 

provision regard~ng custody of children under the Hindu marriage 

146. section 26. Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

In any proceeding under ~is Act, the_ court may, from time to 
time pass such iriterim orders and make such provisions in the 
decree as it may deem just and proper with respect to the 
custody, maintenance and education of minor children, consis
~ntly with their wishes, wherever po~sible, and may, after 
the decree, upon application by petition for the purpose, 
make from time to time, all such orders and proyisions \li'ith 
respect to the custody, maintenance and education of such 
children as might have been made by such decree or interim 
orders in case the proceeding for obtaining such decree were 
still pending, and the court may, also from time to time 
revo~, suspend or vary any such orders and provisions 
previously made. 

<) 
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ACt is clearl.Y restricted to the latter situation147 and it 

vests a wide discretion with the court regarding custody, education 

and maintenance of minor children. Needless to emphasise that the 
·~. ·' 

ambit of the provision covers minor children only. 

In making an order regarding the custody of a child, the 

welfare of the chil,dren are a paranount consideration148• The 

fathers fitness cannot over~ide the consideration of the welfare 

of the child. The court cannot pass a mechanical order. In Tazun 

Ranjan Majumdar vs Siddhartha Datta149 the Calcutta High .. court 

observed that a 

u •••••••• the legal guardian cannot claim ari order of return 

or recovery merely on the strength of his legal rights ·and 

by parading hi'S financial or other capacity to provide a 

.welfare custody, unless the court forms a definite opinion 

that even though its welfare is reasonably looked after. 

such order of return would be for its better or further 

welfare". 

147 .• Ibid •. The opening words, of the section are "In any procee
ding under this Act •••••" 

148. V!vek Vs Renuldl I (1986) DMC 287, Rajendra Kumar Vs !:!!h!··II 
(1985) DMC 423, Anusua Devi Vs T.B. Rakshe .II (1985) DMC 60; 
Debi Prasad vs e.gndhya Devi P.IR 1985 Gau 95, veena Kapoor 
vs N.h Kapoor AIR 1M2 sc 792; Nirmala Jain vs state 
.LDelhi ·AIR 1983 Del 120; Rosy Jacob Chakaramakkal Vs 

JacOb A Chakcmanakkal AIR 1973 sc 2090. · 

149. I(1991) D~~ 14. 
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Elaborating further it was observed that if a person has the 

custody of the minor wit.r,out a legal right to such custody~ the 

same should not be changed or al~rad without compelling reasons 

Quoting Lo.td Mac Dermott in the House of Lord in J Vs c, 
. - -

(1969) I All, E, R 788 at 824 the court remarked ueven though 
~ 

some of the authorities convey the impression that the upset 

caused to a child by change of custody is transient· and a matter 

of small importance, a growing- experience. has shewn. it is not always 

so and that serious harm even to young childreri may~ on· occasion 

be caused by such a change. 

A child of tender age not only needs the basic requixe

ments of· food and shelter, but for proper growth he requires love 

affection and tender care to satisfy his emotional needs because 

in those delicate ye~s of childhood his emotional and psycholo

gical approach tOilrards life has to :be matured150• Conjugal tribu

lations shatter the complicat~d growing up precess of the child. 

Though the courts have been vested with a wide ddlscretion and 

broad powers where custody of children are concemed yet proper 

justice ~ these matters is not always done. The parties come to 

the courts for modification, variation of the order of the court 

regarding the custody of children151• 

150• AY!Sha Bhatia Vs Vij ay R. Bhatia, AIR 1988 Del 149 

151• Ibid and also supra note 148. see also Paras Diwan, Famil¥ 
· · Law·; Law of Marri~Md Divorce In India p. 286 sterling 

.. -~lishers Private Ltd "11983). '" " 
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CUStody in a wider sense means the right of guardianship 

and in narrow sense includes only the right of care and control 

of the person of the infant. In the former it tDcludes the power 

to control education, choice of religion, maintenance, administra

tion of the property of the minor child and consent to the marriage. 

If one goes a step further it also incluces po.,rer to apply to the 

court to exercise its powers as parents patriae. In the narrow 

sense it is the power of physical control and the po.'ler Of control 

and care. 

,..--

Thus the court has limited options before itz 

1. To vest the tight of guardianship and care and control 

in one parent. 

2. To make split orders by giving guardinaship. to one 

parent and care and control to the other 

3,. Give guardianship to both the parent and care and 

control to one parent~ • 

4., Give care ~d control to a third party. apd 

guardianship to one parent. 

. : .),\:~:~P;:~~~~;y~it\:.w:·:~e. first instance the chile suffers the pain of 

· s~~~Uon from the other parent but there is no disharmony in 

·its upringing:. The second case is very dangerous because the 

parents may always tend to disagree with each other an everything , 

due to their estrangement. This has a very grave effect on the 

child which may in frustration seek solace elsewhere like in 

pezversion, drugs, delinquency etc. The third option is· possible 

only when the parents are likely 17.0 c.Poperate with each other 

regarding the interest of the child and its welfare. However, 
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this will be disastrcus for the child if his/her parents have 

only agreed to disagree with each other. In such -cases the child 

will be the victini of tugging by zealously jealous parents who 

fight with the bellicosity of relentless combatants152 • The last 

situation is when one of the parent have no interest in the child 

and the other is incapable of providing with the care and control. 

Here the child is likely to develop a complex of Leing an unwanted 

child and in loneliness develops habits likt:: cleptornani~ 

nymphomania etc. 

Generally, the word custody indicates only care and control, 

and .QO~: gu~di an8hip. The guardianship remains with the father as .. ..,_,_··,·· .. · .. 
. · ~ .. '. 

he is the natural guardian of the child. The Allahabi::d High 

Court153 • has observed that there is an appreciable oifference 

between custody and guardianship is the more corrprehensive and 

plausible right than the right of custody. If the father is 

deprived of the guardianship of the children he ceases to have 

any right to move the court regarding his child. under -·the section 

6 of the Hindu Minority And Guardianship Act, 1956, it is clearly 

stipulated that the natural guardiBn of a Hindu minor, in respect 

of the minors person as well as in respect of t~ minors property 
' 

(emphasis added) is the father and after him the mother. Therefore 

the courts can under no circumstances deprive the father of his 

guardianship of the child. However the courts may vest sin.ilar 

15:2.. Supl"a. ,ote 14g, 

153. Mhd l<haled vs zeenat Parveen AIR 1988 All 252 -.-

0 
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rights with the mother simultaneously with the father as well. 

In other \"lOrds while the court has no power to take c:May the right 

£rom one parent namely the father, it has the po~-ver to add to the 

rights of the other parent namely the mother154• 

when the father continues to have the guardianship and 

only the custody of the person of the minor is given to the mother• 

the father can always move the courts in order to recover the 

cus-tody of the person of the minor. But here the mandatory stipu

lation is that he must prove that the circumstances justify such a 

retum. such custody cannot be _claimed by the father as a matter 

of legal right. 

when the custody of the child is given to the mother, -
" 

normally she gets the rights of care and control over the person 

of the minor chil<.l. However the courts have begun a new line of 

155 thought. In Mukesh Vs Deonarayan , the ·mother of a minor boy, 

whose ·personal custody rested \'lith the mother and his father was 

alive so naturally guardiansr.lip vested with the father, entered 

into a ccntract for purchase of land, on behalf of the minor. 1'he 

vendor refused to execute the sale deed on -che ground that as the 

father of the minor w~ alive the mother was not the guardian of 

the minor and therefore she could not enter into any such transac-
o 

tion on behalf of the minor. Xhe mother sued the vendor for specific 

154. M~ Vs Deonaray;B.!! AIR 1987 M.P. 85 

155. Ibid. 
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performance of the contract. On the facts of the case it was 

proved that the father did not maintain a cordial relationship 

with the child. The court held that under section 4 (b) of the 

Hindu Minority of and Guardianship .ACt, 1956, a guardian is 

def-in€d as a 

A person having the care of the person of a minor or of 

his property or of both his person and property, and includes 

i) a natural guardian, 

ii) a guardian appointed by the will of the minors 
father and mother, 

iii) a guardian appointed or declared by the court, 

iv} a person errpowered to act as such by or under any 
enactment relating to any court of ward~, 

v) natural guardianship means any of the guaroians 
mentioned in section 6. 

0 

Therefore, the definition of guardianship is aill inclusive 

one and there is no reason why a person who is a de£ acto guardian 

of the minor should not be included within the meaning of guardian

ship under Section 4(b) of the Hindu Minority And Guardianship 

Act. This means, the mother who has the custody and thereby the 

power of care and control of the minor is a de facto guardian of 

the minor and she can be vested with the guardianship of the minor. 

As a result of this decision, when the mother gains the 
. 

custody of the perscn of the minor she will also guin its guardian-

::;hip ~less otherwise provided by the court. If the court l.'lants to 

keep the real welfare of too child as the paramount consideration, ..... -

then as a first step towa.rOs achieving the sane section 6 of the 

Hindu Minor! ty and Guardianship Act must be anended. In the 
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upbringing of a child both the parents should have an equal say 

during couerture. Any step taken in furtherance of the minors 

interest must be lTtUtual. It is wrong there£ ore 6 to make tbe 

father the natural guardian of the minor on the primary basis·· 

only to be succeeded by the mother in his absence. However in 

custodial matters the parent who has the custody of the ;erson of 
0 

the minor must also enjoy its guardianship. rn this manner split 

orders can be avoided and the welfare of the minor bett~er ensured. 

such a situation will ·help in smooth upbringing· of the child. To 
. 156 

this extent Hukesh vs Deonarayan is a right ste.P in the right 

direction. 

under certain circumstances the C1..J\lrt is knCMn to have put 

the child in a boarding school or ~rri th a third r-'erson and d.i.rected 

either or both the parents ·co 'bear the cost de:,.)ending on t.~eir 

ti . diti 157 respec ve econonu.c con ons • 

Decisions regarding custcd.y are taken after consulting· the 

chil.o and ascertaining his wishes while keeping 1n view the 

we.J:,fare o£ the child as the paramount ccnsideration. The courts 

hesitate to decide against the wishes oi the child more so if the 

child is old enough to make a choice or shcr..rs a maturity beyond 

156. Ibid. 

157. Rosy Jacob vs Jacob A. Chakaramakkal. · AIR 1973 sc 2090. 
The . sec end child Maya (Hary) was to be kept in .~. ~.carding 
and her expenses were to be equally shared by the parents. 
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his years. However in n·.ost of · ~ cases. at the tiir.e ·of making his 

wishes knOitln, the child may not be able to make the right choice 

as he is under a tremendous emotional strain. 'I'he child, consciously 

or subconsciously realises that this terrible choice he is asked 

to make is something he shbuld not be doing but for tne fight of 

the elders and if he makes his choice, he loses a beloved parent. 

Under such a heavy burden it is likely that the child has made a 

wrong eboice. perhaps not frcm his emotional point of view but 

f~m the point of view of his welfare. 

"-OJ) ~e presentation of a petition laying down the situation 

~~i;~~'~an xectify the error by a modification, variation, 

rescission or restoration of the old order. However there is always 

the possibility in such cases that the child may have been totally 

turned against the parent seeldng his care and control by way of 

cmendment of an order. That being so a new struggle of adjustments 

is bound to comnence for the child which may be an emotionally 

wrecking experience. 
. .. 

Maximum weightage is given_ to the question of welfare of 

the chilo in custodial matters158 •. In ChandraJ?rabha vs firemnath 

Kapoor159 the court observed that the nultimate responsibility, 

· 158. section 13 o± the Hindu Minority and Guarcllanship Act, 1956 
lays down that the welfare of minor "shall be the paranount 
consideration• and· by virtue of section 13 (2) this _considera
tion can be made to override the provisions of that AQt. 

159. AIR 1969 Del 283. 

0 
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1t · ~· ~ever be forgotten is the courts to judicial-ly consider -

whi~ way the welfare of the minor lies4r for such welfare is 
. ·. ·. i:'t ... .· ·-· ... --

ttJS:;·_.pf~ary and dOmiJnant consideration in determining the question 
- ·.·.;·:·~/;:·<. . 

of the uiinors custody". 

Where one of the parents clandenstinely removes the child 

from the other parent who has the actual custOdy, the child is 

further Victimised. In Elizabeth Denshaw vs Arvand M Denshciw160* 
----~~~-------

the child was in the custody of the mother in u.s. A. The family 

lived in u.s. A. The father picked vp the child after school and 

left for India secretly. DeCiding .. upon this case, the supreme 

Court called upon the courts in all countries to b.o:: a-1ar-.;: of the 

fact that substitutt!on of. self help for due process of law in the 

field of custody of children will harm the interest of the wards 

generally. 

In an a·tterr~t to iron out the creases in the law relating 

to custody matters the concept of constructive custOdy was .. given 

shape. In a case of custody of a minor, when the custody of the 

minors person is given to one parent that person is in actual 

custody of the minor and the other person is in constructive 

custody of the child. In R Geetha Vs A.'l'. Rajan161 it was pointed 

out that this expressi<Pn is a court envolved one formulated with 

a view to effectively inplenent the matters r.elating to custody 

of the child. 

160. AIR 1987 SC 3 

161. I (1991) DMC 140. 
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. 162 
In line with tnis line of thought the Delhi High .Court 

introduced the "Continuity of careu ~_oncept in custody decisions. 

:rn this case the mother was enployed in central Water Commission. 

The father's application for the custody of a Child of three 
~ 

was granted but set aside on appeal. '1'he father had made an alle- ~ 

gation of adultery against the mother but could not establish it. 

The father also argued that sin_ce the wife was working she had 

to leave the child behind while he had unmarried sisters and 

parents and they could look after the child. The court held that 

the chilo goes to school now and s:t:ends the time after school with 

the mother, who by then was free from work. This routine was 

followed by the child ever since it was living with the mother. 

This continuity of care, it was held, should not be disturbed 
0 

keeping in view the welfare of the child. 'l'he belief is also 

reflected in the case of 'rarun RanJan Majumdar vs sidhartha 

Dutta163 • The court felt that the continuity of care snould not 

be destroyed. 1n this case the child lived with the maternal 

grand parents from birth itself and the £·ather was in the construe-

tive custody of the child and had applied to the cvurt for its 

actual custody. The court obse.rveda 

162. M§dhubala vs />.run Khanna AIR 1987 Del 81 

163. supra note 149. 
· .. ... 

- .... ...-
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•Therefore. even though in this case the appellants have 

in fact the custody of the child, they having no legal 

right to such custody. the;-ir retaining or detaining the 

child against the will of its legal guardian, the father 

respondent would anount. to removal •••• •• ••• ••. we should 
order a consequential change in the existing custody caly 

385 

if we are satisfie~ that the welfare of the child, which is 

the primary and paramount consiaerations in all such matters 
warrant such a course8 .··_ 

continuity of care theory in fact is dire9ted towards the 

psychological wellbeing of the child as is . seen in the Madhubala164 

adn Tarun Ranj ans165• In Mhd l<halid vs zeenath Parveen166 the 

court held that if the minor remains with the appellant it· will. 

always suffer from an inferior complex of being the step child 

particularly after all the controversies that have been generated 

frOID its w.ry infancy, which have engulfed its parmtts in a severe 

. ~-h~~t~;~~~1i··< . :~~ ~rder of custody under the Hindu Marriage Act can be 

·.·i>':.P.~ ·. :,/ .. ~1119 the pendency of proceedings or on· the termination 

:~¥trp.;~~hings or at any time thereafter. 'l'he principal proceeding 
: ,·: 0 ("'-··.:::;;. -_: ••• ~-;_ -~ • • 

must have resulted in the grant of a decree of divorce, judicial 

separation etC. 

164. Supra 162. 

165. supra 149. 

166. ·Supra 154tt 

~· 
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This provision is invoked only in cases of matrimonial 

dispute between the parents of the child and as a principal suit,· 

proceedings regarding such dispute is registez;ed before a court 

having the jurisdiction to consider the matter. The section does 
0 

not relate to matters of guardianship of the property etc of the 

perscn. It only speaks of the custody of the person of the minor. 

It is not only the custoqy of the minor children of the 

parties to the marriage. with regard to which the court may pass 

orders. Their maintenance and education are· also matters in respect 

of which the court may pass such orders. As per the mandate of the 

section such orders may be passed wherever possible after taking the 

wishes of the child into consideration. 

~- oreer to PJ7()tect the interest of the children. a very 

~~ P9Wer bas been vested with the courts. such p~ers may be 
' ~~;~::~,,~~/fi:{::.:-i _.'.:.._. ;: ; 

... :.P.ed'~during the proceedings, after the tennination of the proceedings . 
. '. ·. ~:~·/;:,.··:· .. . :-''.- '. : .. 

. ··~'::: :::Ypassing any one of the four kind of decrees 

1. Annulment of Marriage, 

2. Restitution of Conjugal rights 

3. Judicial separation 

4. Divorce. 

The minor child in respect of whcm the order can be passed is 

eitiler the legitimate child of the parties or their legitimised 

child in the case where the marriage is void or in respect of 

an illegitimate child born after the marriage. 
" 
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_,_ While making orders for custody of children the court may 
_:;:~~~*"-~~ ~ .:·. : .. 

. . :;·:~~~j~t~ account the following factors a 

. · '(-::::x·~,:~- . ~,. welfare of the child, . 

2. Wishes of the parents, 

3" Wishes of the child, 

4~ Age and sex of the child, 

s. Conpatibility of the parents. 

Although there are no express stipulations regarding the above 

except those regarding welfare of the child167 and wishes of the 

child168 the courts do so in order to keep in pace with mocern 

developments in a changing society. 

While trying to f athcm the Jjludici al mind one often gets 

to read statements like (1} the custody of the children of tencer 

years must vest wi-t;h the U&other (2} when the boys_ are older their 

custody should be with the father and (3) mothers are the fit 

persons to be in custody of older girls. But these are not the 

rule for awarding custody. No such rule can really be franed.--'l'he 

only rule in this regard is laid d~ under section 6(a) of the 

Hindu Minority ADd Guardianship Act, which stipulates that the 
0 

custody of a minor who has not completed the age of five years 

shall ordinarily be with the mothere 

167. section 13• Hindu Minority. And Guardianship Act, 1956. 

168. section 27, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 



'l'be Indian courts have consistently up:l'leld in rule. In 

saraswati Bai vs Shreepad169 the--~o~~ observed' 

• •••• If the mother is a suitable person to take charge 

of the child, it is quite inpossible to find an 
adequate substitute for her for the custody of the child0

• 

And in In re Kamal Ruda170 the court opined that' 

a I have no doubt in my mind that the mother• s lap is God 1 s 

own cradle for a child of this age, and that as between 
father and mother, other things being equal, a child of 
such a tender age should remain with the mother•. 
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Even regarding older children the courts nurture very 

definite q,inion. The consensus is that male children above the 

age of 16 years and female children above the age of 14 years 

should not be ordinar~ly compelled to live in the, custoqy to which 

they object. The qualifier of this view being that the choice made 

by the child should not be it:lconsistent with its welfare171 and 

their choice should not be a tutored choice172.-

However as far as possible the court tries to ensure that 

the non-custodian parent has an access to the child so that the 

child may grow up in association with both the parents and the non 

custodian parent shall .not lose the affection and society of the 

child.. 

---
~~94t AIR 1941 Ban 108 • 

. ·' .· ... ' 

17P_fviLR (1949) 2 Cal 347 
,_-...,·· .. 

17U'1 Iyer Vs I:yer AIR 1948 Mad 294. 
-~.' :·::>::.~: --
172. venkatararma vs Tulsai AIR 1950 M-ad 294. 
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B. Single Parenting 

According to Engles173, the primitive society, irrespective 

of the geographical boundaries, can be divided in three epochs, 

nanely (a) savage (b) obarbaric (c) civilised. During the first two 

epochs marriage was not known to mankind. :rn the resultant free 

sexual relationship, mother alone had the duty of child rearing. 

But at the advent of the civilised epochs when man became conscious 

of concepts like o..mership, possession and property the idea of 

marriage fornrulated itself because man wanted to ensure that what 

he nurtured and maintained belonged to him and him alone. 

M~riage therefore brOught about the concept of mutual depen

dance, rights and duties~ They in turn have given rise to ques

tions o£ custody, eependency etc. But the duty of bring'ing up the 

c:bilaren rested solely with the woman as the man- was busy providing · ... · ···- ·.· . 

for tohem, fighting for them, but the spouses came to depend on 
. .,.,_. 

~~!i~~-9~r amotionally:, draw mental strength from each other. 
·.·":.·!-:~)f·:.;: ... \ •'. 

so a divorce leads to the spouses losing this emotional bond 

between· them which was also the perennial source of their mental 

strength and ability of face life. 

Single parenting therefoz:e carries a mental burden which may 

be more than the physical problems of having to .look after. the 

child alone. Though the law provides for the maintenance for the 

173. F. Engles, The OriSin of the Famili Private Propert~ And 
the state, Pp• Sl-2, Progress 13U£ iShers, MOSCOW (l48J. 
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child often it is not sufficient. Queries about marital status 

is often found to put separated or divorced women on the defensive 

and when the children fall ill they are psychologically marooned. 

The divorced or separated women have to reorient them

selves the most. It is they who leave the marital family, she must 

~ept ·and adopt a single existence. she misses ~er husband for 

bi~ mer~ presence, the feeling that "he is there!'e Moxa so if 
:···:··· , . +·.-

the.:teiilld and the father were attached. .. . 1·':' ,;:." .. ~ (:··. , .. - ... 

··such mothers tend to be over protective in an effort to 

provide the child with security that is missing due to the absence 

of the father. In the process she passes on her complexes to the ' 

child. She is in deeper difficulty when the chiid comes up with 

questions like where is my father? Why doesn't he live with us? 

Why does he live with some one else?174 

Similarly a single father,- ev-en though adept at house 

keeping and child caring chores finds himself at a loss with. the 

child whose custoqy he has gained. However since he has not had · 

to leave the family, other family members or if he is well of£ 

trained ayah · .. ·:, nurses and nannys can take care o£ the physical 

upbringing of the child but the emotional hunger, the craving 

for mothers tenderness cannot be supplied with the f ather·• As 

a result he is either a remote father figure or a doting father 

spoiling the child. A· busy father· can rarely spare enough t~ .. 

for the child. so the child, whose single parent is the father, 

174. s. Lalitha, "Single Parenting, Life without Father", Indian 
EXpress, weekend July 28th 1990. 
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is emotionally s~d generally~ 

In modern house holds there is a kind of division- of labour. 

HUsband and wives are generally obligated by law to support each 

other mutually, but in different ways, husbands are respcosible 

~9r,,~: financial support of the family and wiw.s are responslble 
•. :, '·.: ~: .-· . ..:. ~. . .,, .• 

:for _liqmestic services, wh_ere both the spouses have to work or 

the;i;h'usl:land is incapable of bread winning, this tradition is 
.. · '~· .;.:~; ~~}: .. :;;--.. ~ . . . . 

bJ"_okm11 but in many households especially in middle class families 

that this tradition is preserved175• In Sheela Vs Jeevanlal1 7 6 

the supreme court while granting the custody of the three childreh 

to the mother observed that in our society it is usually the male 

member that earns bread for the family but it is the mother ·who 

devotes all her life for the children looking after their interest. 

The mother being iri the· ·actiVe care and control and father 

the provider. constitu~ together an adult role model for the 

child. 

MOthers rule with a rod in her gentle hands, she is meant 

for cuddling, confiding. It is her hand that rules and also rocks 
-

the cradle. Fathers are reserved for the daily wrestling bouts, 

holiday trips to the zoo and ice cream treats and cricket matches. 

175. Virginia Tuft and Barbara Myerhoff, Changini Images of. the 
familz, p. 324-326, Yale university Press ( §79) 

176. AIR 1988 MJ 275 see also, stephen J MOrse, "Family LaW In 
Transition a From Traditional Families to Individual 
Libertyn • p. 319 in Changing Ima~s of the Fmtily, edited 
by Virginia Tuf-f & Barbara Myerho£. Yale university Pxess 
(1979). 
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Father provides the strongest retort to the child "MY £_ather is 

stronger than yoursa. Father is also the man one does. npt disobey 

easily. 

so. when the family is broken, and the mother is the custo

dian of the child. the missing parent cannot be· an adequate ·role 

model for the child or act as an added source of authority in 

enforcing confor.mity with the sOcial rules arid disciplineo It 
0 

has been called a inatricentric family and it has seriOlis conse-

quences on the upbringing of the child177• The same .is true of 

the father who is a custodian parent. In addition to providing a 

role model for the child to follow he must also provide the tender 

care and control of the mother. The female relatives of the father 

attenpt to act as surrogate mother in an attenpt to .reduce the 

emotional strain of the child. Things become. more difficult if the 

fathe~ has the custody of the daughter and the mother has the 

custody of the son. Neither can be the role model to them - not 

· -~ j~i~~r :to the son. nor the father to the daughter. AS a result 

. :i;~:;,ti~i:~d ·has a difficult growing up process. -
. ;;-:';::: .. ,........ . 

_<f.f.'~·:,§);:\~f:~~;,~~ feeling of gUilt remains, though the ·social stigma 

that a wanan had to face is not so e)ttreme now. Guilt that the 

child is being harmed by lack of the proper fanily environment 

177. Will.iam J. Goode, The Famity Page 91-117.,_ Prentice Hall 
of India Pvt. Ltd (1975}. 
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remains. Most psychologists and feminists have agreed that the 

proper place for the man is the periphery, that nature did npt_ . 

care a hoot whether the father hung around or not after birth178• 

vlomen feel that courage is a byproduct of her desperation 

to get the custcdy of 
0

the child, save herself and rediscover 

herself through her cnild. However talismanic the father may be in 

terms of the purely physical or "natural" needs cf the child no 

camnemoration is .required for single parenting. Reconciliation 

is most desirable. Single parenting is an alien concept in the 

civilised world where marriage is an recognised institution. It 

is ~Joxe so in India as right fran the age of Manu women have 

been a oppressed, depressed and dependable lot. It is not to say 

that in those ancient times women did not bring up children single 

handedly. Even then single parenting is an unnatural and uncC>nl-

·• fortable nhenomenon. when such \!Illlatural and uncomfortable . . -
......... 

Situation can not be avoided the law does its best to protect 
) ~ ·: ·.:_.;}~~:~~·~~~1:;:1~,i,~:: . . . 
the''"C:ihiid and the vulnerable parent. 

However, it is very important to understand that there is 

n~g to feel guilty about single parenting and both the child 

and the pm:ent IIIllSt be taught to take it in their stride and 

made to realise that they are not the only people in the word 

to face the prdJlem. 

178a Supra note 174. This also appears to confirm Engles vies. 
see note 173. 

':: 
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Part III - Disposal of Propertx179 

Property is a ver-y vital question in marriage as well as 

in divorce. But in the ancient Dharmasa.stra.s provisions for prOperty 

to wcmen was not mcde so the question of settla:nent of property 

on divorce or otherwise did not arise. Narada, Parasara. 

Yajnavalkya and Kautilya all have ordained a second husband to 

B'Wanan under very special circumstances even then. they do not 

nent·ion anything regarding settlement of property in such an event.· 
. . :::· 

.... _.-· 

'l·~ Disposal of Property Under Dharrramastras: 

In Manu, there is mention of stree dhana wer which sh.e 

has a complete and absolute title. The following property, 

ing to Manu is stree dhana. 

1. What was given before the nuptial fire 

2.· What was given on the bridal procession, 

3. What was given in token of love, 

4. What was received fr em her mother, 

s. What was xeqeived from her father, 

6. what was received from the brother • 

179. section 27, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955# states, In any 
proceeding under this Act, the court may make such 
provisions in the decree as it aeems just and proper 
with respect to any property presented, at or about 
the time cf marriage, which may belong jointly to 
both the husband and the wife. · 

u 

accord-
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~li~;/::·~e the six fold prOperty of the wanan that is ~"life over 

which. she has an absolute title. But since :t-lanu does not speak 

of separation or divorce there is nothing mentioned regarding 

hCM the property settlement is to be made on such an event180• 

Maintenance and ornaments constitute woman• s property 

according to Kauti1ya181 • In all forms of marriage_,mak~~. e]ifts 

to the bride and thereby giving pleasure to her is not forbidcen182• 

Maintenance is an endowment of. a maximum of two ·thousand panas, 

as o.n1aments there is no limit. While speaking of maintenanee, 
~ 

Kautilya says the w"oman• s property, and whatever she received 

from her husband shall be given back to her as in the cases of 

maintenance183• He says by retu.;ning her streedhana and . after 

canpensating her for marrying another wife and superseding her,. 

a man may taka another wife for wives are necessary for so~s184. 
Thus Kautilya discusses a situation where a property settlement 

is necessaey between the husband and wife when they separate ancf 
clearly states where the husband seeks divorce because of the 

wife's offence, he shall give to her whatever he may have taken185, 
0 

180. Manu DC 194. see G. Buhler, sacred Books of the East, Vol 
xxv. The Laws of !-lanu, Motilal Banarasidas (1964). 

181. Kau. 3.2.14. see R.P. Kangle, Kautilya Arthashastra, 
Vol Z & II, University of Bombay (19~. 

182. I d. Kau 3. 2.13. 
183. Id. Kau 3. 3. s. 
184. I d. I< au 3.2.38-42 

185. Id. Kau 3.3.17 

. i 
' 
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but if the wcmen seeks divorce from the husband due tP ... ~ offence 

of the husband she shall not ra~~ve __ anyt.h.ing186• 

2. Disposal of Property under Prese~ Hindu L~ 

'l'he property built up jointly and severally by the spouses 

during coverture often becomes the subject matter of dispute 

when the marriage breaks. The court has the requisite. power to 

make just and proper order regarding any property -

1• presented at or about the time of marriages 

2. which belongs to the spouses jointly. 

'l'he court is however not prevented by this section frcm · 

passing any order with regard to any property belonging 

exclusively to the wife or to the husband187• such settlement 
0 

can be made at any proceeding under this Act. However on the 

question regarding separate prcperty of the spouses, Delhi High 

court188 has expressed a contrar.1 view holding that order .regarding 

separate property of the spouses could not be passed under secticn 

27 of the Act. The Jammu and Kashmir High court189 has held that 

187. Kamta Prasad Vs em wati, AIR 1'972 All 153. 

188. Shukla Vs Brij Bhusan AIR 1982 Del 223; Nrigalochani vs 
Kuibhushan KumBrii ll985) ~c 244. 

189~ Sard_ar surineer Singh vs Nanjeet Kaur 1982 ·cr. LJ 514e 



.:.J,;,r>~~~~ . 
such an order can be passed only under the inherent. PoWefJof the 

. ·'::~:;:~:;~ \ . 

court Under section 151 of the Civil Procedure Code. The)~j ab 

High court190 has upheld the logic underlying Kanta Prasaci~91 

and has held that what is contemplated uncer section 27 is cQlse

quential or auxilla.ry in n'ature. The latent principle of section 

o 27 can be enumerated as follows. 

1. 'l'he suit must be a matrimcnial sul.t before the court. 

2. The application regarcling disposal o£ property must be 
made before ,the decision of the primary auit. 

3. · The discretion before the cOurt is limited to the extent 
, or a just and proper order wpich should be made keeping 

in view (a} the equities betWeen the parties (b} material 
surrounding circumstances (e) any other fqor the court 
deems essential. 

4. The order should lirni t itself to those properties which 
·were received (1J just prior to the marriage Ci.i) at the 
time of the marriage U.ll) · just a£ter the marrJ.:age. 

So Such property must belong (a) to the wife (b) to the 
husband (c) to both husband and the wife jointly• 

6. Making of· such decision is the 4isc.retion of the ccurt. 

7 • The words "may belong jointly" is a wide term whiCh does 
·not speak of ownership or title but merely speak~ of. 
;posaession. The. word may can also be interpreted as ~at 
which may not. . · 

a .. 'I'his provision oniy: concerns itself only 'with the property 
presented to the: spouses end not to the property earned 
by the spouses. · 

190. surinder KIDJr Vs H!dan Gopal Singh AIR 1980 Punj 334. 

191. supra note 186. 
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Thus ~aW-·'pi-9J?'~ty which may be .jointly and severally 
. . ·-,~~if;};~>..: . ~ . :/<;:~·-· . . 

ea.med by ~~~~@p(.uses <luring coverture and built up and accrued 

-as family as~~ ~s not -covered by section 27. 
" ' . . 

Fanily assets can be divided into two parts, broadlya 

1) Those capital in nature, namely house, furniture, land 
' ' ' ' ' 

and other. properties; 

2) Those revenue in nature namely (a) earning cap~ity of 
the husband (b) earning capacity of the YAfife (c) saving 

capacity of the husband and (d) saving capadi ty of the wife. 

section 27 is silent on this issue. 

192 The Supreme Court has held that· the streedhan property 

continues to be the property of the wife and on the husbands 

refusal to return the ·same the wife can sue l).1.m for criminal 

breach of trust under section 406 of the Indian .Penal cooe. 

'Ihe husband or his relatives are mere custodians or tJ:Ustees of 

the said property193 ~ '_ 

There is always a decline in the living standard of the 

custodian spouse mainly the non earning mother and the children 

after divorce while the standard of living of the non custodian 

~ouse especially the earning father rises. RecognitiOn of thG' 

concept of family assets or comnunity property may be cf some 

help194. 

192. · Prathibha Rani vs suraj Kumar AIR 1985 sc 628 

193. Mathai I<unJanma Vs J<ochukiran :U (1984) DMC 32. 

194~ Gillian Douglas, •Justice or welfare In Financial 
Prcceedings ':Iil Divorce" 1987 MLR 516 Vol 50, No. 4, 
at P 519 •. 
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Part xv;. DisinteQr!ticn of FamilX 

'Xhe word fam.ilY- gene.t"-al.l-y neans- parents and children 

living under l:he same roof. The future of a nation depends en its 

children whose upbringing depends on their home life which in .tum 
0 .. ,: . 

". :~;: -. 

depend on their family ties. The family is the microcosm of society. 

AS bricks go to.maka a house so do families go .to make people195 •. 

These ties are vital for the wellbeing of the society. In a well 

knit family each member upholds the other, the strc:ng- support 

the weak and the good reprove the bad. ~hey may have difference 

with one another but attacked from outside they join t09e~er. 

They are like a hcuse that is built upon a rock and stand finn 

for all that is right and good196• 

A stea4y rilse in divorce affects family aystem. Earlier 

it was believed that .the joint family system ~as one of tb3 main 

reason for incidents- of divorce. It is a special feature of the 

Indian society that wife is required to live _with the parents 

of the husband which ·often gives rise to quarrels and tensions,. · 

between the w.:l.fe and the husbanc'is relatives and thereby with -the 

husband. himse~f197• This led to the emergence of unitary family 

195. Lord Denning., The closing chaPter p.- 50 Butter...rorthS 
(1993) 

.Ibid. 

Jaffer Hussain, Marriage Breakdown And Divorce .Law 
. ·. In contemporary society a A conparative study of USA, .. -

.... _.,_~~r:f>~:UK And India, p. 217, concept Publishing company (1983). 
F::.-:,· 
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consisting of the spouses. tbeJZ: pcu=el1u and their children. 

However this hardly brought ~'~;,·Change in the rate of divorc 
. -·· .. ,_ :;_._;-

From the unitary family now the family structu::e has been changed 

to nucleus family which .includes the spouses and their unmarried 

children, yet t.'le rising trend of divorce has not changed. 
(0 

Eviaen tJ.y then. the family structure is not the casus 

Belli. But the st.tU~ture of · the f anily is in g.reat danger. There. 

is a gap .betv1een the law enacted and t."'le actual praQtices of lC~r~. 

'l'he grounds oo w ich the divorce is sought are the synptoms or 

indicatidns of a breaking family. 

Thie social _scientists _believe that chenge in the functional 

aspect oE the fmtily contributes to the rise of divorce~ From a 

functional perspective they feel. the adaptations of the far.ily to 

the requirements of the eco~omic system has placed a strain on the 

marital relationship. rt has led to relative isolation of nuclear 

family from i?be wider r~nship net work. ~ a ~sult. the families 

carry a heavier emotional burden when it f"inds inde_pendently than 

when it is a small unit within a larger kin fabric. AS a con~ 

quence todays family is relatively frag'ile. 'l'he nuclear family 

·:;f;ruffers from an emotional overload which inCLeases the level of 
. . 

conf l.ict betWeen its members. 

In an· industrial sOCiety the f amlly specialises in fewer 
i 

functions. AS a z:esult there are fewer bonds to unite the spouses, 

because most of the functionsof the family are now carried on by 

the commercial organisations, which has a dysfunctional effect 
·--- ----... 

' 

.. ~.-

· · ~,:i~YJ~:"; · 
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on the fanily. The high rate Of C:tiyorce is the price that is being 

paid and again divoroi in--~- affec-ts the family198• 

AS a consequence. young pecple are exploring the alternative 

to the family life. Single life is one such alternative. At one

time the society loolted askance at single people and they were 

considered 1e·ss capable and -mature. Single women a.z:e stereotyped 

as ·old maids who have not made 1 t to the marriage market, sillgle · 
~ ~ 

men are more attractively cast in the role of eligible bachelors 

' 
but we.re often thought of as not quite respectable. There is no 

radical change in this view still many people C90spicuously choose 

to remain single, especially in urban areas. J:ni urban areasll 

individual opinion or social opinion about another is irrelevant 

and no one is really very seriously affected by it. The tensions 

of a busy city life, pre-occupation Hith suzvival and furtherance 

of carrier end its relentless demands aze a few tP.ings which makes 

the survival of the single individuals easier. 

The next al. tern ati ve life style .is what is c~:mmonly known 

as living together. It meuns a man· and a \'loman sharing at the 

bed and board together without the marital bond. This is a new. 

social relationship just emerging in India though rather. comncn 

in the western countries. 

some families ill the west. dissatisfied ~'lith tradit.i'onal 

family or singlelife have joined comnunes. A comr.une is made up 

. ·.: ~~: . 
. . . -~ · ... 
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of several individuals ~~{:boun~· by blood or legal ties, who 
: . . ~:.::~~,;li/ \ :~_ . . 

share living quarters anct;.oma responsibilit.t.es for their llfe 
·,; .... · 

~ogether199. 

Where, the law cannot prevent a factual breakdown of 

marriage, the law also cannot prevent a man and woman <from choosing 

any of these a1 ternative life style. Divorce law can only preven~ \ 
0 

the transformation of factual relationship of a concubine intQ 

a legitimate marriage200• 

The alternative life styles are logical fall cuts of the 

present divorce situation. What protection can the law give to the 

unobficial wife or thetil~s nullius? I£ this consequence is not 

kept in view then we will soon be picldng up the pieces of a 

shattered family system in the fcnn of institutions of unwedded 

mothers and filius populi. 

A prima.ty function and characteristic of the family is 

that it; should be a social group in which the earliest stages 

the chi:ld can invest its emotional resources and learn to be 

corrmitted to them201 .•. Divorce strikes at this root and the family 

itself is disrupte_d. But divorce is also a necessary .e.vil which · 

·;•· combats a larger'!' ~~vi1. For better results the system itself 

.requires ove.rhauling .. 

199 • .E.:arne$t J. Green, Robert F. Massey, sharon Dans ~1assy. 
Mar-ria And Fanil : A BasJ.c self Instruction Guide, 
PP• 164-174. Macgraw Hill Books 

200. Kahn Freud#· ttoivorce Law RefoJJDs'1 19 )olLR 477-576 (1955) 

201.- Hichael-- ·An€erson,----Soei&li',il- of the Family, pp. 57-59, 
Penguin Education (1975l.-

. i 
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A. MAINTENANCE 1 

Period 1914-19541 DUring the spontaneous unplanaed social change 

(SUSC) period ranging between 1914-1954 in this study it was 

observed that there were about 51 maintenance cases. of which 

43% were by male appellants and 57'Yo were by female appelants. 

In about 63% cases maintenance was granted and in 33% cases main-

tenance was declined, 4% ca5es- were ~aer other forms of decision 

which are mostly technical decisions. While only 3&.,{. cases were in 

favour oi men. ";59'" cases were in favour of worren. I.n other words 
·t 

571'~ appellants were women. in 63% cases mainrenance was granted 

and in 59"" cases the decision f avc..-ured women. All the female 
. 

appellants had succeeded in. their a:ppeal. 

The rate of JI&aintenance varied between ~ 20/- per mensem 

and is. 300/- per mansem. In about 9% cases the presence of 

children were nentioned. 

Period l955-1990a The rising trend of the maintenance case continue 

uninterrupted. 'l'here were about 212 cases during this period. Of 

these 63% were male appellants and 36% were female appellants. 

In 7:tYa cases maintenance was decreed. In other words almost 

all the male ap_rellants failed in their appeal as 74% cases were 

ddiciced in favcur of wanen. 

During th£! former p0I:iod th~:; maintenance clo.im of rr.ost 

of the t.-Tcroen failed in the lDHer forum. That is the rea::.:vn why-

majority of the apr-ellants Tt7ere wcmen. Durin~) the ·latter period 
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the women• s claim was upheld in the lower forum itself. Therefore 

it became necessaxy for most of the men to go to the upper forum 

in appeal. The statistics show that those appeals were also lost 
" 

to them. 

ColYin 51% cases the amount of maintenance paid was mentioned 

Most of maintenance anlount (in 31% cases) was limited to Rse 100/• 

o~y •. Maintenance amount of Rs. 100/- to ~ 200/..; and Rsa 200/- ~o 

Rs. 300/- figured 19% cases each, together constituted 3&" of the 

cases. In about 11% cases a pa~nt of Rs. 500/- and more was made 

and in 8% cases lunpsum payment was given. Apparently this began 

to gain popularity from 1980 onwards. 

Period 1984-199(U This period is important because it was tallied 

with the same period. at the sub-divisional level for which the 

cases were collected from the Ci..urt of the sub-divisional judicial 

magistrate at Siliguri. Of the 65 cases during this period, in 

66% the appellants were male and ·in 32% the appelants were female. 

In 74% cases maintenance was allowed and 74% cases the cases were 

decided in favour of women. 

It appears that the soci~conorrJ.c vulnerability of women 

have been granted a judicial recognition under the maintenance · 

cases. 'I'he trend of decision making reflects that ·the judges have 

.·: ·.;'~t'j~{·.~ to make up for this social deficiency through their judgments 
·r • 

··-:~visional level (1984-1990) a Of the 124 cases available for 
~·~::·, .. •!,:.~·;_~~-~;t;<~·/:-- . 
· · <:»~:''\',an&lysis out of a 160 that were filed during this period, 78% 

petitioners/complainants were women. A reversal of the earlier 
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findings at the national level bettwen 1955 and 1990 and also 

1984 to 1990. Of the 124 cases available for analysis in 31% 

.:.. ·<'Q.ases maintenance was allowed.,· 31% cases were ·pending before the 
• /:- .·;;,;--· 1,••'. ··. ' . 

ooUJ:t. About 29% cases were dropped for default or non prosecu-
, ·. . ·. ,,\•ii.~1.';:: : 

:.:~',.:'·.·tfiii' and as rejected petitions. About ~/o cases ended on compromise. 
- . ·_ ··<·:\·~~::;::~. ·~ .. . . . 

~ maintenanc::e amount in majority of 51% cases were between 

Rs. 200/- to Rse 300/- followed by 26% between Rs. 100/- and Rs. 200/-. 
,, 

It has been noticed that the maintenance amount sanctioned 

by the court are very small. It can hardly be sufficient for 

a person sustainance. The monthly instalment ·system has two 

disadvantages, namely, 

(a) The monthly payments often stops. forcing the women 

into further litigation and harrassments. 

(bJ 'l'he~chastity of woman is given an exaggerated 

irrportance. If she develops an intimacy with· any 

mEillber of opposite sex, she is te.tmed. a wan an of 

lose cl)aracter apd the payments stope 

B. ~ody of children& when the parents engage themselves in 

fierce battle the children are reduced to durri> cattles. Their 

interest is not tefY'.e.!.'G"ted by a lawyer., thei.r sha.J:e of the J;:>roperty 

is neither documented nor apportioned and almost never put in a 

trust on behalf of them. '!'hough their wishes are taken into 

account end the!ir tVelfare is the paramount consideration in· the 

decision making., there is nothing to aid and guide them to reach 

a proper decision. 
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Where the custOdy goes to the mother, she is disadvantaged 

1n two ways (1) she only has the physical custody of the child, the 

guardianship continues with the father. AB a result_.for every 

important decisions for the childs welfare and its future she 

has to turn to her estranged spouse who can ·by a reversal of 

judicial order take the ·child m~ay from her and (2) If the woman 
" 

who is a cu~todian parent later on enters into a relationship w~tJl 

another man, the father can take the child away from her on account 

of her being a person of baa character and of lose morals. Thus, 

even after divorce the man continues to have· an extended control 

over the woman. 

c. Diseos al of prcperty a The ~tethod and disposal of propert:y 

under the Act are quite inadequate. On one hand the amount of 

alimony or maintenance awarded are very meagre en the other hand 

the property which .was given during marriage has been classified 

into those presented to . the groom and those pJ:esen ted to the wife. 

No e~:count is taken of the· .property both in cash and kind and also 

by way of savings which was accumulated during the subsistence 

of marriage •. 

D. _Disintegration of famil~a There is a tremendous change in the 

functional aspect of the family. 'l'he effort to adapt to the changing 

economic· system pl~s a strain on marital ties. With the advent of 

mOdern technology, :the desire to achieve and possess more is 

.· hi.ghtened. AS a result the nuclear family tend _to js!llat~ tl'l~ 

~:<('iieives .from their ldnsh.tp network. This leads to insecurity and 

.·;_ .. 
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disintegration. The resulting emotional trauma is· now leading,

Young people to explore alternative life styles like -single living, 

commune ·living, living together etc. 

As a result the entire social change is swift and wide

ranging often giving the impression of the society being in turmoil. 

The new awareness regarding life liberty and personality predomi

nantly spread by the audio visual medium appears to have aided 

the process. While 'the answer regarding the destination of our 

social movement is not clea+ it forces one to question Quo Vac'Us? 

· Yet one thing is apparent even new that the planned social. change 

(PSC) brought ~out by the statutory provisions relating to ~vorce, 

maintenance, custody, alimony ~tc. and its·effect upon the society 

have triggexed off another (SUSC) spurt of spontaneous unplann~ 

social change. 



CHAl?'r'ER - IX 

S~~ARY AND CCNCLUSI~ 

The focus of this present stt.dy has been to understand 

the trends in divorce litigation ~nd the decision making process, 

the socio-leg al problems which have arisen as a result of the 

existing laws of divorce uncer the Hindu 11arriage Act, 1955. 

Cl0arly, the thrust of the study is both on the social and legal 

aspects. Altogether 1346 cases including 71 divorceespersonally 

interviewed with a structured questionnaire have been discussed 

in this thasis. cases were collected for the period of 1914 to 

" 1990 from All India Rer.>orter alone. These. cases were analysed and 

discussed at different stages. 'l'he total number o7=. cases for 

divorce alone during this period were abuut 352,. those that •·1ere 

collected frvm Darjeeling District Court ·..vere about 268 cases. 

There were about 260 maintenance cases between 1914 ~ci 1990, 

.:; 

about 158 cases were collected frcm the ~.D.J.H. Court. at siliguri. 

About 236 cases were used as substantive reference. 

The study, however, cannot be treated as exhaustive becnuse 

for a single case that has been ref_.orted tr1L.re are thousands of 011-

reported ones. Besides. as already pointed out, cases from a 

single j ct:.rnal alone has been used. such a stt:U.f obviously needs 
.. ~ 

an approach which pays due attention to the variegated social, 

socio-legal conditions not only in Siliyuri sub-divisional town 

but all over India. 
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A. summary of the finding is made here on each major aspect 

" of the study discussed in the p:r:eceding chapters. In order to 

duly emphasise each findin..,.,s and submissions. some repeatation 

of the points already made in previous chapters could not be 

avoided • 

Hindus of long ago called it Dharmasastra and the modern 

Hindu refers to it as law. In both cases, reference is made to a 

\·thole range of rules, regulations, policies and nonns which are 

used to regulate human bei1aviour in society and thereby the 

society itself. Marriage laws are a part of such core group of 

laws. It is the core because marriage is the first stone laid 

upon the ·foundation that built the society. rt is here that the 
.. .......-·' 

of~ repeated statement - law is made for society ana not society 

for law finds ~levance. 

Period 1914-1954 s Hindus in the ancient t.imes believed in 

the sacramental sanctity of marriage so firnly that they adhered 

to indissolubility ot) marriage. This lead to casuistry and 

oppressionof worren. That this social rigidity has led to a 
. . 

spontaneous unplanned social change is quite clear during the 

period of 1914 to 1954. '!'here ~re __ divurce cases based on custc-ms 

and others on grounds like adultery. In th~ beginning from 1914 

to 1933, in most of the cases divorce ~-~as deni~d. HGwever, from 

1934 onwards- a clear shift tvwards granting of diVO.L.Ce was 

observed. 1'hough the number of male apPellants \.'iere foundto be 

high. at the beginning most -of the decisiun went in fav--ur of 

men. but gradually, women began to dominate the scene• 
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The reason why the ground of cruelty aid not gain 

popularity during this period was chiefly because however cruel 

tbeiJ: treatment, women did not feel sufficiently _that cruelty 

was perpetrated ag~nst them or better perhaps sane amount of 

~lty was treated as no~al in conjugal relationship. There was 

a general acceptance that it. was the natural tate of their lot. 

Period 1955-1990: It is a general belief that in the legal 

world, it is very difficult to get mo.re than one per sen to agree 

on a single thing. There is, however, cne thing on which lawyers, 

judges, law teachers and law researchers agree upon is the 

fact that there is a steady and devastatin<; rise in the number of 

divorce cases over trie last few dc:=cades. Every half decade, every 

decade, have registered a steady rise in the number of cases 

esr-ecially after 1'=976.-

The most popular ground used to file divorce_ suits were 

the ground of cruelty, followed by adultery anu desertion in 

that order. In all the three cases it was found that there was 

rise in the number of cases after 1976. 

This is significant. After the passing of the Act in 1955, 

the grounds of the divorce were rela-i;ively mLre restricted than· 

they are today-. Having un-iversalised w-hat was already prevalent 

among certain classes of Hindus, the law makers rested without 
u 

paying much attention to the nitty-gritt:t details of each provi

sion. During the intervening period between 1955 to 1976 a few 

events occurred simultaneously, {1) Divorce was no lcn0er an 

Jl.rabian Knights tale for the Indian woman, it \'ras beginning 
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to be a reality of her life. (2) The efforts at generating aware

ness of rights and liberty paid off as women started to develop 

a consciousness about them. (3) The technological, economic and 

sociological chm~s .began to have an effect on almost every ones 

life. AS a result tb3re waso,n. urgent need to broaden and liberalise 

the grounds of divorce. The much needed cnanges to the ~ct occurred 

through the anenClment of 1976. '.rhe amendnent of 1976 had the offset 

of liberalising the p.rwvision of divorce. The increase in the number 

of cases in the post 1976 period, therefore, is not very surprising. 

,L;etailed ZGnal stucy revealed that w 5.tn vr:;ry f12w exce)tions 

like Himachal Pradesh, Goa, Manir-;ur etc. the adjacent states have a 

similar cultural fabric. However, the state of Punj e.b and Haryana 

and r:elrd respectively recorded tne maximum number of cases. 

l'here was a marginal difference bet\-reen male and female 

appellants with men leading tbe score. ln n1ost oi the declsicns 

divorce had bE..>en decreed cmd those decisions had gLne in favour 

of women. ~his is a complex situation. A l0ok into ti-E situatj,on 

shows that., prima facie, the men were against the divo"'!'~e. decreed 

by ~ l0111er court and decided to seek t:r.e help of the u1>per forum 

in order to preserve their marriages, which ~::ven the upper f 0rum 

had turned down. 

The realit~, however, is much l.iifferent. cur ili.vorce lew 

is based upon the fault theory. ~he litigating ~pauses are required 

to establish the 11 gui1t" of the other spouse before the court • 

.so when a court decrees divorce against the claim o::.: . the. man it 

means that the man is 11 <;;uilty" of a .marital o£fenca. It is this 
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stigma of 11 guilt11 the man fights against and appeals to the UpPer 

foJ:Um and not for preserving hiS marriage. 

There is more irony involved here. Ever since 1976 amandment, 

the ground of cruelty has ·gained unprecedented popularity, due to 

the fact that, now anJthing can be termed a cruelty and is rela

tively easy to prove. so it has been found that men preferred tne 

ground of cruelty as against any other ground· of divorce. The irony 

lies in the fact that when the whole world. is concemed with cruelty 

and crime against women and their diminishing number. it is 11 cruelty", 

01.1:.~~Ch most of the divorce is sought by men. wcman on the contrary 

p.rafet"J:ed the ground of adultery and desertion, \"ll'hich cannot be 

alltaged ~ightly and is difficult to prove. Yet1 the fact is that 

women have still opted for them. 

Calcutta High Court (1;55-1990); The Calcut·t.a H.igh court 

in the state of Wti::st bengal p.resented no sp~cific diversion frcm 

what was observed as a nation-wide trend during the 1955 to 1990 

period. A slight deviation was noticed regarding the ·g·rounds used 

to obtain divorce. While in the former case the ground of desertion 

was in tne third place, it was placed in the seccnd position in the 

latter case. AS ~scu:::.sed earlier the reason for tnis is partly 

geographic and partly Bengal • s cultur ell history. Hany dist.ticts 

of west Bengal are adjoining the Bangladesh border ·and illegal 

illiiligration and marital offences are coranon. Bengal is well known 

for its social custom of Kulinism. ~be system which is essentially 

based on desertion, may be still embedded in Bengal• s subconscious 
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Darjeeling District court l984-1990a It is difficult to get 

d~a for more them five to six years in any disti;'ict court. Usually 

atlch data ,are classified documents and so the work had to be 
.•. --!-· 

sta.J;ted with the permission of the High Court. which was done., 
-·· ~-. \ ·: . - ' 

'I'he 'picture at the district level was essentially similar with 

those at the state or national level with some small diversions. 

The rising trend continued unhincered. rather enc011raged b}'-q 

the swift ~ocial changes. 'l'he ground of cruelty continued with its 

popularity. Desertion, in a similar situation at the state level 

and continued to occupy the sec~nd position. while adultery took 

the back seat. 

women were seen to be alleging cruelty more frequently than 

" the men did. This -was a direct digression from the finging at 

the state and national level. The ground of adultery and desertion 

were less frequently used by them. The number of male petitioners 

were also quite large and obviously more than female petiticners. 

Most of decisions favGured men, and in most of the cases divorce 

was decreed. 

The sub-divisional scenarios when the tragedies of persc..nal 

life is taken before the ·court. the tragedies become case numbers. 

This has an effect of depersonalising the event. The human factor, 
0 

its feelings of pathos, pain and pleasure find no recognition· there. 

These then retreat themselves, beyond a veil which separates the 

man from the man made court. Even if law can get embroiled in the 

niceties of technicality. human emotions do not. A socio-legal 

study therefore has to look beyond this separating veil. This 
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part of the study was undertakcm to look beyond the court room 

and into human problems. Law does not take into accoun~. -~ minute 

social and cultural factors even though it is meant for all. For 

this reason, in order to understand the social .realities, this 

part of the work was undertaken. 

Most of t~ cases were filed from the sccial groups which 

were of low education and very high education grpup; very low 

income group and very high income group. Always the lower strata 

was followed gy the upper strata. The middle groqp registered a 

relatively less number of cases. 

.. 

It appears that the social misfortune of the lower class 

regarding their education, occupation and incane has consigriecf.them 

to. an eternally vicious circle where lo.r education leads to inferior 

occupation and hence a small salary, which in turn again affords 
0 

low education and so forth • .Among this group of peo1-.le, frustration 

of life leads to cruel behaviour relating to body and mind, adultery 

is a recreation and desertion is the escape. so ·cases of separation 

and divorce is high am-.. ng them. Among the higher class too much 

of everything leads to divorce. High degree of social exposw:e, 

moz:e than sufficient money and .bookish knowledge confuses them. 

They have an exaggerated sense oi personal rights and liberty, 

they lack spousal companionship as each spouse is engaged in 

social per suits of their own. Since money is not a prc:blem, the 

cause of tenaico is its preservation. This lonel~ness and insseurity 

is ~ caU&e of divorce among the upper social class. Predictcilly, 

it is tbe middle class who are still concerned with questions of 

social niceties, social morals, social status etc. so the rate of 

divorce is less in this class. 'Ihe men fridays and girl fridays 
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of these classes ao not have enough time for adultery or desertion, 

cruelty of course .t.s another matter. usually it is accepted as 

natural and often thL concept remains vague. 

Most of the marriages in these cases were negotiated, 

social and unregistea. Few marriages were courtship marriages, 

but are social and unregistered, and a fe:w were registered. 

There are also cases where the marriage have taken place in a 

temple. Xbe belie£ that 'love marriages' are unstable is ·not 

bo~ out by this study. Those marriages which ru:;:e social and·-
. . 

Ul:l,tegiJ?tored sometimes run the risk of being invalid. such insti-
. : ·~·~~::. ,'._ : -

tqi~~."/pose extreme difficulties as the woman is required to prove 
- •••• _I.~ •• 

the .. Yalidity of her marriage. where she fails to_do so, she is 

invariably left in a lurch. she loses the status of the wife on 

account of her marriage being null and void. She also cannot claim • 

maintenance under Section 125 cr. P. c. as she is not a wife. Law 

m~ be justified in as}-.ing the woman tc prove the validity of 

her marriage, but law does not take into account the effect of 

doing so, namely, providing· an escape- route for men and social 

jeopardy for the woman. 

. Cruelty occ~pied the first place even at the grassroot 

level. Adultery was followed by desertion. Most of the women in 

the sample were educationally, occupationally and financially 

bacla.rard and in most o~ the cases their marriage was terminated 

,.~ 

on the ground of cruelty. 
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Adulte.r:y were high amons,... the highly educated. financially 

better off and occupationally well placed people. Prob·ably it was 

their social set up and exposure which resulted in this situation. 

The middle class was found to be more susceptible to the 

temptc::tions of desertion. This may be because this group has hi<)ler 

social ambitions and desires, and whenever they feel tt1at the 

marriage is holding them back from achieving them, they opt for. 

the shortest and the simplest route, desertion. 

A surprising fact that surfaced sr1owed th~t the idea of 

divorce in most cases was first mooted by che husband, in quite 

a few cases by the wife and in som"' cases the in laws. However, 

in large majority of cases it was found that it _1.-1as the husband 

who had petitioned for divorce. In cases where the idea was mooted 

by the in laws, oiten the divorce suit was presented on mutual 

consent. 

I~ is worth noting here that compared to men very few women 

.w8.J:e· ~e~lo.led in any of the four levels of analysis. It has also 
' ~---:-' 

b:eeQ;found at the sub-divisional level that the wumen who were · ... ·. ~- .. _ .. S~A'!-<~_~;~ ~:·~:· ... -. . . 
. ' 

educationally backward. had very poor enployrnent range and earned 

relatively less than men. 

In other words, even amongst the Oppressed group. the 

women form an oppressed class by themselves. socio-economic 

independence of women continues to be the goal w~ich is yet to 

be achieved. Why do Indian women suffer? The answer is sinple and 

obvious. It is a suffering brou.ght about by fear. A suffering 
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due to misplaced devotion, an urge to continue in and maintain 

a f~ade of sucCessful marriage and above all to avoid a scand~~· 

~·J~his ensures that their suffering multiplies in number and 

dQlble; or triples in quanity. The truth is they have no other 

option. 

Both economic considerations and sociological pressures 

play a major role in keeping her a passive prisoner of emotions. 

Traditionally she is conditioned to accept an inferi·or role, she 

is taught that it is upon the male members of the family t.'lat her 

bread and butter dependS. It is tl-)ey who give them a social. status. 

From birth she is conditioned to see .. herself as a daughter. sister, 

wife or mother. She begins to see herself as a helpless victim 

unable to change the course of events. 
" 

In such cases, more than law what is needed is to bring 

abeut attitudinal changes. society needs to be sensitised. 

The sound of silence' Both at the district .-ag.d,;.$\lb

divisional stages, there were a few very startling revelations, 

(1) majority of the cases, after their institution before the 
·-··· 

court, weze either kept pending or· were withdrawn or were dropped 

for default and non prosecution. (2) In a good many number of 

cases. the defendant had kept absolutely quiet regarding the 
0 

case. There was no xesponse, defence or rejoinder. 

In the farmer where the. cases were discontinued on one 

pretext or another, it would lead one to presume ·that having 

discontinued the case, the parties would resume a life of conjugal 

bliss and hazmony. unfortunately that was not true as the sub-

I 
. I 

I 
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divisional level interviews reveal. In almost all the cases the 

parties continued to live in a state of defacto divorce. While 

this puts the parties in a sort of limbo - a kind of suspended 
···-

animation, the man saves a lot _o.t money by non .payment of alimony 

and litigation expenses. This way of life hardly affects the man 

either socially o-tt emotionally, it is the woman who bears the 

cross of life. At the sub-divisional level all the women who were 

living in a state of defacto divorce continued witll the social 

customs like wearing mangal sutra, sindoor, conch shell bangles 

which were ostensibly in protection of the spouse who was· respon-

sible for their sorry state. Their husbands however did not spend 

a farthing for them though they e~joy the benefit of the near ... 

divorce like situation. This is a situation which the provision 

for divorce or the case decisions do not contemplate but a look 

" into the society brings it into sharp focus. 

m the latter case as ~lready discussed in the previous 

chapters, where the cases were decided ex-parte ·as the defendant 

chose silence as ·the only Jneans of his or her survival, it would 

appear that the spouses really were beyond caring as to what 

happened to the marriage. 'I'ha pain and the misery of the trauma 

was too deep £or words. In some cases the defendants, mostly women 

also did not know that they had a right to defend themselves. Those 

who knew that they did have that right, did not know how to go 

about doing it. The silence of the spouses succe~sfully proclaims 

to .the ma.Sses that the marriage is irretrievably broken and is 
l ... --

beyond ~pair. such cases of course, do not go to the upper forum 

in appeal for obvious reasons. 
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The caste factor; When data relating to social and human 

factor becomes the sui..ject matter of extensive analysis. it is 

curiosity which leads the researcher by the nose. It was one 

such curiosity to discover how divorce law has affected the 

different castes which led to finding of the caste from which· 

maximum number of divorce had taken place. Since the reports of 

cases do not mention the castes of the parties unless they are 
0 . 

relevant to the case at hand. it was not possible to analyse cases 

at the national level on the basis of castes. HO\·Jever. at th.:: state 

level with the help of the book of Lokeshwar Basu- and t:.e title 

of the parties. discovery of their castes and an analysis thereof 

was possib4e. It was found that, of the state level maximum number 

of cases were reported from me Kayastha caste. This position was 

reiterated at the dist::ict level also. In the sub-divisional 

level it was the shudras follcwed by the kayasthas. 'l'hough it is 

not Sl,lrPrising to note a high degree of divorce among the shudras • 

. They. pra.c;:tieised divorce even in the days of dhcu:masastras. What 

i,_nq~ort~y is that an upper caste lil~e the Kayasthas have 

cauglit....-.9Jl .. to. the idea of divorce, the brahmins however have taken 

a. back seat to them. Incidents of de facto divorce was also found 

to be more from the lower castes. The study revealed that more· 

people from the upper castes had fil .. d a iiivorce suit1 which was 

done by very few of the lower cast_e.s. This means the lower castes 

who practiced divorce long before the ACt cane into force, and 

also due to the heavy litigation expenses seldom came bet'ore the 

court. Those who did, had achieved scme degree of legal literacy 

and enlightenmant~ 
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Age of the partieft Law requires that a Hindu girl should 

not be married before the age- of 18 and a Hindu boy should not 

contemplate marriage before c::oq)leting the age of 21. That ehis 

requirement is ignor~d in some community is an open secret. But. 

as days passed. men and women. especially middle class men and 

wcmen, have started to marry in their late twenties and early 

thirties. Regarding divorce it was found that very few divorce 

took place in the age group below 20 years. Maximum number of 

divorce took place in a age group of 25 years to 35 y<=:ars. The 

reas011 for tbJ.s age group being so susceptible to divorce could 
-- ~ 

be QWi;:~,~o- the reason that in this age group. on cne -had. the 

~~r;; __ ·ai;~ y~ung and temperamental. and on the other h:nd marital 
. :· .. ·?t'[:· .. ::).;: ... 

adj~~'t within the first 10-15 years of marriage is. not reached 

in all cases easily. 1V5 a result, a very serious personality 

clash can easily take place within this age grc-up lec.ding to 

matrimonial breakdown. 

Subsistence of marriage a Marriage, which brings about a 

complete change in ones life style. revolves around adjustment. 

Though divorce after one or two days- of- cohabitation does not 

give rise to any conclusive proof regarding the grounds of divorce. 

the first five years<:are very crucial. Most of the marria<;es tend 

to breakdown within first five years of marriage. AS the marriage 

becomes older it tends to stabilise. This fact was true of all 

the four levels of analysis. The first five years of marriage is 

like sitting on nine pins - a mixture of pain and pleasure •. 

0 

t· 
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Children and custody& one of the requirement of law is 

thet ,in a divorce petition the presence or absence of children must 

be speeifi.cally mentioned. Inspite of it. in very few cases this 

fact 1.8 ··specifically mentioned. Again. the divorce cases do not 

mention . anything regarding the custody of children. The mental· 

state of_ the parties to the custody suit is not fully reflected. 

in the case reports. 

At the national .:nd the state l~v~ls very few cases men-

tioned the. presence of chi loren and almost none regarding their 

custody. At tha district level manY cases with children ~rere found 

. though nothing was stated regarQing .... the-ir custody. At the sub

divisional level# however, it was found that majority of the 

people had childrt::n cpd in almost 88% cases the mothers wez:e the 

custodian parents. ~e study also revealed that very few of the 

divorcees women who were interviewed, received any maintenance 

from their erstwhile spouse.s even· though they had the custody of 

the children. These two ~acts read together reveai the eXten~ 

of the burden these wanen CB4ry • Added to this situation is the 

fact that thrcugh his guardianship rights the husband continues 

his hold over the woman even after divorce. 

The post divorce traumaa The law as is revealed under the 
0 

.P.ct is very inadequate on post divorce problems which ranges to 

innumerable problems. 
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once the final decree of divorce is passe~ the life must 

begin anew. for it cannot wait for the traumatised person to put 

the pieces of his/her life together. one of the prime qu_~~:t.ion is 

where to stay. It was seen that except for a lone person who stayt.>d 

in a rented accommodation due to his transferable job all the 

men had the.ir own residence.· Majority of women were found not to 
u 

be living with their natal familY• some lived in rental accorrmoda-

tions and in quarters provided in their place Of work. 

Though majority of the mefi and women at the sub-divisional 

level affi.oned that remarriage should take place ·after divorce and 

that bad marriages should be put to an end. it was aiscovered that 

most of them continued to live an unmarried person's life. 

The men said that they were happy leading a bachelor• s life 

with all its incentives, and in any case they have had enough of 

marriage. The women ~t~ally shuddered at the thought of marriage. 

cne bad experience was sufficient for them. Besides they realised 

that their marriage was not J:eally over even though the law said 

so. Their r.usbanas continued to control their lives through their 

Children. If they developed an intimate relationship with another 

person, the child would be take away from her on the ground of 

her being of bad character-. There was also a J:eluctance to put 

tbe child through further emotional strain. The pre-divorce 

tensions. the trauma of divorce and separation and the post-

divorce adjustments leaves the child bruised and battered emo

tionally. very few wonen have the heart of subjecting the child 

to the ·'anguish of seeing h.is/her mother marry another man. and 
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begin the adjustments afresh. 

They (the divorced persons) said that divorce j,s _a death of 

a relationship and wept uncontrollably. They said that a bad 

marriage should end but wept for the hurt suffered. 
n 

Faters 
f\. 

crave to be called by their chileren, mothers shed bitter tears· 

for them all the while stating that there was nothing else to do. 

They felt that law cannot do justice for them, for law' does not 
0 

see their hurt, law does not know the turth of their lives 

law is without feelings. 

Maintenance: Maintenance is the abandvned women's final and 

desperate attempt to remain in wedlock. •.rhe rising .:rend in such 

cases was evident during 1914-1954, between 1955 and 1990 and frOl'(l 

1984-1990 at sub-divisional level. While almost all the petitioners 

were women, a large majority of apPellant45 were male. However, 

most' of the cases were deciced in favour of the females. 

This is indeed an helping hand ex-cencled towards women l:?Y' 
.-

~be, -ju~iciary while acknowledging their socio-economic vulnera-
.•. 7': . _ ...... 

b~~t.i, . 
. • ·.~ ,·•. ·' 

: ..:_;:. 

However# the amount of maintenance granted were very meagre, 

, ~e judges are tied dWn by the stipulated law and also by the most 

el:usive thing called the maintenance payers inccme. However, where. 

a lunpsurn payment was made, the woman was able to end a chapter, 

but where the payment was in instalments the avenues of iitigation 

were left wide open. 'l'he payment invariably stops due· to· ·the default 
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of the paying spouse and the woman has to start litigation again. 

Even the lunpsum payments are det~rmined without a set principle 

or nonn but depends upon the man • s capacity to pay. 

Due to this reason, tlle woman who is often burdened with 

children is left to fend for herself as the emprical study in 

the town of Siligvri indicated. since the maintenance amount is 

insufficient to keep her body and soul togeti"ler she must look 

elsewhere for sustenance. The policy behind passing the main

tenance lCIIIS was prevention of vagrancy and destitution' by women. 

H.~ ~ar· the. law is successful is obvious and does- not need. any 
expla1at.i.on. 'l'he women however take up alternate means of inccme 

w!).t~.· Qfte~ includes prostitution. If she has any other fonn of -
! . 

occupation, which can be ·proved, then her maintenance money stops. 

But the fozmer is difficult to prove and she continues to receive 

the payments. 

The scenario, beyond doubt, is a dismal one •. Though 

majority of the cases were decided in favour of ·womei1~. -~d there 

is a judicial recognition of the plight of the women, the main

tenance law has failed to s,ive any solace to the woman. 

so long as the maintenance law remains restricted by the 
~ 

t· 

consideration regarding the incone of the husband or the upper 

llmi t of maintenance payable or the husbands • capaei ty to earn the 

situation will not change. 
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It is submitted that every able bodied person, irrespective 

Of the fact whether he has an income or not sh~...,uld maintain his 

wife and child end there should be no prescr.ll:>ed. upper limit- to 

to sw::b maintenance payments. wherein order to avert human 

tr~~dies sufficient maintenance payments cannot be mace, in such 

cases there sbpuld be welfare organisations set. up by the Govern

nent or otherwise, for the purpose of supplementin.:;; the maintenance 

allowance, supvervising 1 ts expenditure and also for helping the · 

wanan to be vocationally self reliant. 

The innocent third party - the child: The entire gamut of 

divorce laws tend to overlook -t.hS child and his interest in his 

parents staying together. The l~ relating to the custoqy of the 

child does look w the "wishes of the child.. and considers "the 

welfare of the child to be of paramount importance ... However, the 

legal. jargons are of little help to the child. During the diroce, 

the child is anguished to witness its parents engage themselves 

in conjugal warfari;;:. After the war has ended, the child is asked 

to make the most crucial and painful choice of its life, does he/ 

she wants to live with mummy or ~apa? If the choice is to live .. 

with papa, the child surely misses the tencerness offered by the 

mother e. Absence of her soft touch and cuddly confidences can 

leave everlasting soar on the psyche of the Child. If, however, 

the custody goes to the mothar, as it usually does, the problem 

multiplies. 'Ibe mother cannot provica as lavish~y or exhoz:bitantly 

for the child as. his/her father might have seen able to. In all 
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' the decision regarding the child's future, the mother is faced with 

indecision and such indecision has a telling effect upon the life 

and mind of the child. The indecision of the mother regarding the 

child are due to the fact that the guardianship of the child always 

remains with the father. In addition, the child misses the role 

mOdel of the father, a person whom he can imitate and believe to 

be the best in the<: world. 

It must be noted here that the child's interest is not re-

presented by a lawyer in the litigation between his/her parents. 

The childs interest must be protected in two ways. our legal systen. 

must have a childr~n counselling centre to help the child to the 

extent required to tide over the crisis of its life. There must 

be licenced. weltrained children laqers who will protect the 

interest of the child during the l1ti4;Jation. whoever gains ~e 

custody of the child must gain his/her guardianship as well. This 
0 

will enable the custodian parent to take decisions regarding the 

child's future. That is not to suggest that the non custodian 

parent cannot have any contact with the child.. 'l'he non-custodian 

pcrent should have the visiting rights etc. of the child. If the 

custody order is reversed. then both custody and the guardianship 

should then to the custodian parent. 

At the time of divorce the child's share of the property 

is not divided nor consieered. AS a result many children get · 

depzf.ved o£ their legitimate share in the property. Thus, if at 
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the time of the post divorce property settlement. the child's 

share is also taken into consideration and his/her share of the 

property ·is kept in trust or kept in safe custody in any other 

manner. then at least the child's property can be protected. 

Single parent.:; ng z Most custOdian parents accept single ... 

parenting with a sense of guilt. This guilt arises from the fact 

that the custodian parent feels guilty of separating the C:ilild from 

the love and affectiod of the other parent and thereby causing· 

mental anguish to the child. Botl! the child and the parent must 

be aided with proper counselling to acc~pt the realities of life 

gracefully and without guilt. 

Disposal of property a one of the problems of the aftermath 

of divorce is the apportionment of .Propert.i• Law allows the court 

to tak decision regarding those properties only. which were (a) 

presented at or about the time of marriage and (b) which belongs 

to ~ spouse~ jointly. The court is not prevented by l'aw from 

p~~ng any order regarding property belonging to the husband 

alt;~ne or wife alone. 

Neither the courts. nor the law take into consideration 

. the fact that property may be jointly and severally ·earned by 

the spouses during coverture and built up as far.ily assets. 'l'he 

wcman can be an active partner in such asset building process by 

being enployed and contributing to the family coffers or they 

can be passive contributors doing the house hold work and saving 

for the family coffers. Law should tak~ this fact into account. 

After divorce. the property built up during coverture should be 

' ... 
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equally divided between the husban~ wife and if necessm:y the 
0 

chilCiren. 

To help in these matters, insurance companies can come 

to the a.i.d of the spouses by opening scherres like matrimonial 

insurance etC. 

Matrimonial home: AS stated earlier, one of the problems 

are .vegarding the stay of the partners after divorce. An Indian 

wife shoulc have a aefinite say regarding matrimonial hc·me which 

she builds with her husband away from her in laws. on divorce, 

she must have a right to stay on in the hc.;use if -she so wi-shes. 

· 'rbough lately the c~.;urts have recognised and honoured the mutual 
. . ..... 

inte~eat of the spouses involved in the making uf the matriniOriial 
.• • :•/. ! 

homes. the post divorce situation has not been debated or discussed 

in detail. Law is also silent on this issue. There is a scope for 

a lot of judicial activism in this area. some contractual and 

prc:perty safeguards are to be built up in order to protect the 

woman so that her divorce does not send her on tr~ streets. It 

is a z:ecognised fact in all quarters that single wcrnen• ···especially 

divorced women. find it hard to-obt-ain acconmodation for them-

selves. Therefo.x:e if their right in the:: matrimonial haae is pro

tected it will h~lp her to a great extent. 

Family breakdown and alternative life stylest one o£ the 

boons of fast social life and high social anbition is the transi

tion of the fanily from the joint family to the unitary fanily to 

the nucleus family and may be in future to the atomic family. 
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AS the natural functions of the family is replaced by 

conmerci.al. bodies and organisations, the farnily finds itself 

with more and more leisure time at hand. 'l'he result is that, the 

nucleus fan.:l.ly becomes more self cenb-red. 'I'his sel£ centredness 

leads---to its alienation from its natural kinship fabric which 

m~ the family alsoinsecure and tense. Such self centred, tensed 

.:Lnsecuri~y of the family leads to marital breakdowns. AS a result 

of which. new generation has arisen, who have a deep ingrained 

fear and aversion for marriage and matrimonial ooligations. 'I'hey 

are now :l.ncreasingly opting for alternative life styles like single 

life. comnune life and just living together relationships. 

Single life is more popularly being opted for by men and 

wonen alike. '1'hey feel that their ind.::r:;enaence of status and 

thought, freedom of soc·ial behaviour, are too precious to be 
" compromised. 'l'he tension of adjustment w£th another person who r 

is equally rigid and set in his thoughts and behaviour is not 

there. As a result of this lifE-l style is tast catching on. Besides 

being single is the a1n thingu to-day. a kind of fashion envied 

by many. It affords a personality to the person concerned. 

Cormnunity life is radically different from the accepted 

norms of the society. According to many it ~s akin to the life in 

the primitive social set ·up. 1'hough there are a few known conmunes 

in the western world • ., they are not very popular either there or 

here i.n India. Moreover in India communes are associated with 

drug rackets. criminal and other shady activities. Needless to 
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state here that commune l~ving is a direct revolt against the 

establ~shed social norms and ethics. 

The. life style that is catching on most r~idly is the 

living together system. This is also a direct rebelliQ.~. c;19ainst 

the established sOCial norms. us~al~y there is a kinky personal 

life or aberant trait in the family history which acts as a 

motivating factor. '!'here is, without a doubt, a growing fear of 

marriage as an institution among the children of divorcees and r! 

among th~ ·divorcees themselves. It is true also arr..ong children 

who have witnessed and have s~fered the consequences of unhappy 

people tend to choose either of these life styles as an escape 

rout. ·ro live in or to stay in a cvmmune is to allcw a personal fe~ 

to be subiimat~d into a public gesture of social oafiance. 
. ... 

In the 1 ctter two life styles, the woman runs a much higher 

risk than the man in a relationsl'Up which is guaranteed neither 

by law nor by the society <:nd cannot there£ore be contractual. 
0 

Since both the arrangements keep the option of walking away from 

each other open, the woman a.Qain stands more vulnerClble because 

the lack of legitimacy in her previous relationsi'1ip will stand 

in the way of her forging exclusive relations in future. The man 

is on a safer ground because in India it is the bride and not 

the groom who has a past. 

However, ~spite of these disadvantages, the living 

together system is fast catching on. Whether it is here to stay 

pexmanently is something only time can tell. However as the study 
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in the subarban sOciety of Si.ligurl revealed, there were at 

least four people who had optec. for this livin~ together arrange

ments. All the four of them h~ a history of. painful divorce pro

ceedings. Divorced couples who have one failed relationship 

behind them often exhibit a weariness for comr:itting themselves 

to another relationship even though they need the solace of 

conpanionship. This fact was also revealed by the divorcees· 

inte.r;viewed. where they accepted remarriage as normal but refused 

to remarry. 
0 . 

In a marital relationship, either o~ the partners can 

opt out exclusively only on bearing the substantial costs involved 

in a divorce suit. The alimony, maintenance etc. are often sought 

to be reduced by resorting tc all sorts of legal subterfuge inclu

ding charging the claimant with impotency • adultery and lose morals. 

There is a traae off between a lawyers .£ees an9 the decree of the 

court. Live in relationships and also cornrrnme living is devoid 

of such parting costs and therefore is rather attractive for scme 

especially to the payer. 

The problem however begins from the day ox: the biirth of 

· a. C:hil~ i<lhen the birth is required to be registered, child . .t.s 

to:be admitted to schools and uther interfaces with administrative 

authorities. In many cases the man lends its nane to the child 

or the mother lends her nane, in some cases the coUples get married. 

While the former poses problems like legitimacy, inheritance etc. 
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the latter usually solves all the problems. In a feeble attempt 

to repair the prcblem53 thl:am up by the former case:, another l""":.ga.l 

solution though very feel»le is invented lmcwn as 11 friendship 

agreement" or "maitri kararn.·.This is an agreement which attelli>ts 

topindown unmarried partners to certain contractual dbligationsa 

'l'his agreement is as fool proof as marriage itself. Certain friend-

ship agreements also do not rule out conLinuance in marriage by 

either party. 1.n ether words it operates as a lt::ogal ccver for. 

big any or polygamy. 

Actually# the silent march ot the society continues, even 

though religions dogma on ancient and medieval tiiH::s continue to 

bQ+d it down. ·l'ht: sponataneous unplanned social chc--:nge brought about 

by ·the ~e 1955 era leads to the planned social change of t~~Y· 

~a. planned social change has again triggered off spontaneous 

upplanned social changes in the form of single life, ccrnmune living 

and living together arrangements which may lead to a plarmed 

social change gradually. what is evinced here is a cycle wherein 

social change leadS to the develcpment of other changes. ln the 

process the experimenting with new materials and ccmponents like 

faith, belief, love and trust continues, where emotion s~~eaks 

better than law. so long ~ marriage remains as fragile and 

rapture prone as it is to-day the experinenting \till contiilue. 

An eliloguea The purpose of this work is not to decry 
-

divorce, no.r· in any manner suggest t,•at divorce has become expen-

dable in society. Divorce is ~questionabl.t a social invention 
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necessary to persuade peOple to break the unwanted relation and 

to create harmony and peace by creation of new relation and miti-

gating the ill effects of an unstable marriage which are considered 

as suicidal for human beings and for the development of new-social 

ccacepts • 

.. - But divorce solves one problem but creates several other 

prcbl~. To that end. one o£ the first st~ps that is to be talron 

iS that the fault theory of marriage should be serapped. In its 

place 1rretrievable breakdown of marriage must be introduced with 

1rni12diate effect. Introducing it thrGugh the back.door1 as the ACt 1 

now does will not do. 'l'he apr:.roach must be direct yet. simple. 

Divorce shou16 be a part of a system conce~ t. It should 

not be treated as isolated incidents to be solved in is<..,lation 

as is being done by the advocates to-day. 'l'he stipulations laid 

dam in the provision requires that each case should be fi·tted 

within that frameWork. AS a result the true incidents and their 

consequences never sees the light of_ the day. The skill o~ the 

laqer is at work at those times. and a totally new .. play" is 

staged before the court. I.f irretrievable brea)cdcwn ga,tns wide 

acceptance and layers are properly sensitised to the need of the 

society through a programme of continuing education then perhpas 

the situation will improve. 

'l'he system of divorce must also be accompanied and 

supplemented by counselling. '!·his can also be a part of the social 

" sensitisation programme. Of course. over counselling may lead to 
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administered prc:perly, in correct proportions, by· trained personnel, 

then ~rhaps the victims of this tragedy will be able to cope better 

with life. so it is of utmost irrportance that divorce procedure 

should include counselling at different stages, nanely (a) when 

. 

the divorce is instituted, a marriage counsellor especially trained 

can take on counselling with a vi~w to see if the marriage can 

be pmserved. The reconciliation vroceedings subscribed under the 

Act suffers from ~o disadvantages. firstly it is carried out by 

judges who are not. specially trained in this field, secondly, over.J 

burdened with cases, and harassed by the aay to day· rJrocedures, 

the reconciliation sometimes b~comes mechanical. Therefore, it is 

advisable to have professional counsellors who will be corrmitted 

and sympathetic to the cause of the marriage, (b) Post divorce 

counselling when the divorce has taken place in order to allow 

for adjustment with new life. Th.is shouid extend to t .. e child also 

in order to allow the parties as well as their off springs to 

cope with the post di~orce trauma. 

The magnitude of the tragedy is more anplified because the 

woman is in a socially vulner.able position. 

Education· is no gooo for women, unless they are made 

economically independent, aware of their rights and given the 

security that if they are· in serious trouble there will be an 

organisation or a shelter or social support that they can fall 

back on. Without this economic emancipation of wcmen , the human 
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tragedies perpetrated by divorce mechanisms will continue unabetted 

and it will result ~in the failure of social justice. 

social justice is still not an acccmplished rule of law 

in India. A time has now come w~n the goddess justice can no 

longer close her eyes behind black tape, a tine has now cone when 

she should have her ei'es and ears open in the interest of the down

trodaen. she must see their plight and hear their agonised screem,. 

weigh the situation with an Open mind and then alone the la'N'S .. 

relating to divorce will become useful. 'lhe suprerre cow;t is the 

able navigator in this area. However, more radical . approach is 
0 

required in order to tackle the situation effectively. It may 

rightly be claimed that by weste~ standards, Indian courts have 

forged far ahead and opened new vistas of administrative justice. 

poverty jurisprudBnce, remedial radicalism and interpretative 

break through and have formulated a forward looking judicial 

system. 

Adjudication in respect of any matter concerning family, 

whether divorce, maintenance and alimony, custody, main ten ace 

and education of children or trial of juvenile offencers and 

all other matters pertainin'=.l to family and broken marriage should 

not b~ viewed as failure of success of the legal actionbut as a 

therapeuti.c problem. It should not be viewed in terms of a battle 

won or lost cases but as a social problem. 

'!'he resolution of faruily problem should not be given equal 

status with ordinary litigation like cases of civil or criminal 
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jurisdiction. Each family conflict involves people in trouble# .. 

persons facing identity crisis and the law should aim at amiccbly 

helping them to find the re~ired solution to the problems they 

face. In order to achleve this, as a first step the traditional 

adversarial fault finding· procedure must be foresaken. In the 

present system the lawyers. the judges are all trained for this 

kind of litigation procedure and they treat family matters in the 

scme manner. 

It is tJ:Ue t;~at the Hindu Marriage ACt offers more equality 

between women and men than is done by many other enactments. Even 

then a large scope for improvement is left open. However, what is 

required to be achieved could be better done by social motivation 

and· social sensitisation than can be done through legislative

niobilisation. It is important to understand that every need or 
.... 

· CleJDCJila ~or a social change should come from within the heart of the 

society. U a social reform or a social legislation is imposed 

upon the society or if an extra-societal maneuvers are made, 

the society does not accept them. It is so very evident in the 

case of dowry evils, incidents of caste wars etc. No amount of 

legislation has helped. At the same time the pre 1955 period amply 

demonstrates that h~1 through the spontaneous unplanned· ·social 

change the legislation granting and- approving divorce was brc..-ught 

about. NOW another phenomenon like the 11 1iving together• is 

becoming popular ~day by day. These are demands which are coming 

frc.-m the heart of the society. Where legislation regarding dowry 
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has failed the "living tOgether" phenomenon is helping young 

people to circumVent the problem. 

It appears that the entire society is heading towards a 

social revolution. The constitution of Inctia guarantees the 

inalienable right of the equality of women It is an ideal and 

ideals often have feet of clay. 

--The contemporary crisis of the family lew is the result of 

the variety of factors such as changes in social philosophy which 

lays emphas.is on the individual. 'lhe profound tran.sformation in the 

economic status of the family in the mocern uubanised society and 

particularly in the position of married women who owns her pro

perty. buildS up her career, votes in election, is the centre of 

attraction in movies and advertisements whose ccese is campaigned 

in the audio visual me eli a has rnaae W'Omen determined not to toler ate 

ill treatment or torture_ any more. when they withdraw themselves 

from the familial association, they often discover to their utter 

disappointment and '=bitter peril, hOW' vulnerable they really are. 

The children too discover in th•tr child-hood· that they 

aze individuals with their shar~ of rights. From cradle itself 

they begin to partake in the rat race. some suffer frcm ·leek of 

parental attention as a parents themselves are participating in 
. 

the rat race. AS a result 9f family planning and birth centro! 

progratr.mes most of the children to-day are suffering from what 'is 

known as "little emperor syndrom.. whe.rein they are so parrpered 

for being the only child that they can no longer remain restricted 
0 
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to a disciplined life of the proverbially obedient child. 

AS a result, in a nucleus farnily, separated. as it is frcm 

the kinship network there i.s a constant clash of wills as each 

member are at logger-heads regarding their own rights, and social 

status. There is a tendency to fl<:M along with the tide rather 

than swin against it and create a persunality of ones or..m. 

under these circumstances divorce la.-r should no longer 

concern 1 tself with who did what and who is ·guilty. Rather a 

divorce by means of a duiy executed afl:idavit posted to the di.vorce 

court si-,ould suffice. 'l'hen the spouses can sort out the custody 

and property matters in detail in the chazrber of the· judge or 
of the counsellor. The need of ~e hc...ur is quick and simple renedy. 

The recommednati"ns in a nutshell are that, 

1. while the rising trend of the divorce litigations 

cannct be checked divorce can be mac1e less. traumatic by (a) accept

ing the irretrievable breakdcwn of. r.-.arriage and (b) by making th~i:: . 
prcceaure painless,quick and si.npl~. I•l this manner there will be 

lesser number of peopl~ who carry the scar for the rest of their 

lives. There will also be a lesser scope for falsehood and fabrica

tion in the divorce litigation~. 

2. In cases of far::ily cvnf. icts, especially those involving 

intense emotional trauma. services of specially trained personnels, 

through voluntary organisationa, non-governmental organisations 

(NGO) or governr:·ent sponsored organisations. must be rnade available 

to the parties to the marital conflict. such counselling should be 
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both pre-adjudication and post-adjudication. If pre-marital 

counselling is also introduced. th~n the possibility of marital 

tensions may be red\lded to great extent. such counselling may be 

able to help the people involved take a correct decision in suCh 

.vital matters like marriage and divorce. 

3. In order to make ~ economic aspect o:t the lew more 

meaningful. the upper ceiling of the maintenance amount as .fixed 

under section 125 of the code of criminal procedure should be d...:-ne 

away with. 'l'he amount of maintenance granted should be in parit¥. 

with the changing times. rising rate of inflation and the rede

fined concept of bare necessity. Every able bodied man should 

have a corrpulsory duty 'to u.ainte;in his wife and c .• ildren irrespec

tive of the fact whe~'1er he possesses "sufficient means•• or not. 

where in the human in-terests sufficient amount of maintenance 

anount cannot be g.J:anted in such times w41fare organisations 

whether voluntazy. gOvernmental or quasi governmental should 

sur-plement the amount and also try to make the claimant vocationally 

self reliant. The woman must be given not only a casting vote 

regarding the locus of her matrimonial home but must also be given 

an inalienable share. in it. She must also have an equal share in 

the conjugal property that was built up during the s\ll:lsistence of 

marriage. T.hi.S shculd be in addition to h~r streedhan and other 

giftS ·given at or about the time of marriage. The whole process -can 

be helped throogh the system of insurance etc. 

4. In matters of custody. a time has now come when we must 

realise that the children should be treated as individuals. 'l'hey 
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must be helped with the aid of counselling to withstand .. the trauna 

of constant bickering of their parent~ and their eventual separa

tion. At the time of litigation ;:heir interest milst be defended by 

specialised children lawyers. :rheir property must be put in a 
" 

separate trust for them. 'Nhoeve.c i.s in custody must also possess 

guardianship rights regarding the chilo so that decision making 

connected with its life and future is smooth. 

s. The men in our society continue to c"-'ntrol the ·life of 

theJ.r spouses even after the divQrce procedure is ccmplete and 

disposed off. This is because the law relating to maintenance and 

custody allow ample scope for it. Law must be so arranged so that 

end of the litigation also signals the end of a chapter after 

which the spouses axe ip no way dependent on each other. 

Perhaps in such an eventuality .:.he Hindu woman• s quest tc 

rediscover her identity. her sOCial status and legal rights will 

be translated into a reality. 
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13. Divoce - (1) Any marriage solemnized, whether before or after 

the commencement of this Act, may, en a petiticn presented by 

either the husband or the wife, be dissolved by a decree of 

divorce on the ground that the other party-

1} has, after the solemnization of the marriage, had 

voluntary sexual intercourse with an person other 

than his or her spouse, or 

!4) . -·--b~. after the solemnization of the marriage, treated 

the petitioner with cruelty 1 

ib} has deserted t!1e petitioner for a continuvus period of 

11) 

ill} 

not less than two years irrmediately preceding the 

presentation of the: petition; or 

h d b . d by . t th li i as cease to e a H~n u convers~on o ano er re g on; or 
1\ 

has been incurably of unscund mind., or has been suffer.mg 

continuously or intermittently fr0m rrental disoroor of 

such a kind and to such an extent that the petitioner 

cannot reasonably be expected to live \vith the respondent. 

Explanation. - In this clause, -

a) the expression "mental disorder" means rnental illness., 

arrested or incomplete development of mind, psychopathic 

disorder or any other disorder or disability of mind 

and includes schiZOphrenia; 
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b) the expression 11psy(:hopathic disorc1er11 means a persistent 

disorder or disability of mind (whether or not including 

sub-normality of intelligence) wnich results in abnormally 

aggressive or seriously irresponsible conduct on the part 

of the other party·, and whether or not it reqt;.i.res or is 

suSceptible to· medical treatment, or 

iv) has, been suffering frcm a virulent and incurable 

form of leprosy; or 

v) ·has, been suffering frcrn venereal disease in a 

contnunicable fonn, cr 

vi} has renounced the world by entering any religious 

order; or 

vii} has not been heard of as being alive for a period of 

seven years or more by those pers~ns who would naturally 

have heard of it, had that party been alive • 

. 
E!J?lanation. - In this sub-section, the expression "desertion•• 

means the desertion of the petitioner by the other party 

to the marriage without reasonable cau~e and ~-1ithout the 

consent ~r against the wish of such party, and includes 

the wilful neglect of the petitioner by t:.he other party 

to the marriage, and its grarrmatical variations and 

c~ate expressions shall be construed accordingly. 

(1-A) Either party to a marriage, whether solemnized before 

or after the conuooncement of this Act, may also present a petition 

for the dissolution of the marriage by a decrea of divorce an the 

ground-
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i) that there has been no resumption of cohabition as 

between the parties to the marriage for a period of one 

year or upw'ards after the passing of a aecree for judicial 

separation in a proceeding to which they 1.-.rere parties; or 

ii} that there has been no restitution of conjugal rights 

as between the parties to the marriage for a period of 

one year or upwards after the passing of a decree for 

restitution of conjugal rights in a proceeding to which 

they were parties. 

2. A wife may al:;;o present a petition tor the dissolution of 

her marriage by a decree of divorce on the ~round. -

i) in th~.: case of any marriage solemnized before the comrrence-

ment of ·this ACt, that the husband had married before such 

commencement or that ~Y other wife of the huSband married 

before such ccmmencernent was alive at the time o..:.. the 

solemnization of the marriage of the petitioner, 

Provided :t;hat in either case the other wife is alive at tne . 

time of the presentation of the petitioner; or 

ii) that the husband has, since the solemnization of the 

marriage, been guilty of rape, sodomy or bestiality; or 

ill) that in a suit uncJer.Sectiun 18 of the Hindu Adopuons 

and Maintenance Act., 1956 (76 of 1956) ~ or in a proceeding 

unc..er Section 125 ,_:f the Code o£ Criminal Procedure, 1973 

(2 of 197.4), or under the corresr.;·Onding section 488 of the 
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Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (5 of 1898), a decree 

or order. as the case may be, has b\.;;en passed against 

the husband awarding maintenance to the wife notwithstanding 

that she was living apart end that since the passing of 

such decree or order, cohabitation between the parties has 

not been resUIOOd for one year or upwards; or 

iv) that her marriage (whether -consummated or not) was 

solemnized before she att·ained the age of fifteen· years 

and she has repudiated the marriage after· attaining that 
" 

age but betore a~taining the age of eighteen years. 

Explanation. - 'l'his clause applies whether the marriage was 

solemnized before or after the cornrr~ncement of the 

Marriage Laws (.Amendment) Act, 1976 (68 of 1976). 

13-A. Alternate relief in divorce proceedin~. - In any 

proceeding un6er this Act, on a petition for dissolution of 

marriage by a decree of divorce, except in so far as the petition 

is founded on the grounds mentioned in clauses (ii), (viJ and 
0 

(viiJ of sub-section (1) of section 13, the court rr.ay, if it 

consicers it just so to do having regard to the circumstances 

of the case,· pass instead a decree for judicial .separation. 

13-B. Divorce bt mutual c~nsent. - (1) Subject to the prc~isions 

of this ACt d. petJ.cion tor dissolution of marriage by a decree 

of clivorce may be presented to the dist.J.ict court by both the 

parties to a marriage together, whether sucn marriage was 
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solemniZed before or after the cc:rnrnE:ncenent of the marriage 

Laws (.Amendment} ACt, . 1916, on the ground that they have been 

living separately for a }?12-t·.i~.:d of one year or more, that they 

have not beem able t.o Jive t.ogether and that they. have mutually 

agx:eed that the marriage should be dissolved. 

(2) on the motion of both the parties made not· earlier 

than s~ months after the date of the presentation of the petition 

referred to in sub-section ( 1) and not 1 ater than eighteen men ths 

after the said date, if the petition is not withdram in the 

meantime, the court shall, on ;...eing satisfied, after hearing the 

parties and after making such inquiry as it thinks fit, that a 
0 

marriage has been solemnized and that the averments in the 

petition are true, pass a clecree of divorce declaring the marriage 

to be dit,solved t-Jith effect frc.m the date of the decree. 

. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Narayanan E.:. huthassan vs M. Parukutty. 

AIR 1974 

swarajya Laksh.mi vs Dr. c. c. Padma Rao. 

l~IR 1975 

N. G. Dastane Vs s. Dastane . 

_Nee.t·a Vs Krishan St-1arup • 

Jeedi Gunta Anand Laksl').rn! V$ 

Jeedi Gunta Baskara. Narasimhan. 

Jethabai Ratanshi Lodaya Vs Manabai. 

Je~abhai LOOhcya . 

Lakshrni Am'llal Vs Alagiri Swffii..\y Chettiar. 

JBV'mai1 Singh Vs Gurnam Kaur. 

Raneshwari Vs Kirpa Shankar. 

AIR 1976 

M. Narasinha Reddy Vs Boosarrma. 



98. sc 2218 

99. /Ul 43 

100. Del 178 

101~ P&H 28 

102. P&H 167 

103. All 255 

104. AP 6 

105 •. Del 296 

106. Guj 74 

107 J&K 69 

108• MP 44 

109. Raj 140 

110. P&H 317 

111. All 260' 

112. All 285 

113. All 316 

114. cal 87 

115. Del 33 

116. Guj 98 

..;>---· 

0 

AIR 1977 

Dharmendra Vs usha. 

Pinminti Venkatramana vs State. 

Gajna oevi vs Purushottam G1r1. 

Asha Rani vs Amritlal. 

Bimla DeVi Vs Bhaktavar S~gh. 

AIR 1978 
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Gurbachan Kaur vs sardar swaran Singh. 

v-aralakshm.i vs · N. v. Hanumantha Rao. 

swaraj Garg vs K.M. Garg. 

Anil Jayanti1a1 Vyas Vs Sudhaben . 

Jialal Abrol vs sarala Devi • 

Ravi Shankar Vs sarala Vishwakarma. 

Parihar (Preet•} vs Parihar (Kailash 

Singh). 

Labh Kaur Vs N arain Singh. 

AIR 1979 

Jambu Psd.Jain vs Malati Prabha. 

Leelawati vs Ram sevak . 

Gopal Krishan Shanna vs Dr. Mithilesh 

Kumari Sharma. 

Bijali Choudhary Vs sukanal Chaudhary. 

Prakash Ch. Gupta Vs Kamala Gupta . 

Manilal Harjvandas Vs Gangaben 

Ganeshbai .. 



117. Guj 209 

118. P&H 68 ~ 

119. P&H 98 

120. P&H 162 

121. Raj 197 

122. Ori 171 

123. P&H 171 

124. P&H 325 

125. P&H 220 

126. Raj 48 

121. Del 213 

128. Ker 1{)9 

129. Mad 294 

130. Cal 374 

131, Cal 370 

132. All 336 

133. P&H 334 

.. -<134. All 78 

135. All 151 

136. All 441 

137. AP 74 

138. AP 269 

139. Cal 252 

140. Kant 181 

0 

Bai Mani Vs Jayantila.J. Dahyabai. 

Jam ail Singh vs Shakuntala Devi. 

Gurcharan Singh v s sukhdev Kaur .. 

BBlbir Kaur vs Dheer Dass, 

Lad Kanwar vs J agc:lish. 

AIR 1980 

Banc;hha Nidhi vs Kamala Devi . 

Angraj Kaur vs Balcev Singh. 

santosh Kumari vs Mohan Lal. 

J\lsvinder Kaur vs Kulwant Singh • 

Devi Singh Vs sushila Devi. 

Rajender Singh JUna vs Tarabati 
0 
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Gopal Krishnan Nair vs R. sarasamma. 

Sundar Amnal vs Sundar a Mahalinga N andar • 

Dr. saroj Kumar sen Vs Dr. Kal_y·an Kanta Roy 

suleka Bairagi vs Prof Kamal Kanta Bairagi. 

s. P. Srivastava Vs Premlata Srivastava 
e 

surpdar Kaur vs Madan Gop~ Singh . 

AIR 19Sl 

sulochana vs Ram Kumar Chauhan. 

Inderwal Vs Radhey Raman • 

Pramod saraswat vs AShok Kr .. saraswat. 

Bathula Iylaiah vs Bathul.a Devamna. 

M. Akkamma Vs M. Jag annadham. 

Arun Kunar Sinha Vs .Hanjula Sinha. 

Subhasini Vs B. R. Ulnakanth .. 



141. ~349 

142. Del 53 

143. P&H 119 

144. P&H 161 

145. P&H 315 

146. HP63 

147. P&H- 60 

148. P&H 339 

149. P&H 221 

150" P&H 208 

151. All 52 

1$2. All 242 

l~. AP 369 

1.5-!~ ~~ 220 
.. 
:V'·, 

1ss! BClln 498 

15-6~ cal 138 

157. cal 474 

158. Cal 547 

159. Del 107 

160. Del 223 

161. Del 240 

162. De! 344 

163. Del 458 

0 

" 
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M. venkatachalapathy vs saroj a • 

Shakun~ala I<umari vs Om Prakash Ghai·. 

I<rishna Rani vs Chunilal Gulati • 

Gurmeet Kaur vs Harbans Singh. 

sudarshan Kumar Khurana Vs Deepak (sDrt. ) . 

Kaushalya Devi Vs Mas at Ram. 

AIR 1982 

Paras Ram Vs Kamalesh. 

Angrez Kaur Vs Baldev Singh. 

shakuntala Devi Vs Amarnath. 

Harbhagan Kaur vs Lt. Col. Bhagwant Singh. 

sad an Singh Vs Resham. 

Kiranbala ASthana Vs Bhairi Psd shriva.stav. 
·-

Ravur Venkata subbaiya-vs MUruga Kamalanma_ 

sarala Sikrodia Vs Krishan Ch. Sikrodia . 

P. Petitioner Vs P • Respondent. 

Reeta Roy vs sa- tish Cl)andra Bhadra Roy. 

Shankar Prasad Paul Chaudhary vs Madhuri 

Paul Choudha.ry. 

smritikana Bagh vs Dilip Kr.Bagh. 

Pushpa Rani Vs Krishan· Lal • 

Shukla vs Brij Bhushan t-iakan. 

Maya Vs Brij Nath. 

mdu Gupta Vs Rajeshwar Prasad. 

Ram Kishen Singh vs savitri Devi • 



164. Del 543 

165. Guj 254 

166. Kar 295 

167. Det 329 

168. Ker 68 

169. Ker 78 

170. MP 120 

~,~_-s.·· 

i~~·-. All 225 

172• All 371 

173 AP 111 

174. Ban 8 

175. Born 409 

176. Cal 161 

177. Del 230 

178. Del 346 

179. Del 351 

180. Del 469 

181. J&K 87 

182. Kant 63 

183. Kant 235 

184. P&H 59 

" 

~ 

0 
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Kiran Kapur vs surin~r Kumar Kapur. 

Motilal Maehavlal Chauhan vs Padmaben. 

swayam Prabha vs A. s. Chandrasekhar. 

v 
D.P. Gopal Vs ~shpadevi • 

Cbandramaflhi Vs Pazhetti Balan • 

P. Indira Devi Vs Kumaran 

N.c. Dass vs Chinmayee Dass • 

AIR 1983 

suresh Kumar Gul ati vs Suman Gulati ~-

Bitto vs Ran Deo. 

Geet.a Lakshmi Vs G.V.~K.Sarveshwa,ra 

Rao. 

P. Petitioner Vs P. Respondent.. 

Meena Deshpande Vs Prakash sr.:Lnivas 

Deshpanaa. 

sandhya BhattachaJ-ya vs Gopinath 

Bbattaaharya. 

suresh Bala vs Mj. Gurmohindar Singh Bala 

Ram N arain vs Daropodi oevi 

Vilayat Raj Vs Sunila. 

sukhama _Devi Vs Niranj an Singh. 

scu:dar surinder Singh vs Majeek Kaur. 

l<.S. Lallthcmma Vs Nos. Hiryanaiya _ 

Ko Krishna Murthy Rao Vs Kamalakshi. 

Sudarshan Kumar Chadda vs s aroj Rani. 



18~ •. P&H 253 

186. Raj 211 

181 .. Raj 229 
·l·~ • .-r!. 

188 •• Ban 239 

189 NOC 117 Pat 

190. Ban 302 

191. Born 413 

192. NCC 185 Del 

193. sc 1562 
~ 

194. NOC 186 Del 

195. All 40 

196. NOC Del 

197. All 81 

198. All 274 

199. AP 54 

200. NOC 145 (All) 

201. Del 159 

202. Lel 291 

203. Liel 368 

204. Del 389 

? 

0 

Satya Vs RCUi. 

Shanti Levi vs Govind Singh. 

Bbanwarlal vs Kamla Devi. 
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Madhavi Madhukar Kulkarni Vs Madhukar 

Ramchandra Kulk8.Pl1 • 

Yuvrani Lokrayay LakShni Vs 

Yuvraj Brajendra Kishore Singh. 

Jayashree Ramesh Londhe vs 

Ramesh Bhikaji Londhe. 

Dr, Krishna Rao Kishanji Londhe Vs 

Nisha. Lcndhe • 

Madhan Hoban Behl Vs Veena Rata. 

saroj Rani Vs Sudarshan Kumar Chaddha . 

Hari I<r Lekhi Vs Suman Lata • 

Maya Chatterjee Vs Shiv Chandra Chatterjee . 

veena Vs Makhanlal . 

satyapal sethi vs susheela Sethi. 

Bharatlal Vs Ramkali Devi ~ 

Pavuluri Murahari. Rao Vs 

Pavuluri Vasantha Mailoha.ri. 

R Vs S. 

0. P. Mehta Vs s aroj Mehta. 

Rita vs Brij Kishore Gandhi. 

Mukesh Kumar Gupta Vs Kamini Gupta. 

Dharam rev Malik Vs Raj Rani. 



205. Del 445 

206 P&H 99 

207. Guj 167 

208. Guj 6 

209. sc 1045 

210. P&H 305 

211. sc 628 

212. sc 935 

213. All 131 

214. All 155 

215. All 253 

216. Cal 431 

217. Del 43 

218. Del 76 

219. Del 221 

220. Del 393 

221. Del 491 

222. Ga:u 44 

223. Guj 121 

224. I<er 91 

225. I<er 259 

226. P&H 128 

227. P&H 147 

.,--' 

veena Handa Vs Avinash Handa • 

Veenu Handa vs Rarinder Kumar Handa. 

Ramj ibhai Lalbhai vs shantaben. 

Jeuben Vs Patel Dahyalal L~\lgaS. 

Indira K~hyap vs I<. N. I<ashyap. 
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Mrs Pratima Sharma Vs Mohi.nder s.DhaJ:dwaj· 

AIR 1985 

Prati.bba Rani Vs Suraj Kumar. 
0 

Jorden Dei.ngdeh vs s. c. Ch_;>ra. 

Krishna Devi vs Addl. Civil Judge, Bijnor. 

Davendra Kr. Verma vs Chand Rani. 

Kalpana Srivastav 
vs 

surenc1ra Nath Srivastav. 

Krishn$ sarbadika.xy 
vs 

Aloke Ranjan sarbadhikazy. 

o omwati vs Krishan Chand. 

·· ASha Handa vs Baldev Raj Handa. 

Kainini Gupta Vs Mukesh Kr. Gupta. 

santosh Kumari Vs I<ewal Krishna sabharwal. 

Jyoti SWal:Up Manocha vs Lalitha Manocha. 

Anj an Kumar Kataki vs IvJ.eenakshi Sharma~ 

A Vs B. 

Ko Pappanrnal vs s. BhagawatJ.appan. 

P. r-_eshavan Vs B. l<.rishnamma • 

Jogendra l<aur Vs surjit Singh. 

Gurmeet Singh vs BharPur Kaur. · 



228. rf4: 199 

229. P&H 232 

230. P&H 356 

231. P&H 364 

232. P&H 349 e 

233. Raj 13 

234. Raj 49 

235. Del 136 

236. Raj 128 

237~ Del 162 

-238. Del 327 

239. Del 387 

240. Del 420 

241. Del 460 

242• MP 41 

243. MP 57 

244. MP 138 

245. MP 218 

246. P&H 201 

247. Pat 128 

248. .Pat 362 

249o P&H 161 
. ,--3. 
250. P&H 213 

... _ .. ,.: :;_-'.;· . . 

251. P&H 379 

252. P&H 253 

0 

Kanlesh vs Paras Ram-. 

.Rajendra Kumar vs Padam Parkash. 

Amarjeet Pal Singh .vs Kiranbala. 

Om Prakash vs Rosani. 
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sahyogata Devi vs Lalit Kumar l<hurana. 

AIR 1986 

shanti Devi Vs Ragh_av Parkash . 

Lallu Vs Bac:hi. 

Meera Bai vs Rajendra Kr. sobti. 

sant0$h Kumari Vs Virendra Kr. 

snehalata seth vs l<..ewal Krishna seth. 

o. P. Mehta Vs s aroj Mehta 

Bidhan Ch. Sinha vs sushmi ta Sinha. 

Hanju Singh vs Aj ay Bir Singh. 

Kr.ishanlal vs Nithu -(ASha). 

~ 

Hari Bhaj an Singh Monga vs Amarj eet Kaur. 

Hargovind soni vs Ram Dulari. 

Lakshmibai Vs I<ishorimal Jain . 

savitri Bai Vs Sitaram . 

N achhai.tar Singh vs Harchar an K.aur 

.Rabindra Prasad vs seeta Dev.i . 

Raj Kishoxe Prasad vs __ Raj l<.umari Devi _ 

Munjhail Singh Vs Jagir Kaur. 

In the Matter of Shar an Kumar And--

Another Petitioner. 

T arlochan Singh Vs Jit Kaur. 

Neelam vs Vinod Kr. Middha. 



253. P&H 383 

254. AP 167 

255. Cal 150 

256. Cal 284 

257. Ker 5 

258. P&H 33 

259. ori 1 

260. Ori 286 

261. Ori 167 

262. ori 65 

263. P&H 191 

264. scm 220 

265. Del 52 

·-:.·•1:/· 

'-'~:~~ Del 79 

267. Del 86 

268. Del 174 

269. Del 203 

270. Del 111 

0 

Shyamlata Vs suresh Kumar. 
~ 

om Prakash vs K. N alini . 

Nemai Kumar Ghosh vs Meeta Ghosh. 

smriti Banerjee va Tapan Banerjee. 

AIR 1987 

Chirakutty Vs Subramanium. 

santosh Kumari vs Parveen Kumar .. 

P~hpalata Routh Vs Damcdar Routh. 

sarat Kumar Satpati vs Sabita Misra 

,, 
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Binayak Ch Paddhi vs Kamala Paddy (Padhiani). 

Krishnapriya Mohapatra 
Vs 

Birakishore Mohapatra. 

Krishna l<hetrapal Vs satish Pal. .. 

Jayashree Mohan otavnekar 
vs 

Mohan Govind otavnekar. 

s avi tri Balch andani 
vs 

Mulchand Balchandani • 

Vinay Kumar vs Ni.z:mala Chauhan. 

sushil Kr. Ve-rma vs usha • 

sudha vs Mahesh Chand. 

Adarsh Prakash Shrivastav 
vs 

sarita Shrivastav 

Anil Bharadwaj vs Ni.J:Walesh Bharadwaj. 



21U' . ~ ... :,: 
I . ,' 

Del 235 
' ~-

'I",., 

. ~72~· Del 266 

273. Del 99 

274. Mad 224 

275. Mad 259 

276. MP 61 

277. Raj 79 

278. sc 121 

279. Cal 111 

280. sc 839 

281. sc 2260 

282. Cal 192 

283. Cal 223 

284. Born 239 

285. Del 222 

286. Guj 159 

287. Kant 162 

288. Ker 308 

289o I<er ·314 

290. Ker 244 

291. I<er 235 

292. P&H 27 

0 
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umesh Kr.Agarwal Vs sashi Kumari. 

M. K. Malhotra Vs Kirti Malhotra . 

Ram Chander Lamb a vs Adarsh Larrba. 

Bhagwati Ammal vs Sethi. 

Gumali Vs Kumar Guruparam. 

Ravinder vs Pratib~a. 

Sumita aa11 Vs AShcke .Sali. 

AIR 1998 

Shobha Rani Vs Madhukar Reddy .. 

Mamal Kr Basu vs Kalyani Basu. 

Tejinder Kaur vs 9urmeet Singh. 

Ram Narain Gupta vs Raneshwari Gupta. 
fnohi hda. 

Sumitra Manna Vs,.._Chandra Man.11.ct. 

Tapan Kumar Kundu vs Bibha Kundu. 

N andini sanjeev Ahuja 
vs 

sanjeev Bishen Ahuja. 

Naol='inder Kumar vs sw:esh Paneey. 

Dr. Dhiran Harilal Garasia 
Vs 

N., Mansoor (Meenaben). 

N.G. Ranaprasad vs B. c. Vanamala. 

somasekharan Nair vs Thankamma. 

Aiyappan Vs Vas antha • 

Gangadharan Vs 'l'oK. Thankam. 

Radha Kunari Vs Dr. I<MK Nair • 

Harcharan Kaur vs N achhattar Singh . 

I 

' ' 

. I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
! 
I 

I 



293. Raj 180 

294. Raj 86 

295. All 239 

296. NOC 37 (Del) 

297. Del 249 ~ 

298. AP 6 

299. Born 75 

300. Cal 74 

301. Cal 84 

302. Cal 248 

303. Cal 327 

304. Del 73 

305. De.l 121 

306. Cal 151 

307. Gau 44 

308. HP 29 

309• Ker 314 

·Jto. P&H " 

3·u. P&H 31o 

312e Raj 97 

313. NOC 94(Cal) 

0 
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Mangho Shivdasan Vs Mahan!. 

Krishna R.P. Parekh Vs Kris.htltf D. Pamkh •.... 

·ArUna ·-Jalan Vs Ram Chand Jal an. 

Hem Chand Misra Vs Satya Misra. 

Ayesha Bhati.a Vs Vij ay R. Bhatia. 

AIR 1989 -
Silla Jagannadha Prasad 

. 1 vs . 
Sill a Laith a Kumari • 

A. 

Prarnod PW:ushottam Padkar 
vs 

vasundhara Promoa Padkar. 

Tapan Kumar Chatterjee 
Vs 

Kamala ch~terjee. 

Sibnath M~opadhyay 
vs 

Sumita Mu~opadhyay .. 

Mita Gupta Vs Prabir Kr.Gupta. 

Brojokishore Ghosh Vs Smt.Krishna Ghosh. 

Chander Kanta Vs Hans KUmar. 

AShok Kumar Bhatnagar 
Vs 

Shabnam Bhatnagar. 

Apurba Mohan Ghosh vs Manashi Ghosh 

Ann s ark.ar Vs Anil s arkar .. 
Parvathy Vs shi vran ~ 

s. Ve SUhasini Devi vs·. Padma • 

Prakash Kaur Vs Vikrall\J i Singh. 

ldran Mondal Vs MOhini Mondal • 

Mukesh Na.thur vs Veena Mathur 

sudhan Kumar Roy Vs saraswati Roy. 

: I 

I 
. I 



314. I<er 306 

315. Cal 367 

316. Del 146 

317. NOC 88 (Cal) 

318. Ker 151 

319. HP 35 

~~o. MP 1~ 

32}• .:..c 594 
.,.. --~ ·::· 

::~~l· I<er 55 
.·. 

323. Del 1 

324. I<er 1 

0 

" 
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AIR 1990 

Pu~alath Chathu vs N ambula.ldi J ayashree • 

santona Bannerjee Vs sach.1ndra Nath 
Banerjee. 

Dhanj it Vadra Vs Been a Vadra. 

Chinmoy Chakraborty 
vs 

Bharati Chakraborty. 

K. Narayanan Vs K. shreedevi. 

B anti Devi vs Moti Ram 0 

Kadarnbini shahu Vs Reshamlal Shahu .• 

sanat Kumar Agarwal Vs Nandini Agarwal • 

G. Ramakrishna Pi11ai 
vs 

Vij aya Kumar 1 Amma • 

Nitu alias ASha Vs Krishan Lal. 

Raj ani vs subr am an ian. .. 
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Froruasri G.N. Bhattacharjee~ 
Registrar. High Court. 
Appellate Side, Calcutta 

1'oa The District Judge, 
Darjeeling. 
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No. 14'63 G 

AClministrati ve 
Department 

Dated, Calcutta. the 24th March, 1990 

Sir, 

subs Inspection of court records at Siliguri and 
oarjeelJ.ng. 

with reference to your letter No. 265/C dated 1.3.90 
together with its enclosure on the above subject. I am directed 

to inform .fOU that the Hcn 1 ble Court has been pleased t() grant 

permission to l-1iss G. Chakraborty Lecturer-in-law in the 

University College of Law of the North Bengal. University to. 

consult the Judicial and other official records of the Courts 

at siliguri and Darjeeling for her research purc:.ose. on such 

conditions as rray be applicable for inspection of La.,er Court 

records. I am also ~nclosing herewith a cepy of the conditions 

for inspect.ion of High Court records for research work. ~~~1ich 

may serve your purJ:)ose in imposing similar te.ons and conditions 

for inspection of the records. 

Enclosurea As stated 

.•. --"· 

Yours faithfully, 

sd/- G.N. Bhattacharjee, 
Registrar 

.. 



OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT JUDGE, 
DARJEELING 

(ENGLISH DEPAR~XNT) 

Memo No, 564(13) Dated 16.4.1990 
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Copy along with copy of the conditions for inspection 

of High court records for research work. 

1. Additional District & Sessions JUdge, Darjeeling/ 
Siliguri 

2. Judge special court (E.c. Act}, Darjeeling/siliguri 

3. The Chief Judicial Magistrate, Darjee11ng. 
0 

4. The Assistant District Judge, Darjeeling/Siliguri 

s. The Sub-divisional JUdicial .Magistrate, Darjeeling/ 
Siliguri 

6. The Munsif, ·Siliguri 

7. The Judicial Magistrate, ls~2nd Court, Siliguri 

8. Miss G. Chakraborty, Lectu.rer-.in-Law, University 
college of Law, North Bengal University, P.o. Raja 
Ranmcilan Pur, siliguri 

~ .. 

Sd/~ 
· (N. I<han) 

District Judge 
Da.rj eeling · 

,. 



Conditions for Inspection of Court 
Records fof Resea.xch work. 
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1. Only bonafide institutions of status or bonafic5e scholars 

will be entitled to the privilege. 

2. The use of the materials collected by such research 
worker should be for the public benefit in bringing out 

and publishing such works of scholarship and should not 

be used for any other purpose. 

3. A ccpy of the notes made from su~h records must be supplied 

by the researcher to the Registrar, Original Side or 

Appellate Side, as tt.e case may be, for being placed 
before the Chief Justice and further one copy of the .. 

.. 

puJ;>lished worked of research relating thereto, sh'=>uld 
be supplied to the High Court Judge's Library for its 

record and reference. 

4. The researcher will ~main responsible for the security, 
safety & integrity of the records in respect o£ which· 

he is making the research and he must ensw:e that he does 

not destroy, damage or mutilate or tanper or mishandle 

any records or part thereof while in his custody during 
his .z:ese arch. 

s. The researcher shall specify the records in which-· he 

,. 

wants to carry out such research, and that he shall inspect 

and exanti.ne the records· on the date and time specified bJ 

the Court. 

6. The researcher will inspect the recoros only in 'the roan . ~ 

provided for the pur;... ose in the presence of cne of the 

ASsistants of the Court to De detemined .by _the Registrar, 

Appellate Side or Registrar, Original Siee. '\-thexe the 

records would be available and take notes only in pencil. 

use of ink should be avoided becau;;je of- its risk to the 

.record. 
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7. The researcher shall not Under any circumstances take 

any record outsiee the room where the inspection is 

held. 

a. The researcher shall not utilise the notes prepared 

by him for any purpose other than his research v1ork. 

9. The names of the parties and _the nunt>er of the case or 

any other particulars that may lead to the identification 

of the persons invc..lved and to the:ir or their families 

prejudice should not disClose-d. 

10. Permission granted to carry on the research under these 

ccnditions~will be withdrawn immediately on the report 

of the breach of any of the aforesaid concliticcs or 

otherwise or without assigning any reason t.·rhatsoever. 
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APPENDIX - IV 

LIST OF CASES FR0M THE DISTRIC'l' C0URT AT DARJEELING1 

-: 1984 - 1990 May 

Sl. 

No. 

1. 

3. 

5. 

7. 

a. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

24. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

~ 

Date M/S NO 

01.02.84 1/84 

02. 03.84 2/84 

03.04.84 3/84 

16.04.84 4/84 

16.04.84 5/84 
0 

17.04.84 6/84 

7/84 

07. 05.84 8/84 

11. os. 84 . 9/84 

07.06.84 1f/84 

12.06.84 11/84 

05.07.84 12/84 

06.07.84 13/84 

24.07.84 14/84 

25.07.84 15/84 

30.07.84 16/84 

31e 07o84 17/84 

23.08.84 18/84 

11.09.84 19/84 

18.09.84 20/84 

N ane of the Parties 

Pushpa Kumar! Agarwal vs Hadanlal Sharma . 

Abindra Prasad Chhetri Vs Been a Chhetri. 

Shiv Kumar Gupta Vs Krishna Gupta. 

Amalendu r;ey vs seema Dey . 
Meena Roy vs Durgapada Roy_ 

Pradyut Kr. s arkar vs Arch~a sarkar. 

s. 28. Special Marriage Act, 1954 

Manju Devi Vs Babu Lal . 

Ratan Ch. Pal Vs Bula Pal . 

Vishnu Prasad Sharma Vs Deepu Sharma. 

Danayanti SUbba Vs Narendra Adhikary. 

Narayan Ch. Ghosh Vs Sabita Ghosh. 

Tashirin Bhotia Vs Renuka T amang . 

.Annulment, s. 12 of Hindu Marriag,c, ACt. 

'l'ek Prasad 'l'hapa Vs Deepa 'l'amang. 

Dayei Sherpa vs Lakhi Bhutia. 

Shakti Das Vs Ranjeet Das. 

N ayak Pheroze Subba vs Gop a Devi Subba. 

Tarani Mukherji vs Jhunu Mukherji. 

subrata Kr. Mukherji Vs Aparna ~mkherj!. 



21. 

22. 

23. 

28.09.84 21/84 

22/84 

23/84 

24. 19.11.84 24/84 

25. 17.11.84 25/84 

26. 22.11.84 26/84 

27o 23.11.84 27/84 

28. 23.11.84 . 28/84 

29e 07.12.84 29/84 

30. 07.12.84 30/84 

31. 31/84 

32. 12.12.84 32/84 

33. 18.12.84 33/84 

34. 19.12.84 34/84 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

9. 

10. 

1/85 

06. 02~85 2/85 

15.02.85 3/85 

4/85 

5/85 

28. 02.85 6/85 

os. 03.85 7/85 

8/85 

9/85 
'; 

10/85 

ugeyen Namgyal vs Laij ungma. 

CASE COULD Nor BE 'l;'RACED. 

s.28, special Marriage ACt, 1954. 

Sushmi ta M1 taa vs Deepu Mitra . 
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Kailash Singh Vs Kamala Devi Singh. 

Passang Chhoki Yolmo Vs Hubert Lana . 

Kumar Chhetri Vs Vislmu Maya Chhetri. 

Mani Kr. Pradhan Vs Shirin Doma. 

Parameshari Devi vs Ram Chanara sunwar. 

Bani Nukherjee vs Bilnal Mukherjee . 

s.28, Special Marriage Act, 1954. 

Lakshrni Ghosh Vs Jagadish Ch. Ghosh. 

Nihar Ch. Burman vs Lakshm.i Rani Burman. 

Pu.rba Dorjey Yolmo vs Nanda Noktan. 

1985 -
Case not traced. 

Sundar Bhushan Rai Vs Sheela Rai. 

Christoz:dy Meanze vs Johanna ~1eanze. 

Not traced. 

BalkriShna Chhetri vs M. Kumari Chhetri 

Manta Routh Vs Manoj Routh _ 

Hari ~rasad Pradhan vs Sheba Devi 

s.27, Special Narriage Act, 1954. 

Not traced. 

Not traced. 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

10. o5.a5 - 11/85 

22. o5.a5 12/85 

13/85 

19.06.85 14/85 

27. 06~85 15/85 

2o.oa.85 16/85 

17/85 

18• -·--"' 09.10.85 

19~ 

18/85 

19/85 

20/85 20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

21/85 

22/85 

23/85 

24/85 

25/85 
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Shanti Dutta vs shibani DUtta SMA-A 27, 

Jh\JIDa Majumdar vs sanarendra N ath Sarkar. 

s.11, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, 

Pratap Kunar Vs Juliana Yonson & 

surendr a Kaur. 

Deepu sarkar Vs swapan sarkar. 

Mitali Biswas vs Sanjeev Biswas. 

Narayan Ch. Modak Vs -Chhabi Modak .. 

Deepak Kr. Gazmia Vs Pumima Gaz~q._. 

Not traced. 

Moharnmaden Law 1 Roshan Ahmed Vs 

Manzoor Ahmed. 

Not traced~ 

Not traced. 

Kazilaina Sherpa Vs Neema Doma. 

Joy Prakash Chhetri Vs Sheelu Chhetri. 

s.28, special Marriage Act, 1954. 

26. 13.12.85 26/85· Chetak Sherpa Vs Subhadra Devi ·sonjam. 

27. -:.27/85 Kishore Jhangiani Vs Saraswati Jhangiani. 

(Not traced) 

28. 21.12.85 28/85 Ratan Bahadur Chhetri Vs Te~ta l<hati • 



1. 

2. 

3 •. 

4. 

1/86 

2/86 

3/86 

17.02.86 4/86 

20/2/86 5/86 

6/86 

7. ___ _,. 1/3/86 7/86 

8/86 

9/86 

10/86 

11/86 

12/86 

13/86 

14/86 

15/86 

16/86 

8~ 5/3/86 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

12.4.86 

25/4/86 

3}6/4/86 

2.5.86 

16/5/86 

29/5/86 

12/6/86 

24/6/86 

-:17/86 

18/86 

19/86 

20/86 

21/86 

22/86 

23/86 

24/86 

" 
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1986 -
Moti Pradhan vs Jeevan Das Pr adhan . 

s.lO, Hindu Marriage ACt, 1955. 

Not traced. 

Nakul ch. sarkar vs sab!ta sarkar. 

Dola saha vs AShoke l<r. Saba & 

s.28 Special Marriage- Act, 1954. 

Raj Kumar Agarwal Vs Phul Maya Tamang. 

Pramila Darnal Vs l-'ladan Dil coomar. 

Not traced. 

Govind .i?rsd Agarwal vs susheela Devi. 

Civil Procedure code, s-151. 

Not traced. 

Pranab Banik vs ship,ra Banik. 

Di11p Kumar Joardar vs Born ali Joardar. 

Jhuma Bose vs Samil: Bose • 

Gopal Singh Ghimiraj Vs Shobha Ghimiraj. 

Rajni Pradhan Vs Dinesh Kr. Pradhan. 
l 

Chinmoy Goswami Vs Lolita Das .. 

Se9o Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

sanat Kr. Pradhan vs Ganga Pra_dhan. 
. . 

s. 22, Indian Divorce Act-. 1869. 

Not traced. 

Mala~i Gurung Vs Indra Diwan. 

· shobha Pradhan Vs Dil!p Pradhan. 



25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

2.7.86 

17.7.86 

18/9/86 

18/9/86 

25/86 

26/86 

27/86 

28/86 

29/86. 

30/86 

" 31/86 

25/9/86 32/86 

6/10/86 33/86 

7/1/86 34/86 

29/10/86 35/86 

29/10/86 36/86 

37/86 

38/86 

39. 17/11/86 39/86 

40. 24/11/86 40/8 6 

41;- 26/11/86 41/86 

1. 

2. 

3. 

42/86 

20/12/B6 43/86 

23/12/86 44/86 

9/2/87 

17/2/87 

2/3/87 

1/87 

2/87 

3/87 
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Narayan singha Roy Vs Sabi.ta Singha Roy. 

Not traced. 

swadhin Ch. saba vs saraswati saba. 

Not .traced~ 

swapan Bhadra vs Beli Bhadra. 

Dr. Balaram Pal vs Geeta Pal. 

Kishore Jhangiani Vs saraswati 
Jhangiani, 

·Arup Mukherjee vs I<eka Mukherjee. 

Jit Bahadur ·oorjey vs Phulmaya Dorjeyni_ 

Gouri Choudhary vs ArUn Ranjan Chouclhury. 

Anil I<r. Sarkar Vs I<alpana Sarkar. 

Jhumu Dey vs Ph ani Dey, 

Not traced. 

Mchendra I<r. Hisra vs Gendua Misra. 

sadhan I<r. Dutta Vs Maya Dutta _ 

sephali Das Vs Binod Behari oas . 

Jai Prakash Jaiswal vs Rukmini ~-vi 
Jaiswal; 

Not traced~ 

Anu Laha Vs Bikash Ch. Laha . 

saraswati Das vs Honindranath Das. 

1987 -
Scmpad Sarkar vs Rita sarkar 

Geetha--Rani Baisya vs Madhusudhan Baisya_ 

Avadh Raj Maurya Vs Sheela Maurya _ 

I 
I 

·I 



4. 10/3/87 

5. 20/3/87 

6. 26/3/87 

7. 28/3/87 

a. 6/4/87 

9. 24/4/87 

10. 27/4/87 

11. 30/4/87 

13. 7.5.87 

14.·< 

15. i9.5.87 

16. 2. 6.87 

17. 31.7.87 

18. 18.6.87 

19. 18.6~87 

20. lB. 6.87 

21. 4.7.87 

0 

4/87 

5/87 

6/87 

7/87 

8/87 

9/87 

10/87 

11/87 

12/87 

13/87 

14/87 

15/87 

16/87 

17/87 

18/87 

19/87 

20/67 

21/87 

22. 4.7.87 22/87 

23. 

24. 

26. 

28. 

14.7.87 23/87 

20. 7. 87 ~ 24/87 

20.7.87 25/87 

20.7.87 26/87 

25.7.87 27/87 

28/87 
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KJ.shan Hang Subba Vs subhadra Rai • 

N-~ta Ishwari Vs Kumar Iswari. 

Shashi Kr. l'harni Vs Padma MOktan. 

subhas saba vs Namita saba. 

Utpal Majumdar vs AShoka Majumdar .. 

Ila Joy vs Sunil Joy. s.12 HMA. 

Mangal Singh Lema vs Phool Kala Lana • 

Indra 1<.r Pradhan Vs Lila ChhetrJ.. 

Narayan Ch. Ghosh vs Sabita Ghosh. 
- ... 

AShim Kr Majumdar Vs· Alp ana t-:tajtimdar. 

Dilip Lutta Vs Baby Dutta. 

Manju Devi ShaJJna Vs Han\uman Psd.Shanna_ 

Ranjit Roy Vs Naya Roy~ 

Not traced. 

shikha Rai Vs Tilak Kumar Rai • 

Kailash Rai Vs Pratil:>ha Rai • 

Satya Narayan sha.nna Vs Manju Sharma. 

Karuna Lama Vs 'l'ej Kumat· Rai , 

~"urudas Mondal Vs Anima Mondal • 

Sanjeeb Biswas vs Mitali Biswas • 

Purnima Dey Vs Chandcn Dey. 

Namita lshwar Vs Kumar. :rshwari • 

Dwipendra Nath Bhattacharjee. 
vs 

sabita Bhattacharya. 

AShu Paul vs l'J anj u Paul . 

Gouri Sh~kar Sharma Vs Ulna Sharma. 



30. 

314t 

35. 

37. 

38. 

,39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

1. 

2. 

11.8.87 

19.8.87 

31.8.87 

21.9. B7 

28.9.87 

29/87 

30/87 

31/87 

32/87 

33/87 

34/87 

35/87 

36/87 

37/87 

38/87 

13.10.87 39/87 

7.11.87 40/87 

18.11.87 ~41/87 

27.11.87 42/87 

12.12~87 43/87 

14.12.87 44/87 

1.2.89 1/88 

2/88 

3/88 
0 

•4/88 
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s.12, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

Meena Kumari Kotwalni vs Ramesh 

Chetri Kotw al. 

Anant. Ram Vs Anandi Ram. 

sukh ahang Sub.ba vs Pun am R ai . 

Ramu Tiwari vs ASha K. Devi. 

Ram Rati Deyi Jaiswal vs Bajnath 
Prsd Jaiswal , · 

s.27. Special Marriage Act, 1954. 

Ratna Gupta Vs Jaye.nta Gupta. 

Nirmal Choudhury Vs Rama Choudhury, 

s. 9 • Hindu Marriage Act, l-95·5. 

Krishna -Chetri Vs Birey Chetri . 

Kaliprasanna Sarkar vs Radha Sarkar, 

Sunil Kr. Karmckar Vs Lata l<armakar . 
Durga Devi Bhargo Vs Pusraj Bhargo. 

Paramesh'l:tar ShaiJna vs Lakshmi sarma. 

.Ranjan Bachar vs Sphephali Bechar, 

1988 -
Renu Dey vs Ratan DeY. 

Patbati Chakraborty vs 
Narayan Chakraborty, 

28, Special Marriage Act, 1954 
4 

'l'apash Kumar Lahiri Vs Manabi Lahiri ~ 



5. 

7. 

a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

29. 

29.3.88 

22.4.88 

23.4.88 

13. s.s8 

20. s.s8 

23.6.88 

16.7.88 

1.8. 89 

11.8. 88 

13.8.88 

18.8.88 

12.s.oa 

5/88 

6/88 

7/88 

8/88 

9/88 

10/88 

11/88 

1':2/88 

13/88 

14/88 

15/88 

16/88 

17/88 

18/88 

19/88 

20/88 
0 

21/88 

5.10.88 22/88 

27.10.88 23/88 

31.10.88 -24/88 

22.11.88 25/88 

10.12.88 26/88 

10.12.88 27/88 

16.12.88 28/88 

23.12.88 29/88 

MaOhab Ch. Gope Vs Reba Gope. 

.Amalendu Dey And seema Dey. 

PhuD:la Yolmo Vs Dolma Yolmo. 

Govind Ram Vs Chandra _Kala Levi~ 
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s.9, Hindu Marriage Act6 1955~ 

Jaya sarkar vs Tarun sarkar. 

Munshi Ram Rastogi Vs Shanti Devi . 

s.9, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

shyanal Kumar Chald. vs Dola Chaki . 

Krishna Pal vs Tarapada Pal . 

Dulal Chandra saba vs Reeta Saba . 

ProboOh Kumar Paul vs Kabi ta .Paul. 

Bishnu Prasad Sharma Vs Diba Sharma 

.Perna B~otia vs Pasang Dawa. 

.;;)unil Kr. Raha vs Basana Raha. 

Punam Bharati vs Nadan Gurung. 

s.27, Hindu ~arriage Act, 1955. 

Tej E ahGdur Chetri Vs Tulsa DeVi. 

Durg~utt Sharma Vs 1'\lgkumari Sharma. 

Madhu Chhetri vs Kul.bahC~.dur Cilhetri 

Lonmal Jain Vs Ranju Jain. 

Shyallbabu Prasad vs Asha Devi Prasad 

Sabita Bhattacharya Vs Dwipendranath 
Bhattacharjee . 

Juliana Yousone vs P ratapa Kumar . 

Uttam Prasad vs Asha Prasad. · 



1. 

2. 

3. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

a. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

14. 

15. 

16~ 

17~ 

18. 

19~ 

27.1.89 

27.1.89 

15.3.89 

16.4.89 

20. · .. ___. 24. s~ s 9 

21~ 26.S.S9 

2.2. 

23. 

24. 

1/89 

2/89 

3/89 

4/89 

5/89 

6/89 

7/89 

6/89 

9/6~ 

1-/89 

11/89 

12/89 

13/89 

14/89 

15/89 

16/69 

17/89 

18/89 

19/89 

20/89 

21/89 

22/89 

23/8:1 

24/89 
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1989 -
Bhanu Das Vs Jaba Das. 

Hemant Kumar Rai vs Biria Rai. 

Balbahadur 'l'hapa Vs Kalpana Thapa. 

Kali Km Chetri vs Gouri Shankar Sharma. 

Indu Prasad Sharma vs Shobha Basnet~ 

Punam Tamang Vs Migma Bhutia . 

Dr Raj I<r A£arwal vs santoshi Devi 

AShish Chatterjee Vs Pratibha Chatterjee~ 

Jayashree Ghoshal Vs Tarun hr Ghoshal. 

:t-1ohinder Kr. 1:-:.i.sra vs Gendua Misra 

Kallul Kr. Dey Vs l-'ladhurr.ita Dey 

Dilip MajUIU<ia1.· Vs Dipali 1-1ajumc~ar. 

Anm I·,r. 'l'hapar vs 1-.nju Thapar. 

Asht. ke Kt.·. Lhabai Vs Shanti Devi. 

sashikala vs Rajesh Kumcu:-. 

Laniel Boxla Vs Patl.·icia Eoxla. 

Net.ai Ch. E.ose Vs .:.;anju Bose. 

s.la, Indian Divorce ACt, 1869. 

Snil Lebnath Vs sandhya Debnath, 

Chanura Sekhar Lias vs Vali Das. 

Dulal Ch. s aha Vs Reeta s aha. 

Shibend~ Bikash Roy vs Malabika Roy. 

Mira Gurung Vs N agenar a Gurung • 

sachidananda Bhattacharya 
vs 

Joyati Bhattacharya. 



25. 

27. 

28. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37 • 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

4o. 
47. 

. ,.....-' 

7.7.89 

18.7.69 

2.8.89 

10.8.89 

16.8.89 

17.8.89 

19.8.89 

29.8.89 

11.9.89 

26.9.89 

25/89 

26/89 

27/89 

28/d9 

29/89 

30/89 

31/89 

32/89 

33/89 

34/89 

35/89 

36/89 

37/89 

38/89 

39/89 

40/89 

41/89 

42/89 

43/89. 

44/89 

45/89 

28.9.89 46/89 

16.10.89 47/89 
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Raj ~pta Vs Katherine Gupta. 

Padma Thapa Vs Raj Kr. Thapa • 

Nrisingha Kr. Biswas vs Sunita Biswas. 

ASha Prasad vs Chandrasekhar Prasad. 

s. 9. Hindu l1arriage Act. 1955. 

Kishore Advani Vs Puja Advani. 

Renuka Pradhan vs Bhanu PraOhan • 

ACL"lar Ch. Singh Vs savita Singh 

sudhangshu Bhattachar,ra 
vs 

Geetha Bhattache.rya. 

G~nesh Chetri Vs Lak~hmi Chetri. 

Sanpat Sarkar vs Reeta sc.rkar 

Mr1tyunjay K.r .. Verma vs Bani Verma . 

Dhurba Kr. R&;rii VS Urmila Rai ·• 

:Cawa Bhutia Vs Deich,;n Chetten .. 

Bharat Monda! Vs Maya R2ni Honda!, 

S.9. Hindu Marriage ACt. 1955. 

Ka11ol Dey vs l1adi'lUrrJ. ta Dey. 

s. 28. specia~ l1arria.;;e .".ct• 1954. 

under Civil Procedure coee, Property. 

under Civil Procedure cu¢~.,. Pr-:perty. 

s.2a. spacial Marriage A;.;t. 1954, 

Tapashi alias 'l'opu Ghosh 
vs 

h"""lj a."l Kumar Ghosh • 

Joydeb I<r. Paul Vs Nirmala Paul .. 

sachidananda Bhattachar.Ja 
va 

Jayati Bhattach~a~ 



49. 

so. 
51. 

52. 

54 •. ,-

ss. 
56. 

57. 

sa. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

24.10.89 48/89 

10.11.89 49/89 

10.11.89 50/89 

15.11.89 51/89 

52/89 

21.11.89 53/89 

54/89 

23.11.89 55/89 

15.12.89 56/89 

20.12.89 57/89 

21.12.89 58/89 

21.12.89 59/89 

22.12.89 60/89 

61/89 

23.12.89 62/89 

23.12.89 63/89 

3.2. 90 l/90 

6. 2. 90 2/90 

6. 2. 90 3/90 

7.2.90 4/90 

5/90 

" 

subr at a Roy Choudhuxy 
vs 

R atna Roy Choudhw:y. 

Maya Chetre vs AShoke Chetri • 

Rukmini Mukhia vs Gangey Mukhia . 

.Arati Devi Vs Om Prakash Gupta . 

s.12 Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

Anita Gupta Vs Jogendra Prasad, 

s.9, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 
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Rohi t Prasad Thapa Vs I?roneeta Thapa . , 

shyam I<r. che cr i vs Pren.u Chetri .. 

Chandra Prasad Sharma vs Durga Maya ShaJ:tna _ 

Manash Chakraborty 
vs 

Maitreyi Chakraborty . 

AJ:fjun Dutta vs Kalyani Dutta . 

swati Chakraborty Vs Alike Chakraborty . 

S.9,. Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

Pradeep Kr. Chakrabo.rty 
Vs 

Shyarna Rani Chakraborty. 

Nanglu Roy Vs Lakshmi ~oy. 

1990 -
Meena Mullick vs Kanana Chitta Hallick 

sudip Ahluwalia Vs Bernita Ahluwal1Q 6 

Sadhan Kr. Dutta Vs Maya Dltta; . .. 

Radheshyam Thakur Vs Parbati Thakur. 

Not traced. 



7. 

a. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

... ......-· 

17.2.90 

28.2.90 

5.3.90 

5.3.90 

5.3.90 

1o.a. 90 

26.3. 90 

2. 5. 90 

6/90 

7/90 

8/90 

9/90 

10/90 

11/90 

12/90 

13/90 

~4/90 

15/90 

16/go 

17/90 

18/90 

19/90 

20/90 

21/90 

22/90 

23/9Q 

24/90 

2.5/90 

26/90 
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Gajendra Prasad Chetri Vs Lila Chetr.:l. • 

Chitra Bhattacharya 
vs 

'l'apash Kr. Adhikary. 

Hemant Kr. Rai Vs Beena RaJ.. 

s.9, Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

Gautam Tamang vs Anita Tamang ~ 

Shukla Ghosh Vs Gautan Gape. 

Bani Chakraborty 
vs 

Swapan- c&akraborty, 

Binod Prakash shanta vs Gauri Sharma 

swadesh Ch. sarkar vs Gauri sarkar 

Dilip sarkar vs .::Uruima sarkar . 
•.r ar ani Kan ta Sinha vs Lal"Jlpali ·· Sinha . 

Pranatosh Pradhan Vs Krishna Pradhan 

Apurba Kr. Hal dar Vs Dipti HSJ.dar. 

So 12 Hindu Marriage .Act, 1955 . 
s. 16 Indian Divorce .Act • 

Dorjey Lama Vs Indu Lhamu Butia. 

s.l o, Hindu Marriage· Act • 

Raj Kumar Mittal Vs I.aela Devi Mittal. 

Not traced. 

Pending tor office repordt.. 

Basudeb Ghosh Vs .Nanorama Ghosh , 

s. 27, s.M. A. .L)ending f)or office record. 



APPENDIX- V 

N arne of the Parties interviewed 

1. Meera Ghosh 

2. Ap~a Mukherjee 

3. Shakti Das 

4• Ranj it nas -: 

s. Lila Haschatak 

6. Deepali 1-1 az umdar 

· · 3 s-~ swapna Dey 

36. Probodh Kumar Pal 

37. Manju Sharma 

38. shiv Kumar Gupta 

3 9. Krishna Gupta 

40. sabita BhattaCharya 
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7. Purnima Dey 

B. AnU Laha 

41. Dwipendranath Bhattacharjee 

9., Kalpana sarkar 

10. 'rapasi Das 

11. Mamata Sinha (Routh) 

12. Shila May Ray 

13. Jogesh Chandra Ghosh 

14. sabi ta Chauhan. 

15. Sheela Maurya 
0 

16. Avadhraj Maurya 

17. Kabita Pal 

18. Dulali Sarkar 

19. saraswati Das 

20. chana an ·Dey -

21. Tulu shaha 

22. Abhaya Sumati Burman 

23. Bharat Monda! 

24. P ratibha Chakraborty 

25. Ashis Chatterjee 

26. Tapash Kumar Lahiri 

27. Manabi Lahiri 

28. Manju Pal 

29. I<risl)na Bardhan 

30-. ··N'are,yan Chakraborty 

31. Jhunu Dey 

32. Bela Basu Mallick 

33. Madhumi ta DUtta 

34. I.eela Singh 

42. Arup M~erjee 

43. Subrata Mukherjee 

44. J ayash.ree Shah a 

45. Alpona Majumdar 

. 46. Dilip Kumar Joardar 

47• sabita Barui 

48. Kishore Advani 

49. Parvati Biswas 

so. Preetibala Das 

51. Sabitri Roy 

52. Nibha Rani. Mvndal 

53. P apia Choudhury 

54. T arun Kumar Choudhury 

55. Reeta Shaha 

56. subrata Roy Choudhury 

57. Parbaty Chakraborty 

58. Seekha Rai 

59. Dulal Chandra Saha 

60. Sephali D as 
61. Sheekta Roy 

62. Meeta Dasgupta 

63. PUrnima Moncal 

64. Lalitha Roy 

65. Kamin! Roy 

66. I.eela Roy 

67. Manbahadur ·Chhetri 

68. sonali Singh 

69 • .Shikha Roy 
70. Pijush Bannerjee 
71. Sunil Debnath 

I. 



questionnaire used for interview 

A. Identification 

1. Name 4. Age 

2 0 W/0 5. Caste 

3. D/0 6.-Religion 

a. Address 7.· Language· 

s. lJl.igr ati on " 

Place of birth Year of DUration ¢: 
migration stay here 

c. socio-Econan.ic Background 

1. What is the level of your education? 

To e p ace 
of origin 

I111~1it./pri/Sec/Co11ege/University 

2. Ate you trained in any vocation? 

Yes/No 

3• · If yes, please specify 

3 •. Are you gainfully employed? 

Yes/No 

a. Nature of your errplo~t? 

b. Income 

4. What does your father/mother do? 

specify 

5. what did your ex huSband do? 
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visit 
From the 
plan of 
origin 
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D. History of Divorce 

1. Date of divorce 

2. Xype of marriage' Love/Negotiated/inter-caste 

3. Pre-divorce tension .Period 

Nature (describe) 

4. Who proposed: Husb and/wife/I.n-law 

s. Petitioner: Wife/husband 
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6. Reasons for divorcea Adultery/Cruelty/Desertion/Impotency/ 

Lunacy/Epilep.,v.D./Loathsome disease/Irretrievable/ 

breakdcwn/others. 

Any other explanatory remarks 
-~-/ 

7. CUstody of children a (a) with wife/with husband/ 

institution custoqy 

Visiting rights exists a of husband/of wife-

a. Alimony or maintenance, lunpsum monthly - .Amount 

9. Present place of residence a Personal/Parents• /In-laws/ 
I.nsti tu tional 

E. Attitude to divorce and remarriage 

1. Should one retain a marriage at 
any cost? 

2. If you did not have a right to 
divorce do you think you could 
have reconciled the marriage? 

" 3. DO you f-eel that 01 vorce laws 
should be made more liberal? 

4. Given the sarre set of circ\JITlstances 
would you go through it ~ain? 

s. Ar you planrdng to marry 
again? 

6. Do you feel that all divorcees 
ought to remarry? 

Yes/not sw:e/No 

Yes/tqot sure/No 

No/Not su.re/yes 

NO/Not sure/Yes 

Yes/undecided/No 

Yes/Undeciced/.No 

~ 



7. Will this experience help you 
to build a better home in future 

So DO you think you have been able to 
ge't back your independence 

_,_.· If yes, how 

Yes/No 

Ys/No 

.. (maieendays, Economic independence, assertion of rights) 

9. Do you blame any one other than your 
husband for the divorce? 

10. Do you view divorce as a death 
of a relationship 

post Divorce status 

1. Have you any other siblings? 

a) HO!rl many? 

b) Does ycur being a divorcee 
affect their marriage? 

c) What is their attitude towards 
you? 

2. HoW did your divorce affect 
your parents? 

-3. Does the society blame you for 
being a divorcee? 

4. Have you . .remarried 

a. What is your present husband's 
Ed. QUalification and Income 

b. Is this a love marriage 

Ys/No 

. Ys/No 

Ys/No 

c. ~that is the length of this marriage 

Sa. I.Joes your second husband show any 
curiod ty regarding your previous 

marriage 
a. Does it upset you? 
b. ~"lhat his attitude to your 

chiloren by previous marriage 
love, affection, material 
goods. 

Ys/No 
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6a. Ar your present -in-laws 
curious about your previous 
marriage? 

b. Do they blane you for being a 
divorcee? 

c. Does it upset you 1 

7 a. How many children do you 
have from your previous 
marriage? ~ 

b. What is their attitude 
towards your present 
marriage? 

c. Do they in any way blane you? 

sa. How many children do you 
have from your present marriage? 

b. What is their attitude to your 
previous ma.rri age 

c. HOW do your children get alcng? 

Y'es/No 

Yes/not sure/No 

Yes/No 

9. Have you got your desired social status? 
0 
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A,fPENDIX - VI 

PART -1 

MAmTENANCE CASES IN HINDU LAW 

PERIOD - 1914 - 1954 

1. tl. subbayya Vs Bhavani, AIR 1914 Mad 665. 
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2. Yesubai sadasiv vs Sadasiv Ganesh Deshpande, AIR 1915 Ban 277. 

3. Oebisaran Sukhu vs Daulat suldlain, AIR 1917 All 86. 

4. H. sheenappayya v~ Raj amma @ Padmavati, AIR 1922 Mad 399. 

s. Bai Monghibai Vs Bai Ugubai, AIR 1923 Born 130. 

6. Nilawa Iraya Mathapathi -vs Revan Shidaya Shidlingaya, 
AIR 1928 Born 419. 

7. Anandilal Bagchand Marwari vs Chandra Bai. AIR 1924 Ban 311. 

8. Sri Raj a Bomna Devara Raj lakshmi Anmagaru Vs Raj a Somma Devara 
Naganna Na.i'du Bahadur Zamin(laragaru6 AIR 1925 Mad 757. 

9. Ramaraya Thevar Vs Papamrr;al, AIR 1925 Mad 1230. 

10. Nagubai Manglo.rekar Vs Bai Monghibai, AIR 1926 PC 73. 

u. Annada Prasad Das Vs .Ambika Prasad oas, AIR 1926 PC 96. 

12. Paruchuri Rattamna vs surugutchi seshachalam Sharma, AIR 
1927 Mad 520 .. 

. .. 

13• BC)DJDadevara Naganna Naidu vs Bommadevara Rajjya Lakshrni Devi 
. ~~garu, AIR 1928 PC 187. 

. :·;;: ._;/{;j.~\~·:_·.:: . 
14.;l;·Sber Singh Vs Sham Kaur, AIR 1928 Lah 502. 

~ . .' -' . 

15~ Ch.tlha Vs Chedi, AIR 1929 Oudh 121. 

16. Durgi vs Secretary of State, AIR 1929 Lah 528. 

17. A. Gopala Patter Vs Parvathy Arnmal, AIR 1929 Mad 47. 

18. Cba.randass Vassonji 'lhakkar Vs Nagubai. Hangloreker, AIR 
1929 Bom 452. 

19. Manubothula Rana Rao Vs Manubothula Venkayarrma·. AIR· ·1931 
Mad 705. 
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20. Ind,ira Bai vs Makar and. AIR 1931 Nag 197. 
0 

21. (Haj i A,. s.) Abdul MOh8lllllad Rowther Vs seethalakshmiammal, · 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

28. 

AIR 1931 Mad 120. 

Godavarti Shobhanadranma vs Godavarti varahalakshm1 Narasimha 
Swami, Am 1934 Mad 401 . 

Dayavati Ramchandra vs Kesarbai Kasibai, AIR "1934 Born 66. 

Lachhmi VS MOhanlal. AIR 1934 Lah 444. 

Lajwanti Vs Bakshi Ram, AIR 1935 Lab 110. 

BaJ. Appibai vs I<himtfi Cooverj1, Am 1936 Born 138. 

P\uUShottamdas Harjvandas Patel Vs Rukmini, AIR 1937 · 
Bom 3·58. 

In re Taralakshmi l>1anuprasad , AIR 1938 Bom 499. 
:' ... 

· 2? ... J~eva Ammal vs Ranganatha Mudaliar, AIR 1939 Mad 788. 
_;I. .. 

. · 30~ ~-:'1alatrapatJ. HiDUmayamma vs Official Receiver, AIR 1940 . 
. ,.).h·::?'H~ 749 • 

.f~ . 

31!t Vasanthan Venkayya Vs Vasaantham Raghavazmna, AIR 1942. Mad 1. 

32• Kuppammal Vis Thangarnuthu Pandaram, AIR 1944 Mad 426. 

33. Radhabai Gopal Joshi vs Gopal Dhondo Joshi, AIR 1944 , 
Bom so. 

34. Harisingh Vs Gulab :oevi, AIR 1944 pesh 6. 

35. Vemu%U venkata Krishnayya vs vemuru Lakshnlanma,_· _,._I.~" , 
1944 Mad 17. . · - ·· 

36. Kalidiildi venkata Ramaraju-vs-i?enumatcha Rajgopala Raju, 
AIR 1944 Mad 173. . 

37. · Akku Pralhad Kulkarni Vs Ganesh l?ralhad l<ul.karni, 
AIR 1945 Bom 217. 

38. 1<-aniDi Devi @ Shakuntala Devi Vs I<ameshwar Singh 
AlR 1946 Pat 316. 

39. Zu11 Vs Gopalia Tukaram.._ AIR 1946 Nag 375. 

40. M. Vasunthara Devi Anma Vs Dr. C.M. Ramakrishana -Naidu., 
Am 1946 Pat 316 • 

,. ·) 
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41• Mallawa Siddappa Ujj anavvar Vs Shiddappa Bhimappa tJjj anvvar 
AIR 1950 Born 112. 

42. Rathod V.ishramulu Vs Ratnabai Lalanan, AIR 1950 KUtch 6. 

43. Sukribai VS Pokha1 Singh, AIR 1950 Nag 33 .. 

44• Lakshmi Ammal Vs Narayana swamy Naicker, AIR 1950 Mad 321.., 
. .,....-;.-.' 

4S. Veeramallu swarajya Lakshmi Mancharanma Vs Veeranallu 
. _·. Satyanarayama, AIR 1950 Mad 356. 

46• Cbennanma Vs Dyana shetty, AIR l 953 Mys 136. 

47. Sidola Sheety Vs Muni Amma, AIR 1953 Mad 712. 

48. .1<. S. Deena Dayalu ~ed~y vs Lali tha Kumari, AIR 1953 Mad 402. · 

49. Musunw:u Nagendramma Vs MUS1..1Iluru Ranakotayya, AIR 1954 Mad 713. 

so. Anjani Dei Vs Krushna Chandra, An 1954 Ori_l17. 

51. Krishna Iyer Vs Ramu Aminal, AIR 1954 Tri 221. 



PART -II 

MAINTENANCE CASES UNDER SEC. 24 & SEC, 25 Cl 

HINDU MARRIAGE ACT, 1955 

PERICD 1 1955 TO 1990 

1. B. Ratanchand Vs Kalcwati~ AIR 1955 All 364. 

2. Karu Bai 11s Bhagwan Bhagaji Wanj ari, AIR 1955 Nag 210. 

3. Kulanani Mota Ys Pazbati Dev1, AIR 1955 ori 77. 

4. Palaniswamy Gaunaer vs oevanai Aminal, AIR 1956 Mad 337. 

5. Perumdevi Anmal vs A.rnav~sikam, AIR 1357 Mad 113. 

6. Nanjappa Vs Vimala Levi• AiR 1957 Mys. 44 • 

. 7~ Udaynath Dakin Ray Vs Shivapriya Devi, AIR 1957 Ori 199. 

S• Raneshwarnath Gupta Vs Kanta r:evi, Am 1957 PUnj 85. 
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9. Devanai AChi Vs Kashi Vishwanathan Chettiar, AIR 1957 Had 766. 

10. Kamala vs Shcma Rupchand, AIR 1958 Bom 466. 

11. MUthyala Jaggcmna Vs ~IUtyala satyanarayana Murthy • AIR 
1958 AP 583. 

Q 

12. Mukan Kanwar Vs Ajeet Chand, AIR 1958 Raj 322 • 

13. Padmalochan Jagatram Agharia Vs Sulochana Padmalochan~ 
AlR 1959 MP 245. . 

14. Jalasutram Mnapurnamma vs Jalasutram l<.rishna .Shastri, 
AIR, 1959, AP 49. 

15. Shobhana Sen Vs Amarkanta sen, AlR 1959 Cal 455. 

16. Leela nevi Vs Mohanlal Shrivastav, AIR 1959 .MP 349 .. 

17. Miklli.ammal Ammal Vs Periyaswany Udaya.. AIR 1959 Mad 570 

18. Shashimukhi. Dariani vs Bananala Biswa.s, AIR 1959 Ori, ·132. 

19. Sachindranath Biswas Vs Shobhana sen, AIR 1960 Cal· 575. 

~0• Amarkanta sen vs Shobhana Sen, AIR 1960 Cal 438 . 

. ~, . ..-.' 
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21. sumatiben vs Jaswant Bhogilal. AIR 1960 Ban 323. 

22. Dhamid1 Pat1 saraswat1 Vs Dhamidi Pati Krishnamurthy, 
AIR 1960 AP 30. 

23. Prithbirajsinghji Mansinghj1 vs Bai Shivprabha Kumar1, 
AIR 1960 Born 315. 

24. Gu.rucharan Singh Vs waniam Kaur, AIR 1960 Punj 422. 

25. Ran Prasad vs Janakibai, AIR 1961 All 395. 

26. Kadia Ha.rilal Purushottam Vs Kadia Leelawati Gokaldas, 
AIR 1961 Guj 202 • 

27. Dr. Tarlochan Singh Vs l40hinder Kaur, AIR 1961 Punj 508. 
0 

28. Mukam Kanwar Vs Aj it Chand, AIR 1961 Raj 51. 

29• shantararr. Gopal Seth Nar~ar vs Heerabai, AIR 1962 Bom 27. 

30. Anita Karmakar Vs Birendra Chandra Kannakar,- AIR 1962 Cal88. 

31. Gopalnath Basu Mallick Vs Pratibha Rani Basu Hallick, 
AIR 1962 Cal 455. 

32. Shyam Chancer Panda Vs shantamoni Devi, AIR 1962 Ori so. 

33 • Bichchu Mallick VB V.imala Dei, AIR 1962 Ori 23. 

34. Sundar Singh Vs Manna Sundar, AIR 1962 Punj 127. 

35. Copparth1 Satyanarayana Vs Copparthi Seetharagma, AIR 
1963 AP 270. 

36• S1r1gir1 PUllaiah Vs Sirigiri Rushing emma, A+,R 1963 AP · 323·~ 

~7~~""i~~~balieshwar Prasad Vs Dropta Bai, AJ:R 1963 MP 259. 
. ~ ,... _ _,.·. 

· 3811 :.M.~arani Majumdar Vs Dasarath Majumdar, AIR 1963 cal 428. 
·-;;~~-· . . 

39/ Mehta Gunvantray Maganlal vs B a1 Keshavi, A;J:R 1963 Guj 242 .. 

40. D. s. sheshadri Vs Jaualakshm~ AIR 1963 Ma'i 283. 

41. Dr. Tarlochan Singh Vs ~-lohindar Kaur. AZR 1963 Punj 249. 

42. shusheela Vs Jagannathan. A~ 1964 A.P247 

43. Subrananyum Vs M.G. saraswati. AIR 1964 11ys. 38 
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44. Babu Rao Vs sushila Bi, AIR 1964 MP 73. 

45. subramanyan vs Saf'aswati, Am 1964 Kant 38. 

46. Snehal~'ba Dausena Vs Jagdish Dausena, AIR 1964 Ori 122. 

47. Mj. Dalchand Singh Prat~ vs swaran Pratap, AIR 1965 All 46. 

48. susila Devi vs Dhani Ram, AIR 1965 HP 12. 

49. Nanigopal Chakraborty Vs .Ram Bala Chakraborty. AIR 1965 
Ori 1·54. 

so. Laitamma vs R. Kannan, AIR 1966 Mys 178. 

51. Kodekutumba Rao vs Kodesesharatnaril;1a. AIR 1967 AP 323. 

52. P. c. Jairath Vs Amrith Jairath, AIR 1967 P&tl 148. 

53, Akasam Chinnababu vs Akasam Parvati, AIR 1967 Ori 163, 

S-4. Latika Ghosh Vs Nirmal Kr. Ghosh, AIR 1968 Cal 68. . .. 

·~·.ss~o::.patel Dharmshri Premji vs sa1 sarkar Ramji, AIR 1968 
:: ~- , -~J_.1SO • 

. S~';+,(~a Kr. Bal Vs Ila Bal, AIR 1968 Cal 276. 

_57• .Muniswamappa Vs Eramn.a, AIR 1968 Mys 8. 

58• Nemai Ch. Jain Vs .Leela Jain, AIR 1968 Cal 405. 

59• .sarala Devi vs Balwan Singh, A~R 1969 All 601. 

60. M. Ramachandra Rao Vs M. s. Kaushalya, Am 1969 Hys. 76. 

61. Govind Ram Vs Leela DeVi, AIR 1969 Raj 253 •. 

62• Prasanna Kumar Patra vs sureshwari .Patrani. AIR 1969 Ori 12. 

63. S~ww ~tJk.a..-vJ. Vr. rA..Gl.6CA.M......O.. )<M.:iM.~ fo.ko., A I R 1'1 6'f 9~i 13 

64. Ashis vs. D.c. Tiwari, Am 1970 Del 98 • 

65. sardarilal vs Vishano, AIR 1970 J &K 150 , 

66. Radhika Bai Vs Sadhuram AWatrai, AIR 1970 MP 14. 

67. Ram Piari Vs Pairelal, AIR 1970 P&H 341, 

68. Bassa Ansu.ija vs Bassa Rajaya, AIR 1971 AF 296. 

69. B.M. Mooniratnam Naidu Vs Shantamma. AIR 1971 Mys. 25. 

70. Nathulal Vs Mcn Devi. A~R 1971 Raj 208. 

71. Bankim Cho Roy Vs Anjali .Rof'• -Am 1972 Pat. 80 ~ 



72• Chinta Gunte Jaganatham Vs Chinta Gunte Sabitranma. AIR 
1972 AP 377. 
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73. Lallu Bhai. Kasab Ram Joshi Vs Nirmala Ben Lallu Ram Joshi, 
AIR 1972 Gqj 174. 

74. Sisir Kumar Kund.u Vs Sabita Rani Kundu, AIR. 1972 Cal 4. · ·· 

75~ _,..SJ.taram vs Phuli, AIR 1972 Raj 313 . 
{-

7~·- :S. Balaji shingh Vs B. Raj Kumari, AIR 1972 Mad 278 ~ 

11. Adigarla Sinhachalam vs Adigarla Papamma. AIR 1973 AP 31. 

78. Prema Vs Anand Sethi, AIR 1973 Mys 69. 

79. Nirmal2 Devi Vs Ram Das, AIR 1973 P&H 48. 

80. Devaki Vs Purushottam Kewalia, AIR 1973 Raj 2 • 

. 81. PUrUshottarn Kewalia Vs Devaki, AIR 1973 Raj_ 3. 

82. Vij ay Kumar vs Purnima Devi, Am 1973 Raj 82 • 

83. surendra Kunar ASthana Vs · Kamlesh :As thana, Am 1974 All 110. 

84. B.B. Balbir Kaur Kathuria Vs Raghubir Singh Kathuria,. AIR 
1974 P&H 225. 

" ss. Jagdisb Prasad l'ulsan Vs Manjula Tulsan~ AIR 1975 Cal 64. 

66. subhra J.:sagchi vs P. K. Bagchi, A.IR 1975 J&K 83.· 

67. Parashuram Rao Anantha Rao Pisi Vs Prativa Parasu · Rao Pisi, 
AIR 1975 Kant 31. . 

88. Chhaganlal Vs Sakkha Devi, AIR 1975 Raj 8, 

89. Priti Parihar Vs Iii. Kaila.sh Singh Parihar. AIR 1975 
Raj 52. 

90. Govindram Ranuji Musala Vs Anandi Ram. AIR 1976 Born 433. 

91. Aniruaha vs scntosh· Nath Kanna, AIR 1976 Del 246. 

92. Dr. D. Thimappa Vs R. Nagaveni, AIR 1976 Kant 215. 
0 

93. Maithill Haman Vs K.'l'. Raman. AIR 1976 .Nad 260. 

94. Arati Singh Vs Lt. Col •. Kanwar Pal Singh, AIR 1977 Del 76 .. 



... I 
. ·... . l':~_,.'·~· .. 

95. Chitralekha vs Ranjit Rai, A:IR 1977 Del 76. 

96. Gurbaksh Singh Vs 'l'ar.,ajeet, AIR 1977 HP 66 ~ 

97. Mansaram Sharma vs saraswati Devi, AIR 1977 Ori 55. 

98• Radheshyam Gupta Vs Lakshmi Bai, AIR 1977 I'-1P 271, 
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99. sateesh Bindra Vs surjeet Singh Bindra, AIR 1977 P&H 383. 

100~ Varalakshrni vs N. v. Hanumanta Rao, AIR 1978 AP 6. 

101~ Jai Singh VS Khimi Bhiklu, AIR 1978 HP 45. 

" 1D2. surjeet Kaur Vs Teerath Singh, AIR 1978 P&H 112. 

103. Gurc:haran Kaur Vs Ramchand, AIR 1979 P&H 206 .. 

104. Preeti Archana Sharma vs Ravind Kumar Sharma, Am 1979 
All 29. . 

101. Dinesh Girjubhai Mehta Vs Usha Dinesh Mehta, AIR 1979 
Bom173. · 

106. Gangu Paundlik Waghmare vs Paundlik Maroti waghmare, AIR 
1979 som 264 • 

107. Amrik Singh Vs Narinder Kaur, AIR 1979 P&H 211 . 

108. Raj Dei Vs Lautan, AIR 1980 All 109 • 

109. Ram Narain Path'Sk Vs Urmila Devi, AIR 1980 All 344. 

110. Rajpal Vs Dharmawali, AJ:R 1980 All 350 ., 

111. Baliram vs Radhika Devi·, AIR 1980 Pat 67. 

112. Gurmeet Si_ngh Vs Buchari, AIR 1980 P&H 120. 

113• Atmaram vs Narbada Devi, AIR 1980 Raj 35 ~ 

114. C. B. Joshi Vs Ganga Devi, AIR 1980 All 130. 

115. ADjula vs l'.J.tan Kumar., AIR 1981 All 178 o 

116. G. Pravimala sundarivai Vs Ouduri Premanathan, AIR 1981 
AP 87. 
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117. Medasetti satyanarayana Vs .Medasetti veeranani, AIR 1981 
AP 123. 

118. SUbbasin! vs B. R. umakant, AIR 1981 Kant 181. 

119. Jaydevi vs Bishen Das, AIR 1981 P&H 186 ~ 

120. Rajendra Prakash vs Roshni Levi, AIR 1981 P&H 212. 

121. Sudarshan Kumar Khurana Vs smt Deepak, AIR 1981 P&H 315 ~ 

122. Balbir Singh vs swarankanta, AIR 1981 Raj 266. 

123. Yogeshwar Prasad Vs Jyotirani, AIR 1981 04;!1 99. 

124. Rakesh Chandck oVS Vinod, AIR 1982 J&X 95. 

125. Amritlal Nehru Vs Usha Nehru, AIR 1982 JEd< 98. 

126. Purushottan Das Agarwalla Vs Pushpa oevi A.m 1982 ori 270. 

127. umesh Chan Sharma Vs Rameshwari Devi, AIR 1982 Raj 83. 

128. sushma Khanna vs suresh Khanna, AIR 1982 Del 176. 

129. Ram Kishan Singh Vs Savitri. Devi, AIR 1982 Del 458 # 

130. Ratna Prabha Vs Shodoksharaiah Rudrayyaswani Maleksppamath, 
AIR 1982 Kant 170 . _ 

131. D.P. Gopal Vs Pushpaveni, AIR 1982 Kant 129. 

132• Raj agopalan vs Kamalammal, AIR 1982 Mad, 187 .. 

133• Mahindar Kumar Mishra Vs snehalata Kar, AIR 1983 O,ri 74-. 

. · 134,, ~illp Bhai Chaganlal Patel vs State of Maharastra, AIR 
· · . -~*r1983 Bombay 128. · 

., .: . . :~~~-- . . . 

u$~·-Jegciish Vs Bhanumati, AIR 1983 Born 297 • 
. :' 'i ··,·~ . 

136. Meena Desh Pandey vs Prakash srinivas Deshpanaay, AIR 
1983 Bom 409. 

137. Scndhya Bhattacharjee Vs Gopinath Bhattacharya, AIR 1983 
Cal. 161. 

138. Ram Narayan vs Darepadi Devi, AIR 1983 Del 346e 

139. Dhiraj Ben Prabhu Das Parmar vs Ramesh Chandra shambhu 
Lal Yadav, AIR 1983 Guj 215 • 

;. 



140. c. Sannaiah Vs Padma• AIR 1983 Kant. 114. 
0 

141. oarshan Kaur vs Malook shingh1 AIR 1983 P&H 28. 

142. Preetam shingh vs Rajend·ar Kaur. AIR 1983 P&H 28. 

143. Chunilal Gulati Vs Krishna Rani, AIR 1983 P&H 241. 

144. Manjit Shingh Vs Sunita Kiran, AIR 1983 P&H 281. 

145. Bhanwar Lal vs· Kanala Devi, AIR 1983 Raj 229. 

146. Nanda Rani Mazumdar Vs Indian Air Lines, AIR 1983 
sc 1201. 

147~ V.J. Sainarayan VS Padmini, AIR 1984 NOC 238 (Kant}. 

148~t Shankarappa Vs Shushila Bai, AIR 1984 Kant 112 • 
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149• Racmana Sharma Vs Chandra Mohan Sharma, AIR 1984 All 302, 
-

J;~- ~ushama vs satish Chander, AIR 1984. Del 1 .--

·i-~i'::·-·;a~ ~ani vs om Prakash shcmna, AIR 1984 Del 301. 
~ •' '' • • • • \ .:.: r •• • 

:is~:uD.evdutt Shingh vs Rajni Gandhi, AIR 1984.,Del 320 .. 

153, veena Handa vs Avinash Handa, AIR 1984 Del· 445. 

154. Gaja.pati Naik Vs Dukh Nashini Naik, AIR 1984 Ori 166· 

155. Sohanlal VS Kamalesh, AIR 1984 P&H 332. 

156. Nalini Vs Velu1 AIR 1984 I<er 214. 

157. Gulab Jagdusa Kukwane Vs Kanal Gulab Kukwane, AIR 1985 
Born 88. 

158. Dutta Dabu 'Undage Vs Tarabai-Dutta UDdage~ AIR 1985 
Bom 106. 

159. Rundi Bala Roy Vs Putubala, AIR 1985 Cal 47., 

160. Rishi Vevanand Vs Devindar Kaur, AIR 1985 Del 40. 

161. Debi Prasad Mukherjee Vs Shandha Debi, AIR 1985 Gau 97 e 

162. Maganbhai Chotubhai Patel Vs Mani Ben alias Kiki Ben 
all as Lakshmi Ben, AIR Guj 187 o 
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163. Pe Velayudban Vs P.A.P. Devald.# 1UR 1985 NOC(Ker)69. 

164. Raghaban Radhakrishnan Vs satyabhama JaikUmari. AIR 1985 
1'\.er 193. 

165. L.R. RajenOr~ Vs Gaja Lakshmi. AIR 1985 Mad 195.-

166. Raj anbal Vs Murugappan, 1\IR 1985 Had 284. 

167. subhas Ch. Biswas Vs .rt;alinJ. Biswas, AIR l :185 Ori 284. 

168. Chandremani sarang1 vs Nema sarangi, AIR 1~5 NOC llO(Od.). 

169. v. Krishnaveni Vs v. Narashingha Rao., A.I.R 1985 NCiC 131 (Or.i). 

170. Lurde:v Kaur vs Cbannc, AIR 1986 P&H 251 • 

171. Pwark.adas Clurumukhda.s Agraval vs abanuben, AIR 1966 Guj_·e .• 

172. l~ma Vs Lakshmana. AIR 1986 Ker 130. 

173. ~hantarum 'l'Ukaram Patil vs Dagubai 'rukaram Patil, AIR 1987 
Bom 182. 

0 . 

174. 1\shit Mukherjee vs susbmita :-rukherjee,. laiR 1987 cal 153. 

175. Manoj Jaiswal Vs Iaela J_a1swal, AIR 1987 Cal 231. 

176. Vrinda ;.nand vs ArUn .-nand. AIR 1987 eel 120. 

177. Damodaran vs Mira. AIR 1987 ~r 78. 

178. Ek.t.kkal Kunniyil Rc:.gbmran vs l<.K. saroja.. JUR 1987 I<er 151. 

179. P. S. Krishnanurthy VS P. s. UJDa ~evi. AIR 1987 AJ? 236. 

180. JWala Prasad vs Heena Levi. AIR 1987 1.11 130. 

181. somnath Jeena Vs SabitrJ. Jeena. A:tR 1987 cri 251. 

182. Jeyat1 J?radhan Vs Kunj abehari Praclhan. AIR 1987 liri 184. 

: • ."~. Billcw-ak Ch Padi vs Kamala Padi anJ.. AIR l987 -Lri 167 • 
. ~-~~~·-.:rx-:·! :;~_ .-.::. ~ 
/~J.$4. :.S;I;I.~~iya Mohapatr Vs B.iraJ~ishore Mohapatra, An~ 1987 

,)g;:.--? . .}f.:~~~!i 65. . 
:'.'185i>8enu Jain Vs Mahabir Prasad Jain. lAR 1987 Lel. 43 •. 
. ·· ... ·. . 



186e Shadwatti Amnal Vs Sethi. AJ:R 1987 Mad 224. 

187. Dharanu Chand vs Shobha Dev_i. 1\.IR 1987 Raj 159. 

188. Premnath sarvan Vs _.Premlata sanren. AIR 1988 l..'el 50. 

189. Gulabchancl Vs Sa.-npati Devi, AIR 1988 J&iK 22. 

4~7 

" 190. Chitra ~en~.)ta Vs l>hrubaJtoti SengUpta. AIR l9Ba Cal 98. 

191. Githa Chatterjee vs Prabbat Kr. Chatterjee, AIR 1988 Cal83. 

192. Vinod Che Shama Vs Rajesh Pathak. AlR l9~ 1~11 150. 

193. Mandellal VS Meena. AIR 1968 P&H 31. 

194. Virendra Kwar vs santoshi Devi. AIR 1988 l'aj 127. 

195. Krishna Kumari vs 1st Adc. Oist. Judge Hamirpur. AIR 1989 
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